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ABSTRACT 

The project, Virtual Environment Applications for Buried Waste 
Characterization, was initiated in the Buried Waste Integrated Demonstration 
Program in fiscal year 1994. This project is a research and development effort that 
supports the remediation of buried waste by identifying and examining the issues, 
needs, and feasibility of creating virtual environments using available 
characterization and other data. This document describes the progress and results 
from this project during the past year. 
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SUMMARY 

Virtual environments (VEs) use computers and display mechanisms to help users comprehend 
complex situations. The VE technology described in this report supports the remediation of buried waste 
by improving the access to and usefulness of site characterization information provided to the remedial 
decisionmakers or operators. This characterization information may come from historical records or from 
field data collected before remedial work or at the digface during the retrieval operation. By improving 
the usefulness of information, the VEs and advanced visualization techniques support risk evaluation, 
before beginning operations and during the remedial operations. 

The objective of this work was to investigate the feasibility and usefulness of simulation-based 
planning and design concepts for restoring and cleaning up subsurface hazardous waste sites. In 
particular, the feasibility of using available characterization data from waste sites at the Idaho National 
Engineering Laboratory (INEL) to generate a VE (computer-generated virtual world) representing the site 
and the usefulness of that environment in remediation assessment and planning activities were examined. 

To define the feasibility and opportunities for the using VE techniques, the following specific 
objectives were defined: 

1. Develop a rapid prototype for soliciting user ideas 

2. Define functional requirements for a prototype system 

3. Develop a hardware and software prototype platform based on defined functional 
requirements. 

Based on the early evaluation of the rapid prototype system, additional objectives for development 
in 1994 were defined: 

4. Develop depth-to-object interpretation algorithms and automate these for use in digface data 
interpretation 

5. Investigate the applicability of an automatic target recojgnition system (previously developed 
for a separate use) for interpreting data from digface sensors to define waste types or objects 

6. Investigate the applicability of neural networks for interpreting data from digface sensors to 
define waste types or objects 

7. Investigate the applicability of a visual data base for presenting historical records and possible 
integrating the records with sensor data to improve understanding of available information on 
waste sites 

8. Investigate the use of immersion as a tool used by operators or decisionmakers to improve 
understanding of characterization data 

9. Investigate potential product commercialization and faaors affecting marketability of project 
results. 
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Advances, conclusions, and recommendations for each objective are provided in this report. 

Rapid Prototype Development 

The initial work scope for this project involved generating rapid prototype environments. These 
rapid prototypes provided baseline environments that could be shown to potential users to assist them in 
understanding current capabilities and to solicit input about needed and desired functionality. The 
Characterization Cell in the Cold Test Pit (CTP) at the INEL was used for this work because the 
engineered facility is well defined and significant engineering and geophysics survey characterization data 
are readily available. 

Three different rapid prototype environments were constructed, including a walkthrough of the 
Characterization Cell, a visual data base of the Characterization Cell, and an example three-dimensional 
data display. These environments were shown to and discussed with potential end users including 
geophysicists, engineers, and Environmental Restoration representatives. As a result of the initial 
evaluations, functional requirements for a prototype integrated hardware and software platform were 
generated. 

Integrated Hardware and Software Platform 

A system that integrates different functionalities into a single overall platform was designed and 
implemented in prototype form. The integrated system has access to data, data base information, and 
analysis tools that may be of interest to or used for buried waste characterization applications. 

The integrated hardware design and software platform was based on functional descriptions of 
needed analysis, archival, and user interaction capabilities. These requirements were based on the 
operator being able to interactively manipulate any reasonable subset of the available data in real time. 
The data under investigation must be easily and readily accessible for analysis, manipulation, and display 
in any manner desired by the user. In addition, the methods and results of the analyses should be stored 
to provide a knowledge base for future activities. 

The functional design consists of seven components, five are software and two are hardware. All 
of the components are specified so that off-the-shelf solutions can be used. As faster, more flexible or 
otherwise superior components become available, they may be integrated into the system at iriinimal 
expense and rework. The simplest to implement and describe are the hardware components consisting 
of a Rendering Environment and the User Interaction Environment. The software units are designed to 
accomplish the tasks identified in the requirements analysis, including data analysis, representing and 
manipulating the virtual world, semiautonomous data analysis, access to external simulation capabilities, 
and a high performance, distributed scientific data base. 

Software packages used in the integrated system are Application Visualization System, for the 
display environment; WorldToolKit (the current standard) for the virtual world authoring environment, 
and Aurora Data Server from Xidak for the data archiving subsystem. 

The primary hardware components for the core system are a Sun Microsystems SparcServer 2000 
with eight 50 Mhz processors, each with 2 MB of external cache. 
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Currently, the major systems components are loosely coupled and improvement of the system is 
ongoing. Major improvement will take place after a formal review of the prototype capabilities by 
potential users, specifically Environmental Restoration personnel. Additional development should be 
guided by reviewer comments. 

Depth-to-Object Algorithms 

During the rapid prototype review, geophysicists stressed the need for an analysis system that could 
support extraction of relationships in the geophysics survey data. ITie following analysis areas are major 
areas of interest: 

• Depth-to-object estimation 

• Contour analysis (determination of anomaly extrema) 

• Anomaly characterization. 

Software that performs depth-to-object analyses has been implemented and verified. The algorithms 
provide reasonable estimates of the object depth, although the range of estimates is wide. Depths 
estimated using the digface and Rapid Geophysical Surveyor data were typically within one-half foot of 
real values. Automation of the depth estimation algorithms allows verification to be done on numerous 
data. Such verification is too tedious and time consuming to be done by hand. Based on encouraging 
results from the automated algorithms, numerous data sets, comprising a range of targets and 
environments should be verified. The 1994 digface data set is one specific data set on which the 
algorithms should be checked. 

Automatic Target Recognition Sysitem Evaluation 

An Automatic Target Recognition (ATR) system was evaluate for data interpretation of the sensor 
data obtained during the digface characterization process. The potential role of the ATR system is to aid 
the operator or geophysicist. The ATR system could be used to automatically scan incoming data and 
highlight potential target areas. Targets would be defined by expert users during the training process. 
The potential targets would then be verified by a human expert. Ilie system would allow the expert to 
focus attention on the areas of suspected targets when making characterization determinations. 

The ATR system performance was generally good for data interpretation. (For this initial study, 
the evaluation was done under rather ideal conditions.) Although there were errors in distinguishing 
boxes from barrels, the system is capable (based on the limited testing done) of distinguishing target 
objects from background soil. 

Initial results indicate that further evaluation and development of the ATR system are needed. Initial 
results are encouraging; however, the ATR system must be demonstrated under conditions that represent 
actual buried waste sites. 
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Neural Network Evaluation 

Artificial neural networks can potentially scan large amounts of data rapidly to highlight regions of 
interest similar to the ATR system. The two methods use different approaches, each with advantages and 
disadvantages. Neural networks were evaluated for potential data interpretation application. 

The neural network performance was generally good for digface data interpretation. Both 
backpropagation and radial basis function neural network paradigms were used for target background 
classification. After training, the networks demonstrated reasonable capability to distinguish targets from 
background. The networks have been distinguishing target and background locations accurately on over 
85% of the digface data. 

Networks were trained using various combinations of training input, including single sensor types 
from a single data level, single sensor types from multiple levels of data, multiple sensor types from a 
single data level, and multiple sensor types from multiple data levels. Using multiple levels of data and 
combining sensor types for training and testing resulted in better definition of target boundaries. 

A training set that consisted of data from several experiments was generated to train a network that 
would produce good results on all digface experiments. Targets from each digface experiment (except 
Experiments 1 and 4) were included in this training set. Reasonable results were achieved. 

Although evaluation is still in progress, preliminary indications suggest that neural networks can 
provide reasonable object depth estimates for the digface data collected in fiscal year 1993. Predictions 
to date are within about 10% of the documented object depths. 

Initial results indicate that further evaluation and development of neural networks are needed. Initial 
results are encouraging; however, the networks must be demonstrated under conditions representing actual 
buried waste sites. 

Visual Data Base Evaluation 

The integrated hardware and software platform was applied to two visual data base problems. These 
were real world implementations of the functional design requirements and provided an opportunity to 
test the usability of the system in real scenarios. Several individuals expressed interest in being able to 
visually inspect, manipulate, and query large data bases containing historical records of waste disposal 
areas. The two applications, CTP Characterization Cell and Pit 9, were chosen because of data 
availability and relevance to the program. 

The visual data base applications showed the ability, benefit, and utility of having different sources 
of information about a particular waste site gathered into a centralized location. For operational 
usefulness, the need to have computing capabilities with significant power was demonstrated. The visual 
data base implementation was run on several different classes of work stations. On newer machines (e.g., 
with dedicated graphics processors), the performance was much better and movement through the objects 
in the world was acceptable. 
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Based on implementation experience with the Pit 9 data base, it is clear that there will always be 
some doubts about the accuracy of the information in such a historical data base. The information must 
be used cautiously and with human expertise, and experience must be used in the process of building and 
using a visual data base. 

The current system should be formally reviewed by potential users, specifically Environmental 
Restoration personnel. Subsequent development, if needed, should be guided by reviewer comments. 

Evaluation of Immersion 

An evaluation of potential benefits of the system, including immersive capabilities, has been done. 
One advantage of an immersive system is the ability to use the high bandwidth communication system 
that comprises the human optical system. There are many degrees of immersion varying from the minimal 
capabilities of a video monitor to the total immersion provided by stereo head-mounted displays. For 
each application, the appropriate degree of immersion needed for efficiently completing designated tasks 
should be considered. 

Initial efforts focused on how immersion might benefit interpreting of geophysical data. Current 
near-field geophysics data interpretation requires substantial training and expertise and is in an immature 
state. Until techniques are developed to support data representation by physical world objects, it is not 
clear how immersion will benefit geophysical data interpretation. Immersion will play a larger role in the 
planned use of stereo/video and stereo/video mixing with VEs. Immersion will improve depth perception 
of people operating telerobotic equipment in hazardous environments. Further evaluation is planned in 
1995. 

Commercialization 

Preliminary work has been done to evaluate the potential market for the VE technologies under 
development. The market assessment also included initial evaluation of factors to be considered in system 
development from the point of view of ultimate product usefulness; and commercialization potential. 

The potential market for buried waste remediation technology is large and extends beyond Federal 
installations such as the U.S. Department of Energy and the U.S. Department of Defense sites. The 
Federal sites represent a significant potential investment of resource:? for cleanup; the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency estimates range in the hundreds of billions of dollars. 

A preliminary market survey supports the project's assumption VE technologies usefulness, based 
on feedback from businesses involved in the remediation. The coiiamercial support leans toward a suite 
of technologies including VE and assumes a fairly sophisticated site characterization capability as part of 
the VE system. Potential markets for spin-off products from the buried waste VE work have been 
identified. These include the public utilities industry (e.g., underground gas and water lines), land-use 
planning and construction industries (e.g., imaging and displaying subterranean infrastructure), and 
industrial archeology (e.g., detection of underground structures). Similar to the buried waste 
characterization problem, all of these sidemarkets are potential users of VE technologies, assuming that 
the techniques are integrated with a sophisticated sensing and detection capability. The market support 
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found in the initial survey is largely predicated on further developing both the sensor and VE display 
capabilities. 

The lack of standardization of virtual worlds software is a general problem and will affect 
commercial potential of project products. However, it is anticipated that by 1996, the market for virtual 
worlds software will change remarkably. Constant scrutiny of this area and adjustment of project tools 
and software are advised. 
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Virtual Environment Applications 
for Buried Waste Characterization 

Technology Evaluation Report 

1. TECHNOLOGY DESCRIPTION 

1.1 Purpose 

Virtual environments (VEs) use computers and display mechanisms to help users comprehend 
complex situations. The VE technology supports the remediation of buried waste by improving access 
to and the usefulness of site characterization information to remedial decisionmakers or operators. This 
characterization information may come from historical records or from field data collected before 
remedial work or at the digface during the retrieval operation. By improving the usefulness of 
information, the VEs and advanced visualization techniques support risk evaluation, before beginning 
operations, or more particularly, during the remedial operations. 

The goal of the work described in this report was to examine the feasibility and usefulness of VE 
generation from available characterization information. Buried waste remediation brings with it complex 
situations of enormous breadth. Furthermore the science, technology, and understanding associated with 
buried waste characterization is in an infant state. The work described here is not complete, and we have 
tried to cover many topics in addressing the goals of the project. 

1.2 Virtual Environments and Virtual Reality Technology Overview 

Advances in computing technology over the past decade make the concept of simulation-based 
planning and design (SBPD) feasible. The SBPD concept considers the use and integration of 
state-of-the-art simulation techniques to reduce the need for physical prototypes and physical simulation. 
SBPD will eventually establish a new paradigm that is an innovative method for fully utilizing available 
and developing tools to plan, design, analyze, develop, and produce affordable complex systems. 
Technologies considered crucial in SBPD include (a) intelligent, integrated, automated, real-time control 
of the design process, including proper sequencing of system models and data bases and design revision 
disciplines; (b) effective implementation of advanced visualization, including virtual reality, and 
multimedia techniques into the design process; (c) high-speed, wide bandwidth networking; (d) paralyzed 
processing and computing; and (e) virtual prototyping and physics-based modeling. 

VEs, or computer-generated worlds, will play a significant role in this concept. 
Computer-generated worlds could take on different forms depending on the circumstances and the 
requirements of the situation. A graphics system works with a data base to describes objects, their 
position in coordinate space, and color and texture attributes. From, this description, the graphics system 
renders a bit-map representation of the objects depending on the orientation of the observer and lighting 
sources. In some cases, the VE may be very realistic relative to the real environment, and the objects 
in the computer-generated world may appear nearly as they do in reality. In other cases, the VE may 
be a symbolic representation of the situation being simulated. For example, the representation of physical 
data may include some kind of mapping or transformation into the VE to make the data presentation more 
understandable. In any case, the items represented in the virtual world are collections of polygons and 
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pixels (described by files) that are rendered to produce three-dimensional images. Some ability to 
manipulate or interact with the computer generated objects is generally associated with VEs although this 
does not have to be the case. VEs applications may have the capability to immerse the user in the scene 
by using head-mounted stereoscopic displays. 

The general, full-featured computer-based SBPD system described above does not exist at present. 
Researchers have made, however, considerable progress toward developing parts of an integrated system 
in bounded domains such as ship and airplane designs. Goals of these systems include incorporating the 
features needed so that design concepts and evaluations can be made mathematically (through simulation) 
without constructing large-scale physical models and prototypes. The Advanced Research Projects 
Agency, for example, is examining and developing the SBPD concept for large Naval ship building tasks. 
Boeing is also using aspects of SBPD for the design and simulation of new aircraft designs such as 
the 777. Eliminating model construction is expected to be a considerable cost savings in the long term 
for such large design and construction applications. The ability to make subtle changes in design features 
on large, costly, design.concepts or equipment and then evaluate the performance impact of such changes 
rapidly without physical model construction will constitute a powerful capability. 

Many training capabilities and advantages are associated with the SBPD concept. Flight training 
simulators have been successfully used for pilot training for many years. Given die capabilities associated 
with the a full-featured SBPD system, simulators may eventually be available for arbitrary equipment 
types and physical systems. Such a training system would allow planners and equipment operators to 
define and practice equipment operations in a simulated environment before effecting the operations in 
the real situation. This training would help to reduce and communicate risk for hazardous tasks such as 
critical crane lifts and waste remediation operations. 

For the simulation and training capabilities to be effective, the environments or computer-generated 
worlds must be defined. For some cases, definition of these worlds may, in principle, be straightforward. 
For example, in situations where the environment is not changing and can be readily described (such as 
the layout of a building) or prescribed (such as flight paths for a flight simulator), a computer-generated 
world can be constructed even though it may be tedious. In other cases, the environment of interest may 
be less well specified. Buried waste is such a case because, at present, there is no single method or 
technology that has the ability to reconstruct the landfill characteristics. Various research and technology 
development efforts are currently being carried out within the Buried Waste Integrated Demonstration 
(BWID) Program to develop, examine, and test techniques for gathering information that will be useful 
for characterizing of subsurface waste sites. Such efforts include using and improving surface geophysics 
methods for buried waste characterization (Coleman 1993), digface characterization (Josten 1992), and 
remote system characterization (Sandness et al. 1993). These efforts have obtained or will be obtaining 
data from many different types of sensors and instruments. Each of the techniques will have advantages 
and disadvantages for a given set of conditions and circumstances, and disparate types of data will be 
available. Clearly, there is need to determine how to extract information and proper insights from these 
available data and how to present this information to the end user to maximize the knowledge gained. 

1.3 Technology Need 

Remediation of buried waste in the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) complex is currently and 
will continue to be a challenging technical and political problem. The challenge stems from the lack or 
inadequate characterization of and potential health and safety hazards associated with the waste sites. 
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Need-driven approaches have been used to identify technologies for implementation in DOE's 
environmental restoration/waste management, and decommissioning and decontamination activities. The 
needs included identifying better (i.e., faster, safer, cheaper, and efficient) methods to characterize, 
evaluate, test, and demonstrate retrieval technologies. The concept of state-of-the art visual technologies, 
such as scientific data visualization, VEs, and SBPD was included in the assessment. Of particular 
interest is the desire to determine, evaluate, and communicate risk during any remediation process. 
Technology that provides ready access to and improved interpretation of all types of information (e.g., 
characterization, historical) available for a site under consideration will help assist in the determining and 
communicating risk. Advanced visualization and VE techniques can play a role in this effort. 
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2. DEVELOPMENT OBJECTIVES 

This work was designed to define the feasibility of VE techniques used in conjunction with advanced 
visualization techniques to improve understanding of characterization data. This included development 
of a hardware and software platform for integrating diverse techniques to support improved understanding 
and presentation of information. The work was the initial start at defining the feasibility of and the 
opportunities for the use of VE display techniques. 

To achieve the overall goal of defining feasibility and opportunities for the use of VE techniques, 
the following specific objectives were defined: 

1. Develop a rapid prototype for soliciting user ideas 

2. Define functional requirements for a prototype system 

3. Develop a hardware and software prototype platform based on defined functional 
requirements. 

Based on the early evaluation of the rapid prototype system, additional objectives for development 
in fiscal year (FY)-94 were defined: 

4. Develop depth-to-object interpretation algorithms and automate these for use in digface data 
interpretation 

5. Investigate the applicability of an automatic target recognition (ATR) system (previously 
developed for a separate use) in interpreting data from digface sensors to define waste types 
or objects 

6. Investigate the applicability of neural networks for interpreting data from digface sensors to 
define waste types or objects 

7. Investigate the applicability of a visual data base for presenting historical records and possibly 
integrating it with sensor data for improved understanding of available information on waste 
sites 

8. Investigate the use of immersion as a tool for operators or decisionmakers to improve 
understanding of characterization data 

9. Investigate potential product commercialism and factors affecting marketability of project 
results. 

This work was closely integrated with the Digface Characterization Project (Josten 1995) at the 
Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL). The digface project has and continues to gather some 
of the most advanced, high-resolution site characterization data for engineered waste sites. Also, the 
digface project members have considerable knowledge, insight, and experience about the issues and needs 
for characterization data interpretation, analysis, and display. A particular focus is on supporting digface 
remediation operations by providing the operators and support personnel with rapid and effective 
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presentation of information derived from the digface sensors to aid in rapid and safe decisionmaking 
during operations. Because of the dependence on the digface data, a brief description of the digface 
project is given in Appendix A. 
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3. QUALITY PROCEDURES, HEALTH AND SAFETY, 
ENVIRONMENTAL OVERVIEW 

3.1 Quality Procedures 

The VE project work consisted of data display and interpretation techniques implemented in 
software. At current stages of exploratory development, no specific quality procedures for the software 
have been implemented. Standard engineering practices were used, and manual verification of results 
in certain applicable instances was conducted. Detailed verification and software configuration control 
were not appropriate at that stage of development. Work consisted of analytical modeling and computer 
software development. There were no health, safety, or environmental concerns associated with 
conducting the project work. 
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4. PROJECT DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT PHILOSOPHY 

The project was structured to meet the objectives of defining the feasibility and determining 
opportunities for VEs in buried waste characterization. A rapid prototype environment was developed 
as a basis for generating ideas on potential applications. This environment was shown to potential users 
such as geophysicists and Environmental Restoration personnel for their input on desired capabilities for 
a prototype system. Based on the feedback received, a set of functional requirements was written, and 
a prototype software and hardware platform was developed. A number of separate self-contained analysis 
techniques for supporting data interpretation and display were developed and evaluated for potential use. 

The system being developed has an architecture that can incorporate different software techniques 
and hardware if appropriate. Figure 4-1 shows the overall design, depicting an integrated system that 
has access to data, data base information, and analysis tools for buried waste characterization applications. 
The elements shown in Figure 4-1 are described in more detail in Section 5.3. 

The philosophy of the project has been to leverage, to the extent possible, equipment, knowledge, 
techniques, and software from other sources. This philosophy resulted in some sharing of costs with 
INEL General Purpose Capitol Equipment funds for equipment. Some vendors provided software and 
hardware products at no (or little) cost as they felt future benefits could be significant. Other private 
concerns provided insight and shared ideas and enthusiasm for the project. The need for 
commercialization was recognized early in die project. 

Efforts to remain abreast of developments ensured that duplication was niinimized and other research 
contributed to or benefited from this project. 
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Figure 4-1. Overall design schematic of VE system. 
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5. RESULTS AND PRODUCTS 

Rapid prototype environments were developed to solicit user input and define requirements for this 
project. These environments, the resulting functional requirements, and work conducted to address the 
functional requirements are described below. 

5.1 Rapid Prototype Environments 

The rapid prototypes provided baseline environments and when shown to potential users could 
communicate current capabilities and solicit input about functionality. The Characterization Cell in the 
INEL's Cold Test Pit (CTP)ab was used as a basis for this work because this engineered facility is well 
defined and significant engineering and geophysics survey characterization data are available. 

Three rapid prototype environments were constructed: a walkthrough of the Characterization Cell, 
a visual data base of the Characterization Cell, and an example three-dimensional data display. These 
environments were shown to and discussed with potential end users including geophysicists, engineers, 
and environmental restoration representatives. These environments and conclusions reached are described 
below. 

5.1.1 Walkthrough Models 

Three-dimensional walkthrough models of the Characterization Cell and of the entire CTP were 
constructed using a PC-based commercial software package called VIRTUS (VIRTUS Corporation 1993). 
VIRTUS is typically used for computer-aided visualization for spatial design applications. The software 
application includes a sophisticated modeling and Rendering Environment (RE). The modeler includes 
a full suite of modeling and lighting tools. Geometric models are constructed in two-dimensional planes 
and extruded into the third dimension to produce three-dimensionsil objects whose surface features can 
be textured or altered as desired. The objects comprising the modeil are rendered in a separate window. 
The user moves through the rendered view as desired to look at: any aspect of the model from any 
viewpoint. User movements are recorded and played back at a later date or saved as a movie for 
playback. No user interaction with the model and no hooks to the external world are possible. 

The VIRTUS model provides an example of a reasonably high visual fidelity modeling environment. 
The environment is useful for lighting and spatial analysis if the geometry of the objects comprising the 
world is known. The model of the Characterization Cell was useful for demonstration purposes in that 
it showed what was possible in a VE given complete definition of the geometric features comprising the 
world. Figure 5-1 shows a screen image from the VIRTUS model of the Characterization Cell. This 
view direction is from the northeast to the southwest direction. For example, if it was desired to 
reconstruct a three-dimensional image of a waste site after retrieval 

a. G. G. Loomis, "Design and Construction Details of the INEL Simulated TRU Test Pit," EG&G Idaho, Inc., 
Engineering Design File, BWP-150-009, March 2, 1989. 

b. M. R. Winberg, "Specifications of the Addition of a Characterization and a Retrieval Cell to the Cold Test 
Pit (As-Built)," EG&G Idaho, Inc. Engineering Design File, December 29, 1992. 
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Figure 5-1. VIRTUS screen image of CTP model (northeast to southwest view). 

had occurred, such a model might be constructed using data from retrieval records to provide historical 
documentation of waste location. However, since interaction with the model elements and communication 
with the outside world is not possible, no means of providing additional information about particular 
items of interest is possible. This limitation is characteristic of the VIRTUS package. Other software 
tools have additional capabilities beyond this. 

Conclusions reached from review of this VE suggested that walkthroughs could be useful under 
certain circumstances. For example, if a plan existed for the design and construction of some new site, 
component, or facility, the site specifications (e.g., dimensions, location) are reasonably defined at least 
in a preliminary sense. A three-dimensional VE model of this situation can readily be constructed to 
address questions such as "how will the site look," "will the lighting be adequate," "is the design 
adequate in terms of accessibility for vehicles, personnel, and machinery," or "does this component block 
that component in an unacceptable fashion"? For waste sites, this kind of environment could be a useful 
tool for asking those and related questions, provided the site is fully documented so that a model can be 
constructed. While this is typically not the case for buried waste, stored waste removal and retrieval 
could find utility in such modeling. A possible application of walkthrough type modeling would be in 
the generation of a model after or during the excavation, retrieval, and remediation of a buried waste site. 
This would be a method of cataloging and documenting the site after the fact to determine and/or preserve 
relevant specifics and to answer "how the site looked." Preservation of such information in this form 
might be useful for future analytical modeling efforts, for communicating information to other parties, 
as a training set for operators, and for supporting learning by experience processes. Preretrieval survey 
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data and postretrieval information, for example, could be analyzed to enhance understanding of what the 
survey data are telling us and help synthesize relationships or patterns that can be of future use. 

Accurate cataloging and documenting of retrieved waste seems to be an important area. Although 
this project is not actively pursuing this concept at the moment (work to be discussed later using the Pit 9 
data base is relevant), we feel strongly that design consideration should be given to this area. For the 
reasons cited above, it seems that a method where the relevant specifics (perhaps waste classification, 
depth, survey data, graphics images) and metadata (text documentation) of retrieved buried waste can be 
preserved in a useful fashion would be invaluable for the historical record. A method that has access to 
and links between the significant information obtained before, during, and after a buried waste 
characterization and retrieval operation would seem to be an superb organizational tool. For discussion, 
one might consider such data types as photographs, videotapes or video clips, geophysics data, written 
operations logs, assay results, procedures, and records of decision. As a point of information, the 
National Center for Supercomputing Applications Mosaic (NCSA Mosaic 1994) software product has 
some of these mentioned capabilities where links between documents (graphics, text, and so forth) can 
be established using hypertext and hyperlink protocols. The documents may be on one computer or 
distributed across a network of computers. Mosaic has been used to a limited extent to organize some 
of the digface characterization data. It seems that the data to be gathered during the FY-95 integrated 
demonstration or the retrieval of Pit 9 would be an excellent opporiunity to examine this issue and could 
be explored as part of the FY-95 workscope for this project. 

5.1.2 Visual Data Base Model 

A visual data base model of the Characterization Cell was constructed using the commercial 
software package VREAM (VREAM, Inc. 1993). VREAM is an object-oriented environment that runs 
on PCs (IBM PC compatible only) and is a general purpose package used for interactive world 
construction. A three-dimensional modeling/editing environment and a separate runtime interactive 
environment constitute the system. Models are generally constructed in the three-dimensional editing 
environment and then transferred to the runtime environment for interactive use. Objects or groups of 
objects in VREAM can be assigned attributes such as color, translation, rotation, animation, or inertia. 
Significant capabilities are provided for links where an action instigated by the user or an action taken 
on or by one object (e.g., movement, touch) can cause an action (e.g., movement, display of information) 
in another object or group of objects. The VREAM software also capable of communicating with the 
outside world. Calls to external programs can be made and results can be communicated back to the 
VREAM model. Models constructed in the VREAM editing environment generate script files that can 
be read and easily modified by an experienced user. The software also includes drivers for numerous 
alternate input, tracking, and stereoscopic viewing devices. 

The VREAM visual data base model constructed of the Cliaracterization Cell consisted of the 
geometric objects known to be located in the pit along with a ground plane as shown in Figure 5-2. 
Waste forms were manipulated and touched or grabbed using the interactive pointing device (a virtual 
hand in this case). Grabbing the a waste form activated links thai highlighted the object and provided 
a tabular listing of information about the object including identification number and contents of the 
container. These links could be far more sophisticated. For example, a link could cause activation of 
an external program (i.e., a data base, a spreadsheet, or some other executable program) that could return 
information to the screen or pass variables or information to and from the object activating the link. 
Appendix B provides VREAM screen images of the CTP model illustrating some of these features. 
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Figure 5-2. Screen image of VREAM model of CTP (south to north view). 

The VREAM prototype model can be considered a visual information manager similar to that 
reported by Rod (1992) for stored waste. Such a system would have immediate utility for circumstances 
where waste is stored in an orderly fashion, the waste forms are known, and organized information about 
the waste (content for example) is available. A three-dimensional environment like this would provide 
all types of information for use in communication, interpretation, and planning. 

The visual data base was an interesting concept to people reviewing the prototypes. The following 
observation was made regarding Pit-9, "The pit dimensions and volume are known and the best available 
information indicates that certain volumes of particular waste types (e.g., pallet of barrels, pallet of 
boxes) were placed or dumped at particular locations in the pit. However, the placement locations were 
worker eyeball estimates relative to pit stake markers. Thus, there are discrepancies and conflicts relative 
to how much waste volume can be located at certain positions in the pit relative to somewhere else in the 
pit."c One manifest indicated a load was placed at some position, but another manifest indicated that all 
or part of that position was already occupied. There was interest in the concept of a three-dimensional 
VE model that could be used to examine "what-if scenarios about the positioning of known waste 
shipments of known volume in the pit. Interest was also voiced in conducting "touchability analysis" and 
investigating the possibility that one or the other of the shipments was actually placed at a slightly 
different location, and after doing this, seeing if the expected placement makes sense in relation to 
available survey data. This analysis could help with determining accessibility. For example, given a set 
of conditions, one may be able to assess spatial clearances and estimate if retrieval equipment can get 
between expected storage areas without disturbing undesirable locations or conduct other types of retrieval 
planning. 

A visual data base model would be useful for the problem described above if there is sufficient 
documentation to build crude models. Under these conditions, the model would only be as useful as the 
information available to construct it. The visual data base could also be used for cataloging the results 

c. Doug McKenzie, Idaho National Engineering Laboratory, personal communication, January 17, 1994. 
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of a digface or other remediation operation. Using excavation records, a model reflecting the waste 
removed could be constructed and the model elements linked to more detailed information about the 
remediation (e.g., survey data, shipping records) residing in data bases or elsewhere. Detailed records 
of retrieval operations would have to be maintained to implement this type of documentation tool. 
Potential benefits are proper ties between preretrieval data, and actual retrieval results could expedite the 
learning process and facilitate improvements in data interpretation for future operations. While cataloging 
and documenting retrieved waste is an important issue, this project is not pursuing its development. 
Work with retrieved waste cataloging has been done using the Pit 9 data base, but this area deserves 
additional attention. 

5.1.3 Three-Dimensional Data Display/Analysis Environment 

Data from the Digface Characterization Project became available in late December 1993. These 
data constitute three-dimensional data sets gathered from several different sensors over the digface 
surface. As discussed by Josten (1995), analyzing the data using PC-generated, hardcopy, 
two-dimensional plots was a frustrating, time consuming process mat did not facilitate trend analysis 
between data sets of the same sensor type or between data sets of different sensor types. 

Data from digface Experiment 1 (Josten 1995) were used to develop a prototype three-dimensional, 
interactive, multivariate data display environment using Advanced Visual Systems (AVS) software (AVS 
1993) and running on a Sun workstation. Display environments are created in AVS via an interactive, 
visual programming interface that allows code "modules" to be graphically linked in an object oriented 
sense to accomplish desired tasks. The modules include code that can read data sets, perform operations 
(e.g., filter, reorganize, search for duplicate entries) on the data, color enhance, and display the data. 
Many code modules are available in the environment, and users can write their own modules to 
accomplish desired tasks. Representations of physical objects (e.g., barrels and boxes) can be imported 
into the display environment along with the data display to provide visual cues. This environment, while 
not optimal, was generated to examine methods of displaying arid manipulating the data sets and to 
provide information to the user. 

A volume data set of information from the four parallel planes gathered during Experiment 1 was 
constructed by locating the individual data sets. An object representing a single barrel was also included 
in the environment as shown in Figure 5-3. This prototype allow**! the user to interactively rotate and 
translate the data set and to examine it from arbitrary points of view. Contour line and color gradient 
fill maps could be viewed on various planes cut through the data set. Certain features could be made 
transparent (or temporarily removed) to provide better visual access to enhance tracking the features from 
one data plane to another. Visual enhancement techniques could be examined including bubble 
visualization, opacity mapping, color coding, symbol typing and sizing to display different data types and 
magnitudes, and constant value surface display. Such a display environment with the proper control and 
manipulation capability would allow the user to search for data relationships (Josten 1995). Searches 
could be conducted in a more efficient manner than currently practiced by providing access to tools that 
search display data in many ways and use visual cues in the process. This capability will support analysis 
and help identify, classify, and characterize objects. 
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Figure 5-3. Advanced Visual Systems-generated three-dimensional image. 
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5.1.4 User Feedback On Rapid Prototype 

Positive and negative input was received on the prototype data display environment. A typical 
comment was that the large amount of information caused confusion. This was expected because the data 
were not presented in a way people were accustomed to. The confusion can be reduced by iterative 
display design, selectively displaying information of interest, and removing information no longer needed. 
The environment must provide what the current user is interested in, whether it is an operations person 
interested in newly acquired data, or an analyst or geophysicist interested in reviewing new data along 
with previously acquired data sets. 

From the view of digface data acquisition and operations, interest was shown in displaying data 
on-line in a manner superior to the typical flat two-dimensional line plots or profiles. Another comment 
made about numerical simulation results was if a library or data base of simulation results (not presently 
available) were readily accessible, could comparison of measured data to simulation data for an assumed 
waste configuration be a useful decisionmaking aid? In theory tMs process is possible, but the large 
number of simulation configurations and circumstances (e.g., interference and superposition 
considerations) would make it an unwieldy process. Pattern or target recognition or feature extraction 
schemes (Lassahn 1993; Poulton 1992) may make this a more tractable problem. An example would be 
training schemes to look for a specific subset of commonly expected waste forms (e.g., types, 
combinations, or orientations of containers) using a combination of data from engineered mockups and 
simulation data. This issue will be discussed in more detail below. The Interactive Computer Enhanced 
Remote Viewing System (ICERVS) approach described in MTI (1993) could support and benefit from 
this information and the empirical identification techniques derived from data analysis. 

Geophysicists indicated that there are several parameters of interest concerning buried waste. These 
parameters include the estimated depth, estimated volume, and composition (e.g., metallic, nonmetallic, 
hazard potential) of the waste. Empirical techniques show promise for estimating some of these 
parameters based on the digface characterization and other surfaice surveys. The geophysicists also 
indicated that a display/analysis environment that could incorporate and automate applying the empirical 
techniques and others to be developed would be useful for characterization analysis. They indicated that 
a useful tool would be the ability to easily superimpose, view, and manipulate experimental data gathered 
over buried waste objects of known type and location with representations of those objects. The 
expectation is that visual cues provided by spatially correct three-dimensional representations of the buried 
objects relative to the respective data would be an asset. It was clear, however, that the geophysicists 
wanted to view the data in a familiar manner (e.g., contour line plots or surface plot), where they could 
apply "domain rules" learned through experience. They also stressed the need to start simply and 
progress to more complex approaches as more is learned about the data relationships. While the display 
must identify boxes, barrels, drums, and large objects, it must also highlight potential hazards such as 
chemical radiation. 

5.2 Functional Requirements Definition 

Based on the rapid prototype environment reviews, the following conclusions were reached about 
functionality of an environment to support the stated needs of the reviewers. 

• The environment must accommodate and use large layered data sets that will be encountered 
in digface characterization/remediation type operations. 
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The environment must accommodate multivariate data because of the variety of sensors that 
may be involved in digface operations. 

• The environment should be able to handle data gathered on, or representative of, a wide 
variety of physical coordinate spaces. 

• The environment should be capable of displaying information in a variety of ways because of 
the diverse range of potential users. 

• Traditional techniques should be available for scientific visualization across a wide range of 
disciplines to provide all users with a common set of tools. Users from specific disciplines 
should also be able "see" the data in a manner to which they are accustomed. 

• Traditional methods should be included for displaying geophysical data that lie outside of those 
normally used in the visualization process. 

• The environment should provide the supporting structure in which domain experts may 
conceive, implement, test, and refine new empirical algorithms for description, identification, 
and classification as may be warranted by their perception of the data. 

• The environment should provide visual cues for patterns and features detected by either the 
analyst or system. For example, once the determination has been made that an object of a 
given type is probably located at some point, a graphical representation of the object may be 
rendered at its probable location in three-dimensional space. 

• The environment must be extensible so that new empirical algorithms, display routines, 
simulation capabilities, or other components can be added without major restructuring of the 
hardware and software. 

• Given the large amount of data, the environment will need to incorporate a data base of 
increasing complexity. 

• Finally, a reasonable level of user control is necessary to make the system efficient for the 
user. High performance hardware and software is one method to provide adequate system 
performance. 

• Performance must be available that provides a reasonable level of interactivity. 

These conclusions suggest a parallel path development approach including integration of 
software/hardware components and developing of digface data analysis/interpretation and display tools 
to support the user's needs. 

5.3 Development of Integrated Software 

The design of the integrated hardware and software platform was based on the functional description 
of the necessary analysis, archival, and user interaction capabilities (see Figure 4-1). These requirements 
were based the ability of the operator to interactively manipulate any reasonable subset of the available 
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data in real time. The data under investigation must be easily and readily accessible for analysis, 
manipulation, and display by the user. In addition, the methods and results of past analyses should be 
stored to provide a knowledge base for future activities. 

The functional design consists of seven components; five an; software and two are hardware (see 
Figure 5-4). The specified components are available off-the-shelf. As faster, more flexible, or superior 
components become available, they may be integrated into the system at minimal expense and rework. 
The simplest to implement and describe are the hardware components in a RE and the User Interaction 
Environment. The software units are designed to accomplish the tasks identified in the requirements 
analysis. This is generated functional software units for data analysis, representing and manipulating the 
virtual world, semiautonomous data analysis, access to external simulation capabilities and a high 
performance, distributed scientific data base. 

The choices for platforms to provide the rendering capabilities were limited to scientific workstations 
with special purpose graphics hardware. This limitation was due to the complexity of the environments 
described and the need to provide reasonably high frame rates to enhance me perception of immersion. 
At the beginning of the project, there were three potential vendors with solutions. The final choice was 
based on price/performance, breadth and quality of available software, stability in the workstation 
marketplace, system expendability, flexibility, reliability, and sharing of costs with other funding sources. 

The system acquired was a Sun Microsystems SparcServer 2000 with eight 50 MHz processors each 
with 2 MB of external cache. The system contains dual, packet-switched communication buses that 
allows memory accesses to be spread over both channels. The: system is capable of expanding to 
20 processors, currently running at 60 MHz, but soon will include: 80 MHz and faster processors. The 
system is also configured with four Fast/Wide Differential SCSI disk controllers capable of sustaining 
12 MB/sec to and from disk space. Currently the system has four disks and is capable of approximately 
12 MB/sec total throughput. There is also a tape backup unit and CD-ROM drive on a conventional 
SCSI-2 interface. For communication to other machines, there is a 10 Mb/sec Ethernet controller and 
100 Mb/sec FDDI interface. 

Data base Data analysis 

X 7 
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authoring environment •4 • 
Rendering 
environment Display 
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simulation 
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Figure 5-4. Functional design diagram. 
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The graphics framebuffers currently being used are one eight-bit GX for the system console and two 
hardware accelerated 24-bit ZXs. The ZXs were chosen for their ease in integration and relatively low 
cost. Although the ZX performance is approximately one-fifth that of the best available, 210,000 
polygons/see versus 1,000,000, framebuffer technology is still maturing and the next year will bring great 
advances in performance and price. The main drawback to the ZX framebuffer is the lack of support for 
hardware textures. While this is a considerable disadvantage in traditional immersive applications, in the 
present applications it has little importance. 

Normally, the number of polygons in a scene is niinimized to increase the frame rate. To make up 
for the larger polygon size, textures are employed to provide a greater sense of reality. With the data-
driven representations of the objects displayed in this system, accurate geometries are more important 
than the surface colors and characteristics usually modeled or enhanced with textures. The system could 
be built, tested, and evaluated without the significant additional expense of state-of-the-art framebuffers 
(usually one-third to one-half of the total system cost). If testing of the existing shows that frame rate 
should be increasing, the high-end framebuffers may be added transparently to the system. 

Key to any immersive system is the manner in which information is communicated between the 
system and the user, otherwise known as user interface input/output. For image output, a high resolution 
head-mounted display (HMD) was chosen primarily for the ability to free the user's hands. This allows 
a more natural interface between potential users and the VE. The specific HMD was selected because 
of its comfortable use and relatively high resolution. While most HMDs are limited to 8 bit color with 
300 x 200 pixels at 30 Hz interlaced, the n-Vision lOx is capable of 640 x 480 at 60 Hz noninterlaced 
or 1280 x 960 at 30 Hz interlaced, all in 24 bit color. This device will not only enhance the sensation 
of immersion due to the higher fidelity images but will increase accuracy because the operator will be 
able to better resolve small features. The HMD position is determined by a Polhemus Fastrack system, 
which provides six degree-of-freedom information with respect to the helmets position and orientation. 
The HMD also includes stereo headphones, and the computer system is capable of generating any 
required audio signal. Sonification and three-dimensional sound have not been included in the software 
of the existing system as they were not specific user requirements. These components can easily be 
included if they are needed in the future. 

User input was limited to the traditional mouse and keyboard for the present implementation of the 
system. The type of operator the system may eventually encompass has not been determined; it is 
difficult to determine that user's need for interacting with the virtual world. The software can support 
almost every commercially available input device, so implementation of a more refined user input 
environment will be straightforward once the requirements have been determined. 

The core of the software components in the Virtual World Authoring Environment (VWAE) is 
currently the WorldToolKit (WTK) (Sense8 Corporation 1994) product from Sense8. WTK was chosen 
partially because of its ability to run on a wide variety of computing platforms, from the highest-end 
Silicon Graphics Reality Engine2, Evans & Sutherland Freedom, and DEC/Kubota Denali to PC 
compatibles under Windows and Windows NT. The package consists of a library containing a series of 
C-callable functions, which provides flexibility and extensibility. This software is the controlling process 
in which objects are created, manipulated, and displayed to the user. From this application, hooks are 
built into the other software components, the data base, the data analysis, and external simulation and 
semiautonomous data analysis. Also, Sense8 was willing to perform a series of specific modifications 
to their existing product to optimize it for the hardware environment under construction. 
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Sense8 provided a new version of their WTK product that incorporated multiple framebuffers and 
multiple processors support. This allowed the system to make maximum use of the available resources. 
In this model, one framebuffer drives the CRT for each eye. The stereo images are generated in parallel, 
providing an increase in frame rate. Each framebuffer resides on a system board that contains two 
processors, and those processors are dedicated to providing the polygon lists that will be rendered into 
the images viewed by the user. The other system processors are available for data base access, data 
processing and analysis, and general system functions, such as processing user input. 

The second software component is the data archiving subsystem shown as the "Data base" 
component in Figure 5-4. This subsystem must be capable of storing, searching, and retrieving a wide 
range of data types from an extremely diverse set of data sources. Available historical data are included 
as well as whatever metadata can be collected. So descriptions of what was thought to have been buried 
as well as information concerning the contents, form, and origination are available. Any site 
characterization data should be available within the system as well as the results and methods from 
previous analyses. An operator should be able to request of the system, "What types of analysis has 
seemed to work successfully on this type of data in the past, under similar or closely related 
circumstances"? While the data base was not capable of responding adequately to the previous request, 
it is the goal to which the system is striving and the one that was considered in the system design. To 
process such a request, previous analysis procedures will also need! to be stored in the data base, so that 
such questions may be asked. The current data base product is the Aurora Data Server from Xidak. This 
is a multiuser distributed data base that is accessible via a C-callable library and the SQL command set. 
In this fashion, previously successful analysis procedures may be called up, virtual world scenarios 
revived, simulation parameters or results restored, and/or advantageous situations for the semiautonomous 
data analysis routines recalled. 

For the more traditional, interactive scientific data analysis processes, there needs to be a modular 
software toolkit from which analysis procedures can be constructed. There are several of these visually 
programmed scientific data analysis toolkits on the market today. The one chosen for this project is the 
AVS (AVS 1993). AVSs runs on all major Unix scientific workstations, has the largest user base, and 
has a large number of user contributed modules available at anonymous ftp sites'1. It is flexible and 
easily extensible, includes a machine independent data transfer protocol, utilizes shared memory for 
efficient use of machine resources, and can operate as either client or server for distributed processes. 
In its newest incarnation, AVS will be available on PC compatibles running Windows NT. 

This provides the user with traditional visualization capabilities as well as the ability to easily add 
new techniques as required by users. Most two and three-dimensional visualization capabilities are 
included in the module set. Line, scatter, and other types of plots can easily be generated as well as 
relevant axis and label information. A large variety of three-dimensional representations can be used 
including cut planes, isosurfaces, contour lines, and volume dicing. These can be used either alone or 
in conjunction with the others. There are currently five different types of volume Tenderers available 
within AVS, allowing users to choose the one that best matches their needs, the problem complexity, and 
the capabilities of the computing platform. 

d. Anonymous ftp sites are computers on the network that can be accessed (without having an account on the 
particular machine) to download software. 
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A real advantage of this system is the ability to handle unstructured data directly, without having 
to resort to gridding in order to process and display the data. This reduces the number of times the data 
are filtered between the collection and display and increases confidence in the resulting images. The 
available data are most often not on what is referred to as a regular grid under the more controlled 
situations of site characterization. With the real-time field conditions of a digface-type operation, there 
is little (if any) hope that the data will be uniformly sampled or collected. The capability for dealing 
directly with unstructured data becomes paramount in these conditions, which are those most likely to 
be faced by an operator, and for which it is highly desirable to reduce the risks of exposure. 

Data from the data base can be used as input to the AVS networks and the geometric results can 
be passed to WTK for user display. Current implementation has the generation of geometries occurring 
as a separate step, but the next step is to incorporate this functionality directly within the central WTK 
process. Additionally, once a successful and useful network of modules is determined, this network may 
be saved within the data base along with related keywords and metadata. This will allow retrieval of the 
network for a future problem of a similar nature. As AVS does not care where input data comes from, 
the data source may be existing numerical data within the data base, external simulation data, or real-time 
data from a data acquisition system. This makes the system useful in a wide range of scenarios including 
mission rehearsal and operator training, data analysis refinement, direct operator assistance, and feasibility 
studies. 

The semiautonomous data analysis routines form the fourth component of the software system 
(shown in Figure 5-4 as semiautonomous data analysis). There are a couple of methodologies being 
investigated currently. They include the ATR system discussed in Section 5.5, neural networks described 
in Section 5.6, and depth-to-object discussed in Section 5.4. This technique is being implemented in two 
of the software components, both as an automated technique where the computer attempts to pick good 
locations for analysis and as a software tool under the data analysis component in Figure 5-4. In the 
latter case, a user will be able to choose the points to investigate via the depth-to-object methodology. 
A hybrid technique is also under consideration, where the computer makes a large number of estimates 
and displays the results to the user. Figure 5-5 shows a schematic of how such an interface might look. 
The user would then determine which of the many results had high degrees of confidence and select those 
for further analysis such as statistical approaches. The functional design and implementation of the 
system will support as many of these types of approaches as can be validated. As additional methods are 
established and verified, they can be added to the toolset available to the user. The information about 
the method along with its strengths, weakness, limitations, and areas of applicability can be stored in the 
data base so that they may be retrieved and used in other scenarios. 

The final software component provides external simulation (the "External Simulation" component 
in Figure 5-4). This is implemented by the Portable Virtual Machine (PVM), a public domain library 
set from Oak Ridge National Laboratory. While the software library calls are currently in place, there 
has been no use of this capability to date beyond the testing and demonstration stage. The PVM routines 
allow data to be transferred in a machine independent fashion to compute server processes running on 
a distributed, heterogeneous network of workstations. In theory, this allows a detailed physical process 
to be simulated, such as the magnetic signature of a metal barrel, with the results passed back into the 
data analysis, virtual world, data base, and/or semiautonomous data analysis processes. This signature 
could then be compared, via these other software components, to that which has been observed. In 
theory, the magnetic signature of a large object could be computationally removed to reveal a smaller 
object that had been masked by the larger or nearer object. 
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In practice, it is not clear how reasonable the simulation described above is in the context of the 
current problem. Such physics-based simulations are among the most difficult computational problems. 
Presently, most simulations depend on knowledge of the structure and material of the object and 
surrounding media. These quantities are unknown in a waste site remediation effort, making an accurate 
analysis unlikely. Assuming such an analysis can be performed, doing so usually requires many hours 
on a supercomputer. The VE system is designed to work in the 10 to 60 Hz range, and results of such 
detailed physical simulations may not be available to the user within the time frame of interest. However, 
some simulations may be accurately performed in the near real-time operating environment of the VE 
generation system and access capability has been provided. At least one potential user of the system has 
shown an interest in this capability during the requirements generation portion of the project. 

To provide for a functioning system, the interface requirements of the various components were 
significant issues from the beginning of the project. The functional requirements and design stage had 
to include the methods by which the separate components would communicate. The communication 
procedures have both hardware and software components. 

The hardware system was produced with off-the-shelf components. The n-Vision HMD requires 
two synchronized video signals, each projecting the image as it would be viewed from user's eyes. This 
is accomplished by the ZX framebuffer programmable nature. New microcode was generated by Sun 
Microsystems to provide a compatible video signal with the HMD. The physical connections were 
handled by standard monitor cables and a 13W3-to-BNC pigtail. The HMD works by receiving a filed 
sequential color signal, which is a field of red, then green, and then blue for a single image frame. These 
fields occur at three times the 30 Hz or 60 Hz frame rate of the HMD. This was one factor that required 
new microcode for the ZX. The fields then drive a monochrome CRT within the HMD, which is viewed 
through an electronically controlled color filter, those being red, green, and blue. The resulting video 
fields are displayed so quickly that the user perceives it as a single 24 bit color image. 

The software subsystem interfaces to the hardware through the system's SBus. The processors 
dedicated to feeding the framebuffers provide a string of optimized geometry known as triangle mesh 
strips. These t-mesh strips are produced by the WTK rendering software. The t-mesh strips are then 
rendered by the hardware of the framebuffer and output as a video signal to the HMD under the control 
of the ZX microcode. The VE user interface, such as head-tracking, is handled by the options available 
in the WTK libraries. All other hardware/software interactions are performed through calls to the Unix 
kernel. 

Communication among the software components is more difficult due to the complexity of the data 
being communicated and the number of different components involved. The simplest interface is that to 
the external simulation capability. Since this is handled by PVM, data are simply repackaged into the 
appropriate buffers and their pointers passed to the PVM routines. Similarly, upon completion, the 
results are communicated by a pointer to the buffer containing the relevant information. 

For the other components, the procedure is similar, although more complex. In most cases, the 
more general data format is chosen rather than a totally new, independent format. This reduces the data 
translation by a factor of two and works well with a small number of components. For the geometric 
information, such as that passed from the AVS modules to WTK, the AVS geometry format is used until 
the point where the structures are passed off to the WTK Tenderers. All WTK geometries can be 
represented in the AVS geometry fonnat, so this provides an efficient mechanism for handling geometric 
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data. Geometries input directly into WTK are usually in Autodesk DXF or Wavefront OBJ format. This 
provides the ability to use powerful external modelers to create geometries and maintain compatibility. 
The geometries are usually then converted to WTK NFF format for increased efficiency. 

Floating point information is currently stored either in raw format, AVS unstructured cell data 
(UCD), or as AVS field data. The field data type is efficient and useful, particularly since it can be 
directly operated on by the AVS data analysis modules as can the UCD data. The UCD data type has 
more flexibility but often requires a significant amount of preprocessing to convert raw data to UCD 
format. Although this process is automatic, it can take minutes to hours for large data sets. The field 
data type occupies a middle ground, being fairly flexible and yet efficient to convert to and from. All 
three types, raw, field, and UCD, are currently used by the system. Ideally, a future implementation 
would be entirely based on the UCD format, which will also form the basis for future release of the AVS 
software. 

Integration of various semiautomatic data analysis routines often require individual data translation. 
These routines have been developed, usually by outside sources for their own purposes and as standalone 
programs, and as a result should be wrapped within code to provide interface to the rest of the system. 
This wrapper code provides the translation to the AVS, PVM, or other required format. 

The Aurora Dataserver implements a SQL interface for the issuing of queries. The information 
returned by the request depends on the nature of the request and the type of data that satisfied the request. 
These data have to be converted if not in the appropriate form, although much of the data will already 
be in one of the AVS formats, or have routines for converting to ithe format. 

Currently, all the components are at least loosely coupled. The AVS data analysis is still performed 
external to the VE and the resulting geometries are then read into WTK. However, AVS itself can 
perform the VWAE role as well as data analysis. Data from the Aurora Dataserver can be read directly 
into AVS and then rendered in stereo to a workstation monitor, where users may view them by using the 
CrystalEyes stereo glasses. Existing historical and digface data are in the data base and can be requested 
by user-generated SQL queries. 

The ability to construct and execute AVS networks within the VE still needs to be implemented. 
This will provide a more consistent interface to the user and reduce the number of separate steps that 
should be performed to analyze and display a given data set. The methodology for this implementation 
has been the subject of discussion for many months with domain experts around the world. A session 
was conducted at the premier international visualization conference, Viz '94, by members of the project 
on this subject. Many researchers have expressed their views on the: preferred method of implementation, 
but no one has implemented such a system on this large scale in terms of the number and diversity of 
components to be manipulated from within the VE. 

Of the semiautomatic data analysis routines, only the depth-to-object has been implemented within 
the system. Several other methods have been or are undergoing analysis to verify their applicability. 
These routines and others already been identified for investigation and need to be incorporated into the 
system. These routines form an important part of the system. The current intent is not that these routines 
directly identify buried objects but rather provide indicators of where a human analysts need to focus their 
attention. This will help reduce the data overload placed on analysts and allow them to better 
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comprehend the data they are working with and understand the processes and physical circumstances 
generating the sensor responses that produced the data. 

For the reasons discussed above, the hardware system (HMD) was chosen for the current 
implementation. Future potential platforms include a wide variety of Unix and PC compatible 
architectures. The data base component currently runs on many Unix platforms and the data analysis 
modules run on almost all Unix machines. The data base and data analysis modules can be executed in 
a client/server environment across heterogeneous computers and operate as stand-alone. As the power 
of machines increase and their cost continues to decrease, a much larger class of machines will be 
potential platforms for this technology. All the vendors have indicated a willingness to reach a larger 
audience if the interest exists on the customer side and the vendor believes this interest and the platforms 
are robust enough to support meir product. 

5.4 Depth-to-Object Algorithms 

In this section simple analysis methods for estimating buried object depths are investigated and 
discussed. The types of techniques discussed here are examples of the "Data analysis" component in 
Figure 5-4. 

5.4.1 Overview 

During review of the rapid prototype, geophysicists stressed the need for an analysis system that 
could support extraction of relationships in the geophysics survey data. It is recognized that such analysis 
for the digface data is a learning process and one must start with the basics and then gradually increase 
complexity. Working closely with the digface project personnel, the following analysis areas were of 
major interest: 

• Depth-to-object estimation 

• Contour analysis (determination of anomaly extrema) 

• Anomaly characterization. 

Magnetic anomaly extrema are one of the key factors that geophysicists look for in survey data. 
Typically, this is done by examining contour plots of the data and relating the contours to numeric values. 
This manual process is not necessarily difficult but is mundane, tedious, and error prone. Automated 
determination of extrema in a data set is theoretically straightforward, and we have developed software 
modules to effect extrema determination for the digface data sets. On gridded data sets, this process is 
straightforward. However, one cannot assume regular, gridded characterization data will always be 
available. Determination of extrema in irregular, unstructured data sets creates additional considerations 
such as evaluation of derivatives and survey edge effects, must be dealt with. 

Magnetic anomalies can be used to obtain estimates of depth to the object causing the anomaly. For 
a given plane of data, the so-called "straight line" method (Josten and Roybal 1993; Vacquier et al. 1951) 
can be employed. This method is an empirical approach in which the length of a selected straight line 
on the anomaly surface is related to the sensor height and the shape factor and distance from the object 
causing the anomaly. 
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If multiple planes of data are available, relatively simple approximations can be made to describe 
the expected power law behavior between the magnetic signature and distance from the object. When 
multiple levels of data are available, the fact that the measured magnetic influence of a buried object is 
expected to vary according to an inverse power law with distance from the object to the measuring device 
can be used. Several different schemes can be employed using two or more levels of data. The basic 
scheme consists of tracking anomaly extrema between multiple levels of data along with simplifying 
assumptions to allow estimation of the power law exponent. Application of this scheme to the digface 
data suggests that the exponent varies between two and five depending on the object and distance from 
the object. While this is a large variation, it appears that depth estimate bounds can be computed by 
using the range of exponents in the calculation. This approach was suggested and again the geophysicists' 
responses were that several reasonable estimates were considerably better than no estimates. Analysis 
is continuing to determine if improved methods based on multiple levels of data can be developed. 

Application of the depth estimation methods are tedious for any significant amount of data. 
Software modules have been written to implement the straight line technique and have been tested using 
digface data and data from Josten and Roybal (1993). These modules are discussed below. 

5.4.2 Digface Data Analysis Software 

Initial development of software for automated analysis of data (primarily magnetic field and 
magnetic gradient data) collected from the digface project involved several subtasks. These subtasks 
included developing algorithms for gridding the data, identifying and locating peaks and associated valleys 
in the data for initial object identification, and developing an algorilhm for depth-to-object estimates. To 
accomplish this task, three software packages were developed to run on a Macintosh computer (the 
algorithms are written in standard FORTRAN and are easily ported to other platforms). The first 
program (GREDIT) reads the raw data ASCII files for each level Jind creates new ASCII files in which 
the data are properly "gridded," or the data is interpolated on a regular and uniform grid at each level. 
The second program (SEARCH) reads the data files created by GltfDIT and searches the data to locate 
all significant peaks in the data and the valleys (depressions) Jissociated with these peaks. These 
significant peaks are assumed to result from buried objects. The locations of these peaks and valleys are 
then transferred to the module DEPTH that determines the depth of the buried object. The depth 
algorithm uses a straight slope technique suggested by Josten and Roybal (1993). A second depth 
estimation technique based upon a power law field attenuation was investigated. This technique has not 
been implemented in the depth algorithm but will be presented and discussed. 

In the following sections, each of these three software packages is described in detail, including the 
analytical methodology used, the flow charts for the software, and test cases performed to verify accuracy 
and proper operation of the software. Results from the initial analysis of the data are presented, and 
recommendations for future work are made. 

5.4.2.1. Program Description. Descriptions of each of the three main program modules are 
discussed below. 
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5.4.2.1.1 Gridding Software (GR/D/TJ—The GRIDIT program (composed in excess of 
900 lines of FORTRAN code) reads the raw data files (stored as sets of X, Y, Z, Data in ASCII format) 
and rewrites these files with data in a uniform grid. Duplicate data points are removed and missing data 
are filled in. The program is based upon the two-dimensional bicubic interpolation methodology 
presented in Press et al. (1987). This technique interpolates within a data cell and the values of the raw 
data and the specified derivatives are reproduced exactly on the original grid points. A flow chart of the 
program is provided in Figure 5-6. Test cases were performed using linear and exponential data 
generated on a uniform grid as input. Hand calculations were performed to ensure that the derivatives 
and the interpolated data values were correct. No errors were found in the program results, and it was 
concluded that this algorithm performs as desired. 

5.4.2.1.2 Peak-to-Valley Identification Software (SEARCH)—Before extensive 
automated analysis of the digface magnetic anomaly data can be accomplished, the locations of all of the 
significant peak-to-valley (P/V) pairs must be determined. This is the function of the SEARCH algorithm 
(some 1,600 lines of FORTRAN code). The data are obtained by reading the gridded data file generated 
by the GRIDIT program. Second order first derivatives of the data are calculated in both the X and Y 
directions.' These derivatives are used to determine stepping directions in the search for peaks and 
valleys. The data are searched to determine the maximum and minimum data values. It is assumed that 
these two values represent the most significant peak and valley (not necessarily associated). The location 
of the maximum value is used as a starting point to locate the valley associated with this peak. The 
search methodology, described next, is used in the program. 

From a starting location (i, j), the location is stepped over 1 grid point, and the X and Y derivatives 
are used to determine a direction to step towards for the next search point. For example, in searching 
for a valley; if the dD(i, j)/dx value is negative, then the X index i is incremented by 1 (i+1), if the 
dD(i, j)/dx value is positive, then the X index i is de-incremented by 1 (i-1). The same methodology is 
then used in the Y direction. This defines the location for the next search. The search continues and is 
terminated when the data value increases from the previous data value, indicating that the minimum 
occurred on the previous step/ This methodology is repeated for a total of eight searches (four on die 
orthogonal directions and four on the 45 degree lines) starting from the same initial location. Usually 
only one or two unique local minimums are located using this technique. The smallest minimum is 
assumed to be the valley location associated with the peak. 

After locating the valley associated with the maximum magnitude peak, the peak associated with 
the rmnimum magnitude valley. These two P/V pairs are located initially because they should be the 
most significant features of the data set, and it is desirable to ensure that they are properly located before 
attempting to locate all significant P/V pairs. 

e. Second order derivatives are used to help smooth local fluctuations in the derivatives. 

f. This technique is not fool proof. The preference is to move along diagonals. It is possible to find a local 
minimum in one direction and have an adjacent data point actually be the minimum. Once the minimum has been 
identified using the derivatives, adjacent data points are checked to verify that it is truly a local minimum. Certain 
cases have been found in which the search continues along a X or Y line for some distance before the true local 
minimum is found. The software automatically performs this secondary search for the local minimum (or maximum 
if searching for a peak). 
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Figure 5-6. Flow chart for the GRIDIT program. 
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The next step is to locate all local peaks in the data set. The same technique as previously presented 
is used (the reverse of the derivative signs is used for determining the search direction). The initial 
locations to start the searches are determined by dividing the grid area into equal increments in both the 
X and Y directions (a value of 10 increments is used). This results in peak locations, many of which are 
duplicates, and many of which may be insignificant peaks (such as a single data point blip in essentially 
level plane).g These peak locations are sorted and duplicate locations eliminated. The remaining unique 
peak locations (which possibly still includes insignificant peaks) are then used as starting locations for 
searching for the valleys associated with each peak. After all the P/V pairs have been determined, 
insignificant P/V pairs are eliminated based upon the magnitude of the data change from the P/V. If this 
magnitude is smaller than an arbitrary fraction of the difference between the entire data set maximum and 
minimum (a value of 7.5% is used), then the P/V pair is considered to be insignificant and is discarded. 
The remaining P/V pairs are then available for further analysis, such as the estimation of object depth. 
Figure 5-7 shows a flow chart of SEARCH. 

The search algorithm has been verified on several different data sets. The most extensive testing 
used the northern portion (179 < Y < 268) of the Rapid Geophysical Surveyor (RGS) data set (Josten 
and Roybal 1993). The software identified a total of 13 unique significant P/V pairs, of which 6 are 
considered to be insignificant P/V pairs (mainly because insignificant peaks were located). However, all 
significant P/V pairs that had been previously manually located were correctly identified. Results from 
the search are presented in Table 5-1. 

5.4.2.1.3 Object Depth Estimation Software (DEPTH)—The depth estimation technique 
employed in the DEPTH algorithm (some 1,200 lines of FORTRAN code) is based on the technique 
suggested by Josten and Roybal (1993), in which "the horizontal extent of the steepest segment of a 
magnetic anomaly depends on the burial depth of the magnetic source." This results in a depth estimation 
given by 

d = £ - h (5-1) 
k 

where 

d = estimated depth below ground surface 

s = measured straight slope length 

k = correction factor (= 0.55, value suggested by Josten and Roybal 1993) 

h = height of sensor above ground surface (= 1.0 ft for the RGS data set). 

g. Another problem is a single point maximum on a boundary. The search routine will bit a boundary, and being 
constrained by the boundary, will locate a single point maximum along the boundary. These points are excluded 
because they are not true local maximums. 
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Figure 5-7. Flow chart for the SEARCH program. 
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Table 5-1. Peak-to-valley locations determined by program SEARCH for northern RGS data. 

Peak locations Valley locations 

X Y X Y 
(ft) (ft) Gradient (ft) (ft) Gradient Comments 

46.0 183 1,140 37.0 180 -190 — 

52.0 221 625 57.5 220 -215 — 

52.5 187 1,020 56.5 189 -1,745 — 

52.5 227 615 57.5 220 -215 — 

54.5 227 505 57.5 220 -215 Insignificant peak 

59.0 239 1,820 55.0 249 -1,625 — 

62.5 229 355 58.0 220 -215 Insignificant peak 
63.5 242 1,260 59.5 251 -1,440 Insignificant-hump on ridge 
65.5 240 1,325 68.5 251 -1,380 Insignificant-hump on ridge 

69.5 222 1,450 69.5 225 -1,040 — 

69.5 240 1,055 68.5 251 -1,380 Insignificant peak 
74.5 241 610 74.5 250 -775 Insignificant peak 
89.0 227 4,270 91.0 233 -370 — 

The major problem in using this technique is the automated determination of the horizontal straight slope 
length, s. The methodology finally selected and implemented in DEPTH is a two stage approach. The 
flow diagram is shown in Figure 5-8. The first stage involves a cubic polynomial fit to the subset of data 
between the data peak and valley . h The standard deviation (s) of the fit is used as a gage of how good 
the fit matches the data. A parameter (equal to 2% of the P/V magnitude) is compared to the standard 
deviation; if the standard deviation is smaller than this parameter, then the fit is deemed acceptable and 
the process continues. If the standard deviation is larger than the parameter, then the cubic fit is repeated 
with one less data point. (The point nearest the valley is excluded first. A minimum of 6 points is 
required for the fit.) Once an acceptable fit is found, the first stage process continues. If an inflection 
point exists in the cubic fit within the bounds of the data subset range, a linear equation is calculated with 
the slope of the cubic equation at the inflection point that passes through the inflection point. The 
endpoints of the "straight slope" are set to be the locations where the difference between the cubic fit and 
the linear fit exceed some nominal value (a value of 1 % of the P/V magnitude was used), working out 
from the inflection point in both directions. 

h. This approach is performed five times, once in each of the +X, -X, +Y, and -Y orthogonal directions, and 
once on the diagonal between the peak and valley. In the orthogonal directions, a local valley in the orthogonal 
direction is first found to define the data range for that particular fit. 
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The second stage is used if an inflection point does not exist within the range of the data subset. 
In this case, a matrix of linear fits is generated for combinations of the data subset (down to the minimum 
allowable number of data points, currently set to 6). The locations at which the linear fit intersects the 
cubic fit are then determined, and the difference between the cubic and linear fits at the midpoint between 
the intersections is determined. If this difference is greater than the maximum allowable difference (as 
in the inflection analysis, the value of 1 % of the P/V magnitude was used), then this fit is determined to 
be unacceptable and is flagged. Once all of the acceptable linear fits have been determined, the fit 
resulting in the maximum straight slope length, s, is chosen for determining the depdi estimate, d. 

This process is repeated five times, once in each of the orthogonal directions (+X, -X, +Y, and 
-Y) and once along the line connecting the peak to the valley. These five estimated depths are then output 
to the screen and a file for further analysis. 

5.4.2.2. Results. Results from the search algorithm are shown in Table 5-1, for the northern 
portion of the RGS data set (179 < Y < 268). The software identified a total of 13 unique P/V pairs 
(that met the software significance criteria) of which 6 are considered to be insignificant P/V pairs 
(mainly because insignificant peaks were located). However, all significant P/V pairs that had been 
previously manually located were correctly identified. 

Depth estimations for the RGS peak at X = 89 ft and Y = 227 ft [object F1/F2, the filing cabinets 
in the Characterization Cell (see Appendix A)] were obtained using the DEPTH software in the +X, -X, 
+Y, -Y, and P/V directions. These results are provided in Table 5-2 and in Figures 5-9 through 5-13. 
In all cases, die inflection analysis technique was chosen, since the inflection point occurred within the 
data range. In Figure 5-9, the cubic fit chosen by the software (based upon the minimum allowable 
number of data points, 6) is compared to the linear fit from the inflection analysis and the cubic fit for 
the entire data subset. The estimated depth is about 50% of the actual depth, probably a result of the 
cubic fit resulting from the minimum number of data points, which failed to satisfy the minimum fit 
criteria. The fits and depth estimation in the -X direction is shown in Figure 5-10. In this case, a total 
of 12 data points resulted in a cubic fit meeting the minimum fit criteria, and a depth estimation matching 
the actual object depth of 3.0 ft. The results for the +Y direction are shown in Figure 5-11. In this 
case, the cubic fit was again obtained from the minimum allowable number of data points, resulting in 
an depth estimation 60% of the actual depth. The results for the -Y direction are shown in Figure 5-12, 
where the cubic fit was again obtained from the minimum allowable number of data points, resulting in 
an depth estimation 117 % of actual. The results for the line between the peak (89,227) and the associated 
valley (91,233) are shown in Figure 5-13. There were a total of 7 data points interpolated between the 
peak and the valley, and the cubic fit through these 7 data points met the acceptance criteria. The 
inflection analysis resulted in a depth estimation of 3.1 ft compared to the actual depth of 3.0 ft. 

5.4.2.2.1 Uncertainties in Depth Estimation (Straight Slope Technique)—Object depth 
estimation using the straight slope technique was proposed by Josten and Roybal (1993) and the automated 
implementation was presented in die previous section (see footnote i). The implementation has been 
extended to include estimation of the uncertainties in me depth estimates calculated from the relationship 
given in Equation (5-1). A shape factor, k, of 0.37 is used based on the RGS digface data. 
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Table 5-2. Results from depth estimation for RGS peak at X = 89 ft and Y = 227 ft (object F1/F2). 

Cubic fit standard 
Estimated depth Actual depth deviation" 

Direction (ft) (ft) Analysis type (%) 

+X 1.6 3.0 Inflection 3.9 

-X 3.0 3.0 Inflection 1.9 

+Y 1.8 3.0 Inflection 3.2 

-Y 3.5 3.0 Inflection 3.2 

P/V 3.1 3.0 Inflection 2.5 

a. The standard deviation has been normalized by the magnitude of the P/V data difference. The allowable 
criteria is 2%. 
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Figure 5-9. +X depth estimation results for RGS peak at X = 89 and Y = 227 ft. 
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Figure 5-10. -X depth estimation results for RGS peak at X = 89 and Y = 227 ft. 
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Figure 5-12. -Y depth estimation results for RGS peak at X = 89 and Y = 227 ft. 
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5-13. Peak-to-valley depth estimation results for RGS peak at X = 89 and Y = 227 ft, valley 
91, and Y = 233 ft. 

Using die standard root-sum-square uncertainty analysis, the uncertainty in the depth estimation, Ad, 
can be obtained from Equation (5-1) as 

Ad = M.AV. 

1/2 

(5-2) 

As 
k 

±Ak 
"I 1/2 

+ (As)2 

where the symbols, As, are the uncertainties in each variable (at the 95% confidence level), and z is the 
sensor-to-trolley distance. 

A value of ± 0.15 (based on geophysicists' input) is used for the uncertainty in the shape factor, 
Ak. The uncertainty in the sensor-to-trolley distance, Az, is assumed to be zero (insignificant compared 
to the other uncertainty components). The uncertainty in the straight slope distance, As, is obtained from 
the uncertainties in the polynomial and linear least squares fits performed as part of the automated 
estimation technique. There are two techniques used, the first for the case in which the polynomial 
inflection point is within the data set range (the preferred method) and the second in which the inflection 
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point analysis is not acceptable and the linear fits are obtained independently of the polynomial fit. The 
uncertainty for each of the coefficients of the polynomial fit (twice the standard deviation for a 95% 
confidence level) are first added to the fit coefficients, and the analysis repeated to obtain a second 
estimate of the depth. This value is subtracted from the original estimate is given a "high" side 
uncertainty estimate. This is repeated with the coefficient uncertainties subtracted from the original 
polynomial coefficients to obtain the "low" side uncertainty estimate. The average of these two 
uncertainty estimates are then used as a symmetrical uncertainty estimate (in all trial cases examined, the 
high and low side estimates were close to being symmetrical). For the case in which the inflection 
analysis is not acceptable, the same type of uncertainty analysis is repeated, except only the coefficients 
of the linear fit are modified.u 

This uncertainty analysis technique was applied to the digface experimental data set 2 (object 7, at 
a buried depth of 5.78 ft below the trolley) and presented in Table; 5-3. The analysis was performed in 
the four cardinal directions (+X, -X, +Y, -Y) and along the line connecting the P/V of the magnetic 
anomaly (magnetic gradient data was used). The average of five estimated depths are compared to an 
average inversely weighted by the uncertainties as given by 

dL = ;=i 

i=i 

Ad (5-3) 

Ad 

The uncertainty in the weighted average is given by 

Ad = 
1 N 

i V A ^ 
~\ 1/2 

(5-4) 

The use of an average, inversely weighted by the individual uncertainties, minimizes the effects of 
individual depth estimates with large uncertainties and should provide a more reliable depth estimate for 
the object than an estimate obtained from any single randomly obtained line segment. Line segments 
chosen by an experienced analyst should provide a more reliable arid accurate depth estimate that the line 

i. J. L., Anderson, "Digface Data Analysis Software, Progress Report 5a,' 
to T. K. Larson, JLA-02-94, March 28, 1994. 

attachment to J. L. Anderson letter 

j . It was found that modification of the coefficients for both the linear and polynomial fits resulted in failure of 
the routine to obtain a depth estimation. This is probably a direct result of applying the technique to the final 
solution rather than repeating the search and decision technique for the entire matrix, which would likely use a 
different data subset to determine the depth estimate. 
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Table 5-3. Depth and uncertainty estimates for object 7, Experiment 2. a 

Peak location (+X dir) (-X dir) (+Y dir) (-Y dir) (P/V dir) 

Wt 9 Wt 
X Y Z Data Depth 3Depth Depth SDepth Depth dDepth Depth dDepth Depth dDepth Average average averag 

12.00 8.5 -0.58 1,789 0.00 0.00 5.65 2.06 5.10 1.83 5.97 2.18 5.11 1.83 5.45 5.43 1.98 

12.00 8.5 -1.08 2,679 0.00 0.00 5.48 1.78 5.45 1.77 6.14 2.05 5.18 1.66 5.56 5.54 1.82 

12.00 8.5 -1.58 4,094 0.00 0.00 5.52 1.60 5.53 1.60 6.24 1.89 5.24 1.48 5.63 5.60 1.65 

11.75 8.5 -2.08 6,546 4.49 0.98 6.10 1.63 5.55 1.41 5.73 1.48 5.65 1.45 5.50 5.40 1.40 

11.75 8.5 -2.58 10,898 4.97 0.97 5.50 1.18 5.68 1.26 5.73 1.28 5.39 1.14 5.46 5.43 1.17 

11.75 8.5 -3.08 19,445 4.27 0.55 6.22 1.27 6.05 1.21 6.56 1.41 5.71 1.07 5.76 5.45 1.14 

11.75 8.5 -3.58 38,597 4.92 0.54 5.85 0.92 5.44 0.75 6.43 1.16 7.11 1.43 5.95 5.70 1.01 

11.75 8.5 -4.08 91,680 5.29 0.49 5.93 0.75 6.74 1.08 6.15 0.84 6.66 1.04 6.15 5.99 0.87 

11.75 8.5 -4.58 231,868 5.63 0.43 5.64 0.43 7.49 1.18 0.00 0.00 7.18 1.05 6.48 6.10 0.85 

a. Object 7 = horizontal 55-gal drum (depth from trolley = 5.78 ft)—Experiment 2. 
Shape factor = 0.37. 



segments systematically chosen by the software. The depth estimates (weighted averages) given in 
Table 5-3 are quite good, resulting in estimates within ± 6% of the correct value, which is well within 
the derived uncertainties. The algorithm tends to under estimate the depth of the object at large 
sensor-to-object distances and over estimate the object depth as the sensor scans get closer to the object. 
However, all depth estimates for this object are within 5 in. It should be noted that object 7 is a 
horizontal 55-gal drum that produces a good strong magnetic gradient signal and that the results for other 
objects may not be as good, particularly the wooden boxes for which the major source of the magnetic 
field is the metal strapping on the boxes. In addition, for these objects the value of the shape factor may 
be different. 

5.4.2.3. Power Law Depth Estimation Technique. In addition to the straight slope depth 
estimation technique that has been discussed, a second technique based upon the concept of a power law 
signal attenuation with increasing separation between the source (object) and sensor has been investigated. 

Assuming that an inverse power relationship holds between the magnetic gradient measured at a 
specific level and the distance to the buried object (digface data show this to be true for isolated objects), 
an algorithm can be derived for estimation of the depth at which the object is buried. Assuming a 
relationship of the type, 

Gt - L (5-5) 
dt 

where 

Gj = the magnetic field gradient at level i 

I = some arbitrary intensity value resulting from the object 

d; = the distance from the sensor to the buried object at level i 

n = the power relationship coefficient (expected, 2 ^ n < 3). 

The distance from the sensor to the object is related to the depth of the object, d, and the sensor 
head location, Zj, as 

d. = d - t • < 5 " 6 ) 

The intensity value, I (assumed constant), can be eliminated by dividing Equation (5-5) at two 
different levels as 

4-, 
i » 

(5-7) 
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Equation (5-7) can be combined with Equation (5-6) and solved for the object depth as 

d = B Z i A ~Zi (5-8) 
(1 - R) 

where 

R = G, 

Vn 
(5-9) 

Equation (5-8) can be used in conjunction with the digface data from experiment zones 1,2, and 
3 to evaluate this methodology for estimating the depth of objects. An initial evaluation is presented 
below in Table 5-4 based upon data from Experiment 2 for object 6, a box buried at a depth of 5.1 ft. 
The first two columns are object depth estimated for n = 2 and n = 3, and using a fixed reference for 
i-1 of the initial level 0 (i.e., i and i = 0). The last two columns are object depth estimate for n = 2 
and n = 3, using a sliding reference so that the current level and immediately previous level are used 
(i.e., i and i-1). In all cases, the magnitude of the gradient is the change in magnitude between the peak 
and adjacent valley. For the upper levels (1 and 2), a coefficient of n = 3 provides accurate prediction 
of the actual depth of 5.1 ft for object 6. However, the prediction progressively over predicts the object 
depth based upon data from the lower levels (3 to 8). The estimates based upon a n = 2 significantly 
under predicts the depth at the upper levels and progressively improves the estimate as the sensor depth 
increases. More accurate predictions are obtained using the data from the initial level 0 as the basis for 
the analysis (e.g., the first two columns). 

Further evaluation is presented in Table 5-5 for object 7, which was buried at a depth of 5.78 ft 
(measured from the trolley). The results presented are for fits to Equation (5-8) for adjacent levels as 
the digface was lowered for both the peak magnetic gradient and the difference in the magnitudes of the 
magnetic gradient between the peak and associated valley. The power exponent, n, in Equation (5-8) can 
be observed to vary with the sensor-to-object separation. For the case using the P/V data, the exponent 
varies from -3.58 for levels 0 and 1, to -2.46 for levels 7 and 8, with an average value of -3.27. For 
the case using the peak magnetic gradient data, the exponent varies from -4.00 for levels 0 and 1, to 
-2.48 for levels 7 and 8, with an average value of -3.44. The average exponents are used to estimate the 
depths in Table 5-5 for both cases (P/V and peak). The depth estimates using the average exponents vary 
from underestimating the depth by 12% for the peak gradient at levels 0 and 1, overestimating the depth 
by 8% at levels 7 and 8. The results for the P/V gradient is similar, although the estimates are slightly 
better (-8% and 6%). 

Further evaluation is presented in Table 5-6 for object 11, which was a horizontal 55-gal drum 
buried at a depth of 5.58 ft (measured from the trolley). These results are presented for fits to 
Equation (5-8) for adjacent levels as the digface was lowered, for both the peak magnetic gradient and 
difference in the magnitudes of the magnetic gradient between the peak and associated valley. The power 
exponent, n, in Equation (5-8) can be observed to vary with the sensor to object separation. For the case 
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Table 5-4. Power law depth analysis for object 6 (buried depth of 5.1 ft). 

evel Level 
mber (ft) 

0 -0.58 

1 -1.08 

2 -1.58 

3 -2.11 

4 -2.58 

5 -3.08 

6 -3.58 

7 -4.08 

8 -4.61 

Depth of object 

n = 3 n = 2 

Shifting based on LO and 
current level 

-

5.08 3.66 

5.04 3.74 

5.21 3.97 

5.23 4.09 

5.31 4.27 

5.38 4.48 

5.47 4.71 

5.70 5.05 

Depth of object 

n = 3 n = 2 

Sliding based on previous and 
current levels 

5.08 3.66 

5.01 3.79 

5.46 4.26 

5.26 4.29 

5.46 4.59 

5.55 4.82 

5.64 5.05 

6.17 5.57 
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Table 5-5. Power law depth analysis for object 7 (depth of 5.78 ft).a 

Peak location Valley location 

Level Z X Y Data X Y Dat; 

0 -0.58 12.00 8.50 1,789 10.75 14.00 -737 

1 -1.08 12.00 8.50 2,679 10.50 13.50 -949 

2 -1.58 12.00 8.50 4,094 10.25 13.00 -1,279 

3 -2.11 11.75 8.50 6,546 10.50 12.50 -1,727 

4 -2.58 11.75 8.50 10,898 10.25 12.00 -2,519 

5 -3.08 11.75 8.50 19,445 11.00 12.00 -4,131 

6 -3.58 11.75 8.50 38,597 10.75 11.50 -7,613 

7 -4.08 11.75 8.50 91,680 11.00 11.50 -15,603 

8 -4.61 11.75 8.50 231,868 11.00 11.00 -36,943 

S to O estimates using P/V ratio Depth estimates (from trolley) 
of adjacent levels Exponent values, N using peak ratio of adjacent levels 
[G(i) = l*d(i)AN] for adjacent levels [G(i) = l*d(i)AN] 

N 

P/V Peak 

N 

-3.00 -3.27 ^ .00 P/V Peak -3.00 -3.44 -4.00 

4.98 5.34 6.36 -3.58 -4.00 4.55 5.10 5.79 

5.16 5.50 6.43 -3.49 -3.77 4.87 5.40 6.05 

5.34 5.65 6.50 -3.20 -3.48 5.06 5.54 6.13 

5.44 5.71 6.47 -3.53 -3.72 5.28 5.71 6.26 

5.50 5.73 6.38 -3.32 -3.41 5.43 5.81 6.29 

5.57 5.77 6.31 -3.29 -3.35 5.53 5.85 6.25 

5.62 5.78 6.21 -3.27 -3.36 5.58 5.83 6.15 

6.01 6.15 6.55 -2.46 -2.48 5.99 6.23 6.53 

a. Magnetic gradient data—object 7. 
Depth from sensor head = 5.20. 
Depth from trolley = 5.78. 
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Table 5-6. Power law depth analysis for object 11 (depth of 5.5:3 ft).a 

Peak location Valley location 

Level Z X Y Data X Y Data 

0 -0.58 13.00 6.50 2,281 13.00 11.00 -855 

1 -1.08 13.00 6.50 3,058 13.00 11.00 -1,384 

2 -1.58 13.00 7.00 4,119 13.00 10.50 -2,361 

3 -2.11 13.00 6.50 5,552 13.00 10.50 -3,761 

4 -2.58 13.00 7.00 8,383 13.00 10.00 -5,696 

5 -3.08 13.00 7.00 12,650 13.00 10.00 -9,688 

6 -3.58 13.00 7.00 18,830 13.00 10.00 -15,290 

7 -4.08 13.00 7.00 22,880 13.00 10.00 -30,500 

S to O estimates using P/V ratio S to O estimates using peak ratio 
of adjacent levels Exponent values, N of adjacent levels 
[G(i) = l*d(i)AN] for adjacent levels [G(i) = l*d(i)AN] 

N 

P/V Peak 

N 

-2.00 -2.56 -3.00 P/V Peak -2.00 -2.14 -3.00 

3.71 4.51 5.14 -3.30 -2.78 4.25 4.48 5.95 

3.99 4.72 5.31 -3.21 -2.53 4.69 4.92 6.37 

4.62 5.39 6.00 -2.55 -2.10 5.22 5.44 6.89 

4.76 5.43 5.97 -2.84 -2.83 4.77 4.93 5.98 

5.01 5.61 6.09 -2.53 -2.26 5.27 5.43 6.48 

5.70 6.35 6.88 -1.90 -1.78 5.85 6.02 7.11 

6.07 6.69 7.19 -1.56 -0.68 8.97 9.32 11.53 

a. Magnetic gradient data—object 11 (horizontal 55-gal drum). 
Depth from sensor head = 5.00. 
Depth from trolley = 5.58. 
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using the P/V data, the exponent varies from -3.30 for levels 0 and 1, to -1.56 for levels 7 and 8, with 
an average value of -2.56. For the case using the peak magnetic gradient data, the exponent varies from 
-2.78 for levels 0 and 1, to -0.68 for levels 7 and 8, with an average value of -2.14. The average 
exponents are used to estimate the depths in Table 5-6 for both cases (PA7 and peak). The depth 
estimates using the average exponents vary from underestimating the depth by 19% for the peak gradient 
at levels 0 and 1, overestimating the depth by 67% at levels 7 and 8. The results for the PA7 gradient 
are similar, although the estimates are slightly better (-19% and 20%). 

Evaluation of the power law depth estimation technique for another horizontal 55-gal drum is 
presented in Table 5-7 for object 17, which was buried at a depth of 4.48 ft (measured from the trolley). 
The power exponent, n, in Equation (5-8) can be observed to vary with the sensor-to-object separation. 
For the case using the PA7 data, the exponent varies from -4.25 for levels 2 and 3, to -3.08 for levels 
4 and 5, with an average value of -3.56. For the case using the peak magnetic gradient data, the 
exponent varies from -5.34 for levels 2 and 3, to -3.33 for levels 4 and 5, with an average value of-4.37. 
The average exponents are used to estimate the depths in Table 5-7 for both cases (PA7 and peak). The 
depth estimates using the average exponents vary from underestimating the depth by 13% for the peak 
gradient at levels 2 and 3, to overestimating the depth by 11 % at levels 4 and 5. The results for the PA7 

gradient is similar, although the estimates are slightly better (-12% and 9%). 

It appears that the depth estimation technique based upon the power law field attenuation has 
potential merits and should be investigated further. It further appears that using the difference between 
the PA7 magnetic gradients (e.g., the anomaly range) provides nominally more accurate and consistent 
results, although the range of values for the power exponent is fairly large. In general, the values of the 
exponents decrease with decreasing sensor to object separation. It may be possible to model this trend 
in die exponent to obtain more accurate results. It is further observed that the results for object 11 are 
significantly different than for objects 7 and 17, even though all three objects are horizontal 55-gal drums. 
No explanation for this discrepancy is offered at this time. 

5.4.2.4. Conclusions and Recommendations for Future Work. The software to perform the 
data gridding, PA7 search and identifications, and depth estimation based upon the horizontal straight 
slope technique have been successfully developed and evaluated. The gridding software performed as 
required. The PA7 search software successfully identifies all manually identified PA7 combinations for 
the northern RGS data set, although several insignificant PA7 combinations were also located. This 
software needs extensive verification by running on numerous other data sets. The depth estimation 
algorithm provides reasonable estimates of the object depth, although with a wide range of estimates. 
The power attenuation technique applied to the magnetic gradient should be further investigated, 
formalized, and included in the depth estimation algorithm. 

The depth estimation algorithm was applied in various directions from anomaly peaks to provide 
multiple estimates of depth. As expected, the multiple depth estimates showed variation due to noise and 
interference effects. In spite of this, geophysicists examining the results were pleased and indicated that 
several reasonable estimates were much better than no estimate at all. They requested the ability to apply 
the straight line technique in an interactive, analyst selected manner. Analysts presently apply the 
technique by hand on a single line profile. They desired an automated technique with the ability to 
provide the algorithm a line segments) defining points in three-space on the data surface to operate the 
algorithm over. In this manner, as many (or few) estimates as desired by the analyst could be generated 
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Table 5-7. Power law depth analysis for object 17 (depth of 4.48 ft).a 

Peak location Valley location 

;velb Z X Y Dat 

0 -0.58 7.25 6.00 1,249 

1 -1.08 7.25 6.00 2,333 

2 -1.58 7.25 6.00 4,797 

3 -2.11 7.25 6.00 14,100 

4 -2.58 7.25 6.00 34,780 

5 -3.08 7.25 6.00 96,200 

X Y Dat 

3.75 3.50 -1,817 

4.25 3.50 -2,417 

4.50 3.50 -3,621 

5.00 3.50 -5,751 

5.50 3.50 -9,956 

5.75 3.50 -18,400 

S to O estimates using P/V ratio S to O estimates using peak ratio 
of adjacent levels Exponent values, N of adjacent levels 
[G(i) = l*d(i)AN] for adjacent levels [G(i) = l*d(i)AN] 

N 

P/V Peak 

N 

-3.00 -3.56 -4.00 P/V Peak -4.00 -4.37 -5.00 

4.26 4.90 5.40 -3.19 -4.55 4.04 4.33 4.84 

3.96 4.45 4.83 -3.60 -4.53 4.11 4.37 4.80 

3.62 3.94 4.20 -4.25 -5.34 3.73 3.910 4.19 

4.19 4.53 4.80 -3.68 -4.08 4.55 4.76 5.11 

4.44 4.73 4.97 -3.08 -3.33 4.81 4.99 5.30 

a. Magnetic gradient data—object 17 (horizontal 55-gal drum). 
Depth from sensor head = 3.90. 
Depth from trolley = 4.48. 

b. No peak at levels 0 and 1. 
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rapidly. Human expert interpretation would then determine which of the estimates are most appropriate. 
Work is directed toward providing this interactive capability. 

Geophysics personnel suggested other avenues of potentially useful analysis. Anomaly 
characterization using contour area analysis was suggested. The question was posed as to whether or not 
the shape of an anomaly correlated to the characteristics of the object causing the anomaly. One manner 
of addressing this question is to relate the contour area at some percentage of the anomaly range to the 
contour area at some other value of the range. Preliminary manual evaluations show some promise, but 
additional data are needed to fully explore this concept. Automation of the process will be required to 
fully exploit the idea since manual implementation is extremely tedious. It is recommended that this work 
be conducted to determine the applicability of contour area analysis for waste classification. 

5.5 Automatic Target Recognition Evaluation 

Sections 5.5 and 5.6 describe investigations of two inference techniques for potential application to 
interpretation of characterization data. The potential role of these techniques in the overall system is 
shown in Figures 4-1 and 5-4. Results from inference methods could be provided back to the VWAE 
for user information and interaction. 

There are important similarities between the two inference methods: ATR and neural networks. 
Both techniques use the concept of training and are potentially able to learn from experience and improve 
capabilities as more experience in data interpretation is gained. Both are instances of pattern recognition 
techniques and can be applied to sensor data from multiple sensors measuring distinct and possibly 
unrelated physical properties. The ability to learn from and apply information from multiple sources 
represents a potentially powerful method of "data fusion." At the same time, since both techniques apply 
mathematical methods for pattern recognition, there is loss of "traceability" of how, in a deterministic 
sense, the resulting answer was obtained. Care is required in how the result information is presented and 
applied in the overall system. The present feasibility studies assume that the training and subsequent use 
of information will be under the supervision of scientists familiar with the techniques. In the digface 
application, the inference information is intended to be used in conjunction with other interpretation 
techniques, including direct inspection of unprocessed sensor data. 

The use of training data in both techniques, although straightforward conceptually, can be somewhat 
of an art in practice. Training provides the technique with examples of sensor response for known 
targets. The system adjusts itself so that there is correlation established between sensor data and the 
target. Once trained, the system can be applied to new situations in which new data are scanned and 
potential targets identified. In practice, care must be taken in training. If ambiguous, unrepresentative, 
or inadequate training sets are used, the technique may not learn enough to be able to detect targets as 
intended. On the other hand, the possibility of overtraining also exists in which the technique may be 
taught to recognize characteristics specific to the training set that are not general target characteristics. 
In the case of neural networks, researchers have studied the optimum training set size required for good 
generalization (Baum and Haussler 1989; Mehrota et al. 1991; Soulie et al. 1987). 

Although similar in nature of use, there are several important distinctions between the ATR and 
neural network approaches. The ATR approach uses a deterministic mathematical technique during the 
training process to produce specific coefficients resulting from its error minimization methodology. In 
contrast, the neural networks are less deterministic. The training process results in a network where the 
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"learning" is spread out and inherent in the weighing factors distributed throughout the processing 
elements (PEs) of the net. The learning method and application of knowledge to new situations can only 
be followed at a conceptual level, the details are unavailable for human understanding or review. 

In the initial feasibility studies that evaluated the two techniques, different assessment methods were 
used. For the ATR evaluation, the system was trained to classify scenes based on three categories: 
barrel targets, box targets, and background. The data used for training could come from different 
experiments in which, for training, the operator identified for the system areas that had the features of 
interest, (i.e., barrel, box, or background). For this study, the information used in training for a given 
sensor in a given experiment came only from one level. (The system was not trained to use any 
information on how a given sensor responds as the distance to the target varies.) Once trained, the ATR 
system was tested on how successful it was in identifying targets (e.g., barrels, boxes, background) in 
scenes different from the ones used in training. This approach conforms to the expected application of 
the ATR system for assisting in digface data interpretation. At the name time, as discussed later, training 
the system to classify scenes into the three categories, barrel, box, or background, may have been 
unnecessarily challenging. At first, the most important distinction to make is whether a region represents 
target (whether barrel or box) or background. Nevertheless, as discussed below, the system performed 
rather well in the (more challenging) mode it was tested in. 

In the case of neural networks (Section 5.6), a slightly different approach was used in the study of 
feasibility for the data interpretation application. The initial step was to train the net to distinguish target 
from background for each of the sensor measurements. Because of the limited data sets available for both 
training and testing, we decided to start off by training the networks by using files that included only 
every third point from the raw data files. This subsampling was done to produce the minimum training 
file while leaving some data available for testing the network. Testing under these situations allowed 
initial evaluation of appropriate methods (e.g., backpropagation versus other; number of hidden layers, 
threshold functions). For the neural network evaluation, the classification used was only into target or 
background. Unlike the ATR study, no attempt was made to distinguish between barrel targets and box 
targets. After the initial net evaluation task was completed, subsequent tasks evaluated performance using 
data from different combinations of sensors. This provides insight on what information is really used by 
the network as a basis for classifying targets. Next, information from different levels of each experiment 
for each sensor and for combined sensors was used in training and testing. (This type of evaluation was 
not performed for the ATR study.) Finally, different combinations were tried where networks trained 
on certain data were subsequently evaluated for ability to distinguish targets in new scenes not previously 
encountered (i.e., in the training set). As mentioned above, the tfpe of mode expected will be the one 
used for the digface data interpretation application. 

5.5.1 Automatic Target Recognition System Overview 

An ATR system was evaluated for use in assisting in data interpretation of sensor data obtained 
during the digface characterization process. The potential role of a target recognition system is to aid 
the operator or geophysicist. The ATR system could be used to automatically scan incoming data and 
highlight areas of potential targets of interest. As described below, these targets would be defined by 
expert users during a training process. The target recognition system, if successful, could flag areas of 
potential targets that would then be verified by a human expert. This role for the system would support 
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human experts by allowing them to focus attention specifically on the areas of suspected targets in making 
characterization determinations. 

The ATR system was originally developed for the DOE Office of Arms Control to aid in identifying 
targets, principally military ones, from sensor data collected by an airborne reconnaissance system (Partin 
et al. 1994). The system essentially finds targets in digitized images. In use, the system is presented 
with one or more images of a scene, and the system identifies the presence and location of targets. The 
system was designed primarily for fast screening of large amounts of data to select those scenes for 
human inspection that might contain targets of interest. 

The term target has a general meaning for this system. The targets can be military targets such as 
airplanes or trucks. However, a target in the general sense is anything that is potentially recognizable 
in the image data. Similarly, the term image has a general meaning. Image data can include any array 
of digital data values versus position in two dimensions. A standardized digitized video picture, with 
intensity versus x and y coordinates, is such an image. However, instead of intensity, the image data for 
the system could be any quantity, with the only requirement that the data be in the form of a 
two-dimensional array of values. 

Since the system is designed to simultaneously process images comprising several different types 
of data for the same scene, it is essentially an image data fusion system. The presumption is that a target 
can be recognized more reliably if there are several different types of image data instead of just one. 
However, the system is fully functional with as few as one image per scene. 

Given such functionality, we judged the ATR system to have potential use for interpreting sensor 
data obtained during scans at the digface. A single scan would result in data obtained over two 
dimensions for a number of different sensors. These separate images could then be processed by the 
ATR system to flag regions containing targets of interest that the system was previously trained to 
recognize. 

5.5.2 System Description 

Hardware 

This ATR system comprises, as a minimum, a PC with a standard monitor and keyboard. The main 
computer chassis contains certain special hardware, including some transputers (parallel processors) and 
a high-capacity hard disk. An additional, high-resolution video display unit for viewing images is 
recommended but not essential. A printer, preferably a color printer, can also be added to the system. 
The prototype system currently in use could be replaced for less than $30,000. 

Software 

This ATR system uses basic, standard software such as the DOS-operating system normally supplied 
with the PC and the host-transputer interface software normally supplied with the transputer network. 
Other than this, all the software was developed by the INEL for DOE. 
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5.5.3 Process Description 

To use the system a training process is first applied. A knowledgeable person defines the targets 
of interest and background scenes in a number of training examples. Once the system has been trained, 
it can be applied to find targets in new situations. 

This ATR system is based on the assumption that targets can be distinguished from background by 
a quantitative measurement of the presence of local features. The term local normally implies that the 
features are small enough to be defined within a region that is small compared to the size of a target, 
although the formalism does not impose any limit on the size of the features (except that the features must 
be smaller than the whole image). Examples of simple features are: edges, lines, intensity averaged over 
a small region, and speckle intensity. More complicated features include run length other descriptors of 
size or shape of some region, and local co-occurrence matrices. As a local feature, one could define 
something as complicated as a detailed image of a particular target object, but this would not be a normal 
or easy use of the present formalism and would not be covered by the usual interpretation of the phrase 
local feature. For each feature, we must be able to calculate a value at each pixel in the scene. For 
example, for a lines feature, at a given pixel, we might use as the quantitative value the brightness of a 
line passing through that pixel in one of the scene images. The value would be more positive for a 
brighter line on a darker background, negative for a dark line on a light background, and zero if there 
is no line passing through that pixel in the scene image. These values of the feature at each pixel are 
arranged in the same format as the scene image values, forming a feature image for each feature. 

A training process is required by this ATR system. This requires a set of images, one image from 
each imaging sensor, for each of several training scenes. The system will work with as few as one 
training scene, but better results might be expected from the use of many, perhaps hundreds, of training 
scenes. The set of training scenes must include at least one target and some background. A 
knowledgeable person must examine each training scene and for each scene create a mask. The mask 
is a set of data with the format of an image (1 byte per pixel, for example), but with each pixel value 
being 2, 1, or 0 indicating whether that pixel is part of a target, background, or unspecified region in the 
training scene. Thus, the entire set of training data comprises several real images and one mask "image" 
for each of several, or possibly only one, real world training scenes. 

In addition to designating target and background regions in the training scenes, a skilled operator 
must select an initial set of local features that might distinguish between the target and background 
regions. If this operator-selected initial set of features does not include features that can distinguish target 
from background, the ATR programs will still run, but the uncertainty in target identification will be 
large, perhaps so large that the ATR system results will be useless. If, on the other hand, the 
operator-selected initial set of features includes more features than are necessary to distinguish target from 
background, the ATR system will tell the operator the importance of each feature so that the operator can 
discard unimportant features and make the final process more efficient. The only disadvantages of an 
operator selectmg too large a feature set initially are some computational inefficiency in the training 
process (which is probably tolerable) and, in the extreme case, the inability of the computer programs 
to handle so many features. (In principle, the formalism can handle any number of features, but any 
particular computer program will be limited.) Thus, although great skill is not essential in selecting the 
initial set of features, a clever choice can make the ATR process more efficient and effective. 
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The third and final task of the operator during the training process is to select a value for the 
relative weighing of two types of errors. A type 1 error is the incorrect designation of a background 
region as a target by the ATR system; in a type 2 error, a target is wrongly called background. The 
ATR system could make either of these two error rates as small as desired, at the expense of making the 
other error rate larger. We would like to make both error rates small simultaneously but that may not 
always be possible. The procedure used here is to form a weighted sum of the two error rates, with 
weights W, and 1.0-W,, where 0 < W, < 1, and to minimize this weighted sum. The Wx value is the 
relative weight of type 1 errors; type 1 errors are considered more important if W, is larger (closer to 
1 than to 0). 

The ATR training process takes as input (1) the training images and masks, (2) the definitions of 
the operator-selected feature set, and (3) the value of the type 1 error weight W,. The training process 
then calculates values for coefficients, optimized to minimize the total (weighted sum) error rate. These 
coefficients are used in the production process (to be mentioned shortly) to indicate how much of each 
feature should be included in an analysis that attempts to identify targets in a scene. The training process 
indicates the importance of each feature and an estimate of the total error rate. This training process is 
done for the complete feature set specified by the operator, for the subset in which the least important 
of the original features is removed, for the best subset of this subset, and so on for all successive best 
subsets of features until the smallest subset is too small to allow a calculation (usually, one feature). This 
allows the operator to select an efficient subset of features with an acceptably low error rate, if such a 
subset exists. Or, in the worst case, the operator must recognize that this ATR system, with the feature 
sets attempted, cannot distinguish the targets from the background. 

One product of the training process is the magnitude of the minimized total error rate. This is the 
estimated uncertainty in the ATR system for this particular set of features and coefficients for this type 
of image data. This is a prediction of the fraction of the pixels that will be incorrectly identified as target 
or background by the production process. 

After an acceptable feature set is found, the coefficients for that feature set are used in setting up 
the production or surveillance program part of the ATR system. Then, a set of images (no mask) from 
any scene is input to the production program, and the program tells whether there is a target in the scene. 
This production process does not require any special skill on the part of the operator. Since this 
production process takes multiple images as input and yields one single result image as output, it 
accomplishes image data fusion, or the simultaneous analysis of several input images to produce a single 
result. 

5.5.4 Mathematical Overview 

5.5.4.1 Production Process. The production or surveillance process is used to scan large 
amounts of data with minimal expert interaction. This process accepts a set of T images of one scene 
as input, where T is any value greater than 0. From the T scene images, we calculate F feature images 
F s f , where s is the scene number, and f is the feature number, f = 1,2,...F. The user has decided 
beforehand the number of feature images F and the nature of each feature image. Each feature image 
is multiplied by a coefficient Q whose value has been determined in a training process, and these scaled 
feature images are then added to obtain a result image R,, for this scene s: 
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F 

Rs = Y, CfFsj for each s c e n e s- ( 5~ 1 0) 

If a pixel in the result image R, has a value greater than a certain value Q determined from the 
training process, that pixel is called a target pixel; otherwise, the pixel is called a background pixel. 
Thus, the result image classifies every pixel in the scene as either Uirget or background. This production 
process is simple in principle, although the calculation of some of the feature images may be complicated 
in practice. 

5.5.4.2 Training Process. The values of the coefficients Cf and Q, which are used in the 
production process, are determined by a training process. This training process uses S training scenes, 
indexeds = 1,2,...S, S > 0. For each scene, there are T training images, indexed t = 1,2,...T,T > 0, 
and one three-level mask image. The mask pixel values are 2 for target regions, 1 for background 
regions, and 0 for unspecified regions. These regions have; been selected manually by some 
knowledgeable person. The T training images are assumed to be in registration. Let Ts t be the training 
scene images, and let M s be the mask, for each scene s. 

For each scene s, we extract F feature images F s f , f = 1,2,...F, from the T scene images. The 
algorithms used to construct feature images F s f do not depend on s; the feature images are constructed 
in the same way for every scene. The algorithms do depend on f, and in fact, the algorithms must be 
different for each different f; if two different feature images (that is, with different f values) equal one 
another in every training scene, the mathematical procedures become indeterminate and the coefficient 
optimization procedure cannot be done. We define a result image Rj for each training scene s: 

F 
Rs = L c A r f o r «"* s c e n e s = 1'2'- • s- ( 5 ~ n ) 

f-o 

The coefficients C f are to be determined in this training process. The Q are the same for all. 
Ideally, we would like to choose values for the Cf to make R,. equail to M s in regions 1 and 2 (we do not 
care about region 0), for every s. That is, we would like to use the pixel values in R,. as indicators of 
whether the pixel is part of a target (value equal to or close to 2) or a background region (value equal 
to or close to 1). We do not expect to be able to accomplish this exactly. In practice, we can usually 
choose a set of coefficients to make Rj approximately equal to M.., with only a few pixels in Rj giving 
a misleading indication of target or background. The criterion for optimizing the values of the 
coefficients C f is minimizing of the number of these incorrectly classified pixels in the training data. This 
minimization calculation is not difficult, but it requires the assumption of some analytical form (we chose 
a Gaussian function) for the distribution of the differences between corresponding R and M pixel values. 
The mathematical details are found in Partin et al. (1994). 

5.5.5 Application To Digface Data interpretation 

The ATR system was applied to digface characterization project data taken in 1993 (Josten 1995). 
The purpose of the data collection activity was to evaluate the digface characterization concept when 
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sensing isolated objects at several engineered characterization cells where objects had been buried in 
known surveyed locations. Details of the experiments are found in Appendix A, taken from Josten 
(1995). The following description is a summary of the experimental data used in evaluation of the ATR 
system. 

Each experiment comprised a single positional setting of the trolley used to deploy the different 
sensors over the buried objects. Refer to the figures in Appendix A. For each experiment (six total), 
the sensors were scanned in planar fashion over the objects. Each planar scan resulted in an x,y data set 
for constant z (distance from the objects). For each setting (experiment), however, the z axis was also 
changed so that the x,y planes were obtained at different levels. Typically, the different levels of data 
were obtained at 6 in. increments in the z-direction. 

For evaluation of the ATR system, data from five experiments were used, referred to as El, E2, 
E3, E5, and E6. (Experiment 4 was designed for evaluating plume detection at the digface and was not 
used.) The different experiments represent data recorded over five different areas with different buried 
objects. The five rectangles on the left of Figure 5-14 indicate the approximate sizes and locations of 
buried objects in the five experiments, as seen from above. In these sketches, the solid objects are 
magnetic, and the objects drawn with outlines only are mostly not magnetic. In E2, for example, there 
are a magnetic barrel (object 7) and a wooden box (object 6). Objects 9 and 10 in E3 are two boxes, one 
above the other, with some magnetic material in the top box. The top box was removed between levels 
L3 and L4 (levels are described immediately below). Similarly, object 20 (a vertical barrel) in E5 was 
removed between L2 and L3, and object 27 (a vertical steel pipe) in E6 was removed between L2 and L3. 

For each experiment, the different levels used are referred to as L0, LI, etc., where L0 is the 
highest level, and the sensors are 6 in. lower (closer to the buried objects) for each successive level. In 
some cases, layers of soil were removed between successive measurement levels. Any one level of any 
one experiment comprises a scene. Different scenes are expected to give different results for any 
measurement because they contain different objects, or because the objects are at different distances from 
the sensors. For each scene, as many as seven sensors acquired different types of data. The sensor 
designations are shown in Table 5-8. Data from the volatile organic sensor were not used in this study. 

For this analysis, the readings for each sensor for each scene were arranged in image format, 
two-dimensional arrays having 43 columns (43 x-values, x being positive southward) and 25 rows (25 
y-values, y being positive eastward). Some of the data sets did not have this many rows or columns, and 
some were missing a few data points from what was expected to be a regularly spaced array. In all of 
these cases, the missing data points were filled in using a linear interpolation or extrapolation procedure 
so that each data set used in this study had a full 1,075 (43 x 25) data points. 

The system was evaluated for its capability of detecting two separate classes of targets: barrels and 
boxes. 

5.5.5.7 Identification of Barrels, Linear Analysis. A simple linear analysis was performed 
using a linear combination of the six raw data images (corresponding to an image from each sensor) and 
augmented with the "constant" image, which is always included for mathematical completeness. The 
training was done with three scenes: E2L7, E5L5, and E6L5. The masks used were M2A, M5B, and 
M6A shown in Figure 5-14. In this figure, the red (actually more brown) areas of the masks are 
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Figure 5-14. Buried objects and masks used in training. 
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Table 5-8. Digface characterization sensor description. 

Sensor Description 

1 Magnetic field, vertical component and vertical component gradient 

2 Ground electromagnetic (EM) conductivity, horizontal dipole, quadrature phase 

3 Ground EM conductivity, horizontal dipole, inphase 

4 Ground EM conductivity, vertical dipole, quadrature phase 

5 Ground EM conductivity, horizontal dipole, inphase 

6 Volatile organic compound sensor 

designated as background, the green areas are target, and the black areas are not used in the training 
process. The objects identified by the masks in this study are identified in Table 5-9. 

After training on the three scenes with the three masks described, the system was used to analyze 
30 scenes from Experiments E2, E3, E5, and E6. (Experiment El was not included in the analysis 
because only four sensors, instead of six, were used in Experiment El.) The results of the application 
to the 30 testing scenes are shown in Figure 5-15. In this figure, as in any of the result images, lighter 
regions are stronger indications of targets, and darker regions are stronger indications of background. 
Green and white (i.e., very light green) indicate what the system has classified as targets. Red and brown 
and black (dark red) indicate what the system classifies as background. Figure 5-15 shows that the 
analysis did correctly identify the barrel (object 7) in E2 and another barrel (object 17) in E5 as targets 
when the excavation was deep enough so that the sensors were dose to the targets. The process also 
incorrectly gave small target indications at the top of E5L5 and E6L6. These correspond to 
ferromagnetic objects other than barrels, so it is not surprising that the simple linear combination 
algorithm did not distinguish these objects from magnetic barrels. 

The linear analysis algorithm also failed to detect a barrel (object 20, vertical 55-gal empty barrel) 
at the center of E5, in levels L0-L2 (this barrel was removed between levels L2 and L3). The reason 
for the failure is unknown. However, the barrel shows rather weakly in the raw data, suggesting the 
possibility that it may have been buried too deeply for detection using this algorithm. 

Although the linear combination algorithm did not yield perfect results, it did well considering the 
simplicity of the algorithm and the fact that the algorithm required and used no understanding of the 
measurements or the physical processes involved. 

In an attempt to increase understanding of performance, the above processes were repeated with an 
additional training scene, E5L2 with mask M5A, which specifies the troublesome barrel (object 20) be 
designated a target in the training process. The results of analysis after the new training set is shown in 
Figure 5-16. The system now located object 20, but it also incoixectly identified a box (object 6) and 
other objects as targets. This rather poor performance indicates that the simple linear combination 
algorithm cannot reliably distinguish between objects designated as targets and those designated as 
background in this training set. The problem is that object 20, a barrel, looks to the sensors like some 
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Table 5-9. Automatic target recognition mask object relationship. 

Object Depth 
Mask number Object description (ft) 

55-gal barrel, containing foam 5.2 

Wooden box and surrounding area 5.1 

55-gal barrel, vertical, empty 3.1 

55-gal barrel, horizontal, empty 3.9 

55-gal barrel, horizontal, empty 3.9 

Wooden box, empty 3.6 
Wooden box, containing dry dirt 3.7 
Wooden box, containing wet dirt 3.7 
Wooden box, empty 3.7 

M6A None Background only (no objects) NA 

M2A 7 

M2B 6 

M5A 20 
17 

M5B 17 

M5C 21 
22 
23 
24 
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Figure 5-15. Application of system trained on three scenes to target detection in 30 testing scenes. 
(Levels are approximately 6 in. apart. Level 0 is approximately 2; ft abovegrade.) 
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Figure 5-16. Search for barrels, linear combination, four training scenes. (Levels are approximately 
6 in. apart. Level 0 is approximately 2 ft abovegrade.) 
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other background object more than a target. By including it in the training set, the likelihood that other 
nonbarrels will be identified as targets is increased. The identification problems with the simple 
algorithm led to the conclusion that a better algorithm should be tried. 

5.5.5.2 Identification of Barrels, Quadratic Analysis. The next level of complication in 
analysis was to add quadratic terms to the linear analysis, adding 21 product terms to the linear and 
constant terms in the previous analysis. This was tried using the same four-scene training data set as 
described for the linear case, with the results shown in Figure 5-17. As expected, the quadratic analysis 
worked better than the linear analysis at distinguishing barrels from background, but it is still not perfect. 
In E3, the stacked boxes are incorrectly identified as targets, and in E6, the truck V8 engine is also 
incorrectly identified as a target. 

5.5.5.3 Identification of Boxes, Quadratic Analysis. The same quadratic procedure was used 
to try to find boxes as targets instead of barrels. In this analysis, the training process used two training 
scenes, E5L5 with mask M5C, and E2L7 with mask NOB. These masks select only boxes without 
ferrous metal contents as targets. The results of this analysis for 30 scenes are shown in Figure 5-18. 
This analysis was repeated using only the first training scene with results shown in Figure 5-19. 
Comparison of the figures shows that the results of this type of analysis can depend significantly on the 
choice of training data. In both of these two analyses, boxes (objects 6, 9, 10, 21, 22, 23, and 24) were 
correctly identified as targets, and a few other objects were incorrectly identified as targets, with the 
single-training scene a little better than the two-training scene results. Overall, the quadratic analyses 
results were good. 

5.5.5.4 Identification of Barrels, Using Peak Width of Magnetic Data. The linear and 
quadratic analyses did not rely on any physical understanding of the sensor measurements. To more 
accurately identify barrels, we tried a more sophisticated analysis using the measurement processes. In 
this analysis, we tried to find peaks in the magnetic field and its gradient and to discriminate on the basis 
of the widths of the peaks, on the assumption that barrels should cause peaks of a certain width in 
magnetic field measurements. This analysis used only two sensors, comprising the vertical component 
of the magnetic field and vertical component of the field gradient. The training process used the same 
training scenes as were used for the quadratic function search for barrels (E2L7 with mask M2A, E5L5 
with mask M5B, E6L5 with mask M6A, and E5L2 with mask MSA). The results of diis analysis are 
shown in Figure 5-20. Experiment 1 is included because this analysis does not require the sensors that 
were not used in Experiment 1. The analysis was repeated with a different set of training data, using 
scenes E2L8, E5L2, E5L5, and E6L6 with the same masks as before. This gave slightly better results, 
as shown in Figure 5-21. The results generally identify the barrels as targets, which is good. They also 
show other ferromagnetic objects as targets, which we had hoped to avoid. However, we are not able 
to distinguish well between barrels and other magnetic objects, because the peak width, used as the 
distinguishing feature, is not really unique to barrels. This analysis also shows as targets some presumed 
nonmagnetic objects such as a box (object 6) in E2. This is a strong indication that these boxes do in 
fact include some ferromagnetic material. 

5.5.6 Discussion 

The system performance was generally good in the data interpretation application. The system was 
able to do quite well at finding buried objects, and it could give some indication of the nature of the 
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Figure 5-17. Search for barrels, quadratic combination. (Levels are approximately 6 in. apart. Level 0 
is approximately 2 ft abovegrade.) 
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Figure 5-18. Search for boxes, quadratic, two training scenes. (Levels are approximately 6 in. apart. 
Level 0 is approximately 2 ft abovegrade.) 
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Figure 5-19. Search for boxes, quadratic, one training scene. (Levels are approximately 6 in. apart, 
Level 0 is approximately 2 ft abovegrade.) 
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Figure 5-20. Search for barrels, peak width, first training set. (Levels are approximately 6 in. apart. 
Level 0 is approximately 2 ft abovegrade.) 
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Figure 5-21. Search for barrels, peak width, second training set. (Levels are approximately 6 in. apart. 
Level 0 is approximately 2 ft abovegrade.) 
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object (magnetic or not) and the depth of the object (relatively shallow objects are detected by the 
system). Failure to do better at indicating object type or depth is primarily due to limitations in the type 
of data available. Additional sensor data, as discussed below, may improve the system's capability in 
identifying targets of interest. At the same time, before making improvements, additional thought should 
be given to defining the requirements of a target recognition system for buried waste identification. The 
data collected in 1993 to which die system was applied consisted of defined targets discretely placed 
(Josten 1995). 

The intent of this field testing activity was to define the feasibility of the digface concept and 
demonstrate, empirically and definitively, the improvement in target resolution as sensors are brought 
closer to the target and data are collected at a fine grid spacing. The application of the target recognition 
system was consistent with manual human data interpretation in that the definition of targets clearly 
improves as the sensors are brought closer to the waste. 

The next step in demonstrating the digface characterization concept is to collect data for randomly 
disposed waste representative of real waste at the INEL and other DOE sites (Josten and Roybal 1994). 
The target recognition system ultimately must be useful in dealing with data such as the additional data 
collected in 1994 by the digface project. The new data represents a more challenging problem because 
of the multifarious interference effects existing in randomly disposed waste. The data interpretation 
challenge is increased for bom the human expert and any target recognition scheme. The new data should 
be evaluated by expert geophysicists, and ideas generated on what targets should be defined. It may be 
that more subtle, and possibly abstract, features (rather than boxes or barrels) should be identified. In 
the waste seam of actual burial pits or trenches, the seam will generally be all target, where target is 
thought of as debris. Therefore, in the waste seam, it may be that classifying different waste regions 
makes most sense; examples of potential regions are given in Josten and Roybal (1993). These could 
include distinguishing zones on the basis of buried object size, amount of metal mass, or random versus 
orderly distribution. 

After extensive human evaluation of data collected in 1994 for representative waste, a decision 
should be made on whether to apply the ATR scheme to evaluation of targets for such waste 
configurations. 

Additional sensor data would likely improve the target recognition system's ability to recognize 
targets. The additional sensor information would improve human interpretation as well. The geophysical 
sensors used [magnetometer and electromagnetic (EM) sensor] are responding to similar physical 
phenomena (EM properties) in the waste. Additional inforriation from sensors responding to 
"orthogonal" characteristics would possibly improve performance significantly. Such sensors might 
include gravity or ground penetrating radar (GPR), which could respond to density differences 
irrespective of EM properties. In regard to potential new sensors, it is important to consider actual 
deployment in anticipated remediation scenarios. There will always be pressure to obtain maximum 
amount of information from sensors that can be easily and quickly deployed at the digface. 

The system has several limitations. First of all, in an image scene to be scanned the system requires 
data from all grid points that were included in the training data. ITie occurrence of missing data points 
is virtually certain in realistic applications. However, in practice, this limitation is not seriously 
restrictive because missing data can be interpolated (or extrapolated) from the neighboring real data; this 
technique was used during this study itself when missing data points were encountered. A second 
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limitation of the present system is more serious. The system, once trained with data from specific 
sensors, expects to see the same complete set of data from each sensor in the image data containing the 
targets to be identified. If data from one or more sensors is missing, the system does not perform 
satisfactorily. Theoretically, the system could be retrained on the subset of sensors and applied to the 
data, but this would not be a realistic alternative under most circumstances. The expectation of missing 
sensors (due to failure or other unforeseen circumstance) is realistic. A reasonable approach to adapting 
the system to perform at a reasonable level in such situations is necessary for the digface data 
interpretation application. 

In this initial application, the system worked on only one level of data at a time. This means that 
a single level of data was used in both training and surveillance modes. However, in theory the system 
could be extended to work on information from multiple levels to identify targets. The use of information 
from multiple levels offers an extension of potential interpretation capability as discussed above in 
Section 5.4. Evaluation of the system capability when trained on information from different levels should 
be performed. This would provide valuable insight into the use of multiple level information for digface 
interpretation; this insight may apply to human interpretation as well. It is possible that simultaneous data 
interpretation using information from multiple levels may be difficult for a human interpreter to do 
effectively when encountering large amounts of data in field conditions. If so, the ATR system might 
assist by screening data using multiple level information and then directing human attention to suspect 
areas. One issue to be addressed in using the system with multiple level data are the fragility of the 
system if the exact form of the data expected and used in the training set is not available at all times. 
This is analogous to the missing sensor data problem discussed above, except that in the new mode, all 
sensor data at all levels used in training must exist in the surveillance data mode. This issue would need 
to be addressed if the system is developed to use multiple levels of data. 

The usability of the system in an integrated environment would increase if the software ran on the 
same workstation as the other VE tools. Work is in progress to port the software to a workstation. This 
would allow the target recognition capability to be integrated into the overall data analysis and display 
system. Limitations on speed or memory are potentially possible even in the workstation environment 
as the size of the files to be analyzed increases. The memory limitation is another aspect of the overall 
issue of data management that must be addressed as the VE system moves from a prototype tool working 
on relatively small data sets to a useful production tool robust enough to support operations in a real 
waste retrieval. 

5.5.7 Conclusions and Recommendations 

The following conclusions were drawn as a results of the evaluation of the ATR system: 

• The ATR system performance was generally good for the data interpretation application. 
Although there was some errors in distinguishing boxes from barrels, the system is quite 
capable (based on the limited testing done) of distinguishing target objects from background 
soil. 

• Results show that application of the target recognition system was consistent with manual 
human data interpretation in that the definition of targets clearly improves as the sensors are 
brought closer to the waste. 
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• Initial results indicate that further evaluation and possible development of the ATR system are 
warranted. The reasonable success when searching for defined and resolvable targets needs 
to be demonstrated in environments representative of real waste sites. 

The following recommendations are made: 

• In future assessments, the ATR system training should be directed to distinguishing target 
from background only, as opposed to classifying specific types of targets. This capability 
(distinguishing target or background) is currently a higher priority than classifying target 
types. 

• The limitations of the system in handling missing data (such as a sensor missing from the 
surveillance data that was present in the training data set) should be evaluated. If the system 
performs poorly without reasonable chance for improvement by development, the value in the 
digface application is small. 

• An evaluation should be made of the system's potential to use volumetric data (information 
obtained from the same sensor at different levels, i.e., different distances from the targets 
search area). Based on likely digface application, information from two (or possibly three) 
levels should be considered. The evaluation should include assessing performance degradation 
when same level parameters vary in surveillance data from what was used in the training set. 
Inability to use multiple level data would not necessarily eliminate the ATR as a useful tool 
for the digface application. 

• The ATR system should be evaluated for performance in representative waste environments. 
The most useful immediate evaluation should be done with the digface data collected in 1994. 
However, before applying the ATR system, the 1994 data must first undergo extensive 
evaluation, and methods of human interpretation need to be devised. 

5.6 Neural Network Evaluation 

This work examined the applicability and feasibility of using artificial neural networks for examining 
and interpreting digface sensor data gathered by Josten (1995) (see Appendix A). Introductory remarks 
given in Section 5.5 indicate the logic for investigation of neural networks as well as the ATR technique. 
Details of this work are presented in Poulton and Brown (1994). The scope of work entails three major 
parts including classification of the data as target or background, estimation of depth of targets, and 
classification of the conductivity of the targets. Information on the training times, network designs, and 
sensitivities of the networks are included in the study. 

Artificial neural networks have potential use for scanning large amounts of data rapidly to highlight 
regions of interest similar to those discussed for the ATR system evaluation. The regions of interest can 
then be shown to appropriate remediation personnel. The target recognition systems and artificial neural 
networks require training before the techniques can be applied. However, the two methods use different 
approaches, each with advantages and disadvantages. Thus, it is appropriate to evaluate the capabilities 
of both methods for support of digface data interpretation. 
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5.6.1 Background on Neural Networks 

Artificial neural network processing is a broad category of computer algorithms that solve several 
types of problems including classification, parameter estimation, parameter prediction, pattern 
recognition, completion, association, filtering, and optimization. A neural network is a computer 
simulation of the way animals use neurons to process and store information; it is a technique for solving 
problems, not a software in itself. Neural networks can be simulated with sequential software, electronic 
circuits, or optical circuits. For this study, a software realization of the networks was used. One aspect 
of neural networks is their ability to perform well in doing the same types of tasks at which humans 
traditionally have performed well, such as pattern recognition. Neural networks have not solved problems 
that have remained previously intractable to humans. In some cases, they provided faster, more accurate, 
more flexible solutions once a procedure has been learned. 

Neural networks are not programs; they are procedures that solve problems by learning from other 
solutions. Typically a neural network is given a training set consisting of a group of examples from 
which it can learn. The most common training scenarios use supervised learning, during which the 
network is presented with an input pattern together with the correct answer, or correct classification of 
the input data. In creating pathways from one to the other of these paired examples, the network adjusts 
the values of its internal pathways, or weights. If training is successful, the internal parameters are then 
adjusted so that the network can produce correct classifications in response to similar new input data 
patterns. 

Once trained, a network's response can be insensitive to minor variations in its input. This ability 
to see through noise and distortion to the inherent pattern is vital to pattern recognition in a real work 
environment. Usually, sets of training examples are presented repeatedly during training to allow the 
network to adjust its internal parameters gradually. The computer software responds to each example 
by randomly activating its circuits in a particular configuration. Any connections that produce a correct 
answer are reinforced, and connections that produce an incorrect answer are weakened. After several 
thousand trials, the network activates only those circuits that produce the correct answer. Neural 
networks can be divided into several categories based on the method of learning, structure, and control. 
The most basic division among networks is the direction that information flows. In feed-forward 
networks, PEs receive input only from the previous layer's input. Network learning can also be 
supervised or unsupervised. For supervised, an associated output response is supplied to the network for 
each input pattern during the learning phase. For unsupervised, the network clusters the input data into 
appropriate groups. 

Artificial neural networks consist of three key components: PEs, layers, and connections 
(Figure 5-22). Artificial neural networks borrow the basic operating procedures of their biological 
counterparts, the mammalian brain. A "neuron" or PE in a first layer receives some external stimulation 
that is weighted and passed through to the next layer of PEs. In our implementation of neural networks, 
each PE received one element of the input pattern (i.e., one elemental assay from one sample). The 
signals coming into the PEs in the second layer were multiplied by the connection weights between the 
two layers and summed over all the connection weights. This sum is commonly referred to as the 
activation of the PE. If the activation exceeds the threshold of the PE, it fires. Once fired, the activation 
is modified by a transfer function and sent to the next layer of PEs. The exact form of the summation 
processes, transfer functions, and interconnection scheme varies according to the type of network. 
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Figure 5-22. A feed-forward, three layer neural network for supervised learning. 

The memory of an artificial neural network system is the values of the connection weights between 
PEs, that is, how they process new data in the context of the learning set (Caudill 1988, Rumelhart et al. 
1986, Anderson and Rosenfeld 1989, Dayhoff 1989, Wasserman 1989, Freeman and Skapura 1991). 

5.6.2 Classification Task Paradigms 

Two basic paradigms for the classification tasks were used in this work. These paradigms, 
backpropagation and radial basis functions (RBFs), are described below. 

5.6.2.1. Backpropagation. Backpropagation is a type of nonlinear regression. The technique 
seeks a function that maps a set of input patterns to a set of output patterns with a minimum error. 
Derived independently by Werbos (1974) and Parker (1989) and popularized by Rumelhart et al. (1986), 
backpropagation is the most popular and best understood neural paradigm. It has, however, virtually no 
biological fidelity. 

Figure 5-22 shows a three-layer backpropagation network. The input pattern X ,̂ is multiplied by 
the connection weighs W y , leading to the hidden layer so that the sum at a given hidden-layer PE is 

s> = £ xjr,+ 9, (5-i2) 
i 

Theta, 6, is a bias term with a fixed value of 1.0 but with trainable connection weights. The sum 
Sj is modulated by a threshold function, f(S), that is normally sigmoidal in shape. This shape is similar 
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to the thresholding performed by biological neurons. Common thresholds are the logistic function and 
hyperbolic tangent given respectively as 

/OS) = —s (5-13) 
1 + e's' 

eSj - e's' f(S) = 
eSj + e's' 

The derivative of the sigmoid function reaches a maximum around 0.5, so the weight change 
allowed by the sigmoid is maximum for PEs in their midrange. In other words, PEs that are not 
committed to being on or off are allowed to change most rapidly. The activation of a PE is 

A. =/.(S.J = (5-14) 
JP / A }P> l + g . S j p > 

The bias term in Equation (5-12) shifts the transfer function laterally, allowing each PE to have an 
optimal threshold function. A gain term can also be applied to change the slope of the threshold. The 
activation of the hidden PE becomes the input to the next layer of PEs. 

^ = £ W + ** (5-16) 

\ = / * ( V = T - ^ S - (5-17) 
1 + e * 

K = ov - V (5-i8) 

The activation A,,, is compared to the desired output pattern D^ to obtain an error E^. This error 
must be apportioned to all the connection weights in the network through the back-error propagation 
cycle. The delta weights between the layers are computed as 
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* - t f W » > £ * ^ (5-20) 

where f is the derivative of the threshold function. For the logistic function, we use f (S) = f(S) 
(l-F(S)), and for the hyperbolic tangent the equation becomes f (S) = (l+f(S)) (l-f(S)). 

Since the error for the hidden PEs is unknown, we must use the sum of the delta weight 6^ 

times the connection weights from the output layer as the error. Weights are updated as 

W# = Wjk+ TfipA^ + *°AWJk (5-22) 

Wi =Wf+ ^PX¥ + a*AW, (5-23) 

where i\ is a step size or learning rate set between 0 and 1; a is a momentum term set between 0 and 1; 
and the delta weight is the weight change from the previous iteration. The addition of the momentum 
term helps move the network out of some local minima in error space. The use of momentum in a neural 
network is analogous to using a conjugate gradient technique. Equations (5-21) and (5-22) are known 
as the generalized delta rule. 

After the weights are updated, one iteration is complete, and the entire process is repeated until an 
acceptably small error Ep, 

Ep = \ ± * (5"24) 

is achieved for each pattern. Weight updates are made after each pattern is presented (i.e., interaction) 
or accumulated over the entire training set (i.e., epoch) or some subset thereof. 

5.6.2.2. Radial Basis Function. RBFs as described by Moody and Darken (1989), Poggio and 
Girosi (1990), and Musavi et al. (1992) are a class of networks that approximate functions by using linear 
combinations of radially symmetric functions. The network consists of one hidden layer in which each 
PE evaluates a kernel function on the incoming signal and an output layer that computes a weighted linear 
sum of the kernel functions. The kernel function has maximal response when the input is closest to its 
center and decreases monotonically as the Euclidean distance from the center increases. The kernel 
function is usually Gaussian. Training consists of finding centers, widths, and weights connecting hidden 
nodes to output nodes. While we could place a Gaussian function on every training pattern and train the 
kernel to peak when the pattern is presented, it is not a practical approach for large numbers of training 
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exemplars. The initial phase of training is unsupervised. A K-means clustering algorithm is used to find 
the centers of the kernels in a manner similar to Kohonen (1988) competitive learning. A nearest 
neighbor approach is used to find the width of the kernel. We start with a random set of centers C k and 
calculate the distance from each training pattern to each center. The closest center is modified as 

C'k = Ck + niXy - Ck) (5-25) 

°* = I £ \ck - cj (5"26) 

The width of the kernel function is given as the distance from the cluster center to the P nearest 
neighbor cluster center. 

Gradient descent can then be used to adjust the weights between the hidden and output layers as in 
backpropagation. We have to specify how many Gaussians we want to use along with all the parameters 
for the backpropagation algorithm. 

Leonard and Kramer (1991) show a comparison of the decision functions formed by RBFs and 
backpropagation networks and suggest that radial basis functions networks are able to form decision 
regions further from the training data, are able to form bounded decisions regions, and are generally more 
accurate for incomplete or unrepresentative data. 

5.6.3 Method 

5.6.3.1 Target Versus Background. We divided the target versus background classification 
task into several progressively harder subtasks. The first subtask was to train networks specifically for 
each experiment, each level, and each sensor individually. Such an approach requires many networks 
but allows one to see how well the networks can learn specific data. The second task involved combining 
sensors within a level for each experiment. Our third task involved combining the levels of each 
experiment for each sensor and for combined sensors. Our fourth task involved combining data from 
several experiments (we only worked with Experiments 2, 3, 5, and 6). 

5.6.3.1.1. Creating Training and Testing Files—Training files were extracted from the 
raw data by writing every third value of the raw data file to the training file. The raw data were not 
gridded or processed in any way before creating the training file. The subsampling was done to produce 
a niinimum training file while leaving some data available for testing the network. No attempt was made 
to compensate for the fact that subsampling might miss some small targets, would produce little data 
within some targets, or in general might not lead to an optimum training set. We felt that this training 
set would produce our most conservative results. 
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A training file consisted of an input vector and output vector. The input vector contained the raw 
data from the sensors; the output vector was the desired class such as target or background. In some 
cases, our input vector contained the x, y, z values for the data point, but these values were never used 
for any calculations in the neural network. To create a training vector for magnetic data only, sensor 1 
data were written to the training file. To create a training vector for EM data only, data from sensors 
2 (horizontal quadrature), 3 (vertical quadrature), 4 (horizontal in-phase), and 5 (vertical in-phase), in 
that order, were written to a training file. When magnetic and EM data were combined, they are written 
as sensors 1 through 5 from left to right across the input vector. Table 5-10 lists the sensor designations. 

To create an output vector we needed to know if the x, y coordinates for any given data point were 
located within the boundaries of known targets. Slightly different approaches were taken for the EM and 
magnetic data. For the EM data, our extraction program read four x, y corner-coordinates for each target 
and checked the data point to see if it fell within those bounds. Round targets were extracted as squares 
so some inaccuracies existed around their edges. Generally, the neural networks were able to recognize 
the data points that we said were target but were in fact background around the circular targets. The 
output was written as -1 if the data point was background and +1 if the data point was within a target. 
When training only on magnetic data, we had to compensate for the fact that the magnetic anomaly did 
not always overlie the target. Thus, we determined the output criteria of target or background directly 
from the magnetic data. We averaged all of the magnetic values for a training file and took all values 
above the average as target and values at or below the average as background. The network results were 
greatly improved for magnetic classification after performing this thresholding for experiments one and 
two but little improvement was seen for Experiments 5 and 6. When EM and magnetic data were 
combined, the magnetic data were not preprocessed, tiius our initial preprocessing did not affect the final 
results. Test sets consisted of the entire data set, so testing included training data and new data. The 
column containing the desired output class was sometimes appended to the test sets for reference purposes 
only and was ignored by the networks. 

5.6.3.1.2 Designing and Training Networks—For the first task, a backpropagation 
network was designed with an input vector equal to the size of the training vector (e.g., four input PEs 
for EM, two for magnetics). The size of the hidden layer was determined experimentally and was 
generally set as one PE less than the input vector. The output vector consisted of one PE. We used a 
hyperbolic tangent for our threshold function. We used the generalized delta rule with momentum for 
our learning rule. Weights were updated after each input pattern was presented. Training progressed 
until the root mean square error stabilized at an acceptably low level. Typically training was continued 
for 20,000 iterations. An iteration is one complete pass, forward arid backward, through the network for 
one training pattern. Training times on a 90 MHz Pentium computer for 20,000 iterations were typically 
30 seconds. Testing a complete data set for one level, one sensor (989 to 1,075 points) took 
approximately 2 seconds. All training and testing times include the time it takes to refresh the screen 
graphics. 

When backpropagation failed to produce an accurate map of the targets, we used a RBF network. 
An RBF network contains the same input vector as backpropagation but has an extra layer that contains 
Gaussian kernel functions that perform an initial clustering of the input vectors. Some of these networks 
also contained a hidden layer with three PEs and a single output PE. Weights were updated after every 
pattern was presented. Training times were 50,000 iterations in 2 iminutes. Testing a complete data set 
for one level, one sensor (989 to 1,075 points) took approximately 3 seconds. 
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Table 5-10. Digface characterization sensor description. 

Sensor Description 

1 Magnetic field, vertical component and vertical component gradient 

2 Ground electromagnetic (EM) conductivity, horizontal dipole, quadrature phase 

3 Ground EM conductivity, horizontal dipole, inphase 

4 Ground EM conductivity, vertical dipole, quadrature phase 

5 Ground EM conductivity, vertical dipole, inphase 

6 Volatile organic compound sensor 

The second task involved combining sensors within a level for each experiment. This provided 
some improvement in the results, especially when objects with strong magnetic signatures were involved. 
We typically used RBF networks with six input, zero to four hidden PEs, and one output for this process. 
However, at times no hidden PEs were required. Training times for 50,000 to 100,000 iterations were 
from 2 to 4 minutes. Testing a complete data set of 989 points still took only 3 to 4 seconds. 

The third task involved combining the levels of each experiment for each sensor and for combined 
sensors. This provided a more dramatic improvement in the results. Targets that were previously located 
as blobs were sharpened to the point that they were easily recognizable. Both the EM-combined level 
results and the EM/magnetic-combined level results cleanly find all of the targets that remained 
throughout the entire experiment (some targets were removed during excavations). Backpropagation 
networks with two hidden layers were found to give the best results for this task. Input vector sizes 
ranged from 12 to 44 with the first hidden layer having one less PE than the input layer and the second 
hidden layer having half as many PEs as the first. An average training time was about 4 minutes for 
70,000 iterations. Testing a 989 point data set required only about 7 seconds. We attempted intertesting 
the experiments at this point, but had limited success. 

The fourth task involved combining data from several experiments (again, working with 
Experiments 2 ,3 ,5 , and 6) into the same training set. We tried different combinations of targets to find 
the training set that would produce the best test results on all experiments. We found to get good test 
results we needed to include targets from each experiment. The targets included in the final training set 
were objects. 6, 7, 9, 10, 17, 23, 25, 27, 28, 29, and 34. The test results on this cut-and-paste training 
set were not as sharp for Experiments 5 and 6 as those from the third task, but the results for 
Experiments 2 and 3 were comparable. We used both magnetic and EM data and accumulated the 
scan-level data (i.e., a net for only level 0 contained data from only level 0 whereas a net for level 5 
contained data from levels 0 through 5). All training times and number of required training iterations 
were greatly enlarged for this task, but the testing times remained around 7 seconds. 

5.6.3.2 Depth Estimates. The x, y locations previously classified as targets were used to make 
depth estimations. We trained several networks to estimate depth to targets. We started with only the 
targets in Experiment 2 to determine if a network could estimate depth with point data from EM and 
magnetic sensors. A training file consisted of an input pattern containing information from both sensors 
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for every other data point in one level and output of the depth to ihe target at that level. The network 
successfully estimated depths within 5 % for the two targets in Experiment 2. Next, we trained a network 
using only the metallic targets from Experiment 5 excluding targets 18 and 19. Again the depth estimates 
were good. We trained another network on only the boxes in Experiment 5. Then we combined the 
metallic and nonmetallic targets into the same training set. For Experiment 6, we trained on the targets 
that the classification network easily identified (targets 25, 26, and 28). The depth estimates for these 
targets were good. Next we trained on the hard targets, the bars, pipes, and C-channel. We used only 
those data points the classification network identified as target for training. While the results were not 
within our desired accuracy range for this network, the minimum depth estimated for a target was 
conservative enough that the operator of an excavator would never encounter a target at a depth shallower 
than the network estimated. For the Experiment 6 depth network, we used the data points within the 
actual target boundaries for training. 

Finally, we combined targets from Experiments 2,5, and 6. E>ata from Experiment 3 were not used 
for training because the objects were stacked. Objects 6, 7, 15, 16, 17, 20, 21, 23, 24, 25, 26, and 28 
were included in the training set. Both magnetic and EM data were used as the input vector. We used 
the data that the target versus background networks had called target for training purposes. Hence, 
objects that were poorly classified may have larger depth errors. The output PE is the depth to the top 
of the target from the given level. The training set consisted of every x, y coordinate within the objects 
for every level of data, so there were up to six or seven different depths represented for each object in 
the training set. All objects from Experiments 2, 3, 5, and 6 were run throughout the trained network 
for testing. 

The training time for the final depth estimation network was approximately 3 minutes for 100,000 
iterations. The training set contained 1,727 data points. Testing targets from the individual experiments 
required only about 2 seconds per experiment including all levels. 

5.6.3.3 Conductivity Estimates. We used essentially the s ame training files for the conductivity 
classification as for the depth estimation. Our goal was to classify the previously identified targets as 
either conductive or resistive. Since depth of burial affects the magnitude of the anomaly, we included 
depth as a second classification parameter. Thus, we had four desired classes: deep (-1) conductive (+1); 
shallow (+1) conductive; deep resistive (-1); and shallow resistive. We used both EM and magnetic data 
for input although the magnetic data probably did not contribute significantly to the results. More should 
be done with this classification to further refine it. We did not establish that including depth as a class 
is mandatory nor did we determine if we could perform a finer classification and include moderately 
conductive or moderately resistive classes. 

5.6.4 Results 

Spreadsheets and grids generated from output can be used to portray results of the neural network 
study. Only a few output grids from Experiment 2 are presented here. Spreadsheets will be used to 
summarize results of the work to date. Target criteria grids and C language source code for one of the 
neural networks are given in Appendix C. 

5.6.4.1 Target Location. As described above, task one involved training networks on data from 
single levels and for a sensor. Figures 5-23 and 5-24 show gridded output from networks trained 
specifically for magnetic data from Experiment 2 levels 2 and 5. In these figures, the light areas indicate 
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Figure 5-23. Gridded output for network trained with magnetic data from Experiment 2, level 2. 
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Figure 5-24. Gridded output for network trained with magnetic data from Experiment 2, level 5. 



target and the dark areas indicate background. There were two targets in Experiment 2 (see Appendix A) 
a 55-gal barrel containing concrete on the right-hand side of Figures 5-23 and 5-24 and a wooden box 
containing nonferrous metals on the left-hand side of the figures. The arrow labeled N on the gridded 
output represents the top of the target location pages shown in Appendix A, not true north. From these 
figures, it is apparent that at level 2, the network identified the metallic target but not the wooden box. 
This is not surprising because the box and contents were essentially nonferrous although there were metal 
bands around the box. At level 5, however, the network identified both targets suggesting that the 
improved resolution in the data (the magnetic sensor was closer to the target) played a key role. 
Improvement in data resolution as the sensors move closer to the target is one of the key themes of the 
digface approach and seems to carry over to the network application. Figures 5-25 and 5-26 show 
gridded output from networks trained on EM data for the same levels and experiment. Figure 5-25 shows 
that at level 2, unlike the networks trained on magnetic data alone, the EM-trained network located both 
targets. So both the targets in Experiment 2 are significant perturbations to the local conductivity so there 
was a respectable EM signature at level 2. Figure 5-26 shows that at level 5, the EM-trained network 
output was not significantly different relative to level 2. In fact the EM-trained network located die 
targets at all seven levels in this experiment although the signature was somewhat weak at levels 0 and 1. 

The results described above for networks trained on the various levels for Experiment 2 are 
reasonably typical for the other experiments analyzed. In general, increasing resolution in the data 
(sensors moving closer to the target), resulted in improved target location by the networks. 

In task 2, networks were trained within a level using both the magnetic and EM sensor data. 
Figures 5-27 and 5-28 show gridded output for level 0 and level 6 in Experiment 2. As shown in 
Figure 5-27, the network located the targets even at level 0. This performance is better than when using 
either the magnetic or EM input alone (see Figures 5-23 and 5-24). 

Figure 5-29 shows the results for the magnetometer sensor trained on combined level information 
from previous levels when applied to data from level 6 in Experiment 2. Both targets are clearly 
identified and the target shapes are relatively good. Combining level information in this manner 
improved results for situations where some of the targets had a strong magnetic signature. 

Figures 5-30 and 5-31 show the output from networks trained using the EM data from all levels in 
Experiment 2 and the combined magnetic and EM data from all levels in Experiment 2, respectively. 
The combined previous level information is used in training and then applied to data from Experiment 2, 
level 6 for the results shown in the figures. In both cases, the targets are clearly identified. Notice that 
the EM-trained network produced output that resulted in target shapes that are somewhat sharper and 
more realistic relative to the magnetic sensor-trained network. Figure 5-31 shows the result of combining 
both the EM and magnetic data and using all measurement levels in the training. The output is similar 
to that in Figure 5-30. In general, the networks trained using the combined levels of EM data and the 
combined levels of EM and magnetic data were able to find all the targets that remained throughout the 
experiment (in some experiments, targets were removed during overburden excavation). 

Table 5-11 summarizes the discussion presented above for all of the experiments. This table the 
results of tasks 1, 2, and 3 and describes the results for the different trials conducted for testing on the 
same experiment used for training. The columns correspond to trials using magnetics, EM, and both 
sensors for each experiment. The rows correspond to each scan level. For each trial, the network 
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Figure 5-25. Gridded output for network trained with EM data from Experiment 2, level 2. 



Figure 5-26. Gridded output for network trained with EM data from Experiment 2, level 5. 
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Figure 5-27. Gridded output for network trained with magnetic and EM data from Experiment 2, level 0. 
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Figure 5-28. Gridded output for network trained with magnetic and EM data from Experiment 2, level 6. 
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Figure 5-29. Gridded output from network trained with magnetic data from all levels of Experiment 2. 
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Figure 5-30. Gridded output from network trained with EM data from Experiment 2. 



Figure 5-31. Gridded output from network trained with magnetic and EM data from all levels of Experiment 2. 



Table 5-11. Summary of neural network training and testing results. 

Ex. #1 Ex. #2 Ex. #3 Ex. #4 Ex. #5 Ex. #6 
Maq. EM Total M a 9 - EM Total Maa. EM Total Chem. I EM iTotal Mag. EM Total Mag. EM Total 

Net Type 
CGCR 

BP(2,1,0) 
.85, .87 

RB(2,50,0) 
.66, .74 

BP(2,1,0) 
.98, .99 

BP(7,4,0) 
.81, .81 

RB(6,60,0) 
.91, .96 

BP(2,1,0) 
.98, 1.0 

BP(7,6,0) 
.95, .94 

RB(6,50,0) 
.94, .98 

BP(2,1,0) 
.99, 1.0 

RB(7,50,0) 
.63, .81 

RB(6,50,0) 
.66, .82 

BP{2,1,0) 
.97, .99 

RB(7,50,0) 
.53, .70 

RB(6,50,0) 
.51, .67 

Net Type 
CGCR 

BP(2,1,0) 
.88, .88 

RB(2,50,0) 
.66, .74 

BP(2,1,0) 
.98, .99 

BP(7,4,0) 
.89, .93 

RB(6,50,0) 
.92, .94 

BP(2,1,0) 
.97, .98 

BP(7,6,0) 
.94, .94 

RB(6,50,0) 
.97, .99 

BP(2,1,0) 
.94, .93 

RB(7,50,0) 
.66, .82 

RB(6,50,0) 
.67, .82 

BP(2,1,0) 
.96, 1.0 

RB(7,50,0) 
.52. .67 

RB(6,50,0) 
.52, .65 

Net Type 
CGCR 

BP<2,1,0) 
.95, .94 

RB<2,50,0) 
.63, .73 

BP{2,1,C) 
.97, .98 

BP(7,4,0) 
.93. 96 

RB(6,50,0) 
.93, .95 

BP(2,1,0) 
.96, .97 

BP(7,6,0) 
.93, .95 

RB(6,50,0) 
.97, .99 

BP(2,1,0) 
.98, .99 

RB(7,50,0) 
.59, .76 

RB(6,50,0) 
.66, .80 

BP(2,1,0) 
.95, .98 

RB(7,50,0) 
.49, .66 

RB(6,50,0) 
.48, .67 

Net Type 
CC.CR 

BP(2,1,0) 
.92, .93 

RB(2,50,Q) 
.57, .66 

BP(2,1,0) 
.96, .98 

BP(7,4,0) 
.91, .95 

RB(6,50,0) 
.93, .95 

BP(2,1,0) 
.95, .96 

BP(7,6,0) 
.95, .97 

RB(6,50,0) 
.97, .99 

BP(2,1,0) 
.98, .98 

RB(7,50,0) 
.56, .70 

RB(6,50,10) 
.70. .86 

BP(2,1,0) 
.97, 1.0 

RB(7,50,0) 
.60. .72 

RB(6,50,3) 
.56, .71 

Net Type 
CC.CR 

BP(2,1,0) 
.97, .98 

BP(7,4,0) 
.87, .90 

RB(6,50,0) 
.95, .97 

BP(2,1,0) 
.97, .97 

BP(7,6,0) 
.93, .93 

RB(6,50,0) 
.95, .97 

RB(1,20,0) 
.21, .54 

BP(2,1,0) 
.97, 1.0 

RB(7,50,0) 
.64, .79 

RB(6,50,10) 
.72. .84 

BP(2,i,0) 
.97, .99 

RB(7.50.0) 
.60. .75 

RB(6.50,3) 
.55, .70 

Net Type 
CGCR 

BP(2,1,0) 
.97, .99 

BP(7,4,0) 
.86, .90 

RB(6,50,3) 
.96, .96 

BP(2,1,0) 
.95, .94 

BP(7,6,0) 
.91, .94 

RB(6,50,4) 
.96, .97 

BP(2,1,0) 
.94, .96 

RB(7,50,3) 
.72, .85 

RB(6,50,0) 
.72, .84 

BP(2,1,0) 
.95, .98 

RB(7,50,0) 
.61. .75 

RB(6,50,3) 
.60, .77 

Net Type 
CGCR 

BP(2,1,0) 
.97, 1.0 

BP(7,4,0) 
.91, .95 

RB(6,50,0) 
.95, .96 

BP(2,1,0) 
.93, .92 

BP(7,6,0) 
.91, .96 

RB(6,50,0) 
.94, .95 

BP(2,1,0) 
.96. .99 

RB(2,50,0) 
.49. .65 

RB(4,50,3) 
.52. .72 

Net Type 
CGCR 

BP(2,1,0) 
.90, .97 

BP(7,6,0) 
.92, .96 

RB(6,50,0) 
.93, .96 

Net Type 
CGCR 

RB(8,60,5) 
.77, .87 

BP(28,27,10) 
.95, .96 

BP(28,27,0) 
.99. .99 

RB(7,50,0) 
.52. .55 

BP(12,11,5) 
.67, .83 

BP(12,11,5) 
.52, .67 

Net Type 
CGCR 

RB(8,50,5) 
.89, .93 

BP(14,13,0) 
.91, .94 

BP(16,15,0) 
.93. .97 

RB(12,50,0) 
.62, .80 

RB(10,50,0) 
.46, .65 

Net Type 
CGCR 

BP(16,15,8) 
.86, .93 

BP(42,41,0) 
.95, .97 

BP(44,43,15) 
.99, 1.0 

BP(18,17,8) 
.69, .84 

BP(36,35,17) 
.78. .86 

EMT2' 
* Experiments 5S6 were split in hall 

Net Type 
RM&CR 

BP(12,11,5) 
.80, .89 

BP(14,13,7) 
.78, .85 

Total 2 Net Type 
RMS.CR 

BP(18,17,8) 
.77, .86 

EM1+EM2 Net Type 
RMS.CR 

BP(26,25.12) 
.77, .87 



paradigm used, the size of the network (input, hidden layer one, hidden layer two), the correlation 
coefficient between desired and actual output, and the percentage of the output correctiy classified are 
shown. Rows labeled EM total, magnetics total, and total, correspond to combining all the levels for 
each sensor and both sensors in a single pattern vector. Objects were removed between scan levels in 
Experiments 5 and 6 so when the scan levels were combined there was a problem with conflicting 
information in the pattern vector. One portion of the pattern vector indicated the presence of a target and 
another portion of the vector indicated the absence of the target. We avoided the problem by using one 
set of networks, EMI and Total 1, for levels 0 through 2, and EM T2 and Total 2 for levels 3 through 
5 or 6. 

In Table 5-11, Network type is the network design used and implies the paradigm and size of the 
network. For example BP(a, b, c) means a back propagation network with "a" input, the size of the first 
hidden layer is "b," and the size of the second hidden layer is "c." All networks had one output unless 
otherwise noted. 

The classification rate (CR) is the average percentage of samples correctly classified for both 
classes. If the background class had 100 training samples and all were correctly classified, and if the 
target class had five points and only one was missed, the CR would be me average of 100% and 80% 
or 90% even though only one point out of 105 was missed. When the number of samples in each class 
is equal, the CR can underestimate the total percent classified. We typically had training sets with 75% 
of the points in the background class and 25% in the target class. Further experiments should be 
conducted to determine if fewer background training samples can be used. 

Blank sections in this table represent missing information or unusable data. For example, there was 
an insufficient number of levels gathered on Experiment 1 to test combinations of the magnetic and EM 
sensor data. Likewise, the data from Experiment 4 was not useful. 

As the grids presented above and the CR numbers in Table 5-11 show, the networks were able to 
locate almost all targets on which they were trained. The notable exception is Experiment 6, which 
contained some long horizontal objects displaying strange bi-polar signatures in the survey data. This 
is evidenced by the CR values (0.5 - 0.6) in Table 5-11 for the EM and total entries on Experiment 6. 

Tables 5-12 through 5-15 present information from the interexperiment testing done throughout this 
research (testing networks on different experiments than those used for training). Table 5-12 shows the 
results from testing a network trained only on Experiment 2 with data from all other experiments. The 
columns represent the level and sensor used ("total" means combined magnetic and EM data for training) 
and the rows represent the test data. For example, the Mag column under the heading Level-#0 indicates 
a network trained on the magnetic data from Experiment 2, level 0. The rows in this table represent the 
test data files used. For example, the level #5 row within the Ex #2 rows means that the test files used 
came from Experiment 2, level 5. When the rows intersect a Mag column, the magnetic data from that 
row location were used for testing; when the rows intersect an EM column, then EM data was used for 
testing and so forth. Tables 5-13 through 5-15 represent Experiments 3, 5, and 6, respectively and are 
set up the same way. The values shown in these tables represent the correlation coefficient and CR, 
respectively for the test results. Caution should be used in comparing the magnetic results to the EM and 
EM plus magnetics because the magnetic data were preprocessed, which may have biased the results as 
discussed above. When EM and magnetics were combined, the magnetics data were not preprocessed. 
The major finding from this task was that no single experiment contained enough variability to allow it 
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Table 5-12. Interexperiment testing with neural network trained with Experiment 2 data. 

Level #0 Level #1 Level #2 Level #3 Level #4 Level #5 Level #6 
Mag a* Total Mag. B/t Total Mag. EM Total Mag. But Total Mag BA Total Mag. at Total Mag BUI Total 

Level #0 .96. .97 .71. .70 .72 , .72 .95. .97 .70. .59 .68. .73 .92. .90 .70. .71 .38. .50 .91, .89 .02. .50 .13. .50 .83. .81 .68. .70 .61. .50 .85, 97 .07. .52 .-12. .60 
Level #1 .97, .97 .75. .83 .72. .88 .97. .98 .78. .77 .87. .85 .95, .93 .77. .82 .63, ,66 .93, .93 .14, .51 .31. .50 .87. .84 .73. .80 .64. .60 .86, .97 .07. .50 .-24. .50 
Level #2 .98, .98 .77, .92 .70. .82 .96. .98 .79, .83 .85. .92 .94 . .94 .82, .85 .77. .70 .94, .93 .44. .52 .34. .50 .89. .87 .75. .82 .38, .50 .87, .98 .03. .50 .-29. .50 
Level #3 .83, .90 .80. .93 .52. .63 .83. .90 .82. .84 .63. .61 .87. .91 .85. .83 .71, .82 .95, .98 .62. .70 .66. .69 .90. .87 .78. .81 .61. .70 .86, .95 .-20. .50 .-06. .50 
Level #4 .78, .86 .77. .82 .69. .50 .79. .86 .83. .83 .45. .61 .89. .91 .85. .83 .44. .59 .97, .99 .85. .90 .70. .89 .93. .90 .74. .81 .67. .82 .90, .96 .00. .50 .53. .58 
Level #5 .84, .91 .74. .82 .53. .SO .85. .92 .73, .82 .32. .55 .93. .96 .74. .81 .31, .52 .96. .98 .73, .82 .61, .87 .96, .99 .60, .76 .74. .87 .92, .97 .58. .70 .65. .76 
Level #6 .86, .93 .54. .72 .47. .50 .86. .93 .49. .73 .05, .50 .92. .96 .51. .73 .00, .50 .99, .99 .46. .71 .46. .80 .99, .99 .06. .53 .54. .68 .96. .96 .40. .67 .56. .81 

Level #0 .57, .76 .80. .91 .50. .51 .67. .76 .81, .91 .35. .57 .58. .75 .81, .90 .45, .58 .60. .75 .81. .90 .74, .89 .64, .76 .86. .89 .78. .86 .77. .82 .81. .90 .71, .69 .69, .70 .05. .57 .21. .50 
Level #1 .65, .82 .75. .87 .46. .49 .67. .83 .76. .87 .17. .47 .64. .81 .77. .86 .20, .49 .65. .80 .76. .85 .66. .90 .66, .81 .68. .79 .77, .88 .79. .87 .78. .87 .86. .72 •71, .75 .25, .66 .64. .62 
Level #2 .63, .83 .66. .80 .49. .50 .63. .84 .65. .80 .21, .49 .65. .84 .68. .79 .19, .49 .73, .87 .64. .77 .58. .88 .74, .87 .57. .68 .66. .68 .82. .90 .70. .81 44. .67 .74, .83 .42. .76 .55. .56 
Level #3 .60, .84 .76. .84 .51. .50 .60. .84 .79. .84 .24. .50 .85. .86 .79. .84 .23, .60 .90. .97 .78. .84 .53, .86 .90, .96 .57. .68 .62. .68 .93 ..97 .73. .81 .47. .65 .86, .93 .57. .86 .63. .63 
Level #4 .71, .68 .85. .91 .54. .60 .71. .88 .85. .91 .28. .52 .78 ..90 .85. .91 .29, .52 .98. .99 .85, .91 .61. .88 .98, .99 .76. .82 .74. .91 .97. .98 .87. .92 .74. .84 .92, .96 .18. .52 .59. .97 
Level #5 .76, .91 .72. .81 .47. .50 .78. .92 .71. .82 .21. .50 .89. .96 .73. .81 .19, .50 .97, .97 .71. .81 .54. .86 .97, .97 .60. .69 .60, .70 .96. .96 .68. .76 .67. .80 .96, 1.0 .83. .88 .67. .74 
Level #6 .78, .90 .47. .72 .33. .50 .79. .90 .46. .74 .10. .50 .86. .91 .47. .74 .08. .50 .86, .89 .45. .74 .34. .76 .87, .89 .13. .54 .35. .55 .87. .89 .31, .67 .44. .63 .92, .91 .69. .89 .53. .69 
Level #7 .53, .71 .16. .60 .33. .50 .54. .72 .17. .61 .-17. .49 .60. .74 .24 ..63 .-17. .50 .65, .75 .19. .60 .39, .74 .65, .75 .-14. .46 .35. .49 .65. .74 .22. .59 .04. .50 .73, .76 .72. .92 .46. .55 

Level #0 .65, .84 .05. .50 .-17. .50 .67. .85 .08. .50 .-25. .49 .75. .89 .08 ..50 •23 .50 .93. .97 .08. .50 .-22. .44 .93, .97 .07. .50 .-14. .51 .96. .98 -.10. .50 .02, .50 .91, .95 .05, .50 .07. .50 
Level #1 .80, .92 .-09. .50 .-20. .50 .81. .92 .-07. .50 .-13. .49 .88. .95 .-08. .50 .-13, .50 .99. .99 .-08. .50 .-18, .45 .99, 1.0 .07, .51 .-.15. .52 .98. .98 -.17. .46 -.17. .43 .97, .99 .00. .49 -.05. .49 
Level #2 •76, .92 .-11. .50 .-21. .50 .77. .92 .-16. .50 .02. .50 .82. .94 .-18. .50 .-06, .50 .93 ..98 .-15. .49 .-15, ,4t .92, .98 .-18. .48 -.27. .46 .94. .98 -.03. .51 -.10. .47 .92, .97 .06. .51 -.07. .47 
Level #3 .80, .95 .-01. • ,50 .-11. .60 .81. .95 .-08. .50 .13. .51 .85.. 96 .-11. .49 • 10. .50 .95. .99 .-12. .47 .02. .53 .95, .99 .-08. .50 -.19, .43 .96. .99 -.06. .46 .02. .53 .93, .98 .04. .51 .12. .53 
Level #4 .82, .96 .-08. .47 .04. .50 .83. .98 .•09. .47 .-03. .49 .86. .97 .-07, .48 .10, .60 .91, .98 .-09. .46 .14. .51 .92, .98 .-10. .45 .16. .56 .93. .99 -.12. .44 -.07. .48 ,91, .98 .22. .60 .30, .62 
Level #5 .92, .98 .-09. .46 .04. .50 .92. .98 .-08. .45 .-13. .50 .92. .98' .-05, .46 .-17. .50 .87, .97 .•03. .47 .04, .50 .88, .97 .-11. .46 .06. .47 .92. .98 -.11. .44 -.02. .50 .89, .97 .24. .63 .20. .56 

Level #0 .74, .86 .30. .50 .01. .50 .76. .86 .22. .50 .09. .50 .82. .90 .17. .50 .00 .60 .97, .98 .19, .50 -•13. .48 .97, .97 .-20. .50 -.16. .47 .97. .99 .20. .60 .00. .50 .93, .94 -.18. .46 .05. .50 
Level #1 .78, .87 .31. .50 .-11. .50 .76. .87 .25. .50 .04. .50 .81. .90 .18, .50 .-06 .50 .99. .99 .15. .60 •18- .45 .98, .99 .-23. .50 -.21, .48 .97. .99 .26. .50 -.01. .50 .94, .95 -.10, 48 .00. .50 
Level #2 .70, .85 .28. .55 .05. .50 .71. .86 .31. .54 .15. .60 .79. .89 .30. .54 .18, .05 .95. .97 .30. .57 .-13. .46 .94, .97 .-07. .50 -.17. .50 .98. .97 .25, .50 -.09. .50 .93, • 9 S , -.05. .49 -.08. .50 
Level #3 .88, .93 .26, .56 .03. .60 .88. .93 .23. .55 .15. .51 .92, .95 .25. .54 .12. .50 .99. .1.0 .25, .55 d>L .48 .99, 1-9 .07. .50 -.07. .52 .98. .99 .26. .53 -.15, .50 .97, .98 .06. .52 -.08. .50 
Level #4 .42, .78 .21. .54 .06. .60 .42. .78 .13. .54 .-13. .50 .44 ..79 .17. .54 .-09. .50 .46. .81 .18. .54 .10. .50 .46, .81 .19. .53 -.02. .51 .47. .81 .17. .63 .03. .51 .46, .81 .18. .57 .08. .50 
Level #5 .85, .93 .08. .52 .86. .93 .-02, .61 .86. .94 .03 . .51 .91. .96 .05. .51 .92, .96 .-08, .50 .94. .97 .03. .51 .92, .95 .19. .60 
Level #8 .80, .90 .81. .91 .91. .96 .99. .99 .99, .99 .99. 1.0 .99, .99 
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Table 5-14. Interexperiment testing with neural network trained with Experiment 5 data. 

Level #0 Level #1 Level #2 Level#3 Level #4 Level #5 
EM Total EM Total EM Total EM Total EM Total EM Total 

Level #0 -.25, .50 -.29, .50 -.54, .50 -.58, .50 -.02, .50 .38, .50 .29, .50 - .11, .50 -.06, .50 -.14, .50 -.19, .50 -.07, .50 
Level #1 .41, .50 -.10, .50 .44, .50 -.58, .50 .06, .50 .37, .50 .54, .50 -.10, .50 .00, .50 - .41, .50 -.46, .50 -.46, .50 
Level #2 .40, .50 - .11, .50 -.07, .50 -.59, .50 .26, .50 .37, .50 .26, .50 -.14, .50 .24, .50 -.43, .50 -.61, .50 -.43, .50 
Level #3 .32, .49 .10, .50 -.05, .50 .10, .50 .41, .64 .30, .53 .06, .50 - .11, .50 .33, .50 -.26, .50 -.57, .50 -.26, .50 
Level #4 .20,. 41 .30, .50 -.05, .49 -.11, .48 .35, .70 -.02, .45 .01, .50 -.28, .50 .61, .51 -.38, .50 .04, .51 .18, .51 
Level #5 .23, .44 .38, .49 -.14, .44 .15, .51 .34 ,.74 .03, .48 .24, .50 -.19, .50 .61, .52 -.25, .50 .43, .55 .47, .52 
Level #6 .30, .45 .49, .50 -.15, .46 .24, .49 .41, .82 .06, .47 .24, .55 .29, .60 .57, .52 .24, .58 .49, .65 .52, .60 

Level #0 .48, .49 .05, .45 -.06, .50 .00, .47 .38, .72 -.08, .49 .05, .50 -.07, .50 .64, .54 -.20, .50 .32, .50 .47, .50 
Level #1 .53. .48 .18, .47 -.04, .49 -.05, .47 .51, .83 .03, .49 -.13. .50 -.15, .50 .50, .52 -.34, .50 .59, .64 .60, .55 
Level #2 .55, .50 .40, .50 .02, .49 .21, .48 .57, .88 .12, .49 -.07, .50 -.13, .50 .43, .50 -.34, .50 .82, .79 .62, .57 
Level #3 .35, .46 .43, .50 -.10 , .48 .13, .48 .45, .85 .14, .48 -.19, .50 -.10, .50 .22, .50 -.24, .50 .82, .75 .70, .61 
Level #4 .34, .47 .21, .47 -.01, .49 -.01, .46 .35, .75 -.02, .47 .09, .50 -.09, .50 .65, .61 -.24, .50 .36, .52 .49, .50 
Level #5 .29, .46 .42. .49 -.10, .47 .16, .48 .31, .76 .11, .51 .03, .50 -.01, .50 .52, .55 -.15, .51 .62, .66 .59, .60 
Level #6 .24, .47 .29, .50 -.09 ,.47 .23, .49 .28, .77 .13, .49 .21, .57 .05, .50 .17, .50 .04, .52 .59, .73 ..54, .65 
Level #7 .22, .45 .37, .50 -.07, .47 .46, .50 .45, .84 .33, .49 -.19, .49 -.20, .50 .53, .68 -.29, .50 .7® .89 .63, .63 

Level #0 .21, .56 .27, .58 -.23, .40 -.12, .48 -.13, .50 .04, .50 -.11, .50 -.19, .50 -.10, .50 -.14, .50 
Level #1 .30, .63 .24, .53 -.06, .49 .11, .52 -.15, .49 .14, .50 -.10, .50 -.05, .50 -.03, .50 -.13, .50 
Level #2 -.01, .50 -.10, .49 .14, .53 .10, .49 -.09, .50 .39, .50 -.17, .50 .22, .50 .07, .50 .01, .50 
Level #3 -.10, .50 .09, .50 .04, .50 -.10, .50 .02, .53 -.11, .49 -.03, .48 .73, .85 .12, .52 .16, .52 
Level #4 .21, .50 .12, .50 -.07, .50 .17, .50 .16, .58 .09, .49 -.21, .47 -.07, .50 .29, .57 .30, .58 
Level #5 .12, .50 .11, .50 -.02, .50 .22, .50 .34, .69 .13, .49 -.10, .50 .04, .51 .07, .53 .04, .51 

Level #0 -.15, .50 -.15, .49 - .11, .50 -.16, .50 -.18, .45 -.09, .45 - .11, .50 - .01, .50 .18, .50 .09, .50 -.10, .50 -.14, .50 
Level #1 -.15, .50 -.30, .50 -.24, .50 -.28, .50 -.20, .43 -.10, .43 -.03, .50 -.04, .50 .11, .50 .14, .50 -.05, .50 -.05, .50 
Level #2 -.08, .50 -.25, .50 -.24, .50 -.25, .50 -.18, .41 .00, .50 .06, .50 -.10, .50 -.06, .50 -.01, .50 .14, .50 .01, .50 
Level #3 .07, .50 -.25, .47 -.18, .50 -.19, .49 -.13, .44 .06, .53 -.03, .50 -.06, .50 -.13, .50 -.04, .50 -.08, .50 -.06, .50 
Level #4 .11, .50 -.15, .49 .06, .50 -.08, .50 .05, .49 -.06, .49 .21, .50 .11, .50 -.10, .50 .15, .50 -.02, .50 .05, .50 
Level #5 .08, .50 .05, .50 .03, .51 .06, .51 .22, .53 .28, .55 
Level #6 



Table 5-15. Interexperiment testing of neural network trained with Experiment 6 data. 
Level #0 Level #1 Level #2 

[EM " | Total 
Ex. #2 

Ex. #3 

Ex. #5 

Ex. #6 

Level#3 Level #4 Level #5 
EM Total EM Total EM Total EM Total EM Total EM 

Level #0 -.26, .50 -.02, .50 -.27, .50 -.01, .50 .54, .51 .52, .60 .69, .69 .70, .81 .65, .77 .61, .58 .14, .52 
Level #1 .10, .50 .41, .50 -.23, .50 .08, .50 .44, .50 .37, .53 .75, .82 .74, .82 .75, .90 .67, .56 .16, .52 
Level #2 .05, .50 .38, .50 -.30, .47 .03, .50 .23, .52 .37, .52 .75, .85 .72, .81 .73, .90 .65, .57 .17, .51 
Level #3 .43, .50 .72, .50 -.27, .49 .08, .48 .32, .52 .29, .54 .81, .94 .78, .92 .74, .92 .68, .63 .30, .51 
Level #4 .60, .50 .67, .50 .16, .50 .53, .50 .12, .50 .17, .50 .59, .77 .63, .76 .66, .86 .66, .62 .60, .71 
Level #5 .54, .50 .61, .50 .06, .50 .33, .49 -.01, .50 .13, .50 .62, .75 .63, .79 .43, .77 .38, .49 .46, .78 
Level #6 .43, .50 .47, .50 .21, .50 .38, .50 -.13, .50 .01, .50 .50, .84 .58, .84 .05, .58 .20, .53 .49, .80 

Level #0 .30, .49 .57, .50 -.13, .50 .15, .49 .08, .50 -.06, .50 .74, .89 .75, .91 .61, .88 .60, .77 .59, .77 
Level #1 .56, .50 .70, .50 -.07, .50 .28 ,.50 .00, .50 -.09, .49 .68, .88 .67, .89 .48, .81 .51, .69 .67, .89 
Level #2 .54, .50 .62, .50 -.11, .50 .23, .50 -.10, .50 -.12, .48 .64, .92 .64, .90 .47, .82 .49, .54 .64, .91 
Level #3 .55, .50 .60, .50 .23, .50 .56, .50 .16, .50 .41, .50 .68, .94 .69, .92 .51, .86 .47, .52 .65, .91 
Level #4 .62, .50 .68, .50 .03, .50 .45, .50 .02, .50 . -.03, .50 .67, .85 .73, .88 .59, .88 .62, .57 .60, .86 
Level #5 .51, .50 .58, .50 -.02, .50 .34, .50 -.18, .50 -.03, .50 .58, .83 .65, .87 .28, .71 .42, .53 .54, .82 
Level #6 .31, .50 .35, .50 .09, .50 .33. .50 -.08, .50 .07, .50 .45, .84 .45, .86 .30, .77 .34, .60 .36, .77 
Level #7 .37, .50 .40, .50 -.05, .50 .37, .50 -.15, .50 -.02, .50 .38, .80 .47, .81 .01, .58 .18, .50 .46, .78 

Level #0 -.22, .50 -.21 .50 -.31, .50 -.25, .50 -.24, .50 -.30, .50 -.12, .47 -.13, .47 -.32, .34 -.37, .43 -.29, .42 
Level #1 -.18, .50 -.16, .50 -.29, .50 -.18, .50 .02, .50 -.18, .50 -.21, .47 -.18, .46 -.21, .41 -.12, .52 -.05, .48 
Level #2 -.10. .50 - .11. .50 -.19. sn - nfi *?n OK. Rn .01 .50 - Ovl An . «_ - r , .-Tfc. 

*.a A* 
-. I U , .-TT 

r\a en 
• . W U , - 0 £ . - . u / , , u i rf A A A " . I t , , t t 

Level #3 .07, .50 .05, .50 .06, .50 .08, .50 .01, .50 .12, .50 -.13, .43 -.14, .42 .00, .48 .03, .49 -.12, .46 
Level #4 .19, .50 .20, .50 .13, .50 .17, .50 -.05, .50 .07, .50 .24, .60 .23, .57 -.07, .53 .06, .52 .33, .63 
Level #5 .11, .50 .14, .50 .06, .50 .11, .50 -.01, .50 .06, .50 .18, .57 .16, .53 -.05, .52 .03, .50 .34, .60 

Level #0 .31, .55 .28, .54 -.01, .50 .18, ,50 -.22, .45 -.14, .49 .02, .50 -.01, .47 -.14, .50 
Level #1 .12, .52 .17, .52 .10, .49 .31, .50 -.13, .47 -.11, .48 .14, .50 .12, .51 -.11, .50 
Level #2 -.04, .51 -.09, .50 .13, .50 .08, .50 .21 , .57 .17, .55 .27, .55 .20, .55 -.10, .50 
Level #3 -.16, .50 -.05, .50 -.02, .50 .10, .50 .07, .53 .01, .53 .25, .55 .21, .55 -.18, .50 
Level #4 -.05, .50 .10, .50 .09, .50 .20, .50 .14, .52 .15, .52 .30, .59 .31 ,.67 .05, .50 
Level #5 -.01, .50 .19, .50 .12, .50 .27, .65 .23, .66 



to accurately locate objects from other experiments. Neural networks are excellent interpolators but poor 
extrapolators. It is imperative in constructing a training set that the data bound the expected ranges to 
be encountered during testing. Final classification networks were trained using data including objects 6, 
7, 15, 16, 17, 20, 21, 23, 24, 25, 26, and 28 as discussed above (and in Appendix A). The robustness 
of the results is unknown since there is little additional data for testing use. 

In general, the wooden boxes were located by the networks in Experiment 5 but individual boxes 
were generally not distinguishable in the gridded output. The horizontal pail was occasionally identified 
by the networks for some scan levels and some sensors, but the vertical pail was never located. When 
the experiments were combined, neither pail was identified. Part of the reason for this discrepancy is 
due to the number of training points included for each target. The orientation of the horizontal pail 
relative to the scan direction allowed more data points to be collected over it than over the vertical pail. 
Eleven points were used for training on the horizontal pail and only four for the vertical pail. When the 
experiments were combined, the low amplitude response from the pails was more indicative of the overall 
background response than the other targets. 

The horizontal bars, pipes, and C-channel in Experiment 6 were well resolved when training took 
place only on Experiment 6 data. When data from multiple experiments were combined, objects 31, 32, 
33, and 34 were not as well resolved. It is clear that the networks were confused by the complicated 
signatures in Experiment 6 when they were allowed to see only one data point at a time. We could force 
a network to find a set of weights to distinguish each object if we only used data from Experiment 6 but 
as soon as we used additional data conflicting patterns arose and we could not distinguish objects 31, 32, 
33, and 34 as easily. 

The network gridded output suggests that the EM survey more accurately finds targets than the 
magnetic survey. However, if any EM component is missing, the network performance is noticeably 
hurt. When EM and magnetic survey data are combined, the network performance is not damaged when 
one or two EM components are unavailable. Tables 5-16 and 5-17 are selected results from a study of 
which components of which surveys are most significant. Individual box labels represent the experiment 
and level for which the tests were done. For example, E2L3EM indicates Experiment 2, level 3, EM 
data. EM refers to only the four EM components, while TOT means that the two magnetic components 
were added to the test set. S2, S3, S4, and S5 reflect the EM sensor designations in the digface data files 
and also the input to the networks. M represents both magnetic components. The checked boxes indicate 
the network (PEs) that were disabled for the particular case. The results column contains the correlation 
coefficient between desired and actual output and the classification rate, respectively. 

From Tables 5-16 and 5-17, it was observed that the test sets including magnetic components were 
less affected by disabling certain EM survey components. Compared to the baseline values when 
components were disabled, adding magnetic data almost always improved the results when one or more 
EM components were disabled. When the baseline results were good (e.g., Experiment 2), the loss of 
a single component could severely degrade the performance and the loss of two or more components 
continued to worsen the results. When the baseline performance was poorer (e.g., Experiment 5), the 
loss of components had little or no effect. Because of object dependence, the importance of one 
component over another could not be determined. 
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Table 5-16. Summary of testing for i 
testing. 

E3L0EM 
Dissabled 
S2 S3 S4 S5 Results 

.95, .94 
X .93, .96 
X X .92, .94 
X X X .84, .89 
X X X .35, .54 
X X X .73, .81 
X X .75, .81 
X X .84, .87 

X X .89, .93 
X X X .48, .50 
X X .76, .83 
X .93, .96 

X .88, .92 
X X .74, .85 

X .82, .85 

E5L1EM 
Dissabled 
S2 S3 S4 S5 Results 

.66, .82 
X .66, .82 
X X .58, .78 
X X X .45, .69 
X X X .25, .57 
X X X .36, .58 
X X .52, .65 
X X .58, .76 

X X .55, .77 
X X X .22, .56 
X X .47, .69 
X . .61, .80 

X .62, .77 
X X .35, .59 

X .56, .69 

E5L5EM 
Dissabled 
S2 S3 S4 S5 Results 

.72, .85 
X .67, .83 
X X .60, .73 
X X X .44, .67 
X X X .32, .55 
X X X .39, .65 
X X .60, .74 
X X .60, .75 

X X .63, .81 
X X X .39, .65 
X X .64, .76 
X .72, .83 

X .70, .85 
X X .54, .75 

X .68, .83 

of survey components in neural network training and 

E3L0TOT 
Dissabled 
S2 S3 S4 S5 M Results 

.94, .98 
>: .95, .97 
X X .93, .95 
>: X X .89, .89 
X X X .83, .89 
X X X .84, .88 
X X .90, .93 
X X .94, .96 

X X .95, .96 
X X X .85, .90 
X X .90, .93 
X .95, .98 

X .95, .98 
X X .84, .92 

X .90, .92 
X .96, .98 

E5L1TOT 
Dissabled 
S2 S3 S4 S5 M Results 

.67, .82 
X .68, .82 
x X .65, .81 
X X X .64, .70 
X X X .60, .74 
X X X .58, .75 
X X .66, .82 
X X .66, .80 

X X .64, .77 
X X X .59, .80 
X X .62, .80 
X .64, .75 

X .65, .82 
X X .65, .80 

X .66, .83 
X .65, .83 

E5L5TOT 
Disabled 
S2 S3 S4 S5 M Results 

.72, .84 
X .72, .81 
X X .70, .80 
X X X .63, .72 
X X X .58, .71 
X X X .65, .77 
X X .69, .83 
X X .67, .82 

X X .68, .77 
X X X .60, .76 
X X .67, .82 
X .72, .85 

X .68, .83 
X X .59, .75 

X .71, .85 
X .73, .84 
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Table 5-17. Summary of testing for importance 
testing. 

E2L3EM 
Dissabled 
S2 S3 S4 S5 Results 

.91, .95 
X .90, .95 
X X .85, .90 
X X X .80, .83 
X X X .48, .73 
X X X .62, .77 
X X .76, .80 
X X .90, .95 

X X .85, .89 
X X X .43, .66 
X X .68, .77 
X .86, .92 

X .91, .95 
X X .57, .68 

X .82, .91 

E3L7EM 
Dissabled 
S2 S3 S4 S5 Results 

.92, .96 
X .92, .95 
X X .89, .89 
X X X .00, .50 
X X X .71, .88 
X X X .79, .84 
X X .87, .89 
X X .70, .85 

X X .85, .91 
X X X .84, .92 
X X .85, .91 
X .86, .90 

X .87, .96 
X X .86, .93 

X .88, .95 

survey components in neural network training and 

E2L3TOT 
Dissabled 
S2 S3 S4 S5 M Results 

.93, .95 
X .94, .97 
X X .92, .94 
X X X .91, .96 
X X X .85, .89 
X X X .87, .91 
X X .90, .94 
X X .94, .96 

X X .93, .96 
X X X .85, .93 
X X .89, .93 
X .91, .93 

X .92, .95 
X X .86, .87 

X .87, .93 
X .93, .96 

E3L7TOT 
Dissabled 
S2 S3 S4 S5 M Results 

.93, .96 
X .92, .92 
X X .93, .96 
X X X .85, .90 
X X X .84, .92 
X X X .89, .92 
X X .90, .94 
X X .89, .92 

X X .91, .93 
X X X .90, .92 
X X .86, .89 
X .93, .97 

X .91 , .94 
X X .90, .96 

X .91, .98 
X .93, .95 
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Table 5-18. Summary of neural network predicted object depths. 

Target Description True Depth Neural Net Predicted Depth Error (feet) 
(Object # and type) Level (feet) Minimum Maximum Average true-min. true-ave. 

# 6 (wooden box w/ metal) 0 
1 

5.1 
4.6 

3.87 
3.96 

4.55 
4.53 

4.37 
4.31 

1.23 
0.64 

0.73 
0.29 

0 
1 

5.1 
4.6 

3.87 
3.96 

4.55 
4.53 

4.37 
4.31 

1.23 
0.64 

0.73 
0.29 

2 4.1 3.96 4.53 4.31 0.14 -0.21 
3 3.6 2.18 4.38 3.73 1.42 -0.13 
4 3.1 1.93 3.43 2.84 1.17 0.26 
5 2.6 1.48 3.3 2.48 1.12 0.12 
6 2.1 1.3 2.78 1.99 0.8 0.11 

#7 (55 gal barrel W/ foam) 0 
1 

5.2 
4.7 

4.38 
4.29 

4.54 
4.44 

4.45 
4.38 

0.82 
0.41 

0.75 
0.32 

0 
1 

5.2 
4.7 

4.38 
4.29 

4.54 
4.44 

4.45 
4.38 

0.82 
0.41 

0.75 
0.32 

2 4.2 4.29 4.46 4.38 -0.09 -0.18 
3 3.7 3.77 4.08 3.9 -0.07 -0.2 
4 3.2 2.9 2.99 2.93 0.3 0.27 
5 2.7 2.79 2.92 2.86 -0.09 -0.16 
6 2.2 1.6 2.64 1.88 0.6 0.32 

#15 (4 on 4, 5-gal vertical pails) 0 
1 

3.7 
3.2 

3.44 
2.93 

3.64 
3.18 

3.56 
3,06 

0.26 
0.27 

0.14 
. 0.14 

0 
1 

3.7 
3.2 

3.44 
2.93 

3.64 
3.18 

3.56 
3,06 

0.26 
0.27 

0.14 
. 0.14 

2 2.7 2.26 2.76 2.57 0.44 0.13 
3 2.2 1.73 2.45 1.98 0.47 0.22 
4 1.7 1.34 2.II5 1.49 0.36 0.21 
5 1.2 1.29 2.69 1.48 -0.09 -0.28 

#16 (pyramid of 6, 5-gal pails) 0 
1 

3.4 
2.9 

3.08 
2.84 

3.34 
2.98 

3.21 
2.92 

0.32 
0.06 

0.19 
-0.02 

0 
1 

3.4 
2.9 

3.08 
2.84 

3.34 
2.98 

3.21 
2.92 

0.32 
0.06 

0.19 
-0.02 

2 2.4 2.16 2.76 2.64 0.24 -0.24 
3 1.9 1.71 2.53 1.96 0.19 -0.06 
4 1.4 1.37 2.28 1.53 0.03 -0.13 
5 0.9 1.35 1.89 1.49 -0.45 -0.59 

#25 (vertical iron pipe) 0 
1 

4.5 
4 3.73 3.8 " 3.75 0.27 0.25 

0 
1 

4.5 
4 3.73 3.8 " 3.75 0.27 0.25 

2 3.5 2.78 2.83 2.81 0.72 0.69 
3 3 2.78 2.83 2.8 0.22 0.2 
4 
5 

2.5 
2 

2.79 2.81 2.8 -0.29 -0.3 

#26 (concrete w/ steel loop) 0 
1 

3.8 
3.3 

4.36 
4.17 

4.65 
4.63 

4.56 
4.49 

-0.56 
-0.87 

-0.76 
-1.19 

0 
1 

3.8 
3.3 

4.36 
4.17 

4.65 
4.63 

4.56 
4.49 

-0.56 
-0.87 

-0.76 
-1.19 

2 2.8 2.93 3.25 3.12 -0.13 -0.32 
3 2.3 2.93 3.41 3.17 -0.63 -0.87 
4 1.8 2.78 3.54 3.08 -0.98 -1.28 
5 1.3 1.48 3.83 2.43 -0.18 -1.13 

#28 (V8 truck engine) 0 
1 

4.9 
4.4 

4.18 
3.87 

4.47 
4.45 

4.34 
4.21 

0.72 
0.53 

0.56 
0.19 

0 
1 

4.9 
4.4 

4.18 
3.87 

4.47 
4.45 

4.34 
4.21 

0.72 
0.53 

0.56 
0.19 

2 3.9 2.83 3.07 2.96 1.07 0.94 
3 3.4 2.81 3.13 2.95 0.59 0.45 
4 2.9 2.78 3.15 2.92 0.12 -0.02 
5 2.4 1.44 3.4 2.48 0.96 -0.08 
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5.6.4.2 Depth Estimates. For input to the depth estimation networks, all those data points 
previously classified as target by the target versus background networks were used. Every data point 
within 12 objects was used for training. Selected results are listed in Table 5-18. Objects that were 
poorly classified tended to have worse depth estimates. Depths to objects on which we trained were 
usually witiiin 5 to 10 cm (2 to 4 in.) of the actual depth. For test objects, die results were less accurate. 
We used data from one x, y coordinate at a time for training and testing. Normally depth should be 
estimated by looking at the entire profile over an object. The neural network could estimate reasonable 
values for depth even if the accuracies were not as good as expected in a finished system. Another 
problem with the depth estimation was the lack of data. For most targets, only six different data 
collection levels (i.e., sensor-to-object depths) were available for training. The neural networks can 
produce more accurate depth estimates if a different training pattern is constructed and more in-depth 
information is available. An interesting result was how the network tested on object 9 and 10 from 
Experiment 3, which were stacked wooden boxes filled with different contents. The network tended to 
estimate an average depth between the two boxes but was slightly biased to the deeper depth of the 
metal-filled box. When the upper box was removed, the depth estimate to the lower box was greatly 
improved. 

5.6.4.2 Conductivity Classification. We designed networks to classify each object as 
conductive or resistive. The criteria were that metallic objects were conductive and nonmetallic objects 
were resistive. A second output class was used for depth so the network would not be confused by 
changes in anomaly amplitude caused by burial depth. Objects greater than 3 ft deep were classed as 
deep and objects shallower than 3 ft were classed as shallow. The results are listed in Table 5-19. The 
networks can output real-valued numbers. Values near the limits of +1 or -1 can be considered to fall 
well inside the class boundaries; values near 0 can be considered to lie very near the class boundary but 
inside the correct class if the sign is correct. As with the depth estimate, there is a range in output 
depending on position within an object. Twenty-one of twenty-four targets were correctly classified as 
conductive or resistive using the average value of conductivity for all target data points. If the maximum 
values for conductive targets and the minimum value for resistive targets are included, only the PVC pipe 
is misclassified. The network classified the PVC pipe as strongly conductive. 

Further work should be done to determine if moderately conductive or resistive targets can be 
classified as such. In an actual implementation of this network, it could be used at a level between the 
target versus background networks and the depth networks so that conductive or resistive targets could 
be fed to depth networks that only deal witii such targets. Such a refinement may also improve the depth 
estimates. 

5.6.5 Conclusions 

This study was conducted to determine if neural networks could extract the same information that 
a trained geophysicist could from magnetic and EM data. One hundred and forty-five networks were 
trained and tested for purposes of target versus background classification, conductivity classification, and 
depth estimation. Optimizing the input patterns through preprocessing or editing the raw data were not 
considered. We feel the minimum capabilities of the networks have been presented and that with more 
study, better network results can be achieved. 
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Table 5-19. Summary of neural network conductivity estimates. 
Target Description True Depth Neural Net Predicted Depth Conductivity Neural Net Prediction 
(Object # and type) Leve (feet) Minimum Maximum Average condiKtive = +1: resistive = -1 Min Max Average 

# 6 (wooden box w/ metal) 0 
1 

5.1 
4.6 

-1.01 
-1.01 

-0.02 
-0.33 

-0.91 
-0.97 

0 
1 

5.1 
4.6 

-1.01 
-1.01 

-0.02 
-0.33 

-0.91 
-0.97 

2 4.1 -1.01 -0.033 -0.97 
3 3.6 -1.00 0.17 -0.94 1 -0.98 1.08 0.96 
4 3.1 -0.99 0.9 -0.29 
5 2.6 -0.86 1.16 0.61 
6 2.1 -0.75 1.16 1.08 

#7 (55 qal barrel W/ foam) 0 
1 

5.2 
4.7 

4.38 
4.29 

4.54 
4.44 

4.45 
4.38 

0 
1 

5.2 
4.7 

4.38 
4.29 

4.54 
4.44 

4.45 
4.38 

2 4.2 4.29 4.46 4.38 
3 3.7 3.77 4.08 3.90 1 0.74 1.07 1 
4 3.2 2.90 2.99 2.93 
5 2.7 2.79 2.92 2.86 
6 2.2 1.60 2.64 1.88 

#9 (wooden box w/ wood & paper) 0 
1 

2.8 
2.3 

-1.04 
-1.00 

0.93 
1.09 

0.09 
0.42 -1 -0.95 1.17 0.25 

0 
1 

2.8 
2.3 

-1.04 
-1.00 

0.93 
1.09 

0.09 
0.42 -1 -0.95 1.17 0.25 

2 1.8 -0.81 1.18 0.64 
3 1.3 -1.04 1.24 0.65 

#10 (wooden box w/ferrous metals 0 
1 

4.9 
4.4 

-1.00 
-1.00 

0.93 
1.09 

0.09 
0.42 

0 
1 

4.9 
4.4 

-1.00 
-1.00 

0.93 
1.09 

0.09 
0.42 

2 3.9 -0.81 1.18 0.64 
3 3.4 -1.04 1.24 0.65 1 -1.19 1.17 0.41 
4 2.9 -1.04 1.15 -0.01 
5 2.4 -1.03 1.24 0.61 
6 1.9 0.26 1.24 0.91 
7 1.4 0.43 1.24 0.95 

#15 (4 on 4, 5-gal vertical pails) 0 
1 

3.7 
3.2 

-1.00 
-1.03 

-0.81 
-0.98 

-0.95 
-1.02 

0 
1 

3.7 
3.2 

-1.00 
-1.03 

-0.81 
-0.98 

-0.95 
-1.02 

2 2.7 0.58 1.13 1.05 1 1.00 1.08 1.05 
3 2.2 1.12 1.15 1.13 
4 1.7 1.14 1.14 1.14 
5 1.2 1.12 1.15 1.14 

#16 (pyramid of 6, 5-gal pails) 0 
1 

3.4 
2.9 

-0.98 
-0.68 

-0.38 
0.44 

-0.81 
-0.12 

0 
1 

3.4 
2.9 

-0.98 
-0.68 

-0.38 
0.44 

-0.81 
-0.12 

2 2.4 0.47 1.14 1.05 1 -0.07 1.08 0.97 
3 1.9 1.11 1.15 1.14 
4 1.4 1.01 1.14 1.12 
5 0.9 1.03 1.15 1.12 

#17 (empty vertical 55-gal barrel) 0 
1 

3.9 
3.4 

-1.01 
-0.72 

-0.38 
0.60 

-0.81 
-0.43 

0 
1 

3.9 
3.4 

-1.01 
-0.72 

-0.38 
0.60 

-0.81 
-0.43 

2 2.9 -0.34 0.96 0.54 1 -0.74 1.07 0.72 
3 2.4 0.84 1.11 1.05 
4 1.9 1.01 1.13 1.05 
5 1.4 1.05 1.14 1.07 

#18 (horizontal empty 5-gal pail) 0 
1 

4.8 
4.3 

-0.91 
-0.94 

-0.60 
-0.44 

-0.84 
-0.71 

0 
1 

4.8 
4.3 

-0.91 
-0.94 

-0.60 
-0.44 

-0.84 
-0.71 

2 3.8 •0.86 -0.07 -0.55 1 0.95 1.08 1.00 
3 3.3 -0.70 0.58 0.09 
4 2.8 -0.17 0.38 0.23 
5 2.3 -0.14 1.15 0.69 

#19 (vertical empty 5-gal pail) 0 
1 

4.9 
4.4 

-0.99 
-1.04 

-0.96 
-0.73 

-0.97 
-0.91 

0 
1 

4.9 
4.4 

-0.99 
-1.04 

-0.96 
-0.73 

-0.97 
-0.91 

2 3.9 -0.67 0.91 0.28 1 -1.00 0.S7 1.00 
3 3.4 0.88 1.06 1.02 
4 2.9 -0.89 1.00 0.36 
6 2.4 0.80 1.07 1.00 

#20 (empty horizonal barrel) 0 
1 

3.1 
2.6 

-0.19 
1.13 

1.15 
1.15 

0.91 
1.14 1 0.72 1.07 1.04 

0 
1 

3.1 
2.6 

-0.19 
1.13 

1.15 
1.15 

0.91 
1.14 1 0.72 1.07 1.04 

2 2.1 1.06 1.14 1.13 
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Table 5-19. (continued). 
Target Description True Depth Neural Net Predicted Depth Conductivity Neural Net Prediction 
(Object # and tvpe) Level (feet) Minimum Maximum Average conductive = +1; resistive = -1 Min Max Averaqe 

#21 (empty wooden box) 0 
1 

3.6 
3.1 

-1.01 
-1.01 

-0.97 
-0.64 

-0.99 
-0.88 

0 
1 

3.6 
3.1 

-1.01 
-1.01 

-0.97 
-0.64 

-0.99 
-0.88 

2 2.6 -0.89 1.01 0.07 -1 -1.04 0.96 -0.92 
3 2.1 -0.46 1.06 0.89 
4 1.6 0.46 1.08 0.96 
5 1.1 1.42 1.15 0.96 

#22 (wooden box w/drv dirt) 0 
1 

3.7 
3.2 

-1.00 
-0.84 

-0.52 
0.77 

-Q.92 l 
-0.26 I 

0 
1 

3.7 
3.2 

-1.00 
-0.84 

-0.52 
0.77 

-Q.92 l 
-0.26 I 

2 2.7 0.68 1.06 0.95 I -1 -1.03 -0.41 -0.97 
3 2.2 1.04 1.07 1.06 I 
4 1.7 0.74 1.08 1.01 
5 1.2 0.41 1.09 0.99 I 

#23 (wooden box w/wet dirt) 0 
1 

3.7 
3.2 

-1.01 
-0.86 

-0.40 
0.45 

-0.79 
-0.28 

0 
1 

3.7 
3.2 

-1.01 
-0.86 

-0.40 
0.45 

-0.79 
-0.28 

2 2.7 0.54 1.02 0.86 -1 -1.01 1.09 0.47 
3 2.2 1.02 1.07 1.06 
4 1.7 0.70 1.09 1.00 
5 1.2 -0.09 1.09 0.95 

#24 (empty wooden box) 0 
1 

3.7 
3.2 

-1.01 
-o.9a 

•0.86 
0.46 

-0.97 
-0.61 

0 
1 

3.7 
3.2 

-1.01 
-o.9a 

•0.86 
0.46 

-0.97 
-0.61 

2 2.7 -0.66 1.02 0.45 -1 -1.04 0.58 -0.91 
3 2.2 0.93 1.07 1.04 
4 1.7 0.90 1.08 1.04 
5 1.2 0.70 1.09 1.03 

#25 (vertical iron pipe) 0 
1 

4.5 
4 -1.02 -1.02 -1.02 

0 
1 

4.5 
4 -1.02 -1.02 -1.02 

2 3.5 -0.66 -0.29 -0.46 
3 3 -0.04 0.37 0.16 1 1.00 1.07 1.02 
4 
s 

2.5 
2 

1.12 1.14 1.13 

#26 (concrete w/ steel loop) 0 
1 

3.8 
3.3 

-1.03 
-1.03 

-0.99 
-1.01 

-1.02 
-1.02 

0 
1 

3.8 
3.3 

-1.03 
-1.03 

-0.99 
-1.01 

-1.02 
-1.02 

2 2.8 -0.18 0.3 0.2 1 0.12 1.08 1.00 
3 2.3 -0.16 0.29 0.11 
4 1.8 -0.8 1.14 0.25 
6 1.3 -0.98 1.15 0.84 

#27 (vertical steel pipe) 
: • 

2.5 
2 

-1.04 
-1.04 

-1.04 
-1.03 

-1.04 
-1.03 1 1.00 1.00 1.00 

: • 

2.5 
2 

-1.04 
-1.04 

-1.04 
-1.03 

-1.04 
-1.03 1 1.00 1.00 1.00 

2 1.5 -1.04 -1.03 -1.04 

#28 (V8 truck engine) 
; 

4.9 
4.4 

-1.03 
-1.03 

-1.00 
-0.91 

-1.02 
-1.01 ; 

4.9 
4.4 

-1.03 
-1.03 

-1.00 
-0.91 

-1.02 
-1.01 

2 3.9 -0.95 0.22 -0.33 1 0.14 1.08 1.01 
3 3.4 -0.95 0.27 -0.39 
4 2.9 -0.16 1.15 1.06 
5 2.4 0.07 1.15 0.98 

#29 (horizontal PVC pipe) 
; 

5,3 
4.8 

-1.03 
-1.03 

-0.96 
-0.96 

r -1.0*1 
-1.01 ; 

5,3 
4.8 

-1.03 
-1.03 

-0.96 
-0.96 

r -1.0*1 
-1.01 

a- 4.3 -0.09 0.27 0.20 -1 0.98 1.08 1.00 
3 3.8 0.02 0.25 0.13 
4 3.3 -0.72 0.25 -0.27 
5 2.8 -0.71 0.48 -0.08 

#30 (horizontal steel oipe) 0 
1 

5.4 
4.9 

-1.03 
-1.03 

-1.01 
-1.02 

-1.02 
-1.02 

0 
1 

5.4 
4.9 

-1.03 
-1.03 

-1.01 
-1.02 

-1.02 
-1.02 

2 4.4 -0.08 0.21 0.05 1 -0.89 1.08 0.96 
3 3.9 -0.61 0.14 -0.18 
4 3.4 -0.85 0.15 -0.45 
S 2.9 -0.49 0.88 0.27 
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Table 5-19. (continued). 
Target Description True Depth Neural Net Predicted Depth Conductivity Neural Net Prediction 
(Object # and tvpe) Level (feet) Minimum Maximum Averaqe conductive = +1: resistive = -1 Mir, Max Average 

#31 (horizontal copper bar) 0 
1 

4.8 
4.3 

-1.03 
-1.03 

0.08 
0.11 

-0.84 
-0.81 

0 
1 

4.8 
4.3 

-1.03 
-1.03 

0.08 
0.11 

-0.84 
-0.81 

2 3.8 -0.99 0.24 -0.03 1 -1.06 1.06 0.31 
3 3.3 -1.02 0.36 -0.46 
4 2.8 -1.04 1.06 -0.11 
5 2.3 -1.03 1.15 0.46 

#32 (iron 'c' channel) 

#33 (horizontal aluminum bar) 

#34 (horizontal steel bar) 

4.1 
3.6 
3.1 
2.6 
2.1 
1.6 

5.2 
4.7 
4.2 
3.7 
3.2 
2.7 

5.8 
5.3 
4.8 
4.3 
3.8 
3.3 

-1.03 
-1.03 
-0.99 
-1.04 
-1.04 
-1.04 

-1.03 
-1.03 
-0.68 
-1.03 
-0.98 
-0.12 

-1.02 
-1.03 
-1.02 
-1.02 
-1.01 
-1,04 

-0.54 
-0.47 
0.22 
0.89 
1.07 
1.15 

-0.89 
•0.83 
-0.54 
-0.34 
0.04 
0.41 

-0.63 
-0.27 
0.28 
0.20 
0.28 
1.07 

-0.88 
-0.75 
-0.23 
-0.62 
-0.45 
0.84 

-0.70 
-0.25 
0.03 
0.26 
0.29 
0.14 

-0.89 
-0.84 
-0.29 
-0.47 
-0.60 
-0.65 

-1.06 1.08 0.19 

-1.05 1.08 0.03 

-1.06 1.00 0.01 
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Research has established that target location and depth estimations for digface-type applications by 
neural networks is accurate and practical for the digface data available. The networks have quickly 
learned to recognize target locations accurately on over 85 % of the digface data. Although the networks 
do not give a clear picture of size and dimension for the remaining 15% (horizontal objects of 
Experiment 6), they do recognize the location of an object in its proper place. After finding the targets, 
depth estimations have been reasonably successful. Experiment 1 was not useful because of the 
insufficient number of scan levels. Experiment 4 was not useful at all. The networks could not do 
anything with the chemical sensor data except recognize general locations of high chemical concentrations 
from the alcohol plumes. Depth estimations on Experiment 3 were complicated by the stacked objects 
and related signal interference. Another survey method such as GPR might help to solve this problem. 
Because of a lack of depth variability in the training data, deeper (e.g., 3-m down) objects with strong 
geophysical signatures may confuse the networks in a real world situation. To address this, more overall 
variability in the available data is needed. 

The neural networks are capable of classifying the majority of the targets included in the data set 
given four EM components and two magnetic components. The results were more accurate as the sensors 
passed through level 3 of the data. Levels 0, 1, and 2 gave poor results. The best results were obtained 
when data from multiple levels were combined in the same training vector. For best results, both EM 
and magnetic data should be used in the same input vector although EM alone also gives acceptable 
results in most cases. If any of the four EM components were missing, the results were degraded when 
one EM was used for training. The results were not seriously impacted by missing EM data if magnetic 
data were also included in the input vector. 

Metallic targets were the easiest to accurately map with the neural networks. Wooden boxes were 
located, but their shapes were ill-defined. PVC piping can be located by the EM sensor. 

Even with the concerns mentioned, this study shows the usefulness of neural networks in 
applications such as the digface experiments. Future directions for this research should include a 
sensitivity study of the networks, refinements of the target versus background classification by examining 
the optimum ratio of target to background training samples, refinements of the conductivity classification 
and depth estimates, and preprocessing the data to produce more robust input pattern vectors. 
Incorporating the networks within a decision system to determine position, depth, and possible type of 
target should be examined. Methods of dealing with missing sensor data and conflicting sensor data need 
to be addressed. 

5.7 Application of Visual Data Base 

The integrated hardware and software platform described in Section 5.3 was applied to two visual 
data base problems. These were real world implementations of the functional design requirements and 
provided an opportunity to test the usability of the system in real scenarios. Several of the individuals 
polled early in the project expressed an interest in being able to visually inspect, manipulate, and query 
large data bases containing historical records of waste disposal areas. The two applications, the CTP 
Characterization Cell and Pit 9, were chosen because of availability of data and relevance to the program. 
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5.7.1 Cold Test Pit Descriptive Data Base 

The first fully integrated application of the Aurora Dataserver and WTK virtual world environment 
was with the CTP. In this case, there was a good description of the subsurface objects and locations due 
to the construction of the Characterization Cell. This pit was carefully constructed so that the objects 
would be precisely known, both as to their location and composition (see Appendix A for a detailed 
description). A number of different objects were included to give a reasonable representation of expected 
conditions in a true waste site. 

5.7.2 Pit 9 Descriptive Data Base 

Information on the contents of the Pit 9 burial site came mostly from the Radioactive Waste 
Management Information System (RWMIS) data base (Litteer 1988). The RWMIS data base was 
developed in 1971 to catalog all radioactive waste disposed of, or stored at the Radioactive Waste 
Management Complex (RWMC) as well as radioactive effluents generated at the INEL. While Pit 9 was 
accepting waste (mid-1967 to mid-1969), the information in RWMIS consisted of shipping summaries and 
disposal records. A sample shipping manifest is provided in Figure 5-32, which shows the amount of 
information available to build the Pit 9 portion of the RWMIS data base. 

In general, the data base includes shipping and reporting dates, waste description [a generic 
description based on content codes developed by Clements (1982)], volume and weight data, radioactivity, 
and disposal location. The RWMIS data for Pit 9 can be divided into three separate categories: 

1. Master data base has one entry for each waste shipment. Only general information on the 
shipment is contained in this data base. 

2. Container data base has one entry for each container type on a shipment. There is potentially 
a one-to-many relationship between an entry in the master data base and entries in the 
container data base. The volume, location, weight, and content information is contained in 
this data base. 

3. Nuclide data base has one entry for each nuclide type on a shipment (again a potential for 
one-to-many relationships). The nuclide information is fairly general (e.g., multiple fission 
products, multiple activation products). 

The container data base was the most appropriate for developing the visual data base because it 
included separate volumes and content codes for different container types on the same shipment. 
However, this information is still general in nature, offering generic descriptions with approximate 
volumes and disposal locations. 

A project lead by Smith et al. (1994) developed a comprehensive, detailed inventory of all 
contaminants and waste at the Subsurface Disposal Area (SDA) on ithe RWMC. As part of this task, the 
RWMIS data base was downloaded and verified against original shipping records. Discrepancies were 
noted and changes made in the RWMIS where allowed. These changes, along with discrepancies that 
were not incorporated into the RWMIS, were placed in a fourth data base called the qualifier flag data 
base. This data base catalogs missing entries in the data base or shipping records, additions/deletions to 
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the content codes, and more complete descriptions from the shipping records that were not entered into 
the RWMIS data base. The data base provides a more complete and accurate description of the waste 
contents but does not offer any more details on disposal location or waste volumes. 

The product of this project was the Contaminant Inventory Data Base for Risk Assessment (CIDRA) 
and a four volume report cataloging all waste at the SDA. Unfortunately, it is not possible (without 
considerable labor) to tie the RWMIS container data base to the CIDRA data base and gain a better 
understanding of the Pit 9 waste. Through discussions with programmers who did much of the data base 
work for the CIDRA project, it was learned that the CIDRA data base is organized based on waste 
generator and not on disposal location. Key fields in the CIDRA data base that might directly correlate 
with those in RWMIS apparently do not exist. 

Latest versions of the RWMIS data bases (i.e., master, container, and nuclide) and qualifier flag 
data base were obtainedk for use in the visual data base. These dala bases include extra fields that were 
added during the CIDRA project for accounting purposes. In addition, several of the field titles had been 
changed from the original RWMIS data base. However, the content and integrity of the data remains the 
same as that from RWMIS. A list of fields and their descriptions for the master, container, nuclide, and 
qualifier data bases are shown in Appendix D. Complete listings of Pit 9 entries in these data bases are 
provided in Appendix E. Entries in each.of these data bases for the sample manifest of Figure 5-32 are 
shown in Tables 5-20, 5-21, 5-22, and 5-23, respectively. 

5.7.3 Visual Data Base Implementation . 

The initial visual data base application was designed using the Characterization Cell data and 
information. This application served as a prototype for future implementations such as the work based 
on data from Pit 9 at the INEL's RWMC. Work done on these tv/o areas is discussed in this section. 

For the burial sites discussed above, there a set (or series of isets) of scientific data that represents 
information such as magnetic field and magnetic gradient. These scientific data are viewed and analyzed 
using the AVS system. In addition to the scientific data, for each site there exists a collection of 
description data including information described in Sections 5.7.1 and 5.7.2. A primary goal (and 
advantage) of implementing a visual data base is that it enables users to maintain all of the data (scientific 
and descriptional) in a centralized area promoting automation of data storage, analysis, display, and 
query. 

Prior to integration of the system components, AVS and WTK were as established software 
supporting this project (AVS and WTK are described in detail in Section 5.3). However, it was 
necessary to find and integrate data base software that could fulfill the necessary requirements. For initial 
testing purposes, the information was placed originally in a free: data base product called Postgres. 
However, as Postgres became unsupported, an extensive data base examination was conducted to define 
requirements and evaluate potential Relational Data Base Management Systems (RDMS) to support the 
project. Based on this effort, it was decided to use the Xidak Aurora Dataserver for this project. 

k. Cathy Barnard, INEL, personal communication with Dave Harker, INEL, My 14, 1994. 
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Table 5-20. Master data base entry for manifest in Figure 5-32. 

BADJHST 

HSAREA 

HSWASTE_TP 

HSRADIO_AC 

HSONOFF_SI 

HSREPORTD 

HSREPORT_T 

HSWASTEDE 

HSGROSS_VO 

HSGROSS_WG 

HSGROSS_AC 

HDES_LOC 

DOWNLOAD 

VERIFIED 

TRU 

B 

RFODOW 

S 

R 

1 

06/17/68 

1010 

30 

35.4 

10580000 

6.1E-12 

BGP09 

1 

TRUE 

TRUE 
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Table 5-21. Container data base entry (1 of 2) for manifest in Figure 5-32. 

BAD_HST 

HSAREA 

HSWASTEJTP 

HSRADIO_AC 

HSONOFF_SI 

HSREPORT_D 

HSREPORTJT 

HSWASTE_DE 

HTYPE_CONT 

HNO_CONTl 

HCONT_VOLl 

HVOLJJNITl 

HSOLID_DSl 

HDES_LOCl 

HDES_DAT1 

TRU 

HDES_LOC 

DOWNLOAD 

VERIFIED 

B 

RFODOW 

S 

R 

1 

06/17/68 

1010 

30 

BLM 

76 

55 

K 

004 GRAPHITE PAPER 120 

BGP0960N15-25ESW 

06/26/68 

TRUE 

BGP09 

1 

TRUE 
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Table 5-22. Nuclide data base entry for manifest in Figure 5-32. 

BADHST 

HSAREA 

HSWASTE_TP 

HSRADIO_AC 

HSONOFFSI 

HSREPORT_D 

HSREPORT_T 

HSWASTE_DE 

HNUC_ID2 

HNUC_CON2 

HNUC_CUR2 

HNUC_N02 

HNUC_LES2 

DOWNLOAD 

HDES_LOC 

VERIFIED 

TRU 

B 

RFODOW 

S 

R 

1 

06/17/68 

1010 

30 

PU-239 

1E-10 

6.1E-12 

< blank > 

< blank > 

1 

BGP09 

TRUE 

TRUE 
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Table 5-23. Qualifier flag data base entry for manifest in Figure; 5-32. 

SDA_LOC P09 

HSAREA RFODOW 

HSWASTE_TP S 

HSRADIO_AC R 

HSONOFF_SI 1 

HSREPORT_D 06/17/68 

HSREPORT_T 1010 

HSWASTE_DE 3 0 

SHIP_MISS FALSE 

ILLEGIBLE < blank > 

SHIP_BLANK CT2 CV2 CU2 GC NW1 NCI 

ZERO_BLANK < blank > 

CONTCODE1 4+PLASTIC+SICRAP METAL 

CONTCODE2 < blank > 

CONTCODE3 < blank > 

CONTCODE4 < blank > 

CONTCODE5 < blank > 

CONTCODE6 < blank > 

CONTCODE7 <blank> 

CQNTCODE8 < blank > 

CONTCODE9 < blank > 

CONTCODE10 < blank > 

MISCELL $UNIDENTIFIED PLUTONIUM 
RWMIS PRINT OUT AS PU-23 

UPDATE - TRUE 

KEY_FIELD - FALSE 

OUD_KEY - < blank > 

TRU- TRUE 
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Significant determining factors in the decision to implement the Aurora Dataserver included 

• Aurora fulfilled requirements established in the evaluation effort 

• Aurora was code compatible with AVS and WTK 

• Aurora was cost effective for our use 

• Aurora was developed primarily as a Visualization Data Base Management System 

• Xidak offered full support of product. 

In June 1994, the Visualization and Imaging Team established the INEL as a Xidak Aurora 
Dataserver Beta Test Site. This allowed the project use of the software free of charge, which ensured 
close contact with and support from the Xidak company. 

In obtaining the Aurora Dataserver, two different software capabilities were considered. We 
obtained the Aurora Dataserver, which is the data management system that stores and maintains the 
scientific data to be used by the analysis software and the Orion RDMS, which is the underlying 
backbone of Aurora. The description data are stored within an Orion RDMS. Aurora maintains 
information about the directories, data sets, and other assigned attributes in their respective name space 
in an Orion data base. It is this capability that enables both Aurora and Orion to respond to SQL queries. 

The initial step in integration entailed entering the scientific data into the Aurora Dataserver and the 
description data into an Orion data base. To enter the scientific data into Aurora, it was necessary to 
develop a data-specific program that would create the data sets and insert the data into the dataserver. 
This program, originally developed by the Xidak Company, was written in C. This code was then edited 
for use in entering other data into the dataserver. Ultimately four programs were necessary to enter the 
CTP Characterization Cell data (gridded and unstructured) and Pit 9 data (gridded and unstructured). 

Generation of the Orion data base involved creating the data base table and entering die data, all 
of which was done witii a series of SQL commands. Scripts were written as was necessary to convert 
the data from its original format into a format that Orion (SQL) could understand. Such was the case 
for the Pit 9 information obtained from the RWMIS data base at the INEL. The description data for the 
CTP Characterization Cell was obtained from me final report of the digface characterization performance 
tests (Josten 1995). Once all of the data were entered, SQL queries were performed on the data base. 
For example, the SQL command select * from descr retrieves the information shown in Table 5-24 from 
the Characterization Cell data base. 

To connect Aurora with AVS, a module was created specifically for this project by Xidak. Other 
necessary modules were created by editing the original code. The four modules created for this project 
allowed analysis of the CTP data (gridded and unstructured) and the Pit 9 data (gridded and unstructured). 
Appendix F provides some of this source code. 
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Table 5-24. Data retrieved from Characterization Cell data base;. 

ISQL/D> 
-MATTsIFr>—i 1 1G- r>ATA*!AQT?mvm _ -lYLrVI..L^i JL>î  

:SELECT * from descr i-/ / \ x r\ 
: 

PAGE 2 -— — PAGE 
:36 rows match # 

: Row I objid I experiment 1 nff_filename 1 diml 1 dim2 1 dim3 1 objdepth 1 NW* 
; + — i (~ „.+ H H ^ — J * 
: II 11(1} ctpOl INULLINULLINULLI 2.9 1(5* 
: 21 2I{1} ctp02 INULLINULLINULLI 2.6 1(5* 
: 31 31(1} ctp03 INUIXINULLINULLI 3 1(1* 
: 41 4 I{1 ,2} Ictp04 1 4 1 4 1 2 1 5.4 1(2* 
: 51 51(1 ,2} ctp05 1 4 1 4 1 2 1 5.1 1(1* 
: 61 61(2} ctp06 1 4 1 4 1 2 1 5.1 1(1* 
: 71 71(2} ctp07 INULLINULLINULLI 5.2 1(1* 
: 81 81(2 ,3} ctp08 1 4 1 4 1 2 1 4.8 1(1* 
: 91 91(3} ctp09 1 4 1 4 1 . 2 1 2.8 1(3* 
: 101 101(3} ctplO 1 4 1 4 1 2 1 4.9 1(3* 
: 111 111(3} ctpll INULLINULLINULLI 5 1(1* 
: 121 121{4} ctpl2 INULLINULLINULLI 2.4 in* : 131 131{4} ctpl3 INULLINULLINULLI 2.4 ! ( } * 
: 141 141 {4} ctpl4 INULLINULLINULLI 2.4 ! ( } * 
: 151 15 1 {4,5} ctpl5 INULLINULLINULLI 3.7 1(3* 
: 161 161{5} ctpl6 INULLINULLINULLI 3.4 1(3* 
: 171 171(5,6} ctp!7 INULLINULLINULLI 4 1(4* 
: 181 181 {4,5} ctpl8 INULLINULLINULLI 4.8 10* 
: 191 191 {5} ctpl9 INULLINULLINULLI 4.9 1(7* 
: 201 201 {5} ctp20 INULLINULLINULLI 3.1 m* 
: 211 21 1 (4, 5} ctp21 1 2 1 4 1 2 1 3.6 1(9* 
: 221 221(5} ctp22 1 2 1 4 1 2 1 3.7 1(1* 
: 231 231(5} ctp23 1 2 1 4 1 2 1 3.7 1(1* 
: 241 24 1 (5, 6} ctp24 1 2 1 4 1 2 1 3.9 1(9* 
: 251 25 1 {5,6} ctp25 INULLINULLINULLI 4.5 10* 
: 261 26 1 (5, 6} 1 ctp26 INULLINULLINULLI 3.8 10* 
: 271 27 1 {6} 1 ctp27 INULUNULLINULLI 2.5 10* 
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These modules were developed by combining AVS and Aurora subroutines to allow the two 
programs to communicate with each other. When the AVS module is run, there is an edit option 
allowing the user to make an SQL query to the Aurora/Orion data base and the corresponding query 
response then appears in the AVS window environment allowing the user to work with that query specific 
data. For example, the user can make a query requesting all instances of file cabinet in the data base and 
the scientific data corresponding to any area of the burial site where a file cabinet can be found will be 
displayed. 

To create the WTK/Aurora connection, it was necessary to embed Aurora code and subroutines into 
the WTK source code (see Appendix F). Specific options that were added to the WTK environment 
include the ability to make an SQL query directly to the Aurora/Orion data base from within WTK and 
view the corresponding query response. An option to load the Characterization Cell world and objects 
using information stored in the data base was added as well as the option to load by query, which 
enables the user to make a specific SQL query to Aurora/Orion. The objects that correspond to that 
query are then automatically loaded into the WTK environment. Queries corresponding to the 
Characterization Cell and Pit 9 can then be issued. Figure 5-33 shows the Characterization Cell world 
as viewed from the WTK environment. Code to load the Pit 9 environment is discussed below. 

Another feature added to the WTK environment is the ability to retrieve information on specific 
objects in the world by using point and click. For example, while in WTK the user can select any object 
by using the mouse, the user can dien select the object description, which automatically queries the data 
base and retrieves the information pertaining to the selected geometry. This is illustrated in Figure 5-34. 

5.7.4 Generating WTK Objects for Pit 9 

The boundaries of Pit 9 are defined by six monuments. The monument locations were obtained 
from an engineering design file1 that attempted to catalog all trench, pit, and soil vault locations for the 
SDA. These monument locations are listed in Table 5-25 and shown in Figure 5-35. 

The locations are given in Idaho State Plane coordinates. Idaho has three state plane projections, 
western, central, and eastern. The SDA is located in the Idaho State Plane Eastern projection, with the 
origin located outside the valid area of the coordinate system. The x origin is at 112 degrees 10 minutes 
west longitude and the y origin is at 41 degrees 40 minutes north latitude (just south of the Idaho-Utah 
border, approximately due south of Idaho Falls). The coordinates at the origin are x = 500,000 ft and 
y = 0 ft. This convention is used to ensure that there are no negative coordinates within the valid area 
of the projection. In the center of the coordinate system, the x axis is parallel to the equator and the y 
axis points to true north. This is a cylindrical projection onto a flat surface, and there may be slight 
variations over an area the size of Pit 9. These variations are approximately 1 minute or less and are 
ignored in the construction of the visual data base. 

Because of uncertainties in the monument locations described by Yokuda,1 the actual locations have 
been assigned an error of ±6 ft when used to locate the actual pit boundary. Each waste disposal 
location given in the RWMIS data base references one of these six monuments. 

1. E. L. Yokuda, "Locations of Pits, Trenches, and Soil Vault Rows," ERP-WAG7-05 Revision 2, EG&G Idaho, 
Inc., July 1992. 
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Figure 5-34. Characterization Cell objects in the WTK environment illustrating point and click option. 
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Table 5-25. Pit 9 monument locations. 

Monument Easting Northing 

NW 

NE 

SE2 (El) 

SE3 (E2) 

SE 

SW 

268295.18 

268420.23 

268303.71 

268333.75 

268266.31 

268167.35 

669942.70 

669933.40 

669669.75 

669662.91 

669564.53 

669556.98 

670000 

669900 -

669800 

(D 
g, 669700 -

669600 -

669500 -

669400 
o © o o o O 
o o o o o O 
o CM CO *fr w oo co CO 00 00 co CO CO CO CO CO CO 
CM C\J CM CM CM CM 

Eastings (feet) 

RED/BD95 0119 

Figure 5-35. Pit 9 monument locations. 
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A key to properly placing objects in the visual data base is to parse the location strings from the 
container data base. This string contains the reference monument as well as distance and bearing 
information from that monument. Generating ISP coordinates for the container location involves parsing 
the monument field and the two distance/bearing fields from the location string and offsetting the waste 
locations from the appropriate monument. When a range of distances is given for a certain bearing, a 
simple average is used to position the center of the waste. The source code that performs the parsing 
(and object sizing/placement) is given in Appendix G. A step-by-step example of parsing a location string 
is shown in Table 5-26. 

The locations from the data base were first checked against the original shipping manifests with any 
significant discrepancies being noted. The waste locations were accurate (although sometimes vague) in 
all but a few "cases. In these cases, a best guess is made by the pursing code. If no best guess can be 
made, the code output an error message and coordinates of (0.0, 0.0). 

The coordinates for the waste locations were then plotted on a two-dimensional map, with the pit 
boundary overlaid on top. This revealed that a substantial number of calculated waste locations fell 
outside the pit boundary. The resulting plot is shown in Figure 5-36. 

Fifty locations were manually checked, but no errors were found. The plot suggests that the 
operators filling out the shipping manifests may have assumed that the east and west sides of the pit were 
aligned in the north-south direction, and they made notes on title waste placement based on those 
assumptions. The east and west sides are actually parallel to a line approximately 18 degrees east of 
north. Resolution of this issue is key to providing an accurate model for the visual data base. 

A difference between WTK objects in the CTP and Pit 9 objects is that while NFF files for each 
object in the CTP were generated and simply displayed in WTK, the objects in Pit 9 are created on the 
fly using utilities provided by WTK. Currently, the code parses the location string from the data base 
to place the object, determines the appropriate volume for the object (again from the data base), and 
generates a cube based on the calculated location and volume. All objects are placed at a depth of 
14.2 ft, the average depth of the subsurface soils on the SDA (Meachum 1993). Figures 5-37 and 5-38 
illustrate the WTK Pit 9 environment. Using information present in the data base, it would be possible 
to construct barrels (or any other objects for that matter) when appropriate. It would also be possible to 
color the objects based on waste generator or content codes. Users may be able to provide insight into 
what would be useful. All the functionality of load by query and select and describe objects that was 
present for the CTP was also implemented for the Pit 9 application. 

5.7.5 Current Status and Future Directions 

Currently the AVS, WTK, and Aurora Datasever run on Sun and SGI Unix workstations. The AVS 
data analysis software also in available for most Unix platforms and for a number of nonUnix computers. 
The WTK software libraries from Sense8 are obtainable for all major workstations with dedicated three-
dimensional graphics hardware and PC compatibles under Windows and Windows NT. The present 
implementation has all software components executing on the same platform, in this case a Sun multiple 
processor workstation. Near-term plans call for the virtual world portion of the code to run on remote 
workstations and the data base to remain on the Sun server. Since data base accesses are relatively 
infrequent and of a burst nature, this should not be difficult or even introduce a noticeable delay, because 
the machines question are connected via a 100 Mb/sec FDDI ring. 
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Table 5-26. Example of parsing a location string. 

Step Operation Result 
1 Obtain the location string 
2 Separate the SDA location 

3 Parse distance 1 and bearing 1 
4 Parse distance 2 and bearing 2, leaving the monument 

indicator 

5 Strip off the bearings from the distances 
6 Determine whether there is a range (if so, average); also 

determine whether to add or subtract the distance 
7 Retrieve the appropriate location for the monument 

Add (or subtract) the distance from the monument 
location 

BGP0960N15-25ESW 
BGP09 60N15-25ESW 
BGP09 60N 15-25ESW 
BGP09 60N 15-25E SW 

BGP09 60 N 15-25 E SW 
BGP09 +60 N +20 E SW 

SW monument 
Easting = 268167.35 
Northing = 669556.98 

Waste location 
Easting = 268187.35 
Northing = 669616.98 

670000 

669900 

669800 ~ 

& 669700 
c 

669600 -

669500 

669400 

669300 

(North 

• Waste location 

— A — Pit boundary 

• 

o o o o o o o o o © o CM CO •<* 00 oo 00 00 oo CD co CD CO CO CM CM CM 

Eastings (feet) 
CM CM 

RED/BD95 0119 

Figure 5-36. Pit 9 boundary locations and waste locations as reported in the shipping manifests. 
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Figure 5-37. Illustration of the WTK Pit 9 world viewed from outside. 
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There is good possibility of migrating the software components of the system to additional hardware 
platforms. The two graphical software packages, AVS and WTK, currently run on all platforms with 
sufficient performance to provide a realistic solution. These products will soon be available on even a 
larger number of machines, providing accessibility across the entire spectrum of commonly used scientific 
workstations and high-end PCs. With the addition of IBM and Hewlett Packard support to the Evans & 
Sutherland Freedom line of high-performance attached graphics processors, all major workstation vendors 
will have a hardware platform supported by these graphical software packages. With the increased 
capabilities of PC compatibles, including faster, nonsegmented processors, graphics hardware, and 
multiple processors, the PC will become a possible platform for some problems, especially in those 
environments where network resources make remote data bases a possibility. 

The other commercial software component is the data base. This presently runs on most, but not 
all, Unix workstations. The major exception is the DEC Alpha, wldch Xidak has considered for porting 
their software but have declined to date due to lack of a perceived market. The PCs provide another 
potential market, but the difficulties involved in porting to that platform and the extremely small number 
of machines of that type with sufficient performance, make this a low probability occurrence. The best 
opportunities for PCs will probably remain in the networked environment where they can access the data 
base residing on the Unix servers. 

5.7.6 Conclusions and Recommendations 

The integrated software and hardware platform described in Section 5.3 has been used to develop 
prototype visual data bases for two applications. These include the CTP Characterization Cell and Pit 9. 
For the Characterization Cell, application data from the digface chiiracterization activities (Josten 1995) 
were used in the development. For the Pit 9 application, historical data from the existing RWMS data 
base and additional information generated during CIDRA activities was used. 

From the development point of view, these applications showed the ability, benefit, and utility of 
having different sources of information about a particular waste site: gathered into a centralized location. 
While analysis capabilities discussed in Section 5.3 have yet to be fully implemented into this 
environment, the potential benefit of such abilities is clear. 

Although the Characterization Cell application was not particularly large (total of approximately 20 
objects), the need to have computing capabilities with significant power was demonstrated. The visual 
data base implementation was run on several different classes of work stations. On lower end machines 
without dedicated graphics processors, the response to user movement through the objects was irritatingly 
slow as were screen updates and responses to queries. On newer machines (e.g., with dedicated graphics 
processors), the performance was much better and acceptable. 

Development of the visual data base model of Pit 9 was a learning experience. While there appears 
to be an abundance of historical information for Pit 9, finding the most recent or most up-to-date 
information in a usable format was not straightforward. Also, the information in these data bases is only 
as good as the information from 20+ year old shipping manifests. In spite of significant additional work 
such as described by Smith et al. (1994), it is clear that there will always be doubts about the accuracy 
of the information in the data base. As was shown in the previous section, use of the waste location 
information in the data base leads to objects being placed outside the pit boundaries in the model. The 
reason and explanation for this is an open issue at this point and may be related to our interpretation of 
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the location information and accuracy of the location information. This issue is currently under 
investigation. It is concluded that the information must be used with caution, and human expertise and 
experience must be used in the process of building and using a visual data base. 

5.8 Evaluation of Immersion 

One of the main advantages of an immersive system is the ability to use the extremely high 
bandwidth communication system that comprises the human optical system. It is capable of transferring 
data at approximately 1 Gbit/sec, which is two orders of magnitude greater than the fastest 
communication interface in most computer systems. By immersing the user in the virtual world, all of 
this bandwidth is available for communication with the computer. On traditional flat video monitors, only 
a small fraction of the information entering the optic nerve has originated in the computer application. 
There are many degrees of immersion varying from the minimal capabilities of a video monitor to the 
total immersion provided by stereo HMDs. For each application, many factors must be considered as 
to the appropriate degree of immersion necessary for efficient completion of the designated tasks. 

Most immersive technologies include some mechanisms for the simulation of a three-dimensional 
representation of the virtual world. Stereo vision has several advantages over the monoscopic vision 
normally produced by computer displays. The first is the additional dimension of information display. 
Since the user gets the impression of depth, this can be used to convey another channel of information 
to the user. It is primarily used to give the sense of perspective, in which nearer objects appear larger 
than objects that are further away. This is the normal way in which humans view the real world and 
provides for a more intuitive interface into the computer-generated world. 

Stereovision is obtainable in systems other than the fully immersive HMDs, by the use of glasses 
such as the CrystalEyes, a stereo ready monitor and appropriate software. In these cases, images for each 
eye is displayed on the screen and the switching of the glasses is controlled by software on the computer. 
In this fashion, each eye sees the correct image through the glasses, which is synchronized with the 
monitor. The brain receives an alternating left-eye/right-eye series of images. The frame switching 
occurs rapidly enough so that the brain integrates the pair into a perception of depth. Stereovision is 
almost always useful from viewing and manipulating objects in three-dimensional environments but 
usually has drawbacks in the price, performance, and resolution areas. 

The RAMDACs used to generated the video signals have a fixed upper limit on the frequency at 
which their pixel clocks run, usually topping out at approximately 135 MHz. Since stereovision requires 
two images, a left and right eye, for each frame, there is already a twofold penalty to pay. One way to 
address this problem is to reduce the image resolution or the frequency in which the images are displayed. 
While this helps keep the pixel rates in the range achievable by the video circuits, the reduced image 
quality adversely affects the sense of immersion and overall usefulness of the system. If the spatial 
resolution is reduced too far, it becomes difficult to differentiate small objects, which is more important 
in a data analysis scenario than in an architectural walkthrough. The resolution and performance 
problems can be addressed by additional special purpose hardware, which tends to increase system cost 
dramatically. 

One attribute of totally immersive systems is the freedom from peripheral distractions. This can 
be a benefit or a hindrance depending on the application. For some cases, total immersion not only 
focuses the user on the virtual world but can be critical to the success of the application. . In training 
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simulators, the user should as isolated as possible from the outside world, to better simulate the 
environment in which the user is operating. In these cases, HMDs and related technology such as caves 
provide a good solution. In other application areas, operators may want to interact with both their natural 
environments and VEs. In this case, the stereo glasses, augmented vision and see-through displays may 
be a better solution, since they allow the user a mixture of real and synthetic worlds. 

The applications of VEs all have their own requirements on geometric and image fidelity, polygon 
rendering rates, use of texture maps, and acceptable sensor latency. These are controllable to some 
degree and result from compromises based on the overall requirements and resources. In all cases, there 
will be less than perfect sense of immersion. Currently it is too expensive to achieve perfection, so 
trade-offs are made with the parameters that go into constructing the system to achieve a reasonable level 
of realism control cost and time constraints. 

Virtual worlds are constructed via polygonal surface representations. Little is done with direct 
volume renderings in VEs due to the extreme computational complexity of such renderings and the 
difficulty of mixing those with traditional polygon-based objects necessary in most virtual worlds. The 
objects are represented by a given number of polygons and using greater numbers of polygons results in 
a more accurate representation of the world. However, the rendering speeds of graphics hardware are 
measured by the number of polygons, usually triangle mesh strips, that can be rendered per second. By 
providing more accurate geometric descriptions of objects, the acliievable frame rates fall accordingly. 
This is made more noticeable because most video hardware synchronizes screen redraws at an even 
multiple of the screen refresh rate. If a framebuffer has a refresh rate of 76 Hz, it can redraw at 76, 38, 
or 19 Hz. If a scene becomes even slightly too complex to render at 76 Hz, it will immediately drop to 
38 Hz. Small increases in object complexity or number of objects can produce dramatic changes in the 
frame rates and resulting sense of immersion. 

Another technique useful for maintaining good scene representation is the use of levels of detail 
(LOD) models. With this method different representations of geometries are stored, where each 
successive representation consists of a simplification of the previous. There are fewer polygons in each 
geometry of each LOD model, and with fewer polygons, the scene will render faster. Associated with 
each LOD model is a parameter, or set of parameters, that can be used to determine when that particular 
model is used. A common parameter is distance. When an object is further away, a less accurate 
geometry with fewer polygons can be used with no visual impact on the scene. Another set of useful 
parameters is linear and angular motion. If objects, or the viewpoint, are in motion, a less detailed model 
can easily provide the visual references needed during motion. Once motion ceases or decreases below 
a given threshold, the representation of an object can be changed to a more detailed model. This is 
particularly useful within large angular velocities where objects quickly cross the user's view. Extremely 
course models can be used, since they may only be within the user's view for factions of a second. 
Efficient use of this methodology requires fast access to many representations of multiple objects. The 
trade-off here is in the memory required to hold the different representations, and the code complexity 
to determine which to use. To date, the benefit seems to be worth the price. 

Sensor latency is not as large of a problem in this application as in many other VEs. Sensor 
latency, as related to measurement of the position and orientation of the HMD, is directly related to how 
real the sense of immersion appears to the user. In this case, the siensor only needs to keep up with the 
rendering rate of the framebuffers. Due to the complexity of the sicenes, the framebuffers are currently 
the system bottleneck. Estimations are made, this is callable predictive head tracking, where the user will 
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be looking by the time the next frame gets rendered. This information can be used to select the view 
vector so that the image gets displayed to the users at the same time their heads are in the predicted 
position. Like all predictive algorithms, this can fail but has proven reliable and useful for the 
applications to date. 

In some applications of VEs, texture maps are used to reduce the number of polygons needed to 
provide a realistic world. In these cases, an image of an object is mapped onto a small number of 
polygons so that the impression of a more complex object is provided. For data analysis applications, 
such as this project, this provides little if any benefit. There is not the need to provide extremely realistic 
impression of the virtual world. However, the details of precise position and shape of the objects are 
important. The system needs to be capable of providing high quality images with accurate display of 
relatively small objects to the user. If the trade-off is in terms of frame rates, this is acceptable as long 
as the induced latency does not cause disorientation or nausea. If the images lag the position sensors by 
too great an amount, the user can become lost because the cause and effect relationship of head motion 
and visual feedback has been disrupted. 

Immersive displays do help communicate a more natural impression of the VE to the operator. This 
is true for all types of potential users, from heavy machinery operators, to geophysicists, to managers. 
The need for fully immersive displays, such as HMDs and Computer Audiovisual Environments 
(CAVEs), are probably required for a limited number of the tasks, such as training or operating via stereo 
cameras. To provide a genuine impression of operating within the waste environment in a reasonably 
authentic fashion, the totally immersive displays are necessary. Otherwise, the peripheral distractions 
alone will reduce the sense of immersion. For general data analysis, algorithm development and 
verification, system maintenance and introductory overviews, the stereo glasses or even monoscopic 
monitors work adequately and at a much lower cost. 
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6. INSIGHTS, ISSUES, PROBLEMS 

6.1 Primary Issues 

6.1.1 Unstructured Nature of the Digface 

It is likely that the majority of buried waste sites will be unstructured (similar to municipal 
landfills). The waste orientation will be arbitrary due to the nature in which the waste was placed, waste 
containers will have deteriorated, and isolated waste objects will be the exception rather than the norm. 
There will be a large number of possible configurations due to supeiposition effects, natural effects (e.g., 
shifts in the waste placement, compaction), and degradation. For waste seam retrieval, implications of 
these considerations are significant. 

Due to the expected large number of waste configurations, the waste signatures may be complex. 
Small differences in waste configuration may have substantial influences on the signature. Furthermore, 
as waste is removed, the configuration is changed and the signature will change. As such, pattern 
recognition schemes may have difficulty. If these schemes work reliably, this would be a great asset. 
It is expected that pattern recognition will be more appropriate during overburden removal. However, 
these techniques should not be relied on during retrieval. Once the waste seam is visible, the need for 
pattern recognition is less significant. Pattern recognition capabilities should be used if and when they 
are proven and become available. As such, the system should not depend on pattern recognition 
capabilities but rather should have the flexibility to use them if useful. 

The unstructured and constantly changing topography of the digface also implies that robotic 
techniques based on a structured workspace model may not be useful for robotic control of equipment 
at the digface. A structured robotic workspace model may be useful for standard robotic applications 
such as those used in manufacturing, where the workspace does not often change, or the changes are 
small enough to be monitored. However, the digface topography is infinitely variable, and the effort to 
create models in such a rapidly changing environment is probably not worthwhile. This affects 
deployment of characterization sensors and .also affects the overall organization of the remediation 
process, including digface characterization and information display and data interpretation. 

Existing robotic approaches rely on a structured well-defined environment. Such an environment 
will never exist at the digface. The digface topography is unstructured and will always change as waste 
and material are removed. The most that can be accomplished is to build a model of the current 
topography, such as is planned in the digface project, using a laser range finder. However, the ability 
to build a model of the underground structure should not be assumed. 

6.1.2 Role of Human in the Remediation Process 

The presentation of characterization information needed to support retrieval operations is based on 
an overall view of the human role. The overall remediation system for hazardous sites contains some 
degree of automation and remote operation. In addition, the use of pattern recognition, deterministic 
algorithms, and advanced data display techniques is also based on a view of the human role in the 
process. The project work described in this report is based on the assumption that the human role is 
primary in both robotic and remote operations, and in data interpretation and the resulting decisions. 
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None of the project work is designed or intended to support the integration of data interpretation directly 
with excavation. Integration is the role of the human operator. Some of the project work is designed 
to automate algorithms and display results for decisionmaking by geophysicists. (An example of this 
approach is the depth-to-object algorithms described in Section 5.4.) Other subtasks are designed to 
provide initial screening of data and display regions containing potential targets for review and 
verification by human operators. (Examples of this approach are the neural net and ATR techniques 
described in Sections 5.5 and 5.6). Subtasks have also been performed to provide an integrated 
environment for data integration and data display for use by the operators (geophysicists) in evaluating 
waste characteristics, specifically including hazards at the digface. In all cases, the VE techniques are 
intended to provide support to human operators (geophysicists) without distancing them from the primary 
sensor data, which are the direct link to the physical world. 

6.1.3 Overburden Removal and Waste Seam Retrieval 

Some fundamental differences exist between overburden removal and waste seam retrieval. 
Figures 6-1 and 6-2 (Josten and Roybal 1994) depict two modes of operation. During overburden 
removal, one major considerations is how far away from the waste forms the removal equipment is placed 
(e.g., what is the overburden depth). During a digface operation, a possible scenario is scanning the 
sensor suite over the digface in multiple passes to generate high resolution layered data from which 
general interpretations about waste form location and depth can be determined. During this 
characterization process (repeated sensor scanning and overburden removal), large amounts of data will 
be generated and an information overload problem may exist for analysis personnel. It is expected that 
during this process the VE will be of most use. 

Once the waste seam is uncovered (the overburden has been removed), remotely-operated equipment 
using video equipment will view the waste forms being excavated. A major considerations at this point 
is locating hot (chemical and/or radioactive) spots. It is expected that before each retrieval pass, sensor 
scans consisting primarily of radiation and chemical detectors (or a thermal detector) will be performed 
to locate any hot spots. Hot spot evaluation using other detectors (active gamma measurements for 
example) may also be used if available. It is not obvious that significant geophysics sensor information 
is needed at this point, although this will depend on the circumstances of the situation. Essential display 
information would be an indication of the hot spot locations but the level of sophistication of the display 
(e.g., overlays, virtual world display) is not clear. 

6.1.4 Learning from Experience 

The integration of digface characterization with the excavation process provides conceptually for 
the ability to learn from experience (Josten and Roybal 1994) This is because knowledge of 
characterization sensor patterns gained from previous excavations could conceivably be applied during 
subsequent excavations. The pattern recognition work described in this report shows feasible application 
two techniques (ATR and neural networks) that are based on training and learning. 

Additionally, the ability to do automated scans raises the possibility of obtaining data from more 
than one level above a given digface configuration and thus using multiple level data in the interpretation 
process. Examples were shown in the depth-to-object algorithm (Section 5.4.2) the neural net technique 
(Section 5.6), and another potential application was identified for automated target recognition 
(Section 5.5.6). 
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Features of overburden removal 

1. Systematic, controlled excavation of soil only 

2. Avoid contamination of clean soil 

3. Repetitive, precision, planar, multi-level scans performed by dig-face 
characterization system under ideal conditions 

Dig-face Characterization functions during overburden removal 

1. Provide estimates of depth to waste - basis for achieving maximum removal 
of clean overburden 

2. Construct map of waste "compartment" boundaries and berms in plan view -
useful for planning barrier locations or stopping points 

3. Establish general characteristics of each waste compartment - link to 
historical records 

4. Locate major radioactive or volatile contaminant hot spots and unusual 
waste objects - used to plan retrieval strategy 

Figure 6-1 . Schematic illustration showing function of digface characterization during overburden removal. 
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Robotic scanning in the hostile, changing 
waste seam environment requires 
sophisticated capabilities for mapping the 
dig-face topography and using this 
information to control sensor movements. 

Features of waste seam excavation 

1. Heavy construction style digging in hostile, uncontrolled environment of 
the waste seam 

2. Assume all recovered material will require assay, but only a portion will 
require expensive processing or treatment 

3. Waste seam environment changes constantly 

Dlg-face characterization functions during waste seam excavation 

1. Routine scanning to monitor radioactive and volatile contaminant hot 
spots 

2. In-depth in situ assay of exposed suspicious containers 

3. Occasional systematic geophysical surveys to locate important objects 
such as reactor cores, vehicles etc. 

Figure 6-2. Schematic illustration showing function of digface characterization during waste seam retrieval. 



Once the waste seam has been uncovered, the availability of multiple layers of data should not be 
relied on. This stems from several considerations. The problem changes as the digface changes and 
waste forms are removed. In most cases, data previously recorded at different levels will not necessarily 
apply (this depends on the waste type removed and the measuremeni; type). Also, due to time constraints, 
it is unlikely that multiple layers of data will be recorded (or re-recorded) every time the digface changes. 
It is possible that two levels of data can be obtained during a single sweep by deploying multiple sensors. 
This will clearly be situation dependent, but total reliance should not be placed on interpretation 
techniques that require multiple levels of data. If multiple levels of data are available, full advantage 
should be taken of this fact. 

An additional consideration for using information from previous sites in interpreting data obtained 
during later remediations is the size of the data and information files that would have to be dealt with in 
realistic situations. These would almost certainly be immense. The ability to archive information, while 
maintaining reasonable access to it for pattern matching, either automated or human, is a major 
consideration and requires development and demonstration. 

A related issue for matching patterns to waste configurations is how to describe the waste 
configuration. One of the advantages of the digface characterization approach is the ability to continually 
match sensors data with the correct answer, where the correct answer is the recording of how the waste 
was actually configured in the pit. The answer is obtained during the excavation. This raises the issue 
of how the correct answer is going to be recorded, archived in a data base, and matched to the sensor 
data. The problem is compounded by the fact that the correct answer cannot be obtained because the 
excavation equipment destructively removes the waste from the pit as intended. Despite these problems, 
it is likely worth the effort to record information about the waste as it is excavated. The categories of 
information (e.g., visual description, videotape record, masses, classifications, hazards), detail of 
information, and how the information should be electronically stored are issues requiring substantial 
thought and effort to implement. Significant development and demonstration in this area is needed. 

6.1.5 Operator Qualification Requirements 

Various views exist regarding the anticipated end use of the information to be presented using VE 
or other advanced data interpretation and display techniques. In theory, the best situation would be to 
infallibly and usefully present the information in a manner immediately understandable by anyone 
involved in the remedial operations. Concepts like this have been discussed presenting the buried objects 
as they exist in "transparent" earth with different hazards displayed by techniques like color-coding. 
Unfortunately, there is little reason to believe that this will be feasible. Evidence so far supports the 
opposite belief. 

The project approach has focused on supporting a technically sophisticated user of the data and 
information. This person is assumed to be a scientist who is familiar with the sensors being deployed. 
This scientist is assumed to be onsite during all excavation and digface characterization operations to 
provide input to the human operators of the remote excavation equipment. This approach is consistent 
with the overall role of the human operators described above in Section 6.1.2. 

Based this assumption and the feedback obtained from the project rapid prototype (see 
Section 5.1.4), the desired functionality of a prototype environment incorporates features that primarily 
are intended to be used by a technically sophisticated user, such as a geophysicist (see Section 5.2). As 
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currently envisioned, the system will likely not directly support a user such as an excavator operator 
without oversight and input from a support scientist. 

6.2 Secondary Issues 

6.2.1 Stereovision and Virtual Environments (Mixing) 

Stereo/video has been proposed for examination and potential implementation during buried waste 
excavation. The proposers suggest that the use of stereo/video will provide excavation operations 
personnel an improved depth perception of the digface terrain and waste objects at the digface. One 
concept is to overlay stereo/video images with data presentations and/or objects rendered based on the 
data interpretation to provide the operations and analysts personnel with a combination of real and 
artificial images. The preferred method of geophysics data display may be some level of abstraction or 
inference based on the data and may not be a representation of any recognizable object. Given this 
consideration, it is not clear how useful overlaying stereo/video might be. At this point, the form of the 
virtual display cannot be assumed to necessarily relate to stereo/video images of the digface. The utility 
of overlays is not known. Therefore, at present, the ability to mix stereo/video and virtual images in the 
waste seam should not be relied on. There is currently no indication that an unstructured waste seam, will 
allow one to build up virtual objects of use. More than likely, the data and analysis results displayed in 
some abstract manner (relative to physical objects) will be more useful and possible. Stereo/video may 
be a benefit to operations, but overlays will require continuous geophysics support. As discussed above, 
it may not be necessary or sensible to provide continuous geophysical sensor data once in the waste seam. 
Under these conditions, it is not clear what will be mixed with stereo/video. 

6.2.2 Forward Modeling of Sensors 

Forward modeling of sensor response will be a difficult problem because the unknown configuration 
and properties of the waste. It is expected that this kind of modeling will be time consuming. Such 
models will require boundary and initial conditions. If the surrounding material properties are unknown 
(more or less), then many simulations may be required to find a solution that fits the present problem. 
This is akin to "given a unique measured response, what is the situation" rather than "given a situation, 
what is the unique response," and these are two very different problems. The project is not currently 
working on this problem. Mechanical Technologies, Inc. is, however, proposing some work in this area. 
As was discussed above with respect to pattern recognition, forward modeling simulation capabilities 
should be used if and when such methods become available and are proven but should not be relied on 
for the present. Again the system should not rely on the availability of such techniques but should not 
preclude their use either. 
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7. FULL-SCALE IMPLEMENTATION, RELATED EFFORTS, 
AND COMMERCIALIZATION 

This section describes the issues and factors affecting full-scale implementation of VE techniques 
and software for the buried waste characterization application. The: implementation of a VE system may 
benefit from, and in turn benefit, ongoing efforts in related areas. Some of these efforts are described. 
Additionally, commercialization of die project software and tools depends on bodi technical and market 
considerations. An overview of market potential and commercialization factors is presented. 

7.1 Full-Scale Implementation 

To assess full-scale implementation issues, a structured set of issues was prepared to use in 
evaluating each BWID technology (Bonnenberg 1994). The following items address each of the 
structured items for the VE technology. 

1. Estimate the expected, useful life, and the operation and maintenance cost for the life cycle 
of the technology demonstrated. Operation and maintenance cost includes storage and disposal 
of primary and secondary wastestreams, operation of equipment (e.g., labor, electrical power, 
types of support equipment) and maintenance (e.g., cost of replacement parts, labor), and site 
restoration and decommissioning. Useful life should also include consideration for phased and 
expected technology obsolescence. 

a. Because the technology is primarily techniques and knowledge embodied in software, it 
is expected that the useful life is not limited. The system capabilities would be expected 
to improve as time progresses, and the tools could be used as long as remediations are 
taking place. Over this time frame, estimated at 30 years, hardware and software 
changes would likely occur necessitating upgrades to the system. These could not 
reasonably be expected to exceed $100K for each system. A separate system would be 
required for each remediation that was scheduled to occur simultaneously. 

b. Production use of the VE tools is expected to lake place as a piece of the overall 
retrieval and digface characterization control system. The VE subsystem assumes that 
basic infrastructure will be present, such as a control trailer with power and lighting. 
Hardware and software costs for the VE subsystem are estimated to be in the range of 
$100 to $200K. Use would likely be by one oi: more geophysicists comprising the 
technical support team for digface characterization. 

c. Improvement of the system should result in adding new capabilities and incorporating 
knowledge gained in one excavation so that it isi available for subsequent use. The 
amount of effort required for such improvement is difficult to estimate but probably 
could total up to an additional 20% of the excavation time, which represents a substantial 
effort. 
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2. Acquisition cost, including capital. 

Hardware: $100K per system 

Software: $50K per system 

3. Volume of input material, toxicity level, mobility, and physical state. 

Not applicable. This is a support technology for characterization. 

4. Volume of contaminated material produced. 

Not applicable. This is a support technology for characterization. 

5. Time to remediate input volume. 

Not applicable. This is a support technology for characterization. 

6. Time to remediate 50% of the input volume. 

Not applicable. This is a support technology for characterization. 

7. List the process output, their waste classification, concentration or activity, toxicity level, 
mobility, and volume. 

Not applicable. This is a support technology for characterization. 

8. Time until (a) line item and capital equipment replacement costs exceed 50% of acquisition 
cost and (b) line item and capital equipment and repair and maintenance costs are estimated 
to approach 50% of acquisition costs. Compare to expected useful life (see item a above). 

Estimated that computers would be replaced (at $100K each time) every 5 years per fielded 
system. Software upgrades estimated at $50K per fielded system per 5 years. 

9. Assemblies and subassemblies specified in the design and functional operating requirements 
and longest procurement lead times for custom and engineered components. 

Not applicable to this technology. Uses standard computer equipment. 

10. Total number of custom assemblies and subassemblies. 

Not applicable to this technology. Uses standard computer equipment. 

11. Time for scheduled maintenance. 

One hour for each 100 hours of operation, based on workstation maintenance experience. 
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12. Time for unscheduled maintenance. 

Unknown but anticipated to be consistent with experience base for standard workstation 
equipment. 

13. Time from now until field demonstrations. Now is considered to be the approval date of the 
technical evaluation report. 

Work is expected to result in incrementally improving systems. Initial laboratory-scale 
demonstration is scheduled for 1995. 

14. Time from now until full-scale operation. 

Estimated to be ready in 1997. 

15. Mean years of specialized training required for full-scale operation (academic and facility 
specific). 

Assumed operation by a college-degreed geophysicist. Some support needed from a 
college-degreed engineer or computer scientist. 

16. Labor hours per hour of operation. . 

Estimated as two people (full-time) per hour of operation. One person is assumed to be a 
geophysicist who is the digface characterization support expert. 

17. Time for replacement parts to exceed 50% of the acquisition costs (see item 8). 

Unknown, see item 8. 

18. The list of permits required for full-scale operation. 

Not applicable. This is a support technology for characterization. 

19. Time to construct or fabricate equipment needed to operate the process. 

Not applicable. Off-the-shelf equipment is assumed. 

20. Types and quantities of utilities (e.g., water, electricity) required during the process. 

Power for computer is required. Infrastructure to support other operations is assumed. 

21. Time to train technical personnel and operators. 

Expertise identified in item 15 is assumed. Approximately 40 hours of hardware-specific 
training is assumed. 
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22. Extra time and costs prudently estimated to cover contingencies (i.e., unplanned events outside 
the control of the principal investigator and the BWID program.) 

Unknown at present. 

23. Discuss the status of commercializing this technology. List partners and mechanisms to be 
used to achieve goal. 

This item is addressed in detail in Section 7.3 below. 

7.2 Related Efforts 

Research on high performance computer graphics, VEs, virtual reality, artificial reality, and 
simulation-based planning and design is currently being conducted at industrial, government, and 
academic sites in the United States and around the world. Virtual reality research and applications are 
being developed at several university and government research laboratories and in private industry. Some 
cooperative efforts between industry and universities are also in place. Several examples of efforts 
specifically directed at waste characterization are noted below. 

• Mechanical Technology, Inc. Interactive Computer Enhanced Remote Viewing System 

ICERVS is a computer-based system that provides data acquisition, data visualization, data 
analysis, and model synthesis to support robotic remediation in hazardous environments. The 
product is under development at Mechanical Technology, Inc. in Latham, New York 
(Mechanical Technology, Inc. 1993a). Robotic remediation is assumed due to the hazardous 
nature of the excavation operations when performed in buried waste. Use of robotic 
techniques is assumed to require building a three-dimensional model of the workspace, which 
are based on solid modeling methods where objects are represented by enclosing surfaces 
(e.g., polygons, quadric surfaces). The primary objective of ICERVS is to provide a reliable 
description of a workspace based on dimensional measurement data and to convert that 
description into three-dimensional models that can be used by robotic systems. 

The workspace three-dimensional model is expected to be particularly applicable to situations 
such as tank remediation or decontamination and decommissioning where a structured 
description of the workspace exists. In environments such as a digface, which are 
unstructured and constantly changing, the effort to prepare a usable workspace model by 
ICERVS may not be worth doing. Nevertheless, there are aspects of the ICERVS system that 
can support the data display and data interpretation at the digface. 

The VE project met with Mechanical Technology, Inc. scientists in February to view a 
structured light demonstration and discuss ICERVS capabilities. Based on this meeting, a 
copy of ICERVS was sent to be loaded on the project workstation at the INEL. Due to a 
number of unresolvable incompatibilities, the software did not work. We decided to wait until 
a newer upgraded version of ICERVS was available. In late 1994, a new version will be 
available for installation at the INEL. Based on testing and evaluation of both ICERVS and 
existing project software capabilities, features will be integrated where possible into a single 
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system. Additionally, Mechanical Technology, Inc. is planning to extend ICERVS into a 
Phase 3 prototype system. 

Mechanical Technology, Inc. and INEL VE scientists may collaborate on mutual areas of 
interest for advancing the methodologies of data interpretation and display of information from 
multiple, disparate sensors. 

• Coleman Research Data Fusion Activities 

Coleman Research Company of Maryland is developing a geophysical data fusion technique 
to combine data from complementary sensors and incoiporate geophysical understanding to 
obtain three-dimensional images of the subsurface. This data fusion technique uses 
information obtained from one sensor to constrain the mathematical inversion technique 
applied to the other sensor. Initial work used time domain EM data and seismic data 
(Hoekstra et al. 1993). Extension of the work is in progress. 

7.3 Commercialization! 

Preliminary work evaluated the potential market for the VE technologies under development.111 The 
market assessment included an initial evaluation of factors that should be considered in system 
development from the point of view of ultimate product usefulness and commercialization potential. 

The potential market for buried waste remediation technology is large and extends beyond Federal 
installations such as DOE and U.S. Department of Defense (DOD) sites. The Federal sites represent a 
significant potential investment of resources for cleanup; U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 
estimates of costs range in the hundreds of billions of dollars. Although specific decisions have not been 
made regarding if and when most of these sites will be remediated, it appears safe to assume that 
technologies supporting buried waste cleanup will be commercially valuable, if they are technically useful. 
Preliminary market survey supports the project assumption of useJulness of VE technologies, based on 
feedback from businesses involved in the remediation marketplace. The commercial support is directed 
toward an encompassing suite of technologies including VE technologies and assumes a fairly 
sophisticated site characterization capability as part of the VE system. This support matches the general 
BWID development goal in developing characterization sensor and data interpretation. If successful, the 
commercial market will use and benefit from the technologies. 

Besides buried waste remediation uses, a number of related fields were considered as potential 
markets for spin-off products from the buried waste VE work. These included the public utilities industry 
(e.g., underground gas and water lines), land-use planning and construction industries (imaging and 
displaying subterranean infrastructure), and industrial archeology (detecting underground structures). 
Similar to the buried waste characterization problem, all of these side markets are potential users of VE 
technology, assuming that the techniques are integrated with a sophisticated sensing and detection 
capability. It appears that the market support found in the initial survey is largely predicated on further 
development of both sensor capabilities and VE display capabilities. 

m. R. Jacobson, personal communication (Worldesign Interim report), September 1994. 
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The usefulness of tools and techniques under development will be influenced by anticipated increases 
in capabilities of virtual world technologies in general. (For example, as hardware becomes cheaper and 
faster, the system is accessible to more potential users.) An evaluation of general technology 
advancement and potential effects on the project tools was undertaken. It may be that by 1996, 
economical virtual worlds applications running on PC workstations will be the rule rather than the 
exception. Based on this possibility, the project is advised to plan for applications running on 
down-scalable, less-costly virtual world platforms. The general trend toward greater capability at less 
cost would be beneficial to this technology, except if newer off-the-shelf capabilities are also associated 
with a movement away from Unix operating systems. In that case, substantial upgrade/rework may be 
needed to keep in tune with marketplace tools. 

From a commercialization standpoint, the current state-of-the-art immersion technologies, such as 
military HMDs, may be too large and expensive to be included in products for commercial use. 
Projection technologies such as CAVEs and Virtual Environment Theaters™ (VETs™) may be too large, 
expensive, and immobile for use in this application. At present, the creation of virtual worlds to be 
visualized on two-dimensional video monitors may make the most sense. 

The lack of standardization in the arena of virtual worlds software is a general problem in this field 
and will affect commercial potential of project products. However, it is anticipated that by 1996, the 
market for virtual worlds software will change remarkably. Constant scrutiny of this area and adjustment 
of project tools and software has been advised. 
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8. CONCLUSIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS, DEVELOPMENT NEEDS 

• Rapid Prototype Study (conclusions drawn about development system requirements) 

The environment must accommodate and use large layered data sets that will be 
encountered in digface characterization/remediation type operations. 

The environment must accommodate multivariate data because of the variety of sensors 
that may be involved in digface operations. 

The environment should have the ability to handle data gathered on or representative of 
a wide variety of physical coordinate spaces. 

The environment should be capable of displaying information in a wide variety of ways 
due to the diverse range of potential users. 

The environment should provide the supporting stmcture in which domain experts may 
conceive, implement, and test and refine new empirical algorithms for description, 
identification, and classification as warranted based on their perception of the data. 

• Integrated Hardware and Software Platform 

The architecture for an integrated software and hardware platform must integrate a 
number of capabilities and include hooks to accommodate future capabilities. 
Architecture of the system under development is shown in Figure 4-1. 

This system must have ready access to previously recorded data as well as to data that 
are being gathered and should allow the analyst/geophysicist to work with these data sets 
in whatever manner desired. The overall analysis/visualization approach taken is to 
integrate multiplatform data analysis software ;md an advanced RDMS with VE 
generation software. Such integration will ideally allow the different programs involved 
to respond to calls from each other allowing automation of data storage, analysis, and 
display. 

Recommendations 

The prototype system should be formally reviewed by potential users, specifically 
including Environmental Restoration personnel. Additional development should be 
guided by reviewer comments. 

• Depth-to-Object Algorithms 

The following analysis areas were highlighted as being of major interest: 

• Depth-to-object estimation 

• Contour analysis (determination of anomaly extrema) 
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Anomaly characterization. 

Software to perform depth-to-object analyses has been implemented and verified. The 
algorithm provides reasonable estimates of the object depth, although with a wide range 
of estimates. Depths estimated using the digface and RGS data were typically within 
one-half foot of real values. 

Recommendations 

The automation of the depth estimation algorithms allows verification to be done on 
numerous data. Such checking is too tedious and time consuming to be done by hand. 
The algorithms should be checked on numerous data sets, comprising a range of targets 
and environments. The 1994 digface data set is one specific data set on which die 
algorithms should be checked. 

Methods of estimating uncertainty in the calculated results should be investigated further. 
The capability for automated analysis allows a more systematic approach to uncertainty. 
Estimation of uncertainty supports a more rigorous approach to establishing confidence 
in the results for use in decisionmaking during hazardous waste remediation. 

Much work remains to be done to advance the state-of-the-art in near-field geophysics 
data interpretation and integration of data from various sensor types. Detailed analysis 
of the existing high resolution data sets to determine appropriate interpretation and 
algorithms to support this interpretation is warranted. Contour analysis and anomaly 
characterization of magnetic and EM sensor data are topic areas of particular benefit. 

ATR System Evaluation 

The ATR system performance was generally good for the data interpretation application. 
(For this initial study, the evaluation was done under rather ideal conditions.) Although 
there was some errors in distinguishing boxes from barrels, die system is capable (based 
on the limited testing done) of distinguishing target objects from background soil. 

Results show that application of the target recognition system was consistent with manual 
human data interpretation in tihat the definition of targets clearly improves as the sensors 
are brought closer to the waste. 

Recommendations 

Initial results indicate that further evaluation and possible development of the ATR 
system are warranted. Initial results are encouraging; however the ATR system must 
be demonstrated under conditions more representative of typical buried waste sites. The 
reasonable success when searching for defined and resolvable targets needs to be 
demonstrated in complex environments representative of real waste sites. 

In future assessment, the ATR system training should also be directed toward 
distinguishing target from background only, in addition to classifying specific types of 
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targets. This capability (distinguishing target or background) is currently of interest as 
is classifying target types. 

The limitations of the system in handling missing data (such as a sensor missing from 
the surveillance data that was present in the training data set) should be evaluated. 
Under such conditions, if the system performs poorly without reasonable chance for 
improvement through development, the likelihood of value in the digface application is 
questionable. 

Evaluation should be made of the potential for the system to use volumetric data 
(information obtained from the same sensor at different levels, i.e., different distances 
from the targets search area). Based on likely digface application, information from two 
(or possibly three) levels should be considered. The evaluation should include assessing 
performance degradation when same level parameters varies in surveillance data from 
what was used in the training set. It should be noted that inability to use multiple level 
data would not necessarily eliminate the ATR as a useful tool for the digface application. 

Neural Net Evaluation 

The neural network performance was generally good for the data interpretation 
application. After undergoing a training process, the networks demonstrated reasonable 
capability to distinguish targets from background. The networks have been able to 
recognize target locations accurately on over 85% of the digface data. 

Both backpropagation and RBF neural network paradigms were used for target 
background classification. For backpropagation networks using one data level and one 
sensor type, the number of input PEs was the size of the input vector (e.g., two for 
magnetics, four for EM) and the size of the hidden layer was generally one less than the 
number of input PEs. One output PE was used. Training times for 20,000 iterations 
were typically 30 seconds. Typical testing times were of the order of 3 seconds for one 
sensor and one level of digface data. RBF networks were used when backpropagation 
did not produce adequate results. The input vector was generally the same as that for 
the backpropagation networks. One hidden layer was used along with an extra layer for 
the Gaussian kernel functions. One output PE WJIS used. Typical training times were 
2 minutes for 50,000 iterations and typical testing times were 5 seconds for one sensor 
and one level of digface data. 

Training networks using combined sensor types within a data level provided some 
improvement in classification capability, particularly when objects with strong magnetic 
signatures were present in the experiment. Typically, RBF networks with six input, 
three hidden PEs, and one output PE were used. Training times for 50,000 iterations 
were from 2 to 4 minutes. Testing time for a single layer of data was approximately 6 
seconds. 

Using multiple levels of data and combining sensor types for training and testing modes 
resulted in a better definition of target boundaries. Backpropagation networks with two 
hidden layers gave best results. Typically, the first hidden layer had one less PE than 
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the input vector (input vectors ranged from 12 to 44 depending on the experiment), and 
the second hidden layer had half as many PEs as the first. Training times for 70,000 
iterations averaged 5 minutes and testing times were of the order of 7 seconds. 

Data from several experiments were combined to find a training set that would produce 
good results on all experiments. Targets from each experiment (except Experiments 1 
and 4) had to be included to get good results. Both magnetic and EM data were 
included and level data were accumulated. Training times were significant, but testing 
times were less than 10 seconds. 

Preliminary indications support the potential ability of neural networks to provide 
reasonable depth estimates. All results to date are within about 10% error of the desired 
depths. Additional evaluation is in progress. 

Neural network performance on test sets including magnetic components was less 
affected by disabling certain EM survey components. Up to two survey components 
could be disabled without significant degradation of the net performance on these test 
sets. 

In general, the EM survey finds more targets more accurately than does the magnetic 
survey. However, if any EM component is missing the net performance can be 
degraded. When EM and magnetic survey data are combined, then net performance is 
not damaged appreciably when one or even two EM or magnetic components are 
unavailable. In other words, at least four input vectors seem to be required and it does 
not seem to matter (at least at this stage of the analysis) which four vectors. 

Recommendations 

Initial results indicate that further evaluation and development of neural networks are 
warranted. Initial results are encouraging; however, the networks must be demonstrated 
under conditions more representative of actual buried waste sites. The reasonable 
success when searching for defined and resolvable targets needs to be demonstrated in 
environments representative of real waste sites. 

Network performance should be evaluated under conditions in which missing sensor data 
are encountered. A systematic study is needed to define expected performance under a 
range of reasonable missing data scenarios. 

Network performance should be evaluated under conditions in which the spatial grid for 
surveillance data are substantially degraded from the training sets. 

An evaluation of preprocessing methods such as wavelet preprocessing should be 
undertaken. The objective should be an understanding of the potential enhancement in 
network performance, including training and run times, that might result from 
preprocessing. 
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Visual Data Base Evaluation 

The visual data base applications showed the ability, benefit, and utility of having 
different sources of information about a particular waste site gathered into a centralized 
location. The applications investigated included the CTP Characterization Cell and Pit 
9. For the Characterization Cell application data from the digface Characterization 
activities were used in the development. For the Pit 9 application, historical data from 
the existing RWMIS data base and additional information generated during CIDRA 
activities was used. While analysis capabilities discussed in Section 5.3 have yet to be 
fully implemented into this environment, the potential benefit of such abilities is clear. 

Although the Characterization Cell application was not particularly large (total of 
approximately 20 objects), the need to have computing capabilities with significant power 
was demonstrated. The visual data base implementation was run on several different 
classes of work stations. On lower end (older) maichines that did not contain dedicated 
graphics processors, the response to user movement through the objects was irritatingly 
slow as were screen updates and responses to queries. On newer machines (e.g., Sun 
SparclO with dedicated graphics processors), the: performance was much better and 
movement through the objects in the world was quite acceptable. 

Based on implementation experience with the Pit 9 data base, it is clear that there will 
always be some doubts about the accuracy of the information in such a historical data 
base. The information must be used with caution and human expertise, and experience 
must be used in the process of building and using a visual data base. 

Recommendations 

Additional analysis capabilities, as suggested in Section 3.5 should be incorporated into 
the system. 

The system should be formally reviewed by potential users, specifically including 
Environmental Restoration personnel. Subsequent development, if warranted, should be 
guided by reviewer comments. 

Immersion Evaluation 

A limited evaluation of immersion capabilities indicates that polygon rendering is more 
important than texture mapping at this time. Improved polygon rendering and pixel 
transfer rates are needed to maintain user comfort as scene complexity increases. 

Current near-field geophysics data interpretation requires substantial training and 
expertise and is in an immature state. Until techniques are developed that would support 
representation of data by physical world objects, it is not clear how immersion will 
benefit geophysical data interpretation. 
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Immersion will play a larger role in the planned use of stereo/video and stereo/video 
mixing with VEs. Immersion will improve depth perception of people operating 
telerobotic equipment in hazardous environments. Further evaluation is planned in 1995. 

Stereo glasses coupled with appropriate monitors are adequate for tasks not requiring the 
sense of immersion. For training, potential direct operator control and other tasks, full 
immersion is necessitated by the need for the user to feel immersed in the virtual world. 

Recommendations 

The use of stereovision to improve depth perception should be investigated and 
performance evaluated in 1995. Reasonable frame rates must be provided to allow users 
to benefit from the sense of immersion. 

The use of immersion to support geophysical data interpretation should be placed at 
lower priority until a better fundamental understanding exists in the field of near field 
geophysics. At present, insufficient fundamental understanding in the field exists to 
allow evaluation of immersion techniques for potential benefit. 

Commercialization 

The potential market for buried waste remediation technology is large and extends 
beyond Federal installations such as DOE and DOD sites. The Federal sites themselves 
represent a significant potential investment of resources for cleanup; EPA estimates of 
costs range in the hundreds of billions of dollars. 

Preliminary market survey supports the project assumption of usefulness of VE 
technologies, based on feedback from businesses involved in the remediation 
marketplace. The commercial support is directed toward an encompassing suite of 
technologies including VE technologies and assumes a fairly sophisticated site 
characterization capability as part of the VE system. 

Several potential markets for spinoff products from the buried waste VE work have been 
identified. These include the public utilities industry (underground gas and water lines), 
land-use planning and construction industries (imaging and displaying subterranean 
infrastructure), and industrial archeology (detection of underground structures). Similar 
to the buried waste characterization problem, all of these side markets are potential users 
of VE technology, assuming that the techniques are integrated with a sophisticated 
sensing and detection capability. It appears that the market support found in the initial 
survey is largely predicated on further development of both sensor capabilities and VE 
display capabilities. 

From a commercialization standpoint, the current state-of-the-art immersion 
technologies, such as military HMDs, may be too large and expensive to be included in 
products for commercial use. Projection technologies such as CAVEs and VETs™ may 
be too large, expensive, and immobile for use in this application. At present, the 
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creation of virtual worlds to be visualized on two-dimensional video monitors may make 
the most sense. 

The lack of standardization in the arena of virtual worlds software is a general problem 
in this field and will affect commercial potential of project products. However, it is 
anticipated that by 1996, the market for virtual worlds software will change remarkably. 
Constant scrutiny of this area and adjustment of project tools and software is advised. 

Additional Recommendations 

A detailed review of existing data and measurement methods should be undertaken to evaluate 
current near field geophysical sensing capabilities and potential role in supporting an integrated 
strategy for buried waste characterization. Advancements made in 1994 by BWID funded 
technologies (such as Very Early Time Electromagnetics and holographic GPR) should be 
specifically looked at in the context of prioritizing information needed to support the overall 
characterization effort. The usefulness of data from specific sensors should be examined in 
the context of how quickly and how well the information can be transmitted to people needing 
it. The role of the VE project techniques in enhancing title usefulness of the data is one factor 
among others that should be considered. Another factor to consider is the amount of 
information collected by a specific sensor is completely independent of data collected by other 
sensors. The VE-integrated platform may provide a tool to assist in evaluating the usefulness 
of various sensor data by being a central focus of data collection, storage, and display. 

The existing high resolution data sets (1993 and 1994 digface data) are rich in content. These 
data should be further exploited by a detailed engineeriag analysis to determine the range of 
information present in the data. The data have not yet been investigated in a systematic way 
to explore different ways of understanding, displaying, or analyzing the data to determine how 
much information can be brought forth from the data and exploited to improve understanding. 
A close and careful review and analysis of the data will support advancement of techniques 
for fundamental understanding of near field geophysics. 
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Appendix A 

FY-93 Digface Performance Tests 

A-1. SUMMARY 

The digface performance tests were conducted at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory's 
(INEL's) Cold Test Pit (CTP). Three experiments were conducted at the Characterization Cell of the 
CTP. The Characterization Cell contains a number of simple isolated objects comprised of materials 
representing typical U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) low-level waste. The remainder of the digface 
performance tests were conducted at the Experiment Cell, which was specially built for the digface 
project. The Experiment Cell was created to provide a variety of simple examples of magnetic and 
electromagnetic (EM) signal superposition and interaction from multiple bodies. The trolley was used 
to scan the set of sensors over six test sites. The test sites were then excavated in incremental layers 
ranging from 0.5 to 1 ft thick. After each excavation, new scans were performed at the new surface 
elevation. Data were acquired and stored by the data acquisition system. The process continued until 
the objects buried in each cell were exposed. Over 200,000 data points were collected during a 6-week 
period from late September to the end of October 1993. Although data acquisition operations were 
manually driven, the data were collected efficiently and of high quality. The gantry crane deployment 
approach provided a stable and precise platform for data acquisition. 

A-2. PERFORMANCE TEST RESULTS 

The primary objective of the digface performance tests was to demonstrate collecting 
characterization data at the digface so that remediation efforts can be directed as needed in the field based 
on real-time characterization. To illustrate this concept, a scenario of ideal conditions for data collection 
was constructed to minimize signal interference from external objects including the structure supporting 
the sensor delivery and data collection systems. 

A-2.1 Test Description 

The digface performance tests were conducted at the INEL's CTP. The CTP contains a series of 
simulated waste areas designed to imitate configurations found in radioactive/hazardous burials areas 
throughout the DOE complex. The CTP is'located a few hundred yards south of the Subsurface Disposal 
Area (SDA) within the Radioactive Waste Management Complex. The SDA is the main low-level 
radioactive waste burial ground for the INEL. 

The original CTP was constructed in 1988 and contained five distinct burial cells. The original 
construction was 145 ft long X 40 ft wide and oriented so that the long axis was approximately aligned 
south to north. In November 1992, two additional test cellsb wen; added approximately 40 ft north of 
the existing CTP. These cells were designed and constructed to support a number of Buried Waste 
Integrated Demonstration Program tests performed during the summer of 1993 and were designated the 

a. G. G. Loomis, "Design and Construction Details of the INEL Simulated TRU Test Pit," EG&G Idaho, Inc., 
Engineering Design File BWP-150-009, March 2, 1989. 

b. M. R. Wiriberg, "Specifications of the Addition of a Characterization and a Retrieval Cell to the Cold Test Pit 
(As-Built), " EG&G Idaho, Inc., Engineering Design File, December 29, 1992. 
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Characterization Cell and Retrieval Cell, respectively. The Retrieval Cell was later excavated and 
removed in August 1993. 

Three of the six digface performance tests were conducted at the Characterization Cell during 
September and October 1993. A schematic of the Characterization Cell is shown in Figure A-l. The 
Characterization Cell contains a number of simple isolated objects comprised of materials representative 
of typical DOE low-level waste. This includes boxes filled with metallic and nonmetallic debris and 
55-gal drums. Also, two metal filing cabinets representing large heavy debris are located in the extreme 
eastern part of the Characterization Cell. Table A-l provides a detailed listing of the contents of the 
Characterization Cell. 

The remainder of the digface performance tests were conducted at the digface Experiment Cell, 
which was built for the digface project. The Experiment Cell was created to provide a variety of simple 
examples of magnetic and electromagnetic signal superposition and interaction from multiple bodies. A 
schematic of the Experiment Cell is shown in Figure A-l. The pit contains a variety of objects in 
multiple configurations including empty and full wooden boxes, 5-gal metal pails as single objects and 
stacked geometries, reinforced concrete, a large automobile engine, and a number of long linear objects 
(e.g., pipes, I-beams) made from ferrous and nonferrous metals and plastics. A list of buried objects in 
the Experiment Cell is provided in Table A-2. 

The performance tests were conducted using a custom built manual three axis trolley. The trolley 
was set up over each test location and used to scan a set of noninvasive sensors over the test cell. The 
cells were then excavated in incremental layers ranging from 0.5 to 1 ft thick. After each excavation, 
new scans were performed at the new surface elevation. Data were acquired and stored by a PC-based 
data acquisition system. The process continued until the objects buried in the cell were exposed. 

A-2.1.1 Sequence of Activities 

A detailed description of the experimental site activities is provided in an informal EG&G Idaho test 
plan (Josten and Roybal 1993). The general scope of activity was to collect geophysical and chemical 
data in multiple parallel planes that moved progressively closer to buried target objects as soil overburden 
was removed. The trolley survey footprint was much smaller than the Characterization and Experiment 
Cells so that each survey area required three overlapping trolley surveys. Six trolley positions were 
required to provide complete coverage of the two cells. Therefore, the initial activity before data 
collection involved positioning (including absolute positioning with respect to a global coordinate system), 
squaring, and leveling the trolley. Once this was accomplished, the pad surveys proceeded in a series 
of elevation steps, beginning with a survey of the air space above undisturbed ground and continuing 
belowgrade with soil layers removed in 6 in. to 1 ft increments until waste was encountered (see Figure 
A-2). Generally, spatial increments of 3 in. in the x-direction, 6 in. in the y-direction, and 6 in. in the 
z-direction were used for all surveys. Special increments along the z-axis were used for the chemical 
sensor to maintain proximity to ground level. 

While the general procedures and activities for each experiment were similar, each experiment had 
unique attributes. The most obvious were the varying target types in each experiment. Since the targets 
were known, the experiments had different goals and emphasis. A short synopsis of each experimental 
setup used during the performance tests is provided below. 
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1 

Description 

File cabinet 
2 File cabinet 

cover 
Loose from 1 

3 File cabinet 
4 Wooden box Contains metal scrap 
5 Wooden box Contains wood and paper 
6 Wooden box Contains nonferrous metal 
7 55-gal barrel Contains foam 
8 Wooden box Contains mixed metals 
9 Wooden box Contains wood and paper 

10 Wooden box Beneath 9: contains ferrous 
metal 

11 55-gal barrel Contains concrete 

Object 
ID 
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17 
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19 
20 
21 
22 
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25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 

Description 

Alcohol plume 
Alcohol plume 
NaCI plume 
5-cfal pails 
5-gal pails 
55-gai barrel 
5-c/al pail 
5-(|al pail 
55-gal barrel 
Wooden box 
Wooden box 
Wooden box 
Wooden box 
Iron pipe 
Concrete block 
Steel pipe 
Truck engine 
PVC pipe 
Steel pipe 
Copper bar 
Iron "C" channel 
Aluminum bar 
Steel bar 
Alcohol plume 
NaCI plume 

5-gal point source 
5-gal point source 
5-gal 
Vertical stack, 4 on 4 
Pyramid stack, 1-2-3 
Horizontal, empty 
Vertical, empty 
Horizontal, empty 
Vertical, empty 
Empty 
Contains dry dirt 
Contains wet dirt 
Empty 
Vertical 
6-in. steel loop on top 
Vertical 
V8 
Horizontal 
Horizontal 

15-gal poured in trench 
15-gat poured in trench 
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Rgure A-1 . Layout of digface Experiment Ceils (figure courtesy of N. E. Josten, IstBL). 
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Table A-1. Description of objects in Characterization Cell, used for Experiments 1, 2, and 3 of the 
FY-93 digface performance tests. 

Object 
identification Description Notes 

1 File cabinet — 

2 File cabinet cover Loose from 1 

3 File cabinet — 

4 4 x 4 x 2 wooden box Contains metal scrap 

5 4 x 4 x 2 wooden box Contains wood and paper 

6 4 x 4 x 2 wooden box Contains nonferrous metal 

7 55-gal barrel Contains foam 

8 4 x 4 x 2 wooden box Contains mixed metals 

9 4 x 4 x 2 wooden box Contains wood and paper 

10 4 x 4 x 2 wooden box Beneath 9; contains ferrous metal 

11 55-gal barrel Contains concrete 
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Table A-2. Description of objects in digface Experiment Cell, used for Experiments 4, 5, and 6 of the 
FY-93 digface performance tests. 

Object 
identification Description Notes 

12 Alcohol plume 5-gal point source 

13 Alcohol plume 5-gal point source 
14 NaCl plume 5-gal point source 

15 5-gal pails Vertical stack, 4 on 4 

16 5-gal pails Pyramid stack, 1-2-3 

17 5-gal barrel Horizontal, empty 

18 5-gal pails Vertical, empty 

19 5-gal pails Horizontal, empty 

20 5-gal barrel Vertical, empty 

21 2 x 4 x 2 wooden box Empty 

22 2 x 4 x 2 wooden box Contains dry dirt 

23 2 x 4 x 2 wooden box Contains wet dirt 

24 2 x 4 x 2 wooden box Empty 

25 Iron pipe Vertical 

26 Concrete block 6-in. steel loop on top 

27 Steel pipe Vertical 

28 Truck engine V8 

29 PVC pipe Horizontal 

30 Steel pipe Horizontal 

31 Copper bar — 

32 Iron "C" channel — 

33 Aluminum bar — 

34 Steel bar — 

35 Alcohol plume 15 gal, poured in furrc 

36 NaCl plume 15 gal, poured in furn 
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Surveying a profile 
automatic data collection as 
trolley manually scanned in the 
x direction 

Surveying a level 
trolley moved incrementally in the 
y direction, followed by scanning 
of new x profile until level survey 
complete 

Surveying a cell 
trolley mast lowered incrementally 
followed by new level survey 

Figure A-2. Illustration of the trolley scan sequence for surveying the three dimensional volume above 
a test cell. Note the definition of the survey parameters Ax, Ay, and Az. 
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Experiment 1 

Experiment 1 was performed over the far eastern edge of the Characterization Cell as shown in 
Figure A-l. (Figure A-3 contains a detailed drawing of Experiment 1.) The dominating waste forms 
in this experiment were two large filing cabinets buried approximately 6 in. below the surface of the cell. 
The experiment area also covers about half of two large boxes buried about 3 ft belowgrade. The 
northernmost box contains metal scrap while the southernmost box contains wood and paper products. 

Four pad levels were scanned with a magnetic sensor, an EM sensor in quadrature mode, and the 
EM sensor in inphase mode. The EM measurements were made with the sensor in a horizontal dipole 
configuration. This corresponded to 12 distinct pad surveys extending from the uppermost trolley 
position to about 3 in. belowgrade. 

Experiment 2 

Experiment 2 was performed over the middle portion of the Characterization Cell as shown in 
Figure A-l. (Figure A-4 contains a detailed drawing of Experiment 2.) Waste forms in this experimental 
setup included a large wooden box filled with nonferrous metals and a 55-gal drum filled with foam. 

Nine pad levels were scanned with magnetic and EM sensors. The EM device was run in 
quadrature and inphase modes in both horizontal and vertical dip>ole configurations. Therefore, five 
sensors times nine pad levels were scanned for a total of 45 distinct surveys extending from the 
uppermost trolley position to 4 ft belowgrade. 

Experiment 3 

Experiment 3 was performed over the westernmost portion of the Characterization Cell as shown 
in Figure A-l. (Figure A-5 contains a detailed drawing of Experiment 3.) This experiment included 
double-stacked boxes located in the northern part of the Characterization Cell where the upper box 
contains wood and paper, the lower box contained ferrous metals, and a 55-gal drum, located in the 
southern portion of the pit, contained concrete. 

Eight pad levels were scanned with magnetic and EM sensors. The EM device was run in 
quadrature and inphase modes in both horizontal and vertical dipole configurations. Therefore, five 
sensors times eight pad levels were scanned for a total of 40 distinct surveys extending from the 
uppermost trolley position to 3 ft belowgrade. The upper box was removed from the survey area when 
the excavation reached about 0.5 ft belowgrade. 

Experiment 4 

Experiment 4 was conducted over the westernmost portion of the digface Experiment Cell. This 
area was free from buried waste and designated specifically for contaminant plume detection. One salt 
and two alcohol plumes configured as shown in Figure A-2 were created prior to experimental surveys. 
(Figure A-6 contains a detailed drawing of Experiment 4.) 

Four levels of horizontal dipole quadrature data, three levels of vertical dipole quadrature data, and 
diree levels of volatile organic chemical (VOC) data were collected for a total of 10 distinct surveys. The 
quadrature data were collected starting from the uppermost trolley position downward. The VOC data 
were collected at levels 3,4, and 5. This represents one pad level at original grade and two successive 
levels belowgrade after excavation. The abovegrade upper levels were not collected with the 
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Experiment 1 

Object ID Description Depth (ft) Notes 

1 file cabinet 2.9 
2 file cabinet cover 2.6 loose from 1 
3 file cabinet 3.0 
4 wooden box 5.4 contains metal scrap 
5 wooden box 5.1 contains wood and paper 

Figure A-3. Layout of buried objects and the survey scan area relative to the trolley for Experiment 1. 
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Experiment 2 
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Object ID Description Depth (ft) Notes 

4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

wooden box 
wooden box 
wooden box 
55 gal barrel 
wooden box 

5.4 
5.1 
5.1 
5.2 
4.7 

contains metal scrap 
contains wood and paper 
contains non-ferrous metal 
contains foam 
contains mixed metals 

Figure A-4. Layout of buried objects and the survey scan area relative to die trolley for Experiment 2 
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Experiment 3 

11 

10 
\ 

Object ID Description Depth (ft) Notes 

8 
9 
10 
11 

wooden box 
wooden box 
wooden box 
55 gal barrel 

4.8 
2.8 
4.9 
5.0 

contains mixed metals 
contains wood and paper 
beneath 9; contains ferrous metal 
contains concrete 

Figure A-5. Layout of buried objects and the survey scan area relative to the trolley for Experiment 3. 
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Experiment 4 

Object ID Description Depth (ft) Notes 

12 alcohol plume 2.4 5 gal point source 
13 alcohol plume 2.4 5 gal point source 
14 NaCI plume 2.4 5 gal 
15 5 gallon pails 3.7 vertical stack, 4 on 4 
18 5 gallon pail 4.8 vertical, empty 
21 wooden box 3.6 empty 

Figure A-6. Layout of buried objects and the survey scan area relative to the trolley for Experiment 4. 
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VOC because of surface air currents and the inability of the VOC sensor to detect organic vapors away 
from the immediate source. 

Experiment 5 

Experiment 5 was conducted over the central part of the Experiment Cell as shown in Figure A-2. 
This part of the experiment pit contains four wooden boxes, several steel 5-gal pails in stacked and 
singular configurations, and two steel 55-gaI drums in vertical and horizontal orientations. (Figure A-7 
contains a detailed drawing of Experiment 5.) 

Six levels of magnetic and electromagnetic data were collected over the Experiment 5 area. The 
EM data included vertical and horizontal dipole quadrature and inphase measurements for a total of 
30 distinct surveys. The 55-gal upright barrel (object 20) was removed after the first excavation of 
approximately 8 in. The uppermost 5-gal pail on the pyramid stack (object 16) was removed after the 
second excavation of approximately 6 in. Both objects were later replaced after the experiment was 
complete. Total excavation depth for Experiment 5 was about 1.5 ft. 

Experiment 6 

Experiment 6 was conducted over the westernmost portion of the Experiment Cell as shown in 
Figure A-2. (Figure A-8 contains a detailed drawing of Experiment 6.) This part of the cell contains 
a number of long, linear, metallic objects and some isolated massive objects. These objects include a 
steel I-beam, copper pipe, an aluminum box beam, a V-8 automobile engine, a large concrete plug, and 
a short section of thick-walled pipe. Additionally, two 7-ft furrows were dug and filled with isopropyl 
alcohol and a saturated salt solution respectively. The objective of this action was to determine if 
contaminant plumes could be differentiated from buried objects. 

Seven levels of magnetic and electromagnetic data were collected. The EM data were collected in 
vertical and horizontal dipole modes for both quadrature and inphase components. Three levels of VOC 
data were also collected. In total, 38 distinct surveys were conducted and the experiment area was 
excavated to approximately a 2.5 ft depth. The vertical steel pipe (object 27) was removed after the first 
excavation of approximately 8 in. It was later replaced after the experiment was complete. 

A-2.1 .2 Sensor Subsystem 

The digface performance experiments used a passive magnetic field sensor, an active 
electromagnetic sensor, and an ionization-based chemical sensor. Each of these sensors provided an 
analog output that was converted to a digital value by combinating analog-to-digital (AD) hardware in 
the data acquisition system (DAS) system and the proper conversion factors supplied by the sensor 
manufacturer. Detailed descriptions of each sensor are provided in Appendix A of the test plan (Josten 
and Roybal 1993). A general description of each sensor is provided below. 

A-2.1.2.1 Magnetics. A Electro Mechanical Design Services, Inc. GRS-1 Fluxgate 
Magnetometer was used to sense the local magnetic field. This instrument is responsive to ferrous 
material, which can indicate hazardous substances in the area (e.g., hazardous material inside metal 
containers). The sensor measures the ambient magnetic field along the axis of the magnetometer and the 
magnetic gradient of the ambient magnetic field aligned with the sensor axis. The instrument is sensitive 
to orientation because the magnetic field of the Earth is a vector quantity. However, this did not present 
a problem because the trolley subsystem provided a stable platform for measurements. The magnetic 
sensor was always oriented vertically during the performance tests. Therefore, the measurements 
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Experiment 5 

Object ID Description Depth (ft) Notes 

15 5 gallon pails 3.7 vertical stack, 4 on 4 
16 5 gal pails 3.4 pyramid stack, 1-2-3 
17 55 gal basrrel 3.9 horizontal, empty 
18 5 gallon pail 4.8 vertical, empty 
19 5 gallon pail 4.9 horizontal, empty 
20 55 gallon barrel 3.1 vertical, empty 
21 wooden box 3.6 empty 
22 wooden box 3.7 contains dry dirt 
23 wooden box 3.7 contains wet dirt 
24 wooden box 3.7 empty 
25 iron pipe 4.4 vertical 
26 concrete block 3.7 6 in. steel loop on top 
28 truck engine 4.0 V8 

Figure A-7. Layout of buried objects and the survey scan area relative to the trolley for Experiment 5. 
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Experiment 6 
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Object ID 

17 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 

Description 

55 gal basrrel 
wooden box 
iron pipe 
concrete block 
steel pipe 
truck engine 
PVC pipe 
steel pipe 
copper bar 
iron "C" channel 
aluminum bar 
steel bar 
alcohol plume 
Nad plume 

Depth (fti 

4.0 
3.9 
4.5 
3.8 
2.5 
4.9 
5.3 
5.4 
4.8 
4.1 
5.2 
5.8 
2.4 
2.4 

Notes 

horizontal, empty 
empty 
vertical 
6 in. steel loop on top 
vertical 
V8 
horizontal 
horizontal 

15 gal poured in trench 
15 gal poured in trench 

Figure A-8. Layout of buried objects and the survey scan area relative to the trolley for Experiment 6. 
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performed with the magnetometer amounted to determining the veitical field and the vertical gradient of 
the vertical field. 

The GRS-1 magnetometer has stated sensitivities of 20,000 nanoTesla (nT) per volt for a vector 
field measurement and 32,808 nT/m per volt for a gradient measurement. These sensitivities combined 
with a AD range of ± 5 V and 18-bit effective resolution provide resolution capabilities of 0.8 nT for 
the vector field and 1.25 nT/m for the vector gradient. 

A-2.7.2.2 Electromagnetics. A Geonics, Ltd. EM38 Ground Conductivity Meter was used to 
measure quadrature and inphase components of induced magnetic fields as a percentage of a transmitted 
primary magnetic field. This sensor responds to the presence of electrically conductive metals and 
ground conductivity changes potentially caused by fluids in the ground. The EM38 has a linear geometry 
consisting of a transmitter and receiver pair of coils that are approximately 1 m apart. Because of this 
geometry, the instrument is also orientation sensitive. The sensor was always aligned parallel to the 
trolley y-axis for the performance tests. 

The instrument produces a differential output that requires the DAS to subtract the two signals 
generated by the EM38. The quadrature (or apparent conductivity) output from the sensor has a stated 
sensitivity of 4,000 milliSiemen per meter per volt and the inphase output has a sensitivity of 115 part 
per thousand per volt. Unlike other Geonics, Ltd. conductivity devices, the EM-38 does not produce 
quadrature and inphase outputs simultaneously requiring two separate pad surveys to obtain this 
information. 

The depth of investigation of the EM38 may be changed by changing the coil orientation from 
vertical to horizontal. Thus, four data collection modes are possible: horizontal dipole quadrature 
(EM-Q-H), horizontal dipole inphase (EM-IP-H), vertical dipole quadrature (EM-Q-V), and vertical 
dipole inphase (EM-IP-V). These designations are used throughout the results discussion in the next 
section. 

A-2.1.2.3 VOCs. A HNU Systems, Inc. DL-101 instrument was used to sense volatile organic 
material placed in simulated plumes at the digface. This instrument uses photo ionization as the detection 
principle and has an effective range of 0.1 to 2,000 parts per million (ppm) for benzene, which is the 
preferred calibration fluid. Isopropyl alcohol was used as the organic for environmental reasons, and 
appropriate calibration procedures were established for the alcohol. The sensor incorporates a small 
vacuum pump to draw ambient air into the ionization chamber and consequently has a slow response time 
(< 3 seconds to 90% response as per the manufacturer). The instrument provides an analog output that 
is measured by the DAS. Stated sensitivity is 1,000 ppm per volt. 

A-2.2 Summary of Data Collection 

The performance tests generated over 200,000 independent sensor measurements. The position of 
each raw measurement was recorded based on a local coordinate system tied to the trolley structure. The 
position data have subsequently been transformed into Idaho State Plane coordinates providing a world 
coordinate system that ties together all the data as well as the locations of objects within the pits. 

For the magnetometer and EM38, the number of data collection levels ranged from 4 (for 
Experiment 1) to 9 (for Experiment 3). These data were collected at 0.24 in. intervals in the x direction, 
and 0.5 in. intervals in the y and z directions. HNU data were collected at 0.24 in. intervals in the x 
direction and 12 in. intervals in the y direction. For the HNU, the number of levels and the z-spacing 
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between levels varied depending on the elevation of the digface after each excavation step. Table A-3 
summarizes data collection for the entire performance testing activity. 

Table A-3. Summary of data collection for the FY-93 digface performance tests. 

Sensor 

Experiment number 

Sensor 1 2 3 4 5 6 Total 

Total data levels collected 

Magnetic vertical field 4 9 8 — 6 7 34 

Magnetic vertical gradient 4 9 8 — 6 7 34 

EM-Q-H 4 9 8 6 6 7 40 

EM-IP-H 4 9 8 — 6 7 34 

EM-Q-V — 9 8 3 6 6 32 

EM-IP-V — 9 8 — 6 6 29 

HNU — — — 3 — 3 6 

Total 16 54 48 12 36 43 209 

Total data points collected 

Magnetic vertical field 4,350 9,900 8,800 — 6,600 7,700 37,350 

Magnetic vertical gradient 4,350 9,900 8,800 — 6,600 7,700 37,350 

EM-Q-H 4,048 9,108 8,096 6,072 6,512 7,612 41,448 

EM-IP-H 4,048 9,108 8,096 — 6,512 7,612 35,376 

EM-Q-V — 9,108 8,096 3,036 6,512 6,512 33,264 

EM-IP-V — 9,108 8,096 — 6,512 6,512 30,228 

HNU — — — 2,496 — 1,716 4,212 

Total 16,796 56,232 49,984 11,604 39,248 45,364 219,228 
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Appendix B 

Characterization Cell VREAM Model Screen Images 
The Characterization Cell at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory Radioactive Waste 

Management Complex is an engineered waste burial site used for development and testing of sensors. 
Details of the Characterization Cell are given in Appendix A. This appendix provides additional 
computer screen images showing some of the characteristics of the VREAM model constructed of the 
Characterization Cell. 

Figure B-l shows a screen dump of the VREAM model of the Characterization Cell as viewed 
from above and to the south of the cell. Cylinders and rectangular parallelepipeds represent the buried 
waste forms (boxes, barrels, and file cabinets) described in Appendix A. The two tall rectangular 
structures on the right-hand side of the figure are the metal file cabinets. The facsimile of a hand in the 
figure represents the device with which one can interact with this model. 

Figure B-2 is a screen dump of the same model as the user has rotated clockwise about 
45 degrees around the south side of the cell. The two stacked boxiss appear on the left-hand side of the 
image. 

Figure B-3 shows the viewpoint after the user has rotated counterclockwise approximately 
45 degrees more and moved downward. At this position, the viewpoint is just above the floor level of 
the Characterization Cell. Visible in the foreground are the stacked boxes (objects 9 and 10) and a barrel 
(object 11). 

Figure B-4 shows basically the same view as is Figure B-3 except the user has grabbed the barrel 
object (object 11 (also known as object A) with the hand causing ;in information window to display in 
the upper right-hand corner of the screen. The information window provides identification and contents 
information about the object. Note that the object changed color in response to the grab action. 

Figures B-5 and B-6 show the result of the user moving to the left relative to the view in 
Figure B-4 and then grabbing the top box of the two stacked boxed [object 9 (also known as El)], 
respectively. 

Figures B-7 and B-8 show the result of the user moving im:o the scene (traveling east) and then 
eventually grabbing the left-hand file cabinet [object 1 (also known as Fl)], respectively. 
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Figure B-1. Screen image of VREAM model view of the Characterization Cell viewed from south to 
north. 

Figure B-2. Screen image of VREAM model view of the Characterization Cell viewed from southwest 
to northeast. 
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Figure B-3. Screen image of VREAM model view of the Characterization Cell viewed from Cell floor 
level looking west to east. 

Figure B-4. Screen image of VREAM model view of the Characterization Cell viewed from cell floor 
level looking west to east as user "grabs" object 11. 
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Figure B-5. Screen image of VREAM model view of the Characterization Cell viewed from cell floor 
level looking west to east. 
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Figure B-6. Screen image of VREAM model view of the Characterization Cell viewed from cell floor 
level looking west to east. 
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Figure B-7. Screen image of VREAM model view of the Characterization Cell viewed from cell floor 
level looking west to east. 
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Figure B-8. Screen image of VREAM model view of the Characterization Cell viewed from cell floor 
level looking west to east. 
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Appendix C 

Neural Network Supplemental Information 

C-1. SUMMARY 

Artificial neural network output for target versus background identification consisted of a file 
containing a vector of the responses. To evaluate these responses, criteria are needed. Target criteria 
grids used for electromagnetic (EM) evaluation are presented below C language source code for a trained 
network. 

C-2. TARGET CRITERIA 

Grids of the target criteria, established for all EM and EM plus magnetic data combined for 
an experiment (referred to as total or combined) tests, are shown in Figures C-1 through C-6. These 
grids were generated based on the target location information given in Appendix A. The networks 
used these locations to compare their outputs and determine the classification rate and root mean 
square values that represent this comparison. The lighter regions are targets with a value of +1, • 
while the darker area is "background" with a value of -1. The ring features surrounding the "targets" 
are features added by the gridding program. El-CRITERIA is the grid for Experiment 1 criteria, 
E2-CRITERIA is for Experiment 2, and so on. These grids were used to compare the network output 
grids and to ensure that all desired targets were used in the criteria. 

C-3. EXAMPLE SOURCE CODE 

An example for a neural network trained using the data from digface Experiment 3, level 7 is 
shown below. C language source code can be generated by the neural network development program 
(NeuralWare) used for the neural network examination of the digfsice data. This allows one to embed 
the neural network into a larger framework if desired. The particidar network used here for 
illustration was trained and evaluated using the EM sensor (sensors 2, 3, 4, and 5) data for level 7 of 
Experiment 7. Input required for the network is basically a concatenated file consisting of the x, y, z 
coordinates and all the EM data. Table C-1 shows a section of the input file. Output from network 
is written to a file consisting of the coordinate positions and network output. A portion of the output 
generated by the network is shown in Table C-2. As mentioned above, an output of -1 (or less) 
indicates background and an output of +1 (or above) indicates target. 

Table C-3 shows the C language source code for this neural network. 
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Figure C-4. Target versus background criteria for Experiment 4 (target - light colored, background - dark color). 
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Figure C-S. Target versus background criteria for Experiment 5 (target - light colored, background - dark color). 
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Table C-1. Input for example neural network. 
X I z Sensor 2 Sensor 3 Sensor 4 Sensor 5 

2.86 4.44 -4.08 146 9 103.3 -0.6 

3.12 4.44 -4.08 256.4 12.3 157.4 1.7 

3.35 4.44 -4.08 225.5 11.1 121.6 -1.9 

3.6 4.44 -4.08 220 10.6 101.5 -4.9 4.44 -4.08 220 10.6 101.5 -4.9 

Table C-2. Output for example neural network. 

X y. z Net output 

13.040000 6.430000 -4.080000 -1.064853 

2.860000 6.930000 -4.080000 -0.730877 

3.110000 6.930000 -4.080000 -0.282556 

3.350000 6.930000 -4.080000 0.852686 

3.590000 6.930000 ^.080000 0.979544 

3.830000 6.930000 -4.080000 1.019403 



Table C-3. C language source code for Experiment 3, level 7 magnetic network. 

#iHGlude <stdio.h> 
#include <math.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <string.h> 
#include <io.h> 

#defineNINPUT4 
I* Thu Aug 11 11:03:49 1994 (junkemx) */ 
I* Recall-Only Run-time for <untitled> */ 
/* O>ntrol Strategy is: <backprop> */ 

int junk(float * Yin, float * Yout) 
{ 

float Xout[13],Xsum[13]; /* work arrays */ 

I* *** WARNING: Code generated assuming Recall = 0 *** */ 

/* Read and scale input into network */ 
Xout[2] = Yin[0] * (0.0035720664f) + (-1.34399f); 
Xout[3] = Yin[l] * (0.034423408f) + (-1.0481928f); 
Xout[4] = Yin[2] * (0.0016508461Q + (0.005530294f); 
Xout[5J = Yin[3] * (0.017021277f) + (-0.041702141f); 

/* Generating code for PE 0 in layer 3 */ 
Xsum[6] = (float)(-0.58119851) + (float)(0.31884462) * Xout[2] + 

(float)(0.45033792) * Xout[3] + (float)(0.25224397) * Xout[4] + 
(float)(-0.64207762) * Xout[5]; 

I* Generating code for PE 1 in layer 3 */ 
Xsum[7] = (float)(-0.48031494) + (fioat)(0.24281308) * Xout[2] + 

(float)(0.30332226) * Xout[3] + (float)(0.2273268) * Xout[4] + 
(float)(-0.51278853) * Xout[5]; 

/* Generating code for PE 2 in layer 3 */ 
Xsumf8] »(float)(-1.2421166) + (float)(0.75169265) * Xout[2] + 
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Table C-3. (continued). 

(float)(-0.14628448) * Xout[3] + (float)(-0.98800075) * Xout[4] + 
(float)(2.8351407) * Xoutf5]; 

/* Generating code for PE 3 in layer 3 */ 
Xsum[9] = (float)(1.7950312) + (float)(-0.67055142) 

(float)(-1.4400848) * Xout[3] + (float)(-3.0225651) 
(float)(-0.61679888) * Xout[5]; 

* Xout[2] + 
* Xout[4] + 

1* Generating code for PE 4 in layer 3 */ 
Xsum[10] = (float)(-0.86769587) + (float)(2.8093309) 

(float)(2.8338015) * Xout[3] + (float)(-l.808522) *: 
(float)(0.69450641) * Xout[5]; 

* Xout[2] + 
Xout[4] + 

/* Generating code for PE 5 in layer 3 */ 
Xsum[ll] = (float)(-1.4719238) + (float)(6.7552209)! 

(float)(3.5697625) * Xout[3] + (float)(-1.9011079) * 
(float)(-2.1230559) * Xout[5]; 

* Xout[2] + 
Xout[4] + 

/* Generating code for PE 0 in layer 3 */ 
Xout[6] = (float) tanh( (double) Xsum[6]); 

1* Generating code for PE 1 in layer 3 */ 
Xout[7j = (float) tanh( (double) Xsum[7]); 

1* Generating code for PE 2 in layer 3 */ 
Xout[8] = (float) tanh( (double) Xsum[83); 

/* Generating code for PE 3 in layer 3 */ 
Xout[9] = (float). tanh( (double) Xsum[9]); 

1* Generating code for PE 4 in layer 3 */ 
Xout[10]«(float) tanh( (double) Xsum[10]); 

1* Generating code for PE 5 in layer 3 */ 
Xout[ll] = (float) tanh( (double) Xsumfll]); 

/* Generating code for PE 0 in layer 4 */ 
Xsum[12] = (float)(-0.078371227) + (float)(-0.15887693) * Xout[6] + 

(float)(-0.10108677) * Xout[7] + (float)( 1.5689932) * Xout[8] + 
(float)(1.6149535) * Xout[9] + (float)(0.60079795) * Xout[10] + 
(float)(0.73317903) * Xout[ll]; 

Xout[12] m (float) tanh( (double) Xsum[12]); 

/* De-scale and write output from network */ 
Yout[0] =Xout[12] * (1.25f); 

1* Generating code for PE 0 in layer 4 */ 
retum( 0); 

} 

-
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Table C-3. (continued). 

void main(int argc, char *argvD) 

inti; 
intj; 
float Yin[NINPUT]; 
float Yout[] = {0.0f}; 
float xyz[3]; 
FILE *fin; 
FILE *fout; 
char inputfile[20]; 
char outputfile[20]; 
int dummy = 0; 

if (argc != 3) 
{ 
printfC'Error! Need input and output file names !\n"); /* Prints to screen */ 
exit(0); I* Exit program properly */ 

} 
sttcpy(inputfile, argvfl]); 
strcpy(outputfile, argv[2]); 
if( (fin = fopen(inputfile, "r")) — NULL) /* Check if opening of inputfile Ok for reading 

*/ 
{ 
printfC'Error opening file: %s !\n", inputfile);/* Prints to screen */ 
exit(0); /* Exit program properly */ 

} 
if( (fout = fopen(outputfile, "w")) == NULL) /* Check if opening of outputfile Ok for 

reading */ 
{ 
printfC'Error opening file: %s !\n", outputfile); /* Prints to screen */ 
exit(0); /* Exit program properly */ 

} 
/* while( !_eof( (int) fin) )*/ 

for(j=Q;j<989;j++) 
{ 
for (i=0; i<3; i++) fscanf(fin, "%f', &xyz[i]); 
for (i=0; i<NINPUT; i++) fscanf(fin, "%f', &Yin[i]); 
/*printf("x: %f y: %f z: %f s2: %f s3: %f s4: %f s5: %f\n", xyz[0], xyz[l], xyz[2], Yin[0], 

Yin[l],Yin[2],Yin[3]);*/ 
dummy =junk(Yin, Yout); 
fprintf(fout, "%f %f %f %f\n", xyz[0], xyz[l], xyz[2], YouitfO]); 

} 
fclose(fin); 
fclose(fout); 
exit(0); 

} 
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Appendix D 

Descriptions of the RWMIS and 
Qualifier Data Base Fields 

D-1. SUMMARY 

This appendix contains a description of the Radioactive Waste Management Information System 
(RWMIS) data base fields. The descriptions and data base field names given below are those assigned 
by the CIDRA effort (Smith 1994). 

D-2. DESCRIPTIONS 

Tables D-1 through D-4 below give descriptions for the master, container, nuclide, and qualifier 
data bases field names. 
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Table D-1. Descriptions of master data base fields. 

I BAD_HST- Indicates if the data are from best available data (BAD) or historical data 
(HST). Used as a bookkeeping field for the CIDRA project. Always 
BAD for the Pit 9 entries 

HSAREA- Area from which the waste originated 
HSWASTE_TP - Waste type (solid or liquid) 

HSRADIO_AC - Indicates whether or not the waste is radioactive 

HSONOFF_SI - Indicates whether the waste generator was onsite or offsite 
HSREPORT_D - Date the shipping form was completed 

HSREPORTJT- Time the shipping form was completed 

HSWASTE_DE - Waste description (actually the radiation reading in millirem per hour 
taken at contact and at 1 m) 

HSGROSS_VO - Gross volume of the waste in cubic meters 

HSGROSS_WG - Gross weight of the waste in grams 

HSGROSS_AC - Gross radioactivity of the waste in curies 

HDES_LOC - General destination location (Pit 9 in this case) 
DOWNLOAD - Indicates which download of RWMIS. Used as bookkeeping field for 

the CIDRA project. 

VERIFIED - Indicates if the record was verified against the shipping manifest. Used 
as a bookkeeping field for the CIDRA project. 

TRU- Indicates if the shipment contains transuranic waste. Used as a 
bookkeeping, field for the CIDRA project. 
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Table D-2. Descriptions of container data base fields. 

BAD_HST- Indicates if the data are from best available data (BAD) or historical data 
(HST). Used as a bookkeeping field for the CIDRA project. Always 
BAD for the Pit 9 entries 

HSAREA- Area from which the waste originated 

HSWASTEJTP - Waste type (solid or liquid) 

HSRADIO_AC - Indicates whether or not the waste is radioactive 

HSONOFF_SI - Indicates whether the waste generator was onsite or offsite 

HSREPORT_D - Date the shipping form was completed 

HSREPORT_T - Time the shipping form was completed! 

HSWASTEDE - Waste description (actually the radiation reading in millirem per hour 
taken at contact and at 1 m) 

HTYPE_CONT - Container type (box, barrel, ...) 

HNO_CONTl Number of waste containers in the shipment 

HCONT_VOLl - Volume of each waste container 

HVOLUNIT1 - Unit of volume for each waste container type (F-ft3, K-gallons) 

HSOLIDDS1 Content code providing a generic desciiption of the waste contents 

HDESLOC1 - Specific disposal location of the waste 

HDES_DAT1 - Disposal date 

HDESLOC - General destination location (Pit 9 in this case) 

DOWNLOAD - Indicates which download of RWMS. Used as a bookkeeping field for 
the CIDRA project. 

VERIFIED - Indicates if the record was verified against the shipping manifest. Used 
as a bookkeeping field for the CIDRA project. 

TRU- Indicates if the shipment contains transuranic waste. Used as a 
bookkeeping field for the CIDRA project. 
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Table D-3. Descriptions of nuclide data base fields. 

BAD_HST- Indicates if the data are from best available data (BAD) or historical data 
(HST). Used as a bookkeeping field for the CIDRA project. Always 
BAD for the Pit 9 entries 

HSAREA- Area from which the waste originated 

HSWASTEJTP - Waste type (solid or liquid) 

HSRADIO_AC - Indicates whether or not the waste is radioactive 

HSONOFFSI - Indicates whether the waste generator was onsite or offsite 

HSREPORT_D - Date the shipping form was completed 

HSREPORT_T - Time the shipping form was completed 

HSWASTE_DE - Waste description (actually the radiation reading in millirem per hour 
taken at contact and at 1 m) 

HNUCJD2 - Isotopic nuclide designation 

HNUC_CON2 - Gram quantity of each nuclide 

HNUC_CUR2 - Curied quantity of each nuclide 

HNUC_N02 - N/A for Pit 9 

HNUC_LES2 - N/A for Pit 9 

DOWNLOAD - Indicates which download of RWMIS. Used as bookkeeping field for 
the CIDRA project. 

HDESLOC - General destination location (Pit 9 in this case) 

VERIFIED - Indicates if the shipment contains transuranic waste. Used as a 
bookkeeping field for the CIDRA project. 

TRU- Indicates if the shipment contains transuranic waste. Used as a 
bookkeeping field for the CIDRA project. 
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Table D-4. Descriptions of qualifier flag data base fields. 

SDA_LOC - Location of the area in the SDA 

HSAREA- Area from which the waste; originated 
HSWASTETP - Waste type (solid or liquid) 

HSRADIO_AC - Indicates whether or not the waste is radioactive 
HSONOFFSI - Indicates whether the waste generator was onsite or offsite 

HSREPORT_D - Date the shipping form was completed 

HSREPORTJT - Time the shipping form was completed 

HSWASTEDE - Waste description (actually the radiation reading in millirem 
per hour taken at contact and at 1 m) 

SHIP_MISS - Indicates if the shipping manifest is missing 

ILLEGIBLE - Holds the entry codes for fields that are illegible on the 
shipment record 

SHIP_BLANK - Holds the entry codes for fields that are blank on the 
shipment record and nozero in RWMIS 

ZEROBLANK - Holds the entry codes for fields that are blank on the 
shipment record and zero in RWMIS 

CONTCODE(l through 10) - Holds a content code number and the information that is 
different between the content code in REMIS and the 
information on the shipment record. 

MISCELL - Holds general comments 

UPDATE - Indicates if the associated entry in RWMIS was updated 

KEY_FIELD - Indicates if the change to be made is in one of the RWMIS 
key fields 

OLD_KEY - Holds the old key prior to the update 

TRU- Indicates if the shipment contains transuranic waste. Used as 
a bookkeeping field for the CIDRA project. 
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Appendix E 

Printouts of RWMIS 
and Qualifier Data Bases 

E-1. SUMMARY 

This appendix provides listings of the master, container, nuclide, and qualifier data bases for the 
Radioactive Waste Management Information System (RWMIS) Pit 9 entries. These data bases are 
products of the CIDRA effort (Smith 1994). 
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E-1. (continued). 

ffilOTFTIfliW^tWffiF^ VERIFIED TRU 
»::: RFODpW S R 6/S*t NO 0 0 34.6300 •7IM0OMM0 0.000000000096(00 BGP09 TRUE TRUE 

» RPODOW s * 6/5/61 •10 0 0 34.6300 16850000.000 0000000000006100 B0P09 TRUE TRUE 
B RFODOW s R vm 100 0 0 34.6300 16510000.000 0000000000006100 BOP09 TRUE TRUE 
B RFODOW s R eitioi 810 1 0 34.6300 16970000.000 0000000000006100 BGP09 TRUE TRUE 
B RFODOW $ R tium 100 15 0 34.6300 14990000.000 0.000000000006IOO BCP09 TRUE TRUE 
B *FODOW s R must 110 14 0 34.6300 14710000.000 0000000000006100 BGF09 TRUE TRUE 
B IFODOW s R 6717/61 100 S 0 34.6300 14470000.000 0 000000000006100 BGP09 TRUE TRUE 
B IFODOW s R timet •30 4 0 34.6300 14250000.000 0.000000000006100 BGP09 TRUE TRUE 
B RFODOW s R tin/a •40 IS 0 34.6300 14410000.000 0.000000000006100 BGF09 TRUE JBJffi 
B RFODOW s R 6/17/M 910 15 3 34.6300 14930000000 0000000000006100 BGP09 TRUE TRUE 
B RFODOW s R 6/I7/6J M0 14 0 34.6300 14110000.000 0.000000000006100 BGP09 TRUE TRUE 
B RFODOW s R 6fl7/6t 9)0 20 1 35.4000 14360000.000 0000000000006100 BGP09 TRUE TRUE 
B RFODOW s R 6/l7/6t 1010 3 0 35.4000 10510000.000 0000000000006100 BGP09 TRUE TRUE 
B RFODOW s R 6/18/61 100 id o 34.6300 10220000.000 0000000000006100 BGP09 TRUE TRUE 
B RFODOW s R units* 1020 20 2 35.J200 9920000.000 0000000000006100 BGP09 TRUE TRUE 
B RFODOW s R mna 110 7 0 34.6300 9376000000 OLOOOOOOOOMWIOO 8GP09 TRUE TRUE 
B RFODOW s R mtm •30 3 0 34.6300 14660000.000 0000000000006100 BGP09 TRUE TRUE 
B RFODOW s R «VI9/6» 900 1 0 51.6100 10390000.000 0.000000000006100 BGP09 TRUE TRUB 
B RFODOW s R «vi9/ea 910 3 0 59.0100 14610000.000 0.000000000006100 BGP09 TRUE TRUB 
B RFODOW s R 6/19/61 920 « 0 59.6400 II84OOO0.OO0 O.O00O00000006IO0 BGP09 TRUE TRUE 
B RFODOW s R vim 930 3 0 57.6300 10930000.000 0000000000006100 BGF09 TRUE TtH)B 
B RFODOW s R 7/10/81 ' •00 0 0 34.6300 16590000.000 0.000000000006100 BGF09 TRUE TRUfi 
B RFODOW s R 7/llttl too 0 0 33.1000 15510000.000 0.000000000006IOO BGP09 TRUE TRUE 
B RFODOW s R 7/1I/6J 110 0 0 5t.6200 14700000.000 0000000000006100 BGP09 TRUB TRUE 
B RFODOW s R 7/17/H too 0 0 34.6300 16600000.000 0000000000006IOO BGF09 TRUE TRUE 
B RFODOW s R 7/17/St •10 0 0 34.6300 16390000.000 0.000000000006100 BGP09 TRUE TRUE 
B RFODOW s R 7/lt/6t •00 0 0 26.0800 5761000.000 0000000000006100 BCP09 TRUE TRUE 
B RFODOW s R 7/llttt •10 0 0 13.4200 3992000.000 0000000000006100 BGP09 TRUE TRVE 
B RFODOW t R 7/19/61 100 0 0 39.6200 •190000000 0000000000006100 BGF09 TRUB TRUE 
B RFODOW $ R 7/19/M •10 0 0 27.5300 6260000000 0000000000006100 BGP09 TRUB TRUE 
B RFODOW s R 7/75/61 too 0 0 46.5600 9843000.000 0000000000006100 BGF09 TRUB TRUE 
B RFODOW s R 7/8/tt 110 1 0 52.0200 12110000.000 0000000000006IOO BGP09 TRUE TRUE 
B RFODOW s R 7/26/W •20 . 1 0 41.0400 7167000000 0.000000000006100 BGP09 TRUB TRUE 
B RFODOW s R 7/76/61 •30 1 0 53.6400 13740000.000 0.000000000006100 BGF09 TRUE TRUE 
B RFODOW s R 7/30/61 100 1 0 33.2800 15900000.000 O000000000006I00 BGF09 TRUB TRUE 
B RFODOW s R 7/30/61 •10 1 0 3I.63O0 17030000000 0000000000006100 BGP09 TRUE TRUE 
B RFODOW s R t / l«t too 0 0 51.9400 10020000.000 0.O000000000O6I00 BGF09 TRUE TRUE 
B RFODOW s R VI/61 •10 1 0 40.1100 6149000000 0.000000000006100 BGP09 TRUB TRUE 
B RFODOW s R t/2«t •00 0 0 31.1600 13110000.000 0000000000006100 BGP09 TRUB TRUE 
p nruuun 9 n WWWW V 1 V c c *t 49JUI • tJ»AAAAA4V AnQnfumwgnnncilvi bnBna TRUE •rat m 

B RFODOW s R I/6IKI too 0 0 31.1600 14570000.000 0000000000006100 BGP09 TRUB TRUE 
B RFODOW s R 8/6*8 t io 0 0 IS.830C I5350OOO.OO0 0000000000006100 BGF09 TRUB TRUE 
B RFODOW s R •**» too 0 0 42.3700 5579000.000 0000000000006100 BGP09 TRUB TRUE 
B RFODOW s R I/Mil 110 0 0 42.8200 51510001000 0000000000006100 BGP09 TRUB TRUE 

... B RFODOW s R •MM •20 0 0 31.6300 15950000.000 0000000000006100 BGP09 TRUB TRUE 
B RFODOW s R 8/9/68 too 1 0 31.6300 16910000.000 0000000000006100 BGP09 TRUE TRUE 
B RFODOW s R utia •10 0 0 42.7100 5443000.000 0 000000000006100 BGP09 TRUE TRUE 
B RFODOW s R 8/9/61 •20 6 o 42.1200 576I00O00O 0000000000006100 BGF09 TRUE TRUE 
B RFODOW s R «/»«• too 1 0 31.6300 15470000.000 0000000000006100 BGF09 TRUE TRUE 
B RFODOW s R 1/13/61 •10 1 0 15.8300 14570000.000 0000000000006100 BGP09 TRUE TRUE 
B RFODOW s R •713/W 120 0 0 15.1300 15070000.000 0.000000000006100 BCP09 TRUB TRUE 
B RFODOW s R «/l3/6t 130 0 0 15.1300 15750000.000 OO0OO00O0O0O6I0O BGF09 TRUB TRUE 
B RFODOW s R 1/15/61 100 1 0 265900 5917000.000 aO00OOO00OO06IO0 BGP09 TRUB TRUE 
B RFODOW s R t/l5/6t •10. 1 0 54.7100 15880000.000 0000000000006100 BGP09 TRUB TRUB 
B RFODOW s R i/IS/61 •20 1 0 15.1300 14760000.000 0000000000006IOO BGP09 TRUB TRUE 
8 RFODOW s R 8/15/68 •30 0 0 15.1300 15070000.000 0.000000000006100 BGP09 TRUE TRUE 
B RFODOW s R l/IC/61 •00 1 0 41.8000 14440000.000 0.000000000006100 BGP09 TRUB TRUE 
B RFODOW s R t/16/61 •10 1 0 15.1300 14550000.000 aooooooooooMioo BGP09 TRUE TRUB 
B RFODOW s R i/16/61 •20 i o 42.370) 6396000.000 aooooooooooo6ioo BGF09 TRUB TRUE 
B RFODOW s R 1/16/61 •30 1 0 42.3701 5106000000 0000000000006100 BGP09 TRUB TRUE 
B RFODOW s R i/16/61 •40 1 0 28.5500 4354000000 0.000000000006100 BGF09 TRUE TRUE 

...*:.. RFODOW s R 1/16/61 150 1 0 42.1201 5942000000 0000000000006100 BGP09 TRUE TRUE 
B RFODOW s R 1/22/61 •40 1 0 44.4|0( IMMPAMf 0000000000006100 BGFW TRUE TRUB 

B RFODOW s R saw •50 0 0 40.9200 9O7200O.OOI 0.000000000006IOO BGP09 TRUB TRUE 
' B RFODOW s R i WWtt ' too 0 0 39.0JOC iQ^H0;']HHH:!C'S^^ianaHOaf'» TRUE TRUE 

,;, » RFODOW s ,. ».,a™„. • MOW . .. t io ..:»« mm mzsm 0.000^00000006100 USES— TRUB TRUE 
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BADJIST HSAREA HSWASTE.TI* HSRADKLAC HSONOFJLSI HSREPORT.D HSREPORT.T HSWASTE.DB HSOROSS.VO HSGROSS.WO HSGROSS.AC EEg}ntS3I,i5a;ifOT'3Q"^^UifFF)j1 
B RFODOW S R IWtl 820 0 0 42J20C 544J0OO0O0 0000000000006100 BOF09 TRUE TRUE 
B RFODOW S R WO/61 (30 0 0 42.8200 5897000000 0000000000006100 BGP09 TRUB TRUE 
B RFODOW s R 9/3/61 too 0 0 57.0900 18100000.000 0000000000006100 BOW TRUE TRUE 
B RFODOW s R 9/5768 810 0 0 47.9500 14380000.000 0000000000006100 BGP09 TRUB TRUE 
B RFODOW s R 4/4/6» 800 1 0 49.3600 17920000.000 0000000000006100 BGF09 TRUB TRUE 
B RFODOW s R 4/9/6* 810 1 0 41.4800 16280000.000 0000000000006100 BOW TRUB TRUE 
B RFODOW s R 9/n/ei •20 0 0 52.1100 15830000.000 0.000000000006IOO BOW TRUE TRUE 
B RFODOW s R 9/11/61 •30 2 0 52.2500 16280000.000 0000000000006100 BGP09 TRUE TRUE 
B RFODOW $ R 9/17/61 MO 0 0 53.1300 17330000.000 O0O000O0000O6IO0 BGP09 TRUB TRUE 
B RFODOW s R 9/17/61 110 0 0 52.9900 13830000.000 0000000000006100 BOW TRUB TRUE 
B RFODOW s R 9/17X1 •40 0 0 28.8300 83010OO0O0 0000000000006100 BGP04 TRUB TRUE 
B RFODOW s R 9/I7/68 •so 0 0 31.0100 7756000.000 0000000000006100 BGF04 TRUE TRUE 
B RFODOW s R 9/17/61 900 1 0 39.0800 13150000.000 0000000000006100 BGP09 TRUE TRUE 
B RFODOW s R 9/17/68 910 0 0 21.6300 6751000000 0000000000006100 BGW TRUE TRUE 
B TAN607 s R 0 2/2l/6» . •00 250 3.7670 907200.000 O 005499 999970200 BGF09 TRUE TRUE 
B TAN607 s R 0 3/13/H too 1 0 4.5310 635000.000 0000999999931100 BGF09 TRUE TRUE 
B TAN607 s R 0 3/14/61 too 0 0 4.5310 4400000000 0000999999931100 BGP09 TRUE TRUE 
B TAN 607 s R 0 VI4/6» •10 0 0 45310 2722000000 0000999999931100 BOW TRUB TRUE 
B TAN607 s R 0 WO/61 110 25 2 49.7000 11250000.000 O00099999993IIO0 BGW TRUE TRUE 
B TAN607 s R 0 1/20/68 •20 20 2 67.2900 13610000.000 0000999949931100 BOW TRUE TRUE 
B TAN607 s R 0 l / J 2 « 8 •10 20 1 62.5900 I9O50O00.OO0 0000999999911100 BGW TRUE TRUE 
B TAMO; s R 0 tmnt •20 10 I 33.7600 7257000000 0.000999999931 IM BGP09 TRUE TRUE 
B TAN607 s R 0 1/23/68 too • 0 32.6200 16330000.000 00009999999)1100 BGW TRUE TRUE 
B TAN607 s R 0 1/23/68 110 • 1 40.6700 19050000.000 O000999999931100 BGW TRUE TRUE 
B TAN607 s R 0 t/26/68 800 2 0 49.9600 14510000.000 O00O99999993II0O BGW TRUE TRUE 
B TRA603 s R 0 3/21/68 820 3 1 7.0800 3629000.000 0001999999862200 BGW TRUE TRUE 
B TRA603 s R 0 3/22/68 800 150 15 1.6990 907200.000 O.42899996O4225O0 BGW TRUB TRUE 
B TRA603 s R 0 3/22/68 •10 6 2 1.6990 907200.000 O027499999851000 BGW TRUE TRUB 
B TRA603 s R 0 4/1/68 •10 0 0 7.0800 OOOO 0000099999990200 BGW TRUB TRUB 
B • " ' • TRAM] s R 0 3/16/68 •00 2 0 09062 1814000.000 O.0O99949979I3IOO BGW TRUB TRUE 
B TRAMS s R 0 3/26769 •00 too to 4.4180 433600.000 a I9299495I9920O0 BGW TRUB TRUE 

a TRA603 s R 0 S/29/69 800 10 2 6.1170 453600.000 ft 0274999998SIOOO BOW TRUE TRUE 
B TRA603 s R 0 6/5/69 •10 125 32 6.1170 453600.000 O 362999975681300 BGW TRUB TRUE 
B TRA642 s R 0 11/15/67 •00 0000 113.3000 14510000.000 1.199999809265100 BOW TRUB TRUE 
B TRA642 s R 0 12/14/67 •10 oooo 43.5000 3629000000 0000999999931100 BGW TRUE TRUE 
8 TRA642 s R 0 12/15/67 800 5 0 11.4700 1814000000 0.0009999999)1100 BGW TRUE TRUE 
B T R A M $ R 0 4/16/68 800 2 0 0.9912 907200.000 0000999999931100 BGW TRUB TRUE 
B TRA642 s R 0 4/16/68 •10 2 0 1.1970 2268000.000 OO0O9 99999931100 BGW TRUB TRUE 
B TRAM] s R 0 6/4/68 800 2 0 2.3790 1361000000 0010944999940400 BGW TRUB TRUE 
B TRA642 s R 0 6/4/68 110 2 0 2.7190 •361000000 0010944444940400 BGW TRUE TRUE 
B TRA642 s R 0 6/4/61 •20 2 0 17190 I36IOOO0O0 0.010444999940400 BGW TRUE TRUE 
B TRA642 s R 0 6/4/68 •30 2 0 13790 1361000000 0.010999499940400 BGW TRUE TRUE 
B TRA642 s R 0 6/4/68 •40 5 0 17190 $07200.000 0.027999447139000 BGW TRUB TRUE 
B TRA642 s R 0 6/5/61 too 2 0 17190 I36I0OO0O0 0.010994999440400 BGW TRUB TRUE 
B TRA642 s R 0 6/5/68 •10 2 0 > 17190 1361000000 O0109999999404O0 BGW TRUB TRUE 
B TRA642 s R 0 6/5/68 •20 3 0 17190 1361000000 0013999998897300 BGW TRUB TRUE 
B TRA642 s R 0 6/5/68 •30 3 0 17190 1361000.000 O0U999 998897 300 BGW TRUB TRUE 
B TRA642 s R 0 6/6/68 •10 3 0 17190 1361000.000 0.01544444(197300 BGW TRUB TRUE 
B TRA642 s R 0 6/6/61 •20 • 2 17190 1361000000 0026999998837700 BGW TRUB TRUE 

a TRA642 s R 0 6/6/68 •30 7 2 17190 1361000.000 0024999 998509900 BOW TRUB TRUE 
B TRA642 s R 0 6/10/68 800 70 7 17190 1361000000 0274999976158100 BGW TRUB TRUE 
B TRA642 i R 0 6/10/68 •10 7 0 17190 1361000.000 0034999996423700 BGW TRUE TRUE 
B TRA642 s R 0 9/5/61 •10 10 0 05664 0.000 0000999999931100 BGW TRUE TRUE 
B TRA642 - •„., , * . . , , , , , _ ™ J . ..to. .MMft too 2 0 17190 453600.000 0012499999254900 BCP09 TRUE... TRUE 
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IFODOW MM 110 0 0 BLM 24 S3 003 F A N * METAL WOOD OM BOF0940NJ0ESW 4112/41 TRUB BOPOO TRUB 
IFODOW M M (10 0 0 ILM 57 55 00174 SERES SLUDQB004 BOPOXONHESW 4/12/64 TRUB BOPOO TRUB 
IFODOW M M 110 o o BXC S4 12 083 BFO EMPTY SSKBLMOM BGPOMOmOESW M2/4I TRUE BOPOO TRUB 
IFODOW M M wo 0 0 BLM 22 55 003PAPEK METAL WOOD COT BOP094SN30ESW 4/12/64 TRUE BOPOO TRUE 

G2EE1 
iBl.'.l.'i 

VIM too 0 0 BLM M 55 002 74 SBROS SLUDGE 007 BGPOMSNiOESW M2/M TRUE BOPOO TRUB 

G2EE1 
iBl.'.l.'i 

M M no 0 0 BXC 54 12 OH BFO EMPTY 55KBLMO07 BOF0943N30ESW 4/12/41 TRUE BOFOV TRUB 
G2EE1 

iBl.'.l.'i 
una no 1 0 BLM 2) 55 003PAPER METAL WOOD O n BGP0940NISESW 4/12/64 TRUE BOPOO TRUE G2EE1 

iBl.'.l.'i M M no 1 0 BLM 54 S3 002 74 SERBS SLUDOB 091 BOPO040NISESW mva TRUE BGPOO TRUB 
IFODOW MAI no 1 0 BXC 54 12 003 BFO EMPTY 3SKBIM 094 BOPO940NISESW 4/12/64 TRUE BOPOO TRUB 
IFODOW uum too IS 0 BLM 24 S3 00)PAPER METAL WOOD 104 BGP09O-40N00WSB 1/26/64 TRUB Bapoo TRUE 
IFODOW 4/n/u no IS 0 BLM 57 55 002 74 SERBS SLUDOB 104 BOPOXHONOOWSB mint TRUE BOPOO TRUB 
IFODOW vum no IS 0 BXC 54 12 0 0 ) BFO EMPTY SSKBLM 104 BOP00O-40N00WSB tuna TRUB BOP09 TRUB 
IFODOW vwa no 14 0 BLM 24 a DOS P A H S METAL WOOD 107 BGPOMOIOaOO-SOESW 437/41 TRUB BOPOO TRUB 

• IHWA.'M 

ussca 
ESSE! 
na.-.v.'i 
liEKiH uasa tsars 

mint 110 •4 0 BLM 51 55 092 74 SEBB3 SLUDOB107 BOFOOOOIOONXMOESW 4/27/64 TRUB BOPOO TRUE 

• 
IHWA.'M 

ussca 
ESSE! 
na.-.v.'i 
liEKiH uasa tsars 

MOWS 110 14 O BXC U '" 12 005 BFO EMPTY SSKBLM 107 BOPOW) MONHJOesW «7/64 TRUE BOMO TRUB 
ft 

IHWA.'M 

ussca 
ESSE! 
na.-.v.'i 
liEKiH uasa tsars 

viva no S 0 BLM 24 S3 003 PAPER METAL WOOD 101 BOPOM0IIW2O4OW3B M7/61 TRUB BOPOO TRUE 
ft 

IHWA.'M 

ussca 
ESSE! 
na.-.v.'i 
liEKiH uasa tsars 

tniia no 5 0 BLM SI 33 002 74 SERBS SLUDGE101 BOP0990IION2040WSB 497/41 TRUE BOPOO TRUB 

| 

IHWA.'M 

ussca 
ESSE! 
na.-.v.'i 
liEKiH uasa tsars 

mm «n I 0 BXC S4 12 OM IPO EMPTY SSKBLM 101 SOP0M0-I10N20-40WS8 «7/64 TRUE BOPOO TRUB 

| 

IHWA.'M 

ussca 
ESSE! 
na.-.v.'i 
liEKiH uasa tsars 

tmm 130 4 O BLM 24 53 00>PAPER METAL WOOD 104 BOP09SO-70N00WSE «27/tl TRUE BOPOO TRUB 
ft 

IHWA.'M 

ussca 
ESSE! 
na.-.v.'i 
liEKiH uasa tsars unm 110 4 O BLM 52 55 002 74 SEEDS SLUDOB 104 8OPO0SO-70NnWSB M7/4I TRUE BOPOO TRUE 

ft 

IHWA.'M 

ussca 
ESSE! 
na.-.v.'i 
liEKiH uasa tsars vnm 179 4 a nc 54 12 OM ( F O EMPTY SSKBLM l « B O « » » - » M » W J B mm TRUE BGFO* TRUB 
IFODOW M7M HO IS 0 BLM 24 55 003 PAPER METAL WOOD 105 BOP09|0»NS-20WSB MS/41 TRUB BOPOO TRUB 
IFODOW mvu MO IS 0 BLM 51 55 002 74 SERBS SLUDGE 105 BOP09I0 30NI20WSB vai» TRUB Bapoo TRUB 
IFODOW nva MO IS 0 BXC 54 12 4 0 ) RPO EMPTY SSKBLM 10S BOM010-30NS-20WSB MS/4* TRUE rwpoo TRUB 
IFODOW mm* 910 IS ) BLM 24 33 00)PAPER METAL WOOD U S BOKmO»WO-15HSB MSIII TRUE BOPOO TRUB 
IFODOW mm 010 IS 1 BLM 52 55 002 74 SEEDS SLUDOB 110 BOPO»» MWO-25NSB 405/41 TRUB BOPOP TRUB 
IFODOW M7M 110 IS S BXC 54 12 00S BFO EMPTY SSKBLM 1 H> BOPO920 MWO-25NSB nam TRUE BOF00 TRUB 
IFODOW M7M « 0 14 0 BLM 24 S3 00)PAPER METAL WOOD III BOP09J5-50N00WSE MS/41 TRUB Bapoo 1 ' I TRUB 
IFODOW M7M no 14 0 BLM 52 S3 002 74 SEEDS SLUDGE III BOPO9J5J0N0OWSB MS/64 TRUB BOPOO TRUE 
IFODOW M7M no 14 0 BXC 54 12 003 IPO EMPTY SSKBLM1II BOIW)) 50NOOW5B 405141 TRUE B O P » TRUB 
IFODOW M7/M 0)0 20 1 BLM 24 55 00S PAPER METAL WOOD 112 BOmi2O.|)0N2O-40ESW 4/17/41 TRUB BOPOO TRUB 
IFODOW M7M no » 1 BLM 52 53 002 74 SEEDS SLUDOB 112 BOPO9UO-l)ON2O-40ESW 4/27/44 TRUB BGP09 TRUB 
IFODOW M7M no 10 1 BXC 57 12 0 9 ) IPO EMPTY SSKBLM 112 BGP00I3O.D0N10-40ESW 4/27/64 TRUB BaPOO TRUB 
IFODOW M7/H 1010 1 0 BLM n 53 OMORAFHmPAPEB 130 BOPOMONISDESW 4/24/64 TRUE Bapoo TRUE 
IFOOOW mm W10 9 0 BXC 57 12 0 0 ) BFO EMPTY SSKBLM 120 BOP0940NIS 25ESW 604/61 TRUB Bapoo TRUE 
IFODOW VI If 11 no 10 0 BLM 74 35 004 OlAPIBTfi PAPER 117 BOKWMON00WSB 606/64 TRUE Bapoo TRUE 
IFODOW Ml/M no 10 0 BXC 54 12 002 74 SERBS SLUDGE 117 BOIOXMONCOWSB Ml/41 TRUB BOPOO TRUB 
IFODOW Ml/M 1020 20 2 BLM 1 53 00174 SEEDS SLUDGE 115 BGPOMO-70NIS-2SESW M4/4I TRUB BOPOO TRUE 
IFODOW Ml/M I 0 » 20 2 BLM 7S 53 004 OIAPWTB PAPER IIS BGPOMO-70NI5-2SESW M4/H TRUE BOPOO TRUE 
IFODOW Ml/H 1020 20 2 BXC 57 12 0 0 ) BFO EMPTY SSKBLM 1 IS BOP0940-70NIS2SSSW Ml /H TRUB Bapoo TRUB 
IFODOW MMI 110 7 a BLM 7« 55 004 ORAPHTB PAPER 121 BOPO940N»-20WSB Ml/41 TRUB BOPOO TRUB 
IFODOW « i « « 110 7 a BXC 54 13 003 BFO EMPTY SSKBLM122 BOPOMON030W5E 4/24/64 TRUE Bapoo TRUE 
IFODOW MWM •SO 5 0 BLM 14 S3 003 PAPSt METAL WOOD 124 BOPOO»»N520ESW 4/2J/6I TRUB BO POO TRUB 
IFODOW M M I 150 S 0 BLM a 33 002 74 SEBDS SLUDGE 124 BOP0910-J0N5-2OESW M5/6I TRUB BOPOO TRUB 
IFODOW MO/tt 150 S 0 BXC 54 12 0 9 ) IPO EMPTY SSKBLM 124 BOP09I0 TON) 30ESW MS/64 TRUB Bapoo TRUB 
IFODOW MOM m 1 0 BXW IS 122 OMPAPEE EQUIPMENT 127 BOPOWfl-TOSIO-MENW mui* TRUE BOPOO TRUE 
IFODOW MWM •10 s o axw 11 l l ( OS4PAPEB EaUTPMENT 131 BOP0910 MMXM5ENW M6/6I TRUB BGPOO TRUE 
IFODOW Mtttt no 1 0 BXW II Ml 064 PAPER BOUIPMENT I2» BOPOW) U05)HCtlHW M « H TRUE BOPOO TRUE 
IFODOW M M I no S 0 BXW II III 064PAPFJt EQUIPMENT 130 BOPOMJ )SBI«H»JNW Ml/M TRUB BOPOO TRUE 
IFODOW 7/IOVH no 0 0 BLM 24 53 0 0 ) PAPER METAL WOOD 13) BOP0951052O-40WSE 7/16/41 TRUB Bapoo TRUB 
IFODOW 7/10/M no 0 0 BLM 52 53 002 74 SEEDS SLUDOB 155 BOPnS'2OS2O40WSE2 7/14/64 TRUB BOPOO TRUE 
IFODOW MOW no 0 0 BXC 54 12 OM »FO EMPTY 35XBLM11) BOPOVJ JOJKMOWSE; 7/14744 TRUE BOPOO TRUB 
IFODOW 7/ll/tt no 0 0 BXW l< II) 064 PAPER EQUIPMENT US BOP09II0-I40S2O40ENW 7/14/64 TRUB BGPOO TRUB 
IFODOW 7/1 l/M •10 0 0 BXW II IIS OH PAPER BOUtPMENT 154 BOP09IIO-I40S20-40ENW 7/16/44 TRUB BOPOO TRUB 
IFODOW % TO7/H no »» BLM 24 53 0 0 ) PAPER METAL WOOD 141 BOPOMOSONSWWSB) van* TRUE Bapoo TRUB 
IFODOW 7/17/tt no 0 0 BLM 52 S3 002 74 SERIES SLUDOB 141 BOP0940.30NS-XIWSB) •nam TRUE BOPOO TRUB 
IFODOW 7/17/H no 0 » BXC 54 12 0 9 ) IPO EMPTY SSKBLM M l BOPW4O50N))0WSB) •nam TRUE BOPOO TRUB 
RFQDOW MJ7M •to 0 0 BLM 24 35 0 0 ) PAPER METAL WOOD 142 BOP095 50W1HONSB mvu TRUB Bapoo TRUB 
IFODOW 7/17(11 •10 0 0 BLM 52 55 002 74 SEEDS SLUDOB 142 BOP095 MWO-IONSB 7/1V64 TRUB Bapoo TRUB 
IFOOOW MINI no 0 0 BXC 54 12 0 9 ) IPO EMPTY SSKBLM 142 BOP095MW020NSB 7/1V6I TRUB BOPOO TRUB 
IFODOW 7/ll/tt no 0 0 BXC 5 IM 066 PAPER EQUIPMENT 14) BOPWI4S.I4OS25-40ENW 7/24/64 TRUB Bapoo TRUB 
UiiliiU 7/ll/tt no 0 0 BXW 4 207 OH PAPER BOUtPMEKT 144 BOP09145 I40S15-40ENW •mva TRUB BGF00 TRUB 

•".'"" 
UiiliiU 

M M I no 0 0 BXC 7 200 OM PAPER EQUIPMENT 145 BOP09I70-I90S5O70BNW tava TRUB Bapoo TRUE 
I .... 

UiiliiU 
7/ l»H no 0 0 BXC 5 IM OMPAPBRBOUIPMENT 144 BaP09l iO. |70S»40ENW mm* TRUB Bapoo TRUB 

ft .. 

UiiliiU 

\ 10JM Si "? 0 0 axw u in 044 PAPER BQUIPMEHT 111 B O K w a J 3 1 5 J » - O E N W 701/64 TRUB BONO TRUB 
.. . - . . .„ 

UiiliiU 

},,,„ 7/U/tt no — ' • „ BXW " ni 044 PAPER EQUIPMENT IS) BOPOWOOSBBNW TflO/M TRUB Bapoo » TRUB 

i, — M S M . : . , . •• - f i* — „•„,„*;% „••, . M U L i m , , i m ^iWffiMVmyUt} B0PQ|)(>,»W1K>1)I>»B» tarn... aw »«»<» • TRUB 



"Pible 1-2. (continued). 
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tniMminmawzaxSMM cnssrainss3caia3is3jfaii33i5!ai •a2S3B3Ei3i3tEaC3EIH!ElI iKONO&iSlIP HvoL_utm (SoUDJBft HOSSJUOCI HDESJXATI i m " HDES.LOC DOWNLOAD VUtDIHD 
% tFODOW 1 1 • • ItU/H HO ' !"*.._ n*w a .... n ; .. >MFAPBt EQUIPMENT IM MPono-nwno-MCNSB :..:zi>m •- T t U I HM WOE 

| •22331 
IjiiiM.'J 

3E;3J 
IM.M.'J 

> • roo/a no r#. BUI n 11 0O2 74 SEMESSLUDOB 117 BOPOW10N02JW1BJ V I M TgUB B O K » TIUB 
B 

•22331 
IjiiiM.'J 

3E;3J 
IM.M.'J 

S inm too 1 0 BLM a » 001PAPBlMETALWOOD117 BOP00O-10N011WSB2 V I M TttUE B O K » TIUB 

... ^ 
•22331 

IjiiiM.'J 

3E;3J 
IM.M.'J 

» iixia no 1 0 BXC n a OH IPO EMPTY 11KBLM117 B0P09O.10N0HWSB2 I S M TIDE BOP09 TIUB 

~t~ 
•22331 

IjiiiM.'J 

3E;3J 
IM.M.'J 

» lima no 1 0 BLM a i t 00174 SEMES SLUDOB IM B0P»))4)N0-»W5B) • A M THUB BOP09 TIUB ~t~ 
•22331 

IjiiiM.'J 

3E;3J 
IM.M.'J f •tixni •10 1 0 DIM i « si 001 PAPQt METAL WOOD 111 BOPW114SN0-2SWSE1 M M nue BOPOB HUB 

•22331 
IjiiiM.'J 

3E;3J 
IM.M.'J « V I M no 0 0 BXW 17 101 OMFAFFJt EQUIPMENT Ml BOP0020-40N2O-40WSE2 V6M TIUB BOP09 TMIB 

IFODOW S V I M no 1 » BXW « 240 OMPAPBK EQUIPMENT 142 BOPO92O-WN0-10WSE2 V I M TMJI B O P » TIUB 
IFODOW * « U I no 0 0 BLM 111 » 0O1FAFEP. METAL WOOD I I I BOP0H071NO.2OWSE1 M M TIUB BOP09 TMIB 
IFODOW > M M no 0 0 BLM 1)2 11 001 PAFFJt METAL WOOD I M BOPOHl-TOmojOWSEl V I M TIUE BOP09 TIUB 
IFODOW » V4M no 0 0 BLM 111 11 001 PAPER METAL WOOD 117 DOPWMON20 50W1E2 v i v a HUE BOP09 TIUB 
tFODOW i IWW no 0 0 BLM 12 11 001 PAFFJt METAL WOOD Ml BOPOM040N1.20WSE2 1/12/M THIS .BOP09 TIUB 
tFODOW • •MM 110 0 0 BLM M 11 001,74 SEMES ILUDOB ttt Bapna«NS-20wsE2 vma TMIE BOP09 TIUB 
(FODOW i I M no O 0 BXW 1 117 02t WOOD SOAP I7| B0P»»«SM1WNB v i i / u TMIE BOP00 -T .UB 
•FODOW M M •to O O BXW 1 U* 02t WOOD SCRAP 172 B0P»»«J1).))WNE v i i / a TltUE BOP09 TtUB 
tFODOW M M no 0 0 BLM 14 11 001; 74SERBSSLUDOB174 BOP0920DWa7SNSE2 v i v a THUS BOP09 TIUB 
•FODOW M M no O 0 BLM l i t 11 001 PAPFJt METAL WOOD 174 BOP0920 MW40 7>N1BJ viva TIUE BOP09 TIDE 
IFODOW M M no 1 0 BLM 40 11 002 74 SEMES SLUDOE171 BQP00M » W U DNSE2 v i v a TIUE BOP09 TtUB 
tFODOW i m i no 1 0 BLM 111 11 001 PAPFJt METAL WOOD 111 Bap0M).»W«94)NSE2 v i2 /a TIUB BOP09 TIUB 
IFODOW n i l no O 0 BXW 1 119 02t WOOD SCRAP 171 BOP094040SISSSWNB v i v a TMJB B O P » TtUB 
IFODOW M M no 0 0 BXW • 119 02« WOOD SCRAP 174 BOF094040SIO-2SWNB v i v a ntue BOP09 TIUB 
•FODOW VIVM no 1 0 BLM » 11 002 74 SERIES SLUDOE 177 BOP097S40N0.ISWSE2 v i w a TIUE BOP09 TIUB 
•FODOW I/I3M no 1 0 BLM i l l 11 001 PAPFJt METAL WOOD 177 •OP097140N0.ISWSE2 VIWM THUE BOP09 TIUE 
(FODOW v i v a no 1 0 BLM • 11 00) TAPE* METAL WOOD 111 BQPO91)«N0.|)ESB2 v i w a TIUE BOP09 TIUB 
•FODOW v i v a no 1 S BLM a 11 002 74 SERIES SLUDOE 171 BOPOP7140N0.MESE2 VlWtl THUS BOP09 HUB 
•FODOW V IVa no 0 0 BLM i 11 001 PAPFJt METAL WOOD 179 B0P0>7]«N1S.»WSE2 VIWU TIUE BOPOB TIUB 
(FODOW w v a no 0 0 BLM « 11 002 74 SERBS SLUDOE T79 BOP09JXONJ) BWSE2 VIWU TIUE BOP09 TIUB 

I W . W . ' J 

: . ' M * i . ' l 
CSE33 

v i v a no 0 0 BLM i 11 OOlPAPFJt METAL WOOD IIO BOP097)«1NI) 25W1E2 v i w a TIUE BOP09 HUB 
I W . W . ' J 

: . ' M * i . ' l 
CSE33 

v i v a no 0 0 BLM i t 11 00114 SEMES SLUDOB t«0 tap097S«0N»isw«a VIWU TltUE tarn H U B I W . W . ' J 

: . ' M * i . ' l 
CSE33 

v i v a no 1 0 BXW s IM 044 PAPQt EQUIPMENT Ml BOP09IS0.IWSO.2OWNB 1/20/44 TIUE BOP09 TtUB 
I W . W . ' J 

: . ' M * i . ' l 
CSE33 

v i v a 110 ' 1 0 BXW 17 IM OMFAPBI EQUIPMENT I K BOPOH1O.IS0SO.20WNE M O M TIUE BOPM TtUB 

I W . W . ' J 

: . ' M * i . ' l 
CSE33 

v i v a no 1 ° BLM • 11 001 PAPFJt METAL WOOD 111 BOP092S40WU4SNSB1 u i / a TIUE BOP00 TtUB 

I W . W . ' J 

: . ' M * i . ' l 
CSE33 t/IUU no 1 0 BLM a 11 002 74 SEMES SLUDOB M l r BOP091140Wn4»<SE2 M l / U TIUE BOP09 H U E 
(FODOW v i v a no 0 0 BLM « 11 001 PAPER METAL WOOD 114 BaPMI0DW»*JNSE2 V2I/4I TIUE BOP09 TtUB 
(FODOW v i v a ISO 0 0 BLM 70 11 00174 SEMES SLUDOBM4 BOP09I0.2SWU.91NSB2 V2UU TIUB Bapod HUB 
IFODOW v i v a no 1 0 BLM 57 11 00] PAPFJt METAL WOOD 111 Bamiw.|7is«>.nwNE M « a TIUE BOP09 TtUB 
(FODOW v i v a no 1 0 BLM 29 11 002 74 SEMES SLUD08 IIS BOPO0ISO.fllS««)WNE M V U TIUE BO POO TIUE 
•FODOW v i v a no 1 0 BXC 14 a 019 EMPTY M l BOPOHSO.I7SS40IOWNB M V U TIUB BQP00 HUB 
•FODOW v i v a no 1 0 BXC « • 011CWSFILTEM 111 BOP09ISO.I7SS40 nWNB l a v a TIUE BONO HUB 
(FODOW v i v a no 1 0 BLM 11 i i 00) PAPQt METAL WOOD 114 BOPni7S.pS4040BNW M v a TIUB BONO HUB 
•FODOW M v a no 1 0 BLM M i i 002 74 SEMES SLUDOE IM BOP09I75 l(O540«ENW M v a TIUB BOPOP TtUB 
•FODOW v i v a no 1 0 t x w 1 117 OM WOOD SCRAP 1(7 BOP001DH0JW SOWNB M 7 M TIUB BO POO HUB 
tFODOW v i v a no 1 0 BXW I U7 024 WOOD JCt AP I K BOP09I4O-IUS2040WNB M 7 M TIUE aam TIUB 
IFODOW v i v a 140 1 0 BXW 1 l » 021 WOOD SCRAP 119 BOPWI20.|»S»»EHW V27/U HUE BOP09 TtUB 
tFODOW v i v a no 1 0 BXW 1 119 024 WOOD 1C1AP 100 B0P09TIO.l40Sn.nENW V27MI TIUE BOP09 HUB 
IFODOW uaia HO 1 0 BXW 1 111 OM EQUIP. SCHAFMBTALI97 BOP»IIO.|»M0-7SWNB vua TIUE BOPM TtUB 
N-UIMJW W44/M iiw w w EXVf ; w uv* fAf St SuuiriwriT i i i SurvFl iv - tJu lw-r l l^Bn* M n i MtvK S G r w TKuB 
IFODOW v w u no 0 0 BXW • 172 020 WOOD SOAP 201 BOPOM.21S1.20WNB WWM TIUE BOP09 TMIE 
IFODOW vxva no 0 0 BXW • IM 02< WOOD SOAP 202 BaPOB»«)l0)0ENW 9AVM TIUB BOP00 TtUB 
IFODOW v w a no O 0 BXW 1 119 021 WOOD SOAP 201 BaPOUO-WWSOENW • M l TIUB Bora TtUB 
•FODOW v w a no 0 0 BXW 1 I N OIHWOODSOAP 204 BOPOMDSW-40WNB vua TIUB BOP09 TIUB 
•FODOW M M no O 0 BXW I I 112 0M PAPFJt EQUIPMENT 109 BQIWK IIOS4040WNB WIWM HUE BOPOt TtUB 
IFODOW M M 110 O 0 BXW IS 111 0«« PAPQt EQUIPMENT 210 BaPOMO'COSlO-TOENW WIWU TIUE BOPW HUB 
•FODOW mm no 1 0 BXW u I K OMPAPEI EQUIPMENT 111 BaP0H0-K0S40.|0ENW wi7/a TIUB BO POO TtUB 
IFODOW M M no 1 0 BXW 0 IM 0M PAPER EQUIPMENT 214 • a m n i o s N-70ENW WI7M TIUE BOP09 HUB 
•FODOW w i v a no o o BXW IS 121 OM PAPFJt EQUIPMENT 111 BOPOM0«S» »ENW WI7M TIUB BQPOO HUB 
•FODOW w i v a no 1 0 BXW 1) 11) OH PAPFJt EQUIPMENT 122 DOPW10251IDOFNW WI7M TIUB BOP09 TtUB 
•FODOW M?/a no 0 0 BXW M 117 OH PAPER EQUIPMENT US BOP0W0 l|«»)OWNB tt«a TIUB M I W HUB 
IFODOW 9/17M no 0 O BXW I t 117 OM PAPFJt EQUIPMENT 224 BOP097) HXHH.UWNB « 2 « a TIUE BQPOO TtUB 
(FODOW M7«t H0 a o BXW 7 141 OMPAPER EQUIPMENT 229 BOP097040S»-S0WNB w i « a TMIE MP09 TIUB 
IFODOW M I N I ISO O 0 BXW 7 IM OMPAPEI EQUIPMENT 2 » BOP0950 lOOSWlOWNB v i v a TIUB BOP09 HUB 
(FODOW M U M no 1 0 BXW U 91 OMPAFFJt EQUIPMENT 111 BOP»n«l!14(IWNB M « u TIUB BOP00 H U B 
(FODOW t wi?/a no O 0 BXW 7 M4 041 PAPFJt EQUIPMENT I S BOPOMO40SSO4SWN1 w t v u mire BO POO TtUB 
TAN407 s inva no 1«0 O 1 111 M l EQUIP. SCItAP METAL BOPOM0-70NKIWSB viva HUE BOPOP TtUB 
TAN4OT 0 v i v a no 1 0 O 1 140 019 SAND BOP00I70N00ESW v i v a TIUE BOP09 HUB 
T A M 0 7 0 yuiu no 0 0 O 1 140 049 SAND BOPWIHNOOEtW M4VM 7* US BOPOP TtUB 
TAN407 0 v i v a no II 0 O 1 140 049 SAND BOP0H7SNWI5W v i v a TIUB BOP09 1MIB 
TANIOT 0 l a w a l i t » 1 BXW I 1711 027 METAL COMP. HPI»I)5-I4)SU 23WNB MOM TIUE BQPOO . TtUB 
TANI07 0 VKVtt no 10 1 O 1 i m 027 METAL COMP. BOPOOOO-IUS) ISWNE U V M TIUE B Q I W T»UB 
TAN407 0 inva no » 1 O 1 2210 027 METAL COMP. BaroMo-imis-iswio V2va TltUE Bapop TtUB 
TANiOT 0 inva no » 1 0 1 - SM 027 METAL COMP. BOPmi40>l7OS7O«)WNB tnva TIUB BOPOP TtUB 
TAN407 0 i/2va •00 1 0 0 1 M l 027 METAL COMP. BOPWISO.I71M07SWNB M v a TIUB BOPOP TtUS 
TANIOT 0 v i v a no I 1 0 ? 711 027 METAL COMP. BOP09MM»S2S«WIC M v a TIUB BOPOP TtUB 
tAIHOT ""J II vtm *» » • 0 1 17« 027 METAL COMP. BOtWDOJOlHOWNB uiva TIUJJ BOPOP TtUB 
T I A i O l 0 MW no 1 1 0 HO » 041 EQUIP. SCIAPMBTAL •OF09I70-TUNMSESW V2l/tt HUB BOPOO TIUB 
BAIPJL. u s — t — - fmm .., WL. ,. M M » — , „.,,„»,.„....,. ,. ' 8 _ —r._— •WMMttfflAf, _ ntmwm, WW . JDUB KUffi TtUB 

http://B0P09TIO.l40Sn.nENW
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Table E-3. Pit 9 RWMIS nuclide file. 
I IE l I01EmS«BTIH3 !H !^ HNUC.N02 HNUC:LES2 Emi3!ailEaCTIEE!3III3i 

I Milt) * I * 0 5/21/W 820 1 50 5 MFP 0.008000000001 O.OO05299998447OOOOOOOO 1 1 BOP09 TRUB TRUB 

* mii R 0 M6W9 too 50 5 M » 0.00000000000 0.000339999795O00000000 BOP09 TOUB TRUB 

a ANL747 R 0 turn 800 7 2 MFP 0.00000000000 0.000202999988700000000 BGP09 TOUB TOUB 

• ANL778 R 0 MS/69 NO 0 0 MB" 6.00000000000 0.000099999990200000000 BOP09 TOUB ' TRUE 

• CFA654 R 0 S/Il/69 800 2 0 MAP 0.00000000000 0.000499999849100000000 BOP09 mug TRUE 

i CFA854 R 0 SVIJ/W too 2 0 MFP 0.00000000000 0.000499999849100000000 B O W •mug TRUE 
B CFAMS R 0 «IIZMt too 200 2 MAP 0.00000000000 0.000499999849100000000 BOP09 TRUE TRUJI 
1 CFA665 R 0 4/11*8 MO 200 2 MFP 0.00000000000 0.000499999849100000000 BOP09 1RUB TRUB 
1 CPA669 R 0 W 7 « » too 20 1 MAP 0.00000000000 0.000499999849100000000 BOP09 TOUB TRilB 

• CFAM9 R 0 5/27*9 too 20 1 MFP 0.00000000000 0.000499999849100000000 . B O W TOUB TRUB 
1 CW60I R 0 9/22«7 800 20 0 MR* 0.00000000000 0.099999964237200000000 B O W TRUE TRUE 

• CPMOl R 0 M W t i o 10 0 U- l l t 181000.00000000000 0.061151999980100000000 BOP09 TRUE TRUE 
1 CPPWI R 0 4/10/68 too 2 0 MFP 0.00000000000 0.000099999990200000000 BOP09 TOUB TRUE 

• CPPWI 0 S7l»t too 1 0 MFP 0.00000000000 0,004999991956900000000 BOP09 TOUB TRUE 
B cppwt 0 7/8/68 wo 5 0 MFP 0.00000000000 0.000099999990200000000 B O W TRUE TRUE 
1 a m i 0 8/13/68 too 10 1 MFP 0.00000000000 0.099999964337200000000 BGP09 TOUB TRUE 

» c m o i 0 MISt too 5 « MFP 0.00000000000 0.009999997913*00000000 BOF09 TOUB TRUE 

• CPPOOI 0 9/JOMt 820 50 5 MFP 0.00000000000 0.099999964237200000000 B O W TOUB TRUE 
1 Ctt tOI 0 10/IMI too 10 2 MFP 0.00000000000 0.0O49999989569O0OOOOOO BOP09 TOUB TRUE 

1 cmoi 0 I 0 / I « t t io 10 1 MFP 0.00000000000 0.00549999997O20O000000 B O W TOUE TRUE 

1 C P W I 0 10/3/68 too 1 0 MFP 0,00000000000 0.000000999999400000000 B O W TOUB TRUE 

* c m o i 0 10/11/68 too J 0 U-JJI 300.30029296875 0.000099999990200000000 B O W TOUE TRUE 

B a « o i 0 5/29/89 too 300 40 MFP 0.00000000000 0.68699997663500000O000 B O W TOUB TRUB 
I NRF60I 0 4/18/68 840 3 0 MFP 0,00000000000 OJ999999523M3O0O0OOO0 B O W TOUE TRUE 

• NRF60I 0 7/19/61 110 0 0 MFP 0.00000000000 0.000999999931100000000 B O W TOUE TRUE 

• NRF60I 0 8/1/68 110 2 1 MFP 0.00000000000 0.000999999931100000000 B O W TRUE TRUE 

f ! NRF60I 0 3/26/69 too 0 0 C O W 0.00000000000 0.001999999862200000000 B O W TRUE TRUE 
1. NRFM7 0 5 M / W too 1 0 COW 0.00000001504 0.000016999998500000000 BO POO TOUE TRUE 
I NRK17 0 <OM« 1816 15 1 CO 60 0.O0OO2654S67 0.030000001192100000000 B O W TOUB TRUB 

* NRWIt 0 1/16/68 too 10 1 UN-D).a«0 0,00000000000 0.002999999793200000000 B O W TOUB TRUE 
I NRF81I 0 M l / 6 1 130 0 0 COCO 0,00000000000 0.000000999999400000000 B O W TOUB TRUE 

• NRWI8 0 vnit* too 100 7 UN<B>B«0 0.00000000000 0.009999997913100000000 BGF09 TOUB TRUE 

• NRF81I R 0 3/13/M too 200 50 U N I D B r f l 0.00000000000 0.019999999533000000000 B O W TRUB TRUB 

• NRF6I8 R 0 3/lt/»t 120 40 1 U N - E B t d 0.00000000000 0.00499999895(900000000 B O W TOUB TRUB 

• NRKI8 R 0 4/1 l/W 1*12 1 1 COW 0 .0000008M98 0.00O9999999JI 100000000 B O W TRUE TRUE 

1 NRF6TI R 0 4/13/68 1809 1 1 C O M 0.00000088496 0.000999999931100000000 B O W TOUB TRUE 
B N R K I t R 0 5/9MI 820 800 50 MFP 0.00000000000 02999999323M3000MWOO B O W TOUE TRUE 
1 N R K I t R 0 5/14/68 too 250 5 MFP 0.00000000000 0.000499999849100000000 B G W TOUB TRUE 
1 N R K I t R 0 6/4/68 too 0 0 MFP 0,00000000000 0 00099999993110OOOOOOO B O W TRUB TRUE 

1 N R K I t R 0 6/19/68 mo 0 0 MF*» AMWwtftfflnnnA *p ^uuuuuuuuu^i f! • AAAAAAAA DurvS IKUC IKUE 

a N R K I t R 0 7A&HM too 200 7 CO 60 0.00000000000 O.019999999533O0OO0OOOO B O W TRUE TRUE 

a N R H I t R 0 * M H t i o 2500 30 MFP 0.00000000000 0.069999992847400000000 B O W TRUB TRUE 

a N R K I t R 0 8/20AS8 too 200 3 C O M 0.00000000000 0X102999999793200000000 B O W TRUB TRUE 

a N R H I I R 0 8/21/68 110 40 3 MFP 0,00000000000 0.003999998930400000000 B G W TRUE TRUE 

a N R K I I R 0 9/5/68 830 50 3 MFP 0.00000000000 0.004999991958900000000 B O W TRUB JPS 
a N R H I t S R 0 9712/61 MO 0 0 CO-60 0.00000000000 0.000099999990200000000 B G W TRUB TRUE 

a: N R H I I s R a 10/17/68 120 1 0 MFP 0.00000000000 0.000999999931100000000 B O W TRUB TRUE 

a N R K I t s R 0 503M9 820 0 0 MFP 0.00000000000 0.000099999990200000000 B O W TRUB TRUE 

a N R K I t $ R 0 S/2«*9 t i o 10 0 UN-D-BlO 0.00000000000 0.044999998062*00000000 B O W TRUB TRUE 

a'' N R H I I s R 0 Sfl9/S9 too 2O0 35 C O M 0.00000000000 O. IS I99995MOI900000000 B O W TRUB TRUE 

a N R K I I s R 0 6/1/69 too 15 1 COW 0.00000000000 0.007999997586000000000 B O W TRUB TRUB 

a N R K I t s R 0 M M 9 110 20 2 C O M 0.00000000000 0.040999997407200000000 B O W TRUB TRUE 

a N R K I t s R 0 8/2*9 820 15 2 COW 0.00000000000 0.OI399999856950OOOOOO0 B O W TRUE TRUB 

a N R H I I R 0 6/5/69 too 10 1 C O W 0.00000000000 O.0I5999998W73O0O000O0 B O W TOUB TRUB 

a. N R K I I R 0 «/S«9 110 N 3 C O W 0.00000000000 0.044999998062800000000 B O W TRUB TRUB 

a: FERMI R 0 4/11*9 too 200 10 U-215 2.00000000000 0.000004279999300000000 B O W TRUB TRUE 

a PERW1 R 0 4/18/69 too 200 10 U-231 20.00000000000 0.000006659999600000000 B O W TOUB TRUB 

a PERWI R 0 4/21*9 too 200 10 U215 loooooooooooo 0.000021399988300000000 B O W TRUB TRUB 

' a FERWI R 0 4/31/69 too 200 10 U-2M 04.00000000000 0.000031299991000000000 B O W TRUE TRUE 

r PERWt R 0 401/89 110 200 10 U.J1S 9.00000000000 0.000019259998200000000 B O W TRUB TRUE 

a FERMI R 0 401/69 110 200 10 U-231 120.00000000000 0.000059959995*00000000 B O W TRUB TRUB 

. . w 
FERMI R 0 5/27*9 too 0 0 MFP 0.00000000000 0.000999999931100000001 B O W TRUB TRUB 

a RFODOW R 1 2/2/w 820 0 0 PU-239 0.00000000010 0.000000000008IOOOOOOOI B O W TRUB TRUB 

r 
RFODOW R 1 2 /2*1 830 0 0 PU-339 0.00000000010 OjOOOOOOOOOOOflOOOOOOOC B O W TRUB TRUB 

a wmm R 1 V7«8 800 0 0 PU-2J9 0.00000000010 0.000000000006100000000 B O W TRUB TRUE 

..,.! R F O D O W ,.„„„„£ 1 s/T*t „„,•,«, 0 0 • w " „ ; 0.00000000010 0.000000000006100000000 BOP09 .Tf«"fi, TRUE 
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anai anai eodoa OOOOOOOOIMOOOOOOOOM'O OIOOOOOOOOO'O KIM 0 0 0(1 IWCI/I a s M O O O M 1 
artai antu. todoa 0000000019000000000000 OIOOOOOOOOO'O 6 H W 0 0 on 8WCI/8 8 s Moaoia a 
mm anai «aoa 0000000019000000000000 010000000000 turn 0 1 Oil 19/Clft a s MOOOM I 
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anai anai. oodoa OOOOOOOOIMOOOOOOOOOO'O OIOOOOOOOOO'O O K M 0 0 on 89/8/1 a s Moaoda • 
a w anai 60dO9 OOOOOOOOIMOOOOOOOOM'O OIOOOOOOOOO'O 6 E S M 0 0 Oil 1 9 * 8 a $ Moaoaa « 
8/181 anai Mdoa OOOOOOOOIMOOOOOOOOOO'O OIOOOOOOOOO'O KIM 0 0 008 89/8/8 a s Moooaa « 
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anai anai 6WD8 OOOO0OO0I9O0OOD0OOO0OO OIOOOOOOOOO'O KIM 0 0 001 89/SW a s Moooaa a 
anai anai eoioa OOOOOOOOIMOOOOOOOOOO'O OIOOOOOOOOO'O «K ' (U 0 0 Oil tmin a s Moaoda a 
ama anai Muoa OOOOOOOOIMOOOOOOOOOO'O OIOOOOOOOOOO KIM 0 0 008 89/61/1 a s Moaoda « 
anai anai wdoa OOOOOOOOIMOOOOOOOOOO'O OIOOOOOOOOO'O KIM 0 0 Oil I M I / l a s AOOOdH ! 
artai anai waoa OOOOOOOOIMOOOOOOOOOO'O OIOOOOOOOOO'O KIM 0 0 001 89/8111 a t «oaoda « 
anm anai , 6WD8 OOOOOOMIMOOOOOOOOOOO OIOOOOOOOOOO «t-w 0 0 Oil 89/1111 a s Moaoda « 
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Table E-3. (continued). 

^ ^ ^ — j g ^ J — ^ g ^ HSREPORT.T HSWASTEDB HNUCJD2 HNUC.CON2 
m m m w m m m m t m m m m m 

RFODiW .$.. R 8/16/68 HO 1 0 P U W 0.00000000010 0.0000000000O6I0O000000 1 BOPOH tRUB TRUB 
RFODO* J R •/I6/S» «» 1 0 PU-239 0.00000000010 ooooooooooooeioooooooo BGIW TRUB TRUE 
RFOOOW S R 1/22/61 •46 1 0 PU239 0,00000000010 0.0O0O0O00O006IO0O0OOO0 BQP09 TRUE' tRUB 
RFODOW S R V22/6I 850 0 0 PU-239 0.00000000010 O.O0O0OO0O0O06I00O0000O nam TRUB TRUE 
RFOOOW s R I/30/6S too 0 0 PU.239 0.00000000010 0.00000000000t |00000000 BQP09 TRUB T555 
RFODOW s R J/30/68 110 0 0 PU-239 0.00000000010 0.00O0WKM00W 100000000 BQPM TRUB TRUE 
RFOOOW s R •730/M 820 0 0 PU239 0,00000000010 0.000000000006100000000 BOP09 TRUB TRUE 
RFOOOW s R SAW/68 830 0 0 PU-239 0.00000000010 O.00000O0000O6IO00O0OO0 K3P09 TRUB TRUE 
RFODOW s R 9/SK« •00 0 0 PU-239 0.00000000010 0.000000000006100000000 BOP09 TRUB TRUE 
RFODOW s R 9/5/61 110 0 0 PU-234 0.00000000010 0.000000000006100000000 , BQP09 TRUB TtWB 
RFODOW s R 9/5/6! 100 1 0 PU2J9 O.OOOOOOOOOIO 0.000000000006100000000 BQP09 TRUB TRUE 
RFODOW s R 9/9/68 •10 1 0 PU-239 0.00000000010 0.000000000006100000000 BOP09 TRUB TRUE 
RFODOW s R 9/11/68 110 0 0 PU-239 0,00000000010 0.0(1000110000061001100000 BQP04 TRUB fRUB 
RFODOW s R 9/1 I N I 830 2 0 PU-239 0.00000000010 0.000000000006100000000 BGP09 TRUB TRUE 
RFODOW s R 1 9/11/fJ 800 0 0 PU-2J4 O.OOOOOOOOOIO 0.00000000000(10110000(10 BQPM TRUE TRUE 
RFODOW s R 9/17/68 810 0 0 PU2J9 O.OOOOOOOOOIO O.00O00OOOO0O6IO0OOOO00 BOP09 TRUB TRUE 
RFODOW s R 9/17/68 840 0 0 PU-239 0.00000000010 0.000000000006100000000 BOP09 TRUB TRUE 
RFODOW s R 9/17/68 ISO 0 0 PU-239 0.00000000010 0.000000000006100000000 BGP04 TRUB TRUE 
RFODOW s R 9/17/68 100 1 0 PU-239 0,00000000010 0.0O00O0O0O0MI0000O0O0 BQP04 TRUB TRUE 
RFODOW s R 9/17/68 910 0 0 PU-239 0.00000000010 0.000000000006100000000 8OP04 TRUB TRUB 
TAN607 s R 0 1/21/6! 800 250 MAP 0,00000000000 0.003849999746JO0OO00OO BOP09 TRUB TRUE 
mum s R 0 M l / 6 8 too 250 MFP 0,00000000000 0.001649999325400(100000 BCP04 TRUB TRUB 
TAN607 s R 0 3/13/68 too 1 0 MAP oooooooooooo 0.000699999742200000000 BOP09 TRUE TRUE 
TAN607 s R 0 3/13*8 (00 1 0 MFP 0,00000000000 0.000299999723200000000 BCP09 TRUE TRUE 
TAN607 s R 0 3/H«8 too 0 0 MAP 0,00000000000 0.0OO6999997422OO0O0O0O BQP09 TRUE TRUE 
TAN607 s R 0 3/l4«» 800 0 0 MFP 0.00000000000 0.O002999997232O00O0000 BO POO TRUB TRUE 
TAN607 s R 0 J/H/68 110 0 0 MAP o.ooooooooooo 0.(Km9}9f0?4!!OOOOOO0O BO/W TRUE TRUB 
TAN607 s R 0 HUM •10 0 0 MFP 000000000000 0.00O29499972320OO00O00 BQP09 TRUE TRUE 
TAN607 s R 0 WO/68 •10 25 2 MAP 0.00000000000 0.0O069999974220O000000 BaP04 TRUB T B I * 
TAN607 » R 0 WO/68 110 25 2 MFP 0.00000000000 O.0002999997232000O0OO0 HQP09 TRUB TRUE 
TAN607 s R 0 8/20MS no 20 2 MAP 0.00000000000 0.O006999947422O000O000 BOP09 TRUB TRUE 
TAN607 s R 0 8/20/68 820 20 2 MFP 0,00000000000 O.00029949972320O0000O0 BOP09 ' TRUB TRUE 
TAN607 s R 0 8/22/68 110 20 1 MAP 0.00000000000 O.O0069999974220OO0O0OO BQP04 TRUE TRUE 
TAN607 s R 0 8/22/68 •10 20 1 MFP oooooooooooo 0.000299999723200000000 BOP09 TRUB TRUE 
TAN607 s R 0 8/22/68 120 10 1 MAP 0.00000000000 O.O00699499742200OO000O BOP09 TRUE TRUE 
TAN607 s R 0 8/22/68 120 10 1 MFP 0.00000000000 O.000294499723200OO0000 BOP09 TRUE TRIJE 
TAN607 s R 0 tatm 800 • 0 MAP 0.00000000000 O.M7O6999497422OOOO00O0 BOITO TRUB TRUE 
TAN601 9 R 0 J/23/68 WW • 0 MFP 0.00000000000 O.0O0299999723200O00O0O BQP09 TRUB TRUE 
TANM7 s R 0 8/23/68 •10 t 1 MAP 0.00000000000 0.00069999474220OOO000O BOP09 TRUB TRUE 
TAN607 s R 0 8/23/68 110 1 1 

2 0 
MFP 
MAP 

0.00000000000 0.000299994723200000000 BGP09 TRUE TRUE 
TAN607 s R 0 8/26/68 800 

1 1 
2 0 

MFP 
MAP 0.00000000000 0.000699999742200000000 BGP09 TRUE [TRUE 

TAN607 s R 0 8/26/6J •00 2 0 MFP 0.00000000000 O.O0O29999972J2MMO0000 BOP09 TRUB TRUE 
TRA603 8 R 0 3/21/68 820 5 1 MFP 0.00000000000 0.00199*999862200000000 BOP04 TRUB TRUE 
TRA603 s R 0 3/22/68 800 ISO IS MFP 0.00000000000 0.421999960422500000000 BCP04 TRUB TRUE 
TRAM! s R 0 J/22/68 •10 < 2 MFP 0.00000000000 O.O27499999ISI0O0O00OOO BOP04 TRUB TRUE 
TRA603 s R 0 4/1/68 •10 0 0 MFP 0,00000000000 0.000099949990200000000 BOP09 TRUB TRUE 
TRA603 s R 0 J/I6/6J 800 2 0 MFP oooooooooooo 0.0099999579I3SOOOOOOOO BGP09 TRUB TRUE 
TRA603 5 R 0 3V26W 800 100 10 MFP 0.00000000000 0.I92W99JI9920OOO0OO0O BOP09 TRUE TRUE 
TRA603 s R 0 5/29/69 too 10 1 MFP 0,00000000000 0.027499949831000000000 BGP09 TRUB TRUE 
TRA603 s R 0 6/SK4 110 12S 32 MFP 0.00000000000 O.J4299997568IJOOOOOOO0 BOP09 TRUE TRUE 
TRA642 s R 0 11/15/47 too 0000 MFP 0.00000000000 1.199999109265100000000 BOP09 TRUB TRUE 
TRA642 t R 0 WUI61 •10 0000 MFP 0.00000000000 O.OW99949993 I I00000000 BOP04 TRUB TRUE 
TRA642 s R 0 I2/IJ/67 . 800 5 0 MFP 0.00000000000 0.000999999931100000000 BOP04 TRUB TRUE 
TRAC4I s R 0 4/I6MI too 2 0 MFP 0.00000000000 0.000999999931100000000 BOP04 TRUB TRUB 

... j , TRA642 s R 0 4/16/68 •10 2 « MFP 0.00000000000 0.000999999931100000000 BOP04 TRUB TRUE 

* TRA641 s R 0 6/4/68 •00 2 o MFP 0.00000000000 0.010999949940400000000 BOP09 TRUB TRUE 
1 TRA642 s R 0 6/4/M •10 2 0 MFP 0.00000000000 O.0IO999999MO40000O00O 8CP09 TRUE TRUE 

. ^ TRA642 R 0 6M/68 820 2 0 MFP 0.00000000000 0.010999999940400000000 BOP04 TRUB TRUE 

-,_!„,... TRAM] R 0 (/4AM •30 2 0 MFP 0.00000000000 0.010994999940400000000 B O W TRUE TRUE 
i TRAM! R 0 6/4/68 840 5 0 MFP 0.00000000000 0.O27994997I190O000O0O0 BOP09 TRUB TRUB 
t: TRA642 R 0 6/5/68 800 2 0 MFP 0.00000000000 0.010494999440400000000 BOP09 TRUE TRUE 

• TRA641 R 0 6/5ASJ 110 2 9 MFP 0.00000000000 0 . 0 I 0 9 4 9 4 9 4 M 0 4 0 W 0 0 0 0 0 BOP09 TRUB TRUB 

• TRA642 R 0 «**» 820 J 0 MFP 0.00000000000 0 .0 I5999991897J00000000 BOP09 TRUB TRUB 

• r • TRA64J R 0 18*1 •JO 1 « MFP OtTOOOOOOOOO 0.0I5994998897J0OOOOO00 BOP09 TRUE TRUB 

• TRX642 R 0 M l •10 J 0 MFP 0.00000000000 0.0I59999988473OOO0OO00 BOP04 TRUB TRUB 



Table E-3. (continued). 

ina^tiBi^iEsizEniCT wniccm HNUG N02 HNUCLEM DOWNLOAD HOES LOC VERIFIED TRU 
t ITRA642 S R 0 WMS# no 0 2 AW oooooooooooo O.OJ6WWM1770O0OOOOO asm TRUE TRUE 
1 TRA04J s R 0 mm 130 7 2 MFP 0.00000000000 0.024WWWJ509900000000 BOP09 TRUE T R U E 
I tRAMJ $ R 0 tl\OK$ MM 70 7 MFP 0.00000000000 0.174WW70IS810000OO0O 8QP00 T R U E T R U E 
B TRAM2 s R 0 tllOKt 110 7 0 MFP 0.00000000000 0.OJ4WWM2570OOOOOO0 BOP09 T R U E T R U E 
1 jRAMl s R 0 taut 110 10 0 MFP 0.00000000000 0 .OOOWWW1100000000 BOPOSP TRUE T R U E 
1 TRA«J * ....,,. R 0 MHt .. i i» . 2 0 MFP oooooooooooo tidiumMMMamm BGP00 TRUE TRUE 
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E-4. (continued). 
COHTCWt* comtoob 90H cc " « w Cflf fO WSCIfL WOATt w v n t L D OLD itltf 

m iwiDOmniouuMuMi*MouHT.UHW«>im iwiDDmFiio«.tfioHtuMj unto m IWMITMMTOUT AS ru-u* TkWI » U I 
m iwiiwmniftiunoHWMjumDWtwMiihuwrowMww TkUl PAUI , 
N ttrusnc tUHIOftftiniOntfTOHRM-UmDCHftWMll MMTOUTAI HI-1M nun M U t 
m MiiofNnnicuiAHnWiAMduHTVHKNowN ftwiDomneDrunoNiuM:uttiooNiiwMisratfroijrAsru-i» TkU| nut n u i 

MNiDammo rLtmiHiuu; usno w inMa itwTour At ru-m THUS nue 
H I KJNiDimiftio ffirroniuM. u n u « mmn f t m our AS rut» TtUI n u i nut 

iwiDBmntowmwjUMiUmoortkwwftMtiHTCPtfTAtwm t k V l n u i nut 
m SUNIDtmPllOUIAMUMjAMOimiMICMWMIUNID^ T»op nut nut 

l.ftASTK fUH)DP4nnil>UkAMUM;AMOUKrWKHOWN SUHIMNIinUlFLOTONlUMfUSTtVOHkWMISMOTOUTASfU-U* TSUI nut nut 
"I SUNIMNTfFlI* tlVTOHl W : USTW ON kWMIt I t K T OUT AS W I H TkUl n u i n u i 
W •UN IMMIMO itvnMiwf: uirio ow IWMII rem OUT A I rum TkUk n u i n u i 
m ItfLAftlC nMiMMnmoukAMUMiAuouKfuNimowH MfiiDpiTineon.vroMiuw:USTfDCHk«witnuMrouTAirui» TkUl n u i nut 
W i.tufnc MtlDmnnU>UUMUH;AMOUHrUHKH0WH SUNIIwmMD PLUTONIUM; UITU>ONtWUlSnifrM'T At PU-»I TkUk PAISI ?*V* 

M t m n p ^ f t u m w M ; LHTCD m KWMU MMT CUT A I tu-»t TkUl n u t n u i 
lUHiDimimonuTOHiuMfUifTifctikWH in-ovr ftu-iw TkUS nut n u i 

».ru«pCfOL*n fwiDBfiuiiDutAMUHiAMotiiiriMiutowH i w EM nippumiNtuM:usTiooMkwuisMtff ouTAtPUp* nus PALM nut 
i n brume fUNI0mf1PIU>UfcAMUM:AM0UMTUHKM0WH PJN BKTI U>fLVfOHlVM:UniDCMkWHII MHrOUTASPU-UP n u i PAUC n u i 
Hi tttutnc MHIUprninEDUkAMUMiAMOUHTIMKHOWN MM MnniDftVTWIUMilUTlDCHkWMISttNTOUTAf A i m nut n u i nut 
Ul »»rufnc WH>Omm»DUIUU«UMiUiaUHfUHU«WH SUN Dmn|OntlTOHIllM:UfTfDCHk«MI3tkBirOVrASrU-UI TkUl nut n u i 

WNiDBfnnionuTOHiUM^fitTffxMkWHintn'ouT iru-ut TkUl n u t nut 
in WKIDBfimfDUkAMUUtftMtUtriMIKHC'WH 1UH _ B H [DtlVTOHI\lM:Unf&tMkWM»nMTflUT * « * > » > T M » SAUI n u i 
i » UHAfTK fWtMW^tfDVlUMUM.-AHaMruiMNOIW KMt&tNflF>WrlUTONtUJ4:UtTieaNtWMU FUNTOUTAIfU-lM n u t M U I nut 
m APLASTIC KMionmnioukAMUM:AMomruHDtoim •uNiDBfflnwtumwtiM;MTepwkimsinarrowAI»U.»» n u t nut 
m i t fumc I f l U I W r^HlimifllO UW«UMi AMOUNT IJHRHOWHMNIDBflM n u i f A U l nut 
in fifurnc iwioamnio WAMUMJ AMOUNT UNKNOWN nmwomntD PLUTONIUM: UITCD OH IWMIS ntotr OUT AS nr i» nut rAut nut 
i n iwiOBtnniD lumMiuM: u n u a* IWMU HUNT our A I PU->» nut FAUt 
I B tuHiDBrnni» furroNHM; unco w kiwis ntrr our AS w i » nut PAUI 
m WHiDwnnio tummiuu. umoox kwwit HWT OUT M r n » n u t FALSI 
•a KJHiomrmiD PLUTONIUM; U IT ID ON »WMIS n x r our AS PU-IM nut PAUI 

•« MWWmntft HtfrOKWH; UtTiOCH tWWS MUHT OUT AS PU-Mf n u i PAUt nut 
i n luHiDtminp nuTOHiuu: umo> w kwuis H M T OUT AS w m nut n u i nut 
I D tuMittBmnto HuwNiuMi u tno ON kWMii purr our AS H M M nut n u i 
t i t tun Bfin DHUTQM IM srtDCfUtwxnntMTarrAsrviif n u i nuf 
V pM DmnwnuTON w iTio<fikWMisntrroifrAStui» n u i n u i nut 
Si fUN Bf l in OHVRM « . tTtOONkWMISNHrouTASru-lIf n u i 
"t f « BHIPIID KAMW HouwruHUMmi WNiDttmntoaurbNtUMiuntPcHtiwrinittfrouTAtftt-)]* n u t 
m •UND»mnio kAMuu. mooN'kWMiiremovTAsru-m n u i nut nut 
£ flW BfTIPI ,KAMUM MOUHTtmEWWH tUNIDeNTinibrumMIW^SlWONtWMISnafrOUTAStVl I f PAUI nvt 
w MM DfTIRID hAMM STtOONkWMHHLtrrOUTASrU-llS nut PAUt nv 
m PUN W n n t D 1 MM.AMQUHTUHKHOMIfUNIDEH1ln[Dlltm)NIUM:USn&ONk«MirkMTOUTASruU» n u i n u t nv 
m pM D f n n i P tAMIM AMOUtfTUHKNOmtt SWU>eNtintPHVTWItM;LHTU>ONkini lN»irOUTASrui» PAUE nv 

MM Bfnn lD AANUM. HOWfTWKHDim SUNIMHtiniO ffUrTONIUM: UfTtO OH k«M 1 fkBWOUT kttU-Ut n u i nut n u 
o> iu.wSffi r w-~ nOTi*~oiMrurii'rK>im suHiDEHnneDrurroNiuMsUsnottikttMif iMfrovrASiu-ist n u i nut n u 

"* •UNIDDfnnfD UkAMUMiAMOMrr UNKNOWN SUHIOtNIWU) rumHIUH: ySTW ON kWUlS NWTOUT AS W J » nut n u i n u 
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Appendix F 

Additions to WorldToolKit Source Code 

F-1. INTRODUCTION 

This appendix contains the source code additions to the WorldToolKit driver code 
required to allow access to the Aurora data base server. 

F-2. SOURCE CODE 

void handle_key_aurora(int key) /* Aurora Subroutine */ 
if (key == '\n') { 

printf("returning to main menu\n"); 
display_prompt(); 
return; 

{ WTq newq; 
switch (key){ 

case 'i': 
/* must have a selected object */ 
if ( Iselectedobjs) { 

. printf("First select object(s) with left 
mouse button\n"); 

return,-
} break; 

} 
switch (key) 

case 'a': 
aurora_subroutine() ; 
break; 

case 'c' : 
printf("Loading Cold Test Pit World\n"); 
load_ctp(); 
break; 

case '9': 
printf("Loading Pit 9 World\n"); 
load_pit9 () ; 
break; 

case 'i' : 
obj ect^print_descript ion(selectedobj s->obj); break; 

case '1' : 
load_by_query(); 
break; 

} 
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I 1 

static void printDESCRTable (cu,qi) 
tdbCURSOR *cu; 
tdbQUERY_INFO *qi; 

{ 
/* print out all desired DESCR fields here in this function */ 
long in
struct DESCR *p; 

while ( p = (struct DESCR *) tdbFetch(cu,0) ) { 
if { tdbIsNull(&p->nff_filename,tdbSTRING_CODE) ) 

printf("%-18s <NULL>\n"," nff_filename:"); 
else printf("%-18s %s\n"," nff_filename:", p->nff_filename); 

if ( tdblsNull(&p-experiment,tdbINTEGER_LIST_CODE) ) 
printf("%-18s <NULL>\n"," experiment:"); 

else { 
printf("%-18s { "," experiment: " ); 
for (ii=l; ii<=tdbListSize (p-experiment) ; ii++) { 

printf("%d ",tdbElement(p->experiment,ii) ); 
printf("% }\n"); 

if ( tdbIsNull(&p->diml,tdbDOUBLE_PRECISION_CODE) ) 
printf("%-18s <NULL>\n"," diml:"); 

else printf("%-18s %.lf\n"," diml:", p->diml); 
if ( tdblsNull(&p->dim2,tdbDOUBLE_PRECISION_CODE) ) 

printf("%-18s <NULL>\n"," dim2:"); 
else printf("%-18s %.lf\n"," dim2:", p->dim2); 

if ( tdblsNull(&p->dim3,tdbDOUBLE_PRECISION_CODE) ) 
printf("%-18s <NULL>\n"," dim3:"); 

else printf("%-l8s %.lf\n"," dim3:", p->dim3); 
if { tdblsNull(&p->objdepth,tdbDOUBLE_PRECISION_CODE) ) 

printf ("%-18s <NULL>\n'\" objdepth:"); 
else printf("%-18s %.lf\n"," objdepth:", p->objdepth); 

if ( tdblsNull(&p->NWcoord,tdbDOUBLE_PRECISION_LIST_CODE) ) 
printf("%-18s <NULL>\n"," NWcoord:"); 

else { 
printf("%-18s { "," NWcoord: " ); 
for (ii=l; ii<=tdbListSize(p->NWcoord); ii++) { 

printf ("%.If ", tdbElement (p->NWcoord, ii) ),-
printf("% }\n"); 

if ( tdblsNull(&p->NEcoord,tdbDOUBLE_PRECISION_LIST_CODE) ) 
printf("%-18s <NULL>\n"," NEcoord:"); 

else { 
printf("%-18s { "," NEcoord: " ); 

for (ii=l; ii<=tdbListSize(p->NEcoord); ii++) { 
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printf("%.lf ",tdbElement(p->NEcoord, ii) ); 
printf("% }\n"); 

if ( tdbIsNull(&p-> SWcoord,tdbDOUBLE_PRECISION_LIST_CODE) ) 
printf("%-18s <NULL>\n"," SWcoord:"); 

else { 
printf(»%-l8s { "," SWcoord: " ); 
for (ii=l; ii<=tdbListSize(p->SWcoord); ii++) { 

printf("%.If ",tdbElement(p->SWcoord,ii) ); 
printf("% }\n"); 

if ( tdbIsNull(&p->SEcoord,tdbDOUBLE_PRECISION_LIST_CODE) ) 
printf("%-18s <NULL>\n"," SEcoord:"); 

else { 
printf("%-18s { "," SEcoord: " ); 
for (ii=l; ii<=tdbListSize(p->SEcoord); ii++) { 

printf("%.If ",tdbElement(p->SEcoord,ii) ),-
printf("% }\n"); 

} 
if ( tdbIsNull(&p->CENTERCOord,tdbD0UBLE_PRECISI0N_LIST_C0DE) ) 

printf("%-18s <NULL>\n"," CENTERcoord:"); 
else { 

printf("%-18s { "," CENTERcoord: " ); 
for (ii=l; ii<=tdbListSize (p->CE!vTERcoord) ; ii++) { 
printf("% }\n"); 

if ( tdbIsNull(&p->radius,tdbDOUBLE_PRECISIOK_CODE) ) 
printf("%-18s <NULL>\n"," radius:"); 

else printf("%-18s %.lf\n",n radius:", p->radius); 
if ( tdbIsNull(&p-description,tdbSTRING_CODE) ) 

printf("%-18s <NULL>\n"," description:"); 
else printf("%-l8s %s\n"," description:", p->description); 

if ( tdbIsNull(&p->notes,tdbSTRING_CODE) ) 
printf("%-18s <NULL>\n"," notes:"); 

else printf("%-18s %s\n"," notes:", p->notes); 
tdbFreeRow(&DESCR dcl,p,0); 

/******* *,* ************************************************/ 

static void displayData (cu,qi) 
tdbCURSOR *cu; 
tdbQqERY_INFO *qi; 

{ 
/* Print each 'fetched' record */ 
long nRows,i; 
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char *rec; 
char *val; 
tdbQUERY_INFO_COLUMNS *colPtr; 
nRows = 0; 
while ( rec = (char *) tdbFetch(cu,0) ) { 

++nRows; 
print f("Row % i\n",nRows); 
for ( i=0; i < qi->nCols; ++i) { 

colPtr = &qi->col[i]; 
val = tdbColToStr(rec + colPtr->dspl, 

colPtr->code, 
tdbFORMAT_FOR_USER); 

printf("%-18s: %s\n",colPtr->name,val); 
} 
printf("\n"); 
free(rec); 

} 
free(val); 
} static void display-Modifications (qi) 

tdbQUERY INFO *qi; 
{ 
long i; 
if (i = qi->rowsInserted) 

printf("%i rows inserted.\n",i); 
if (i = qi->rowsUpdated) 

printf("%i rows updated.\n",i); 
if (i = qi->rowsDeleted) 

printf("%i rows deleted.\n",i); 
printf("\n"); 
} 
s t a t i c v o i d d i s p l a y R e s u l t s (cu) 

tdbCURSOR *cu; 
{ 
tdbQUERY_INFO * q i ; 

q i = t d b Q u e r y l n f o ( c u ) ; 
i f ( q i - > i s S e l e c t ) 

i f ( (s t rcmp(qi->tableName,"apc.DESCR")) == 0) { 
p r in tDESCRTable (cu ,q i ) ; 

else { 
displayData(cu,qi); } else 

displayModifications(qi); 
} 
aurora subroutine() 
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{ 
tdbDATABASE *db; /* Pointer to database */ 
tdbCURSOR *cu; /* Pointer to cursor */ 
tdbQUERY_INFO *qi; /* Pointer to query */ 

struct DESCR *p; 
char buf[80]; 
char query[256]; 
char slVal[80]; 
/* Initialize the displacements in the tdbDCLs */ 
descr_init_dspls{); 
/* Access the database. */ 
db = tdbAccessDatabase{"shoshone:bwid", 0, 0) ; 

printf("Enter the SQL query statement: " ) ; 
gets(query); 
printf("The query is: %s\n", query); 
STARTX(db) /* Start transaction */ 

/* Issue the query. */ 
cu = tdbOpenCursor( 

db, query, (tdbDCL *) 0, NULL, 
(void *) 0, NULL, NULL, tdbNULL_DCL_OK); 

/* */ 
if (*tdbMsg) { 
printf ("\n%s\n" , tdbMsg) ,-

displayResults(cu); 
tdbCloseCursor(&cu); 

CLEANUPX(db) 
ONERRORX(db) 

printf("Error: %s %s \n", tdbMsgl, tdbMsg2); 
ENDX(db); /* End transaction */ 

/* End access to database */ 
tdbDeaccessDatabase(&db); 
} 
/* END OF AURORA SUBROUTINE */ 
/* COLD TEST PIT LOADING SUBROUTINE */ 
load ctp() 
{ " 

char * fname; 
int status; 

/* float obscale,-*/ 
WTobject *newo'bj ; 
WTpq p6 ; 
char buf[80], cl; 
char *object_dir; 
WTobject *obj; 
fname = "/usr/local/aurora/world/world.nff" ,-
object_dir = "/usr/local/aurora/models/"; 

/* printf("Scale factor [1.0]: " ) ; * / 
/* obscale = 1.0,-*/ 
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/* gets(buf);*/ 
/*' if (*buf) sscanf(buf, "%f", &obscale) ; */ 

printf("Clearing current universe..\n"); 
object_deselectall(); 
WTuniverse_vacuum(); 
printf("Loading universe %s... ", fname); 
status = WTuniverse_load(fname, &p6, 

uniscale); 
if (!status) 

else 
{ 

printf("couldn't load.Yn"); 

print f ( " done . \n ") ; 
uview = WTuniverse_getviewpoint () ; 
/* store initial viewpoint */ 
WTpq_copy(&p6, &initialp6) ,-
WTviewpoint_moveto(uview, &p6); 
/* set viewpoint values and 

sensitivity for this universe */ 
setup_viewpoint(); 

WTuniverse ready(); } 
/* load as movable objects everything found in dir given as 

3rd arg */ if (object_dir) 

{ 
printf ("Loading dynamic objects: '%s'\n", 

object_dir); 
load -parts (object dir) ; 

} 
if (object name) 
{ 

printf("Loading object: '%s'... ", object_name); 
obj = WTobject_new(object_name, &p6, objscale, FALSE, FALSE); 

/* no extension */ 

".nff"); 
FALSE, FALSE); 

} 

if (!obj && Istrchr(object_name, '.')) { 

/* try with default extension */ 
strcpy(fname, obj ect_name);strcat(fname, 
obj = WTobject_new(fname, &p6, objscale, 

} 
if (obj) 

printf("done.\n"); 
else 

printf("Couldn't load.\n"); 

} 
/* END OF COLD TEST PIT SUBROUTINE */ 
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/* BEGIN AURORA/WTK pit9DisplayObjects SUBROUTINE */ 
static void pit9DisplayObjects (cu) 

tdbCURSOR *cu; 
{ 
int status; 
WTpq p6; 
char *fname; 
struct PIT9_CONT *rec; 
Coordinate ispcoord,-
float dim; 
BuildBlock blockinfo; 
fname = "pit9world.nf f " ,-
printf("Clearing current universe..\n"); 

object_deselectall(); 
WTuniverse_vacuum(); 
printf("Loading universe ... " ) ; 
status = WTuniverse_load(fname, &p6, uniscale); 
if (!status) 

printf("couldn't load.\n"); else { 
printf("done.\n"); 
uview = WTuniverse_getviewpoint(); 
/* store initial viewpoint */ 
WTpq_copy(&p6, &initialp6); 
WTviewpoint_moveto(uview, &p6); 
/* set viewpoint values and sensitivity for this universe */ 
setup_viewpoint(); 
WTuniverse ready(); } 

/* stuff the structure */ 
blockinfo.red = 255; 
blockinfo.green = 255; 
blockinfo.blue = 255; 
/* print out the location strings for now */ 
while ( rec = (struct PIT9_C0NT *) tdbFetch(cu,0) ) {ispcoord = 
get_coord(rec->HDES_LOCl); 

if (ispcoord.confidence != 0) { 
/* For now, create everything as a cube */ 
dim = calc_dim (rec->HNO_CONTl, rec->HCONT_VOLl, 

rec->HVOL_UNITl); 
blockinfo.xpos = ispcoord.easting; 
blockinfo.ypos = ispcoord.northing; 
blockinfo.zpos = 5015.8 + dim/2.0; 
blockinfo.xdim = dim; 
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} 

} 

/ * 

blockinfo.ydim = dim; 
blockinfo.zdim = dim; 
blockinfo.name = rec->nff_filename; 
create_block (&blockinfo); 

} else { 
printf("Bad Location: %25s %11.2f %11.2f\n", 

rec->HDES_LOCl, 
ispcoord.easting, 
ispcoord.northing); 

free(rec); 

BEGIN AURORA/WTK pit9Display0bjects SUBROUTINE 

/* PIT 9 LOADING SUBROUTINE */ 
load_pit9() { 

tdbDATABASE *db; 
tdbCURSOR *cu; 
tdbQUERY_INFO *qi; 
char query[256] ; 

/* Pointer to database */ 
/* Pointer to cursor */ 
/* Pointer to query */ 

/* Initialize the displacements in the tdbDCLs 
pit9_cont_init_dspls () ; 
/* Access the database. 
db = tdbAccessDatabase("shoshone:bwid" , 0, 0) ; 
/* set up the query string */ 
sprintf (query, " SELECT * from cont"); 

*/ 

*/ 

/* start the transaction */ STARTX(db) 
cu = tdbOpenCursor ( 

db, 
query, 
(tdbDCL *) 0, 
NULL, 
(void *) 0, 
&PIT9_CONT_dcl, 
NULL, 
0); 

if (*tdbMsg) { 
printf(»\n%s\n",tdbMsg); 

/* Build and display the objects */ 
pit9DisplayObjects (cu); 
/* Close the database and disconnect */ 
tdbCloseCursor(&cu); 
CLEANUPX(db) 
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ONERRORX(db) 
printf("Error: %s %s \n", tdbMsgl, tdbMsg2) ; 
ENDX(db); /* End transaction */. 
/* End access to database */ 
tdbDeaccessDatabase(&db); 
} 
/* END OF PIT 9 SUBROUTINE */ 

/* BEGIN AURORA ctpPrintDescription SUBROUTINE */ 
static void ctpPrintDescription (cu) 

tdbCURSOR *cu; 
{ 
long i i ; 
char b u f [ 1 0 0 ] ; 
s t r u c t DESCR * p ; 

/* Print each fetched record (Check null fields) */ 
if ( (p = (struct DESCR *) tdbFetch(cu,0)) == NULL) { 

printf("ctpPrintDescription: bad cursor\n"); 
return; 

} 
if ( tdbIsNull(&p->nff_filename,tdbSTRING_CODE) ) 

printf("%-18s <NULL>\n"," nff_filename:"); 
else printf("%-18s %s\n"," nff_filename:", p->nff_filename); 

if ( tdbIsNull(&p->experiment,tdbINTEGER_LIST_CODE) ) 
printf("%-18s <NULL>\n"," experiment:"); 

else { 
printf("%-18s { "," experiment: " ); 
for (ii=l; ii<=tdbListSize (p->expieriment) ; ii++) { 

printf("%d ",tdbElement(p->experiment,ii) ); 
printf("% }\n"); 

if ( tdbIsNull(&p->diml,tdbDOUBLE_PRECISION_CODE) ) 
printf("%-18s <NULL>\n"," diml:"); 

else printf("%-18s %.lf\n";" diml:", p->diml) ,-
if ( tdbIsNull(&p->dim2,tdbDOUBLE_PRECISION_CODE) ) 

printf("%-18s <NULL>\n"," dim2:"); 
else printf("%-18s %.lf\n",» dim2:", p->dim2); 

if ( tdbIsNull(&p->dim3,tdbDOUBLE_PRECISION_CODE) ) 
printf("%-18s <NULL>\n"," dim3:"); 

else printf ("%-18s %.lf\n"," dim3 : " , p->dim3) ,-
if ( tdbIsNull(&p->objdepth,tdbDOUBLE_PRECISION_CODE) ) 

printf("%-18s <NULL>\n"," objdepth:"); 
else printf("%-18s %.lf\n"," objdepth:", p->objdepth); 
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if ( tdbIsNull(&p->NWcoord,tdbDOUBLE_PRECISION_LIST_CODE) ) 
printf (".%-18s <NULL>\n"," NWcoord:"); 

else { 
printf{"%-18s { "," NWcoord: " ); 
for (ii=l; ii<=tdbListSize(p->NWcoord) ; ii++) { 

printf("%.If ",tdbElement(p->NWcoord,ii) ); 
printf("% }\n"); 

if ( tdbIsNull(&p->NEcoord,tdbDOUBLE_PRECISION_LIST_CODE) ) 
printf("%-18s <NULL>\n"," NEcoord:"); 

else { 
printf("%-18s { "," NEcoord: " ); 
for (ii=l; ii<=tdbListSize(p->NEcoord); ii++) { 

printf("%.If ",tdbElement(p->NEcoord,ii) ) ; 
printf("% }\n"); 

if ( tdbIsNull(&p-> SWcoord,tdbDOUBLE_PRECISION_LIST_CODE) ) 
printf("%-18s <NULL>\n"," SWcoord:"); 

else { 
printf("%-18s { "," SWcoord: " ); 
for (ii=l; ii<=tdbListSize(p->SWcoord); ii++) { 

printf("%.If ",tdbElement(p->SWcoord,ii) ); 
printf("% }\n"); 

} 
if ( tdbIsNull(&p->SEcoord,tdbDOUBLE_PRECISION_LIST_CODE) ) 

printf("%-18s <NULL>\n"," SEcoord:"); 
else { 

printf("%-18s { "," SEcoord: " ); 
for (ii=l; ii<=tdbListSize(p->SEcoord); ii++) { 

printf{"%.If ",tdbElement(p->SEcoord,ii) ); 
printf("% }\n"); 

if ( tdbIsNull(&p->CENTERcoord,tdbDOUBLE_PRECISION_LIST_CODE) ) 
printf("%-18s <NULL>\n"," CENTERcoord:"); 

else { 
printf("%-18s { "," CENTERcoord: " ); 
for (ii=l; ii<=tdbListSize(p->CENTERcoord); ii++) { 

printf("%.If ",tdbElement(p->CENTERcoord,ii) ); 
printf("% }\n"); 

if ( tdbIsNull(&p->radius,tdbDOUBLE_PRECISION_CODE) ) 
printf("%-18s <NULL>\n"," radius:"); 

else printf("%-18s %.lf\n"," radius:", p->radius); 
if ( tdblsNull(&p->description,tdbSTRING_CODE) ) 

printf("%-18s <NULL>\n"," description:"); 
else printf("%-18s %s\n"," description:", p-description); 

if ( tdbIsNull(&p->notes,tdbSTRING_CODE) ) 
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printf("%-l8s <NULL>\n"," notes:");else printf(»%-l8s 
%s\n"," notes:", p->notes); 

/* 
tdbFreeRow (&DESCR_dcl,p,0); 
*/ 

} 
/* END AURORA ctpPrintDescription SUBROUTINE */ 

/* BEGIN AURORA pit9PrintDescription SUBROUTINE */ 
static void pit9PrintDescription (cu) 

tdbCURSOR *cu; 

{ 
long ii; 
char buf[100]; 
Struct PIT9_CONT *p; 

/* Print each fetched record (Check null fields) */ 
if ( (p = (struct PIT9_CONT *) tdbFetch(cu,0)) == NULL) { 

printf("pit9PrintDescription: bad cursor\n"); 
return; 

} 
/* print the database info to the screen */ 
if ( tdbISNull(&p->BAD_HST, tdbSTRING_CODE) ) 

printf C%-18s <NULL>\n" , " BAD_HST:"); 
else 

printf("%-18s %s\n"," BAD_HST:", p->BAD_HST); 
if ( tdblsNull(&p->HSAREA, tdbSTRING__CODE) ) 

printf("%-18s <NULL>\n"," HSAREA:"); 
else 

printf ("%-18s %s\n"," HSAREA:", p->HSAREA.) ; 
if ( tdblsNull(&p->HSWASTE_TP, tdbSTRING_CODE) ) 

printf("%-18s <NULL>\n"," HSWASTE_TP:") ; 
else 

printf("%-18s %s\n"," HSWASTE_TP:", p->HSWASTE_TP); 
if ( tdblsNull(&p->HSRADIO_AC, tdbSTRING_CODE) ) 

printf("%-18s <NULL>\n"," HSRADIO_AC:") ; 
else 

printf("%-18s %s\n"," HSRADIO_AC:", p->HSRADIO_AC); 
if ( tdblsNull(&p->HSONOFF_SI, tdbSTRING_CODE) ) 

printf("%-18s <NULL>\n"/" HSONOFF_SI:") ; 
else 

printf("%-18s %s\n"," HSONOFF_SI:", p->HSONOFF_SI); 
if ( tdblsNull(&p->HSREPORT_D, tdbLONG_INTEGER_CODE) ) 

printf("%-18s <NULL>\n"," HSREPORT_D:"); 
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else 
printf("%-18s %ld\n"," HSREPORT_D:", p->HSREPORT_D); 

if ( tdblsNull(&p->HSREPORT_T, tdbINTEGER_CODE) ) 
printf ("%-18s <NULL>\n"," HSREPORT_T: " ) ,-else 
printf(»%-18s %d\n"," HSREPORT_T:", p->HSREPORT_T); 

if ( tdblsNull(&p->HSWASTE_DE, tdbSTRING_CODE) ) 
printf("%-18s <NULL>\n"," HSWASTE_DE:"); 

else 
printf("%-18s %s\n"," HSWASTE_DE:", p->HSWASTE_DE); 

if ( tdblsNull(&p->HTYPE_CONT, tdbSTRING_CODE) ) 
printf("%-18s <NULL>\n"," HTYPE_CONT:"); 

else 
printf ("%-18s %s\n,!," HTYPE_CONT: " , p->HTYPE_CONT); 

if ( tdbIsNull(&p->HNO_CONTl, tdbINTEGER_CODE) ) 
printf("%-18s <NULL>\n"," HNO_CONTl: ") ; 

else 
printf("%-18s %d\n"," HNO_CONTl:", p->HNO_CONTl); 

if ( tdblsNull(&p->HCONT_VOLl, tdbINTEGER_CODE) ) 
printf("%-18s <NULL>\n"," HC0NT_V0L1: ") ; 

else 
printf("%-18s %d\n"," HC0NT_V0L1:", p->HC0NT_V0L1) ; 

if ( tdblsNull(&p->HVOL_UNITl, tdbSTRING_CODE) ) 
printf("%-18s <NULL>\n"," HVOLJJNITl: ") ; 

else 
printf("%-18s %s\n"," HVOL_UNITl:", p->HVOL_UNITl); 

if ( tdblsNull(&p->HSOLID_DSl, tdbSTRING_CODE) ) 
printf("%-18s <NULL>\n»," HSOLID_DSl:"); 

else 
printf("%-18s %s\n"," HSOLID_DSl:", p->HSOLID_DSl); 

if ( tdblsNull(&p->HDES_LOCl, tdbSTRING_CODE) ) 
printf("%-18s <NULL>\n"," HDES_LOCl:"); 

else 
printf("%-18s %s\n"," HDES_LOCl:", p->HDES_LOCl); 

if ( tdblsNull(&p->HDES_DATl, tdbLONG_INTEGER_CODE) ) 
printf{"%-18s <NULL>\n"," HDES_DAT1:"); 

else 
printf("%-18s %ld\n"," HDES_DAT1:", p->HDES_DATl); 

if ( tdblsNull(&p->TRU, tdbSTRING_CODE) ) 
printf("%-18s <NULL>\n"," TRU:"); 

else 
printf("%-18s %s\n"," TRU:", p->TRU); 

if ( tdblsNull(&p->HDES_LOC, tdbSTRING_CODE) ) 
printf ("%-18s <NULL>\n'\" HDES_LOC: " ) ; 

else 
printf("%-18s %s\n"," HDES_LOC:", p->HDES_LOC); 

if ( tdblsNull(&p->DOWNLOAD, tdbSTRING_CODE) ) 
printf("%-18s <NDLL>\n"," DOWNLOAD:"); 

else 
printf("%-18s %s\n"," DOWNLOAD:", p->DOWNLOAD); 
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if ( tdbIsNull(&p->VERIFIED, tdbSTRING_CODE) ) 
printf("%-18s <NULL>\n"," VERIFIED:"); 

else 
printf("%-18s %s\n"," VERIFIED:", p->VERIFIED); 

} 
/* END AURORA pit9PrintDescription SUBROUTINE */ 

/* BEGIN OF AURORA object_print_description SUBROUTINE */ 
object_print_description (WTobject *o) 
{ 
char *name; 
tdbDATABASE .*db; /* Pointer to database */ 
tdbCURSOR *cu; /* Pointer to cursor */ 
char query[256]; 

printf("object %p\n", o); 
if (!o) 

return; 
name = WTobject_getname(o); 
if (name && *name) 

printf("name: %s\n", name); 
else 

printf("name: none or invalid\n"); 
/* Access the database */ 
db = tdbAccessDatabase("shoshone:bwid", 0, 0) ; 
/* Initialize the displacements in the tdbDCLs */ 
if (strstr(name, "ctp")) { 
descr_init_dspls(); 
sprintf(query," SELECT * from descr where nff_filename = \"%s\"", 

name); 
} else if (strstr(name, "pitnine")) { 

pit9_cont_init_dspls(); 
sprintf(query," SELECT * from cont where nff_filename = \"%s\"", 

name); } else { 
printf("Invalid object name\n"); 
tdbDeaccessDatabase(&db); 
return; 

} 
/* Start transaction */ 
STARTX(db) 
/* Issue the query. */ 
cu = tdbOpenCursor ( 

db, 
query, 
(tdbDCL *) 0, 
NULL, 
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(void *) 0, 
NULL, 
NULL, 
tdbNULL_DCL_OK); 

if (strstr(name, "ctp")) 
ctpPrintDescription (cu); 

else 
pit9PrintDescription (cu) ,-

tdbCloseCursor(&cu); 
CLEANUPX(db) 
ONERRORX(db) 
printf("Error: %s %s \n", tdbMsgl, tdbMsg2) ,-
/* End transaction */ 
ENDX(db); 
/* End access to database *./ 
tdbDeaccessDatabase(&db); 
} 
/* END OF AURORA object_print_description SUBROUTINE */ 

/* BEGIN AURORA/WTK cold test pit support routines for load_by_query 
SUBROUTINE */ 
static void displayFilename (cu) 

tdbCURSOR *cu; 
{ 

struct DESCR *rec; 
long . nRows, i; 
char *fname; 
int status; 
WTpq p6; 
char buf[80], cl; 

fname = "/usr/local/aurora/world/world.nff" ; 
printf("Clearing current universe..\n"); 
object_deselectall(); 

WTuniverse_vacuum(); 
printf("Loading universe %s... ", fname); 
status = WTuniverse_load(fname, &p6, 

uniscale); 
if (!status) 

printf("couldn't load.\n"); 
else 
{ printf("done.\n"); 

uview = WTuniverse_getviewpoint(); 
/* store initial viewpoint */ 
WTpq_copy(&p6, &initialp6); 
WTviewpoint_moveto(uview, &p6); 
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/* set viewpoint values and 
sensitivity for this universe */ 

setup_viewpoint(); 
WTuniverse_ready(); 

nRows = 0/ 
while ( rec = (struct DESCR *) tdbFetch(cu,0) 

++nRows; 
printf(" %s\n", rec->nff_filename); 
load filename(rec->nff filename); 

} free(rec); 
/* setup sensor(s) */ 

/* setup_sensors(); */ 
} 
load_filename(char *filename) 
{ 

cha r o b j e c t _ d i r [ 1 3 2 ] ; 
i n t s t a t u s ; 
float obscale; 
WTobject *newobj; 
WTpq p6; 
char buf[8 0], cl; 
WTobject *obj; 
FLAG fmflag = FALSE; /* Fastmerge flag */ 
obscale =1.0; 
/*object_dir = "/usr/local/aurora/models/final/nff/";*/ 
strcpy(object_dir,"/usr/local/aurora/models/"); 
streat(filename,".nff"); /* This creates 

filenmae.nff = filename */ 
strcat(object_dir, filename); /* This creates 

directory/filename = object_dir */ 

printf("Loading object %s... ", object_dir); 
newobj = WTobject_new(object_dir, &p6i, obscale, FALSE, 

fmflag); 
if (Inewobj &.&. istrchr(object_dir, '.')) { /* no extension 

*/ 
/* try with default extension */ 
strcat(object_dir, ".nff"); 
newobj = WTobject_new(object__dir, &p6, obscale, FALSE, 

fmflag) ,-
if (Inewobj) 

printf("couldn't load.\n"); 
else 
{ 
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printf("done.\n"); 
WTuniverse_ready() ; /* Must be called after 

WTobject new */ 

} 
/* END AURORA/WTK cold test pit support routines for load by_query 
SUBROUTINE 
*/ 

/* BEGIN AURORA/WTK load_by_query SUBROUTINE 
1oad_by_query() { 
tdbDATABASE *db; 
tdbCURSOR *cu; 
tdbQUERY_INFO *qi; 
char query [256].; 

/* Pointer to database */ 
/* Pointer to cursor */ 
/•* Pointer to query */ 

/* Access the database. */ 
db = tdbAccessDatabase("shoshone:bwid" , 0, 0) ; 
printf("Enter the SQL query statement: " ) ; 
gets(query); 
printf("The query is: %s\n", query); 
/* Build and display the objects */ 
if (strstr(query, "from descr")) { 

descr_init_dspls(); 
} else if (strstr(query, "from cont")) { 

pit9 cont_init_dspls(); } else X 
printf("Must select from the descr or cont databases\n"); 
tdbDeaccessDatabase(&db); 
return; 

} 
/* Start- the transaction */ 
STARTX(db) 
/* Issue the query. */ 
cu = tdbOpenCursor ( 

db, 
query, 
(tdbDCL *) 0, 
NULL, 
(void *) 0, 
NULL, 
NULL, 
tdbNULL_DCL_OK) ; 

if (*tdbMsg) { 
printf("\n%s\n",tdbMsg); 
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/* Build and display the objects */ 
if (strstr(query, "from descr")) { 

printf("Selecting from ctp\n"); 
displayFilename (cu); 

} else if (strstr(query, "from cont")) { 
printf("Selecting from pit 9\n"); 
pit9Display0bjects (cu); 

} else 
printf("Must select from the descr or cont databases\n"); 

/* Close and disconnect from the database */ 
tdbCloseCursor(&cu); 
CLEANUPX(db) 
ONERRORX(db) 
printf("Error: %s %s \n", tdbMsgl, tdbMsg2); 
/* End transaction */ 
ENDX(db); 
/* End access to database */ 
tdbDeaccessDatabase(&db); 
} 
/* END OF AURORA/WTK load_by_query SUBROUTINE */ 
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Appendix G 

Source Code 
G-1. INTRODUCTION 

This appendix contains the source code required to generate objects in the WorldToolKit model 
from data base information accessed by WTK. Also given is the source code for utility functions that 
compute coordinate locations in Idaho State Plane coordinates based on location fields in the data base 
record and generate cube objects based on information in the data base record. 

G-2. SOURCE CODE 

/* include necessary header files */ 
#include "wt.h" 
#include "wt.p" 
#include "utils.h" 
#include "utils.p" 
/* Creates a new block object */ 
void create_block { 

BuildBlock *blockinfo) 
{ 

WTobject *newobj; 
WTp3 position; 
short color; 

/* 
printf("%10.2f %10.2f %10.2f %10.2f %10.2f %10.2f\n", 

blockinfo->xpos, 
blockinfo->ypos, 
blockinfo->zpos, 
blockinfo->xdim, 
blockinfo->ydim, 
blockinfo->zdim); 

getch(); 
*/ 

position[X] = blockinfo->xpos; 
position [Y] = blockinfo->ypos; 
position[Z] = blockinfo->zpos; 
/* calculate block color */ 
color = blockinfo->blue + 

((blockinfo->green<<4) & OxOOf0)+{(blockinfo->red<<8) & OxOf00); 
/* create a new block */ 
newobj = WTobject_newblock ( 

blockinfo->xdim, 
blockinfo->ydim, 
blockinfo->zdim, 
TRUE, 
FALSE) ; 
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WTobject_setposition(newobj, position); 
WTobject_setcolor(newobj, color); 
WTobject_setname(newobj, blockinfo->name); 

X-Sun-Data-Type: h-file 
X-Sun-Data-Description: h-file 
X-Sun-Data-Name: descrdcl.h 
X-Sun-Charset: us-ascii 
X-Sun-Content-Lines: 95 
/********************************************************************/ 
/* descrdcl.h */ 

/is*******************************************************************/ 

/* 
* Created 29-Jun-1994 10:04 MDT * 
* There are two files generated by this utility: 
* "descrdcl.h" 
* "descrdef.h" 
* 
* Include "descrdcl.h" in all C files which need a 
* declaration of the structures. 
* 
* Include "descrdef.h" in the one file responsible for 
* allocating and initializing the data structures. . * 
* Call the function descr_init_dspls() in main() to 
* initialize the displacements in the tdbDCLs before any 
* calls to the database. */ 

#ifndef _DESCR_DCL_HEADER 
#define _DESCR_DCL_HEADER 
#ifndef _DECLARED_DESCR_REFS 
#define _DECLARED_DESCR_REFS 
/* Declare references for all structs */ 
tdbDECLARE_REFERENCE(DESCR); 
#endif /* _DECLARED_DESCR_REFS */ 

/*• TABLE DESCR */ 
/********************************************************************/ 

#ifndef _tdbDEFINED_DESCR 
#define _tdbDEFINED_DESCR 
idefine DESCR_COLUMN_COLUMNS \ 

'"objId" ,tdbLONG_INTEGER_CODE,0}, \ 
'"experiment",tdbINTEGER_LIST_CODE,0}, \ 
'"nff_filename",tdbSTRING_CODE,0}, \ 
'"diml",tdbDOUBLE_PRECISION_CODE,0}, \ 
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"dim2",tdbD0UBLE_PRECISI0N_C0DE, 0}, \ 
"dim3",tdbDOUBLE_PRECISION_CODE, 0}, \ 

\"objdepth",tdbDOUBLE_PRECISION_CODE,0}, \ 
'"NWcoord",tdbDOUBLE_PRECISION_LIST_CODE,0 
' "NEcoord",tdbDOUBLE_PRECISION_LIST_CODE,0' 
"SWcoord",tdbDOUBLE_PRECISION_LIST_CODE,0 
"SEcoord",tdbDOUBLE_PRECISION_LIST_CODE,0,. 

•' "CENTERcoord" , tdbDOUBLE_PRECISION_L:[ST_CODE, 0 
•' "radius" , tdbDOUBLE_PRECISION_CODE, 0">, \ 
"description",tdbSTRING_CODE,0}, \ 
' "notes",tdbSTRING_CODE,0} 

#define DESCR_N_COLUMNS 15 
struct DESCR { 
# define DESCR COLUMN VARIABLES \ 
\ 

tdbLONG_INTEGER objld; \ 
tdbINTEGER_LIST experiment; \ 
char * nff_filename; \ 
tdbDOUBLE_PRECISION diml; \ 
tdbDOUBLE_PRECISION dim2; \ 
tdbDOUBLE_PRECISION dim3; \ 
tdbDOUBLE_PRECISION objdepth; \ 
tdbDOUBLE_PRECISION_LIST NWcoord; \ 
tdbDOUBLE_PRECISION_LIST NEcoord; \ 
tdbDOUBLE_PRECISION_LIST SWcoord; \ 
tdbDOUBLE_PRECISION_LIST SEcoord; \ 
tdbDOUBLE_PRECISION_LIST CENTERcoord; \ 
tdbDOUBLE_PRECISION radius; \ 
char * description; \ 
char * notes 
DESCR COLUMN VARIABLES; 
}•; " 

#endif /* _tdbDEFINED_DESCR */ 
extern tdbCOLUMNS DESCR_cols[]; 
extern tdbDCL DESCR_dcl; 
extern char *DESCR_column_list; 
_tdbEXTERN_F(void DESCR_init_dspls, (tdbDCL "del) ); 

extern tdbDCL *descr_expansion_dcls[] ; 
iendif /* _DESCR_DCL_HEADER */ 

X-Sun-Data-Type: h-file 
X-Sun-Data-Description: h-file 
X-Sun-Data-Name: descrdef.h 
X-Sun-Charset: us-ascii 
X-Sun-Content-Lines: 83 

/* descrdef.h 
/ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * i: * * * * * * * * * 
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* Created 29-Jun-1994 10:04 MDT * 
* There are two files generated by this utility: 
* "descrdcl.h" 
* "descrdef.h" 
* 
* Include "descrdcl.h" in all C files which need a 
* declaration of the structures. 
* 
* Include "descrdef.h" in the one file responsible for 
* allocating and initializing the data structures. 
* 
* Call the function descr_init_dspls() in main() to 
* initialize the displacements in the tdbDCLs before any 
* calls to the database. */ 

iifndef _DESCR_DEF_HEADER 
#define _DESCR_DEP_HEADER 
/ A * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * / 
/* TABLE DESCR */ 
/ • • • • A * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * / 

struct DESCR DESCR_dummy; 
tdbCOLUMNS DESCR_cols[] = { DESCR_COLUMN_COLUMNS }; 
tdbDCL DESCR_dcl = { "DESCR", 15, sizeof(struct DESCR),DESCR_cols }; 
char *DESCR_column_list = 
"objld,experiment,nff_filename,diml,dim2, dim3 , \ 
objdepth,NWcoord,NEcoord,SWcoord,SEcoord,CENTERcoord,radius,descriptio 
n,\ 
notes"; 
void _tdbFUNCTION(DESCR_init_dspls, tdbDCL *dcl, (del) ) 

dcl->col[0].dspl = dspof(DESCR_dummy,objId); 
dcl->col [1] .dspl = dspof(DESCR_dummy,experiment); 
dcl->col [2] .dspl = dspof(DESCR_dummy,nff_filename); 
dcl->col[3].dspl = dspof(DESCR_dummy,diml); 
dcl->col[4] .dspl = dspof(DESCR_dummy,dim2) ,-
dcl->col [5] .dspl = dspof(DESCR_dummy,dim3); 
dcl->col [6] .dspl = dspof(DESCR_dummy,objdepth); 
dcl->col [7] .dspl = dspof(DESCR_dummy,NWcoord); 
dcl->col [8] .dspl = dspof(DESCR_dummy,NEcoord); 
dcl->col[9].dspl = dspof(DESCR_dummy,SWcoord); 
dcl->col[10] .dspl = dspof(DESCR_dummy,SEcoord) ,-
dcl->col[11] -dspl = dspof(DESCR_dummy,CENTERcoord) ,• 
dcl->col[12].dspl = dspof(DESCR_dummy,radius); 
dcl->col[13] .dspl = dspof(DESCR_dummy,description) ,• 
dcl->col[14].dspl = dspof(DESCR_dummy,notes); 

/********************************************************************/ 
/* Expansion DCLs array */ 
/ • A * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * / 
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tdbDCL *descr_expansion_dcls[2] = 
{ &DESCR_dcl, 
NULL}; 

/A*******************************************************************/ 
/* Displacement Initialization function */ 
/********************************************************************/ 

tdbARGLESS_FUNCTION(void descr_init_dspls) 
J static int i = 0; 

if (i == 0) { 
DESCR_init_dspls(&DESCR_dcl) ; 
i = 1; 

) ' 
#endif /* DESCR DEF HEADER */ 

X-Sun-Data-Type: h-file 
X-Sun-Data-Description: h-file 
X-Sun-Data-Name: pit9_contdcl.h 
X-Sun-Charset: us-ascii 
X-Sun-Content-Lines: 107 
/********************************************************************/ 
/* pit9_contdcl.h */ 
/********************************************************************/ 

/* 
* Created 26-Jul-1994 10:07 MDT * 
* There are two files generated by this utility: 
* "pit9_contdcl.h" 
* "pit9_contdef.h" 
* Include "pit9_contdcl.h" in all C files which need a 
* declaration of the structures. 
* 
* Include "pit9_contdef.h" in the one file responsible for 
* allocating and initializing the data structures. 
* 
* Call the function pit9_cont_init_dspls0 in main() to 
* initialize the displacements in the tdbDCLs before any 
* calls to the database. 
* / 

#ifndef _PIT9_CONTJDCL_HEADER 
#define _PIT9_CONT_DCL_HEADER 
#ifndef _DECLARED_PIT9_CONT_REFS 
#define _DECLARED_PIT9_CONT_REFS 
/* Declare references for all structs */ 
tdbDECLARE_REFERENCE(PIT9_CONT); 
#endif /* _DECLARED_PIT9_CONT_REFS */ 
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/ * • * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
/* TABLE PIT9_C0NT 

#ifndef _tdbDEFINED_PIT9_C0NT 
#define _tdbDEFINED_PIT9_C0NT 
#define PIT9_C0NT_C0LUMN_C0LUMNS \ 

'"nff_filename",tdbSTRING_CODE,0}, \ 
"Obj ectID",tdbLONG_INTEGER CODE, 0 } , 
"BAD_HST",tdbSTRING_CODE,07, \ 
"HSAREA",tdbSTRING_CODE,0}, \ 
"HSWASTE_TP",tdbSTRING_CODE,0}, \ 
"HSRADIO_AC",tdbSTRING_CODE,0}, \ 
"HSONOFF_SI",tdbSTRING_CODE,0}, \ 
"HSREPORT_D" , tdbLONG__INTEGER_CODE, 0 } 
."HSREPORT_T",tdbINTEGER_CODE,0}, \ 
' "HSWASTE_DE",tdbSTRING_CODE, 0 } , 
'"HTYPE_CONT",tdbSTRING_CODE,0|, 
»HNO_CONTl",tdbINTEGER_CODE,0}, 
"HCONT_VOLl",tdbINTEGER_CODE,0} 

\ 
\ 
\ 

"HVOL_UNITl",tdbSTRING_CODE,0), 
,0}, 

\ 

"HSOLID_DSl",tdbSTRING_CODE, 
"HDES_L0C1" , tdbSTRING_CODE, 0 } ', \ 
"HDES_DAT1",tdbLONG_INTEGER_CODE,0}, 
'"TRU",tdbSTRING_CODE,0}, \ 
"HDES_JLOC" , tdbSTRING__CODE, 0 ) , \ 
'»DOWNLOAD",tdbSTRING_CODE, 0} , \ 
'"VERIFIED",tdbSTRING_CODE,0' 

#define PIT9_CONT_N_COLUMNS 21 
struct PIT9_CONT { 
# 
\ 

define PIT9_CONT_COLUMN_VARIABLES \ 
char * nff_filename; \ 
tdbLONG_INTEGER ObjectID; \ 
char 
char 
char 
char 
char 

\ 
\ 
\ 

BAD_HST; \ 
HSAREA; \ 
HSWASTE_TP; 
HSRADIO_AC; 
HSONOFF_SI; 

tdbLONG_INTEGER HSREPORT_D; 
tdblNTEGER HSREPORT T; \ 
char * HSWASTE_DE; \ 
char * HTYPE_CONT; \ 
tdblNTEGER HNO_CONTl; \ 
tdblNTEGER HCONT_VOLl; \ 
char * HVOL_UNITl; \ 
char * HSOLID_DSl; \ 
char * HDES_LOCl; \ 
tdbLONG_INTEGER HDES_DAT1; 
char * TRU; \ 
char * HDES_LOC; \ 
char * DOWNLOAD; \ 
char * VERIFIED 
PIT9 CONT COLUMN VARIABLES; }; ~ " 
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iendif /* _tdbDEFINED_PIT9_C0NT */ 
extern tdbCOLUMNS PIT9_CONT_cols[]; 
extern tdbDCL PIT9_C0NT_dcl; 
extern char *PIT9_C0NT_column__list; 
_tdbEXTERN_F(void PIT9_CONT_init_dspls, (tdbDCL *dcl) ); 

extern tdbDCL *pit9_cont_expansion_dcls[] / 
#endif /* __PIT9 CONT_DCL_HEADER */ 

X-Sun-Data-Type: h-file 
X-Sun-Data-Description: h-file 
X-Sun-Data-Name: pit9_contdef.h 
X-Sun-Charset: us-ascii 
X-Sun-Content-Lines: 90 
/********************************************************************/ 
/* pit9_contdef.h */ 
/it*******************************************************************/ 

/* 
* Created 26-Jul-1994 10:07 MDT * 
* There are two files generated by this utility: 
* "pit9_contdcl.h" 
* "pit9_contdef-h" 
* 
* Include "pit9_contdcl.h" in all C files which need a 
* declaration of the structures. 
* 
* Include "pit9_contdef.h" in the one file responsible for 
* allocating and initializing the data structures. 
* 
* Call the function pit9__cont_init_dspls () in main() to 
* initialize the displacements in the tdbDCLs before any 
* calls to the database. 
*/ 

#ifndef _PIT9_C0NT_DEF_HEADER 
#define _PIT9_C0NT_DEF_HEADER 
/********************************************************************/ 
/* TABLE PIT9_CONT */ 
/********************************************************************/ 

struct PIT9_CONT PIT9_CONT_dummy; 
tdbCOLUMNS PIT9_CONT_COls[] = { PIT9_CONT_COLUMN_COLUMNS }; 
tdbDCL PIT9_CONT_dcl = { "PIT9_C0NT", 21, sizeof(struct 
PIT9_CONT),PIT9_CONT_COls }; 
char *PIT9_CONT_column_list = "nff_filename,ObjectID,BAD_HST,HSAREA, \ 
HSWASTE_TP, HSRADIO_AC, HSONOFF_SI, HSREPORT_D, HSREPORTJT, HSWASTE_DE, \ 
HTYPE_CONT,HN0_C0NT1,HCONT_VOLl,HV0L_UNIT1,HS0LID_DS1,HDES_L0C1,\ 
HDES_DAT1,TRU,HDES LOC,DOWNLOAD,VERIFIED" ; 
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void _tdbFUNCTI0N(PIT9_C0NT_init_dspls, tdbDCL *dcl, (del) ) 
dcl->col [0] .dspl = dspof(PIT9_CONT_dummy,nff_filename); 
dcl->col [1] -dspl = dspof (PIT9_CONT_dummy, Object ID) ,-
dcl->col [2] .dspl = dspof(PIT9_CONT_dummy,BAD_HST); 
dcl->Col[3].dspl = dspof(PIT9_CONT_dummy,HSAREA); 
dcl->col [4] .dspl = dspof(PIT9_CONT_dummy,HSWASTE_TP) 
dcl->col [5] .dspl = dspof(PIT9_CONT_dummy,HSRADIO_AC) 
dcl->col [6] -dspl = dspof (PIT9_CONT_dummy,HSONOFF_SI) 
dcl->col [7] .dspl = dspof(PIT9_C0NT_dummy,HSREP0RT_D) 
dcl->COl [8] .dspl = dspof(PIT9_C0NT_dummy,HSREP0RT_T) 
dcl->col [9] .dspl = dspof(PIT9_CONT_dummy,HSWASTE_DE) 
del->COl[10].dspl = dspof(PIT9_C0NT_dummy,HTYPE_C0NT); 
dcl->col [11] .dspl = dspof {PIT9_C0NT_dummy,HN0_C0NTl) ,-
dcl->col [12] .dspl = dspof(PIT9_C0NT_dummy,HC0NT_V0Ll); 
dcl->col [13] .dspl = dspof(PIT9_C0NT_dummy,HV0L_UNITl); 
dcl->col[14].dspl = dspof(PIT9_C0NT_dummy,HS0LID_DSl); 
dcl->col[15].dspl = dspof(PIT9_C0NT_dummy,HDES_L0Cl); 
dcl->col[16].dspl = dspof(PIT9_C0NT_dummy,HDES_DATl); 
dcl->col [17] .dspl = dspof(PIT9_C0NT_dummy,TRU); 
dcl->COl [18] .dspl = dspof(PIT9_C0NT_dummy,HDES_L0C) ; 
dcl->col[19]..dspl = dspof(PIT9_C0NT_dummy,DOWNLOAD); 
del->eol [20] .dspl = dspof(PIT9_CONT_dummy,VERIFIED); 

/ • • • A * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * / 
/* Expansion DCLs array */ 
/********************************************************************/ 

tdbDCL *pit9_cont_expansion_dels[2] = 
{ &PIT9_CONT_dcl, 
NULL}; 

/ A * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * / 
/* Displacement Initialization function */ 
/********************************************************************/ 
tdbARGLESS_FUNCTION(void pit9_cont_init_dspls) 

X static int i = 0; 
if (i == 0) { 

PIT9_CONT_init_dspls(&PIT9_CONT_dcl); 
i = 1; 

) » 

#endif /* PIT9 CONT DEF HEADER */ 

X-Sun-Data-Type: default 
X-Sun-Data-Description: default 
X-Sun-Data-Name: pit9boundary.nff 
X-Sun-Charset: us-ascii 
X-Sun-Content-Lines: 44 
nff 
version 1.70 
// Pit9 Monument Boundary 
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// The detail of the vertices can be as much as 10 ft off 
viewpos 0.0 0.0 0.0 
viewdir 0.0 0.0 0.0 

// Viewpoint is at the origin 
// and looking straight forward 

Pit9boundary 
12 
268420.23 669933.40 5030. 
268295.18 669942.70 5030. 
268167.35 669556.98 5030. 
268266.31 669564.53 5030. 
268303.71 669669.75 5030. 
268333.75 669662.91 5030. 
268420.23 669933.40 5015.80 
268295.18 669942.70 5015.80 
268167.35 669556.98 5015.80 
268266.31 669564.53 5015.80 
268303.71 669669.75 5015.80 
268333.75 669662.91 5015.80 
20 
3 4 5 0 OxfOO both 
3 4 0 1 OxfOO both 
3 2 4 1 OxfOO both 
3 2 3 4 OxfOO both 
3 8 2 1 0x3700 both 
3 7 8 1 0x3700 both 
3 10 11 6 OxfOO both 
3 10 6 7 OxfOO both 
3 8 10 7 OxfOO both 
3 8 9 10 OxfOO both 
3 6 0 5 0x3700 both 
3 11 6 5 0x3700 both 
3 1 0 6 0x8700 both 
3 7 1 6 0x8700 both 
3 9 3 2 0x8700 both 
3 8 9 2 0x8700 both 
3 10 3 4 OxOfO both 
3 9 10 3 OxOfO both 
3 11 4 5 OxOfO both 
3 10 11 4 OxOfO both 

• // Name of the object. 
// Number of vertices 

// Number of vertices 

// top OfxOO is the color, in this case, Red 

// L-side 
// bottom 

// R-side 
// Back 
// Front 
// little side 
// other little side 

X-Sun-Data-Type: c-file 
X-Sun-Data-Description: c-file 
X-Sun-Data-Name: utils.c 
X-Sun-Charset: us-ascii 
X-Sun-Content-Lines: 517 
/* include necessary header files */ 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <math.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <string.h> 
#include "utils.h" 
#include "utils.p" 

/* function protypes */ 
float calc_average ( 

char *str); 
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Coordinate get_mon_coord { 
char *monument); 

Coordinate placeit ( 
Coordinate coord, 
float coordl, 
char bearingl, 
float coord2, 
char bearing2); 

void init_string ( 
char *str, 
int length); 

void init_coord ( 
Coordinate *coordptr); 

/********************************************************************* 
*/ /* external function to calculate the length of a cube's side given */ 
/* the number of containers in an entry, volume of each container, */ 
/* and the units that the volume is expressed in 
*/ 
/********************************************************************* 
*/ 
float calc_dim { 

int num_containers, 
int container_vol, 
char *volume_unit) 

{ 
double cbrt{ 

double x) ,• 
double total_volume; 
float dim; 
double gallons_to_ft3 =0.1336806; 
char unit = volume_unit[0] ; 
/****************************************************************/ 
/* need to determine here what the volume unit is (ft or gal) */ 
/* just assume feet for now */ 
/****************************************************************/ 
total_volume = (double)num_containers * (double)container_yol; 
switch (unit) { 

case 'K': 
total_volume = total_volume * gallons_to_ft3; 
break; 

case 'F': 
break; 

default: 
break; } 

dim = (float)cbrt(total volume); 
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return (dim); 
} 
/******************************************* ^ ************************* 
/ 
/* external function to get ISP coordinates from a location string 
*/ 
/******************************************* ic ************************* 

I 
Coordinate get_coord( 

char *location) 
{ 
int i, j , m, n, o, p; 
char loccopy[25] , *mychar, pit [10] , coordl [10] , coord2 [10], 

monument [10], *pitptr, *coordlptr, *coord2ptr, *monumentptr; 
char *tok; 
char bearingl, bearing2; 
int length; 
float coordl_flt, coord2_flt; 
Coordinate coord; 

/* initialize the object coordinates structure */ 
init_coord(&coord); 
/* initialize the bearing string */ 
bearingl = '\0'; 
bearing2 = '\0'; 
/* initialize the index variables */ 
m = n = o = p = 0 ; 

/* make a local copy of the location string and find its length */ 
strcpy(loccopy, location); 
i = strlen(loccopy); 
mychar = loccopy; 

/* find the pit, coord, and monuments in the string */ 
for (j = 0 ; j < i; j++, mychar++) { 

/* find the end of the pit field */ 
if ((*mychar == '9') && (j <= 4)) 

m = j ; 
/* find the end of the coordinate 1 field, including the bearing 

*/ 
if ({(*mychar == 'N') || (*mychar == 'S') jj 

(*mychar == 'E') j| (*mychar == 'W')) && 
(n == 0)) 

n = j; 
/* find the end of the coordinate 2 field, including the bearing 

*/ 
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if ({(*mychar == 'N') || (*mychar == 'S') || 
(*mychar == 'E') j| (*mychar == 'W')) && 
(j > n) && (n != 0) && (o ==0)) { 

} 

o = ]; 
/* this line takes care of the case when monument = 'N' */ 
if ( (j == i-l) &&. (p == 0) ) 

P = j; 

/* find the start of the monument field */ 
if <((*mychar == 'N') j (*mychar == 'S') ij 

(*mychar == 'E') j 
(j > o) && (o != 0) && (p == 0)) 

P = j; 

(*mychar == 'W')) && 

/* reset the location string pointer */ 
mychar = loccopy; 

/* initialize the pit, coord, and monument strings */ 
init_string(pit, 10); 
init_string(coordl, 10); 
init_string(coord2, 10); 
init_string(monument, 10); 
/* reset the pointers into the strings */ 
pitptr = pit; 
coordlptr = coordl; 
coord2ptr = coord2; 
monumentptr = monument; 

/* stuff the pit string */ 
for (j = 0 ; j <= m ; j++, mychar++, pitptr++) 

*pitptr = *mychar; 

/* if neither coord is present just set up the monument pointer */ 
if ((n-m) == 1) { 

strcpy(coordl, "NONE"); 
strcpy(coord2, "NONE"); . 
for (j = m+1 ; j < i ; j++, mychar++, monumentptr++) 

*monumentptr = *mychar; 
} else { 

/* if the first coord is present, stuff the coordl string */ 
for (j = m+1 ; j <= n ; j++, mychar++, coordlptr++) 

*coordlptr = *mychar; 
/* if the second coord is not present set up the monument pointer 

*/ 
if (p == i-l) { 

strcpy(coord2, "NONE"); 
for (j = o ,- j < i ; j++, mychar++, monumentptr++) 

•monumentptr = *mychar; 
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} else { 
/* if the second coord is present, stuff the coord2 string */ 
for (j = n+1 ; j <= o ; j++, mychar++, coord2ptr++) 

*coord2ptr = *mychar; 
/* stuff the monument pointer */ 
for (j = o+l ; j < i ; j++, mychar++, monumentptr++) 

*monumentptr = *mychar; 

/* reset the string pointers */ 
coordlptr = coordl; 
coord2ptr = coord2; 
monumentptr = monument; 

/* if no coordl, output NONE and set the relative coordl to 0 */ 
if (strncmp{coordl, "NONE",4) ==0) { 

coordl_fIt = 0.0; 
} else { 

/* strip off the bearing */ 
length = strlen(coordl); 
bearingl = coordl[length-1] ; 
/* determine if the coord is really a range */• 
tok = strchr(coordl, ' - ' ) ; 
if (tok != NULL) { 

/* if it is a range, calculate the middle point */ 
coordl_flt = calc_average(coordl); 

} else { 
/* if not a range, just convert to a float */ 
coordl fit = (float)atof(coordl); } 

} 
/* if no coord2, output NONE and set the relative coord2 to 0 */ 
if(strncmp(coord2, "NONE", 4) == 0) { 

coord2_flt = 0.0; 
} else { 

/* strip off the bearing */ 
length = strlen(coord2); 
bearing2 = coord2[length-1]; 
/* determine if the coord is really a range */ 
tok = strchr(coord2, ' - ' ) ; 
if (tok != NULL) { 
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